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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

i) Purpose of these Representations 

 

1.1 These representations are subm itted on beha lf of Gleeson Strategic Land Ltd in response to 

Medway Council’s (MC ) Local  P lan De velopment Options 20 12-2035 (Re gulation 18) 

consultation (LPDO, January 2017). Gleeson Strategic Land Ltd has land interest at ‘Berengrave 

Nursery, Rainham’ (he reafter re ferred to as ‘t he Site ’). A  Site Locat ion Plan is i ncluded at  

Appendix A. 

 

1.2 The Site is located to t he west of Berengrave Lane and to  the north of the Chatham Main 

railway line and com prises approxi mately 6  h ectares wit h a varie ty of existin g land uses. 

Further detail on the Site is provided in Section 6.0 of these representations. 

 

1.3 Notwithstanding our Client’s specific land interests, these representations have been prepared 

in objective terms and in recognition of prevailing planning policy – in particular Government 

guidance as set out  in the  Nat ional P lanning Pol icy F ramework (NP PF) (Mar ch 2012) an d 

National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (March 2014). 

 

1.4 On 07  February 2017, the Gover nment published the  Housing  White  Pape r (February 2017), 

which sets out a programme of reform to tackle long-standing problems in the housing market 

and ensure homes are built in the right locations. These representations make reference to the 

Government’s proposed p lanning c hanges, w here relevant, and  wh ich are  now  s ubject to  

consultation until 02 May 2017. 

 

ii) Purpose of the LPDO 

 

1.5 MC previously undertook a per iod of public consultation on its Local Pl an Issues and Op tions 

(LPIO) document between January and February 2016. The LPIO consultation was in advance 

of the preparation of a new Lo cal Plan  un der the Local Plann ing Regulatio ns. It sough t 

representations on ke y contextual matters and potential approaches  f or the  new  Local P lan 

strategy, and did not set out detailed policies or identify specific development sites. 

 

1.6 This current LPDO consultation document sets out potential development options available to 

meet Medway’s identified needs over the Plan period 2012-2035, which are sought to be in line 

with a draft vision and strategic objectives for the area.  
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1.7 The four development options that are considered within the LPDO are as follows: 

 
1. Maximising urban regeneration opportunities; 

2. Supporting suburban expansion at a significant scale; 

3. Promoting development on the Hoo Peninsula; and 

4. Securing urban regeneration and a rural town. 

 

1.8 The LPDO  consultation document is accompa nied by  ev idence base work t hat has been  

prepared to  in form the  new Local Plan  strat egy, na mely the  Strat egic Housin g Market  

Assessment (2015) and Strategic Land Availability Assessment (2017). Ongoing and additional 

technical work is still underway to assess the sustainability of the different development options 

and policy approaches being explored in the LPDO document. 

 
iii) Content of Representations 

 
1.9 These representations are structured as follows: 

 
 Section 2.0: National Planning Policy Context; 

 Section 3.0: Objectively Assessed Need; 

 Section 4.0: Development Strategy; 

 Section 5.0: Other Policy Approaches; and 

 Section 6.0: Berengrave Nursery, Rainham. 

 

1.10 In summary, these representations set out the following comments: 

 
 The North Kent SHENA identifies the Obje ctively Assessed Need (OAN) for Medway as 

being 1,2 81 dwel lings p er annum  ( dpa) ove r the period 2 012-2037, which does not 

represent the full OAN for Medway over the Plan period (2012-2035); 

 Medway’s OAN figure is below the starting point estimate of the 2012-based projections 

and further below the 2014-based p rojections. No justification has  been p rovided for 

this reduction; 

 The latest  starting  point estimate  for Medway  is 1,388  dpa for  the  P lan period 2012-

2035. In accordance wi th the PPG, this should be adjusted to take ac count of factors 

not captured in past tr ends, namely to add ress worsening market signals, suppressed 

household f ormation rates, histori c un der-supply an d t he 20 15 S HMA ide ntified 

affordable need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum; 

 The Local Plan should seek to meet unmet requirements from neighbouring LPAs where 

it is reasonable and consistent with National pol icy. Clarity is required on the position 

between Me dway Cou ncil an d Grav esham Boro ugh Council to ensure the respe ctive 

Local Plans meet the level of growth required; 
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 The develo pment strat egy fo r the  new Local  Plan nee ds to provi de circa 16,500 

dwellings t o meet Me dway’s current ident ified sup ply. It  is co nsidered tha t a  

combination of 4 no. development scenarios explored in the consultation document will 

need to be taken forward to meet Medway’s development needs in full; 

 All o f the 4 no. scenari os in the co nsultation document e nvisage de velopment being 

directed to wards Rain ham. This approach is supporte d in that it recogn ises the 

sustainable location adjacent to Rainham; 

 Berengrave Nursery is sustainably located in relation to existing services and facilities, 

and an appropriate location to accommodate growth; 

 The January 2017 SLAA has identified the Site (Ref: 0817) to be suitable and available 

for residential development; and 

 The future development strategy f or the Med way area should make a provision  fo r 

development at the Site in the new Local Plan in the short term (0-5 years). 
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2.0 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT  

 
2.1 This section sets out the content of National planning policy and guidance relevant to the LPDO 

and the new Local Plan strategy, and elsewhere referred back to in these representations. 

 

2.2 The NPPF places a stron g ‘presumption in  favour of sustaina ble development’ in  all  planning 

related matters and places a responsibility on Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to encourage 

and support sustainable growth an d to plan pos itively for new development. There are three  

dimensions to sustainable development in relat ion to t he planning system as out lined in the  

NPPF (para 7). These include: 

 

 An e conomic r ole –  contr ibuting to building a stron g, responsi ve and competitive 

economy, by ensu ring that suf ficient land of  t he r ight t ype is  availa ble in  t he right 

places and at the right  time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and 

coordinating development requirements, including the provision of infrastructure; 

 A social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the 

supply of ho using required to meet the needs o f present and future generations; and 

by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect 

the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being; and  

 An environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built 

and h istoric envi ronment; and,  as part o f th is, helpi ng t o imp rove biodiversity, use  

natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pol lution, and mit igate and adapt  to  

climate change including moving to a low carbon economy. 

 

2.3 The presumption in favour of sustainable development, as set out in the NPPF, should be seen 

as a gol den threa d, r unning t hrough both pla n-making a nd decision-taking. Para graph 1 4 

directs for plan-making this means that:  

 

 LPAs should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area; 

 Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient f lexibility to adapt 

to rapid change, unless: 

o Any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh 

the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole; or 

o Specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted.  

 

i) National Policy and Plan Making 

 

2.4 Paragraph 182 of the NPPF advises that LPAs s hould “submit a plan for examination which it  

considers is “sound” – namely that it is”: 
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 Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared based on a st rategy which seeks 

to meet  obj ectively ass essed deve lopment and  in frastructure re quirements, inc luding 

unmet requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and 

consistent with achieving sustainable development; 

 Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against 

the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 

 Effective – the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint 

working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 Consistent with national policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable 

development in accordance with the policies in the NPPF. 

(Para. 182). 

 

2.5 Paragraph 156 of the NPPF states that LPAs should set out the strategic priorities for the area 

in the Local Plan. This should include strategic policies to deliver: 

 

 The homes and jobs needed in the area; 

 The provision of retail, leisure and other commercial development; 

 The provision of infrastructure for transport, telecommunications, waste management, 

water supply, wastewater, flood risk and costal change management, and the provision 

of minerals and energy (including heat); 

 The provision of health, security, community and cultural infrastructure and other local 

facilities; and 

 Climate change mitigation and adaptation, conversation and enhancement of the natural 

and historic environment, including landscape.  

 

2.6 The NPPF (para 157) advocates that crucially Local Plans should: 

 

 Plan positively for the development and infrastructure required in the area to meet the 

objectives, principles and policies of this Framework;  

 Be drawn up over an a ppropriate time scale,  preferably a 15-year t ime hori zon, t ake 

account of longer term requirements, and be kept up to date;  

 Be based on co-operat ion with neighbouring authorities, public, voluntary and private 

sector organisations;  

 Indicate broad locat ions for  strateg ic development on a  k ey d iagram and  land- use 

designations on a proposals map;  

 Allocate sites to promote develo pment and f lexible use of l and, bringing forward new 

land w here necessary,  and  pro vide detai l on form,  scale, access and quantum o f 

development where appropriate; 
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 Identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to change the uses of 

buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation; 

 Identify land where development would b e in appropriate, for instanc e because o f its  

environmental or historic significance; and 

 Contain a clear strategy for enhancing the natural, built and historic environment, and 

supporting Nature Improvement Areas where they have been identified. (Para. 157) 

 

2.7 The NPPF (para 158) directs that LPAs should  use a proportionate evidence  base  in plan-

making. LPAs should ensure that the Local Plan is based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant 

evidence about the eco nomic, soci al and e nvironmental characteristics and prospects of the  

area. LPAs should ensure that their assessment of and strategies for housing, employment and 

other uses  are integrated, and tha t they take  full account of relevant market and econom ic 

signals. 

 

2.8 The NPPF (para 159) directs LPAs to prepare an evidence base which indicates that objectively 

assessed needs for market and affordable housing are met. LPAs should plan for a housing mix 

which takes into account “housing demand and the scale of housing supply necessary to meet 

this demand.” Household and population projections should also be a key consideration, taking 

into account of migration and demographic change. 

 

ii) National Policy and Housing Need 

 

2.9 The NPPF ( para 47) requires LPAs to use the ir ev idence base to ensure that their Local Plan 

meets the  full, ‘O bjectively Assessed Needs’ (OAN) fo r market a n a ffordable ho using in  t he 

housing ma rket area, a s far as is consistent with the po licies set o ut in the Framework, 

including identifying key sites whic h are cri tical to the del ivery of t he housing stra tegy over  

the Plan period. 

 

2.10 LPAs must plan for a mix of hous ing that “meets housing and population p rojections, taking  

account of migration and demographic change” (para 159). Significant weight should also be 

placed on the need to support economic growth through the planning system (para 19). 

 

2.11 With regards to the methodology of assessing housing need and establishing a future housing 

requirement, the PPG (March 2014) states the following: 

 

Household projec tions published by  the Department for 
Communities and Lo cal Government shou ld p rovide the  sta rting 
point estimate of overall housing need.  
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 
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2.12 Although the official CLG household projectio ns should th erefore be considere d, they only 

represent the starting point for assessing need. This is due to a number of reasons as the PPG 

explains: 

 

The ho usehold projections ar e trend based , i.e. t hey p rovide the 
household leve ls a nd st ructures that would result i f the 
assumptions based on prev ious demographic trends in the 
population and rates of household formation were to be realised in 
practice. T hey d o no t a ttempt to predict th e impact that fu ture 
government po licies, changing  economic  circums tances o r o ther 
factors might have on demographic behaviour. 
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 

 

2.13 The Housing White Pa per (Fe bruary 20 17) reaffirms th e Gover nment’s comm itment to  

significantly in crease levels of  hou sing del ivery to  meet  widely recognised acut e housin g 

shortfall. The Paper refers to Britain’s broken housing market as “a national issue that touches 

every one of us”, which needs to be tackled head on by everyone involved in politics and the 

housing industry. 

 

iii) Duty to Co-operate 

 

2.14 The ‘Duty to Co-operate’ as provi ded for i n Section 110 of  the Localis m Act 20 11, came into 

effect on  1 5 November 20 11. The  Duty was i ntroduced under the  2011 Act to  address the  

impact of the loss of the “top-down” effect form the Regional Spatial Strategy (The South East 

Plan) and to offer a transparent way in which authorities should relate to one another on cross 

boundary issues. The Duty is now shared between authorities requiring them to collaborate on 

cross-boundary matters and issues of sub-regional and regional importance, especially housing 

provision and related infrastructure issues. 

 

2.15 Section 3 3A(2)(a) req uires that  local aut horities “en gage c onstructively, act ively and on  an  

ongoing basis” i n t he plan-making process. Th e NP PF refe rs to t he ‘Duty to  Co-o perate’ i n 

paragraphs 157 and  178-181. C rucially, parag raph 157 of  the NPPF st ates that “Local plans  

should be based on cooperation with neighbouring authorities…”. 

 

2.16 Paragraphs 178-181 are clear in directing LPAs as to the importance of the ‘Duty to Co-operate’ 

and the proactive approach necessary to ensure a col laborative approach to reflect individual 

Local Plans.  Paragraph 179 states “joint wor king shoul d enable loca l p lanning authorities to  

work together to meet development requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own 

areas – for instance, because of a lack of physical capacity or because to do so would cause 

significant harm to the principles and policies of this Framework”. 
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2.17 Paragraph 182, as above, provides that an Inspector should assess “whether the plan has been 

prepared in accordance with the Duty to Cooperate” such that compliance with the Duty must 

also be reflected in the assessment of soundness. 

 

2.18 In addition, the PPG contains considerable guidance on the Duty to Co-operate. This is largely 

due to the fact that the Duty to Co-operate has proved to be a contentious part of the NPPF, 

with numerous Local Plans being scrutinised at examination due to failure to fulfil the Duty. 

 

2.19 The guidance emphasises the importance for LPAs to work to gether; st ressing that  

“Cooperation between  local planning a uthorities, county  councils an d othe r pu blic bodies 

should produce ef fective poli cies o n strate gic cross boundary matte rs. Inspecto rs testing  

compliance with the duty at examination will assess the outcomes of cooperation and not just 

whether local planning authorities have approached others” (Reference ID: 9-010-20140306). 

 

2.20 The PPG also states that LPAs must “engage constructively, actively and on an on going basis 

to maximise the effectiveness of the plan-making process” (Reference ID: 9-001-20140306). 

The ultimate outcome of the  enga gement sho uld be  the  production of ef fective policies on  

cross boundary strategic matters. 

 

2.21 In summary, there are two aspects to the ‘Duty to Co-operate’: 

 

 ‘Duty to Co- operate’ – the s33A legal test is a ‘ process’ p reparation tes t. The Duty is 

incapable of  mod ification at  an  Examination.  Therefore, th is is  one  of  the first th ings 

that has to be examined because, if the legal requirement is not met, then the Inspector 

must recommend non adoption of the Plan; 

 Collaborative Joint Working – an aspect of soundness. It is primarily concerned with the 

‘positively prepared’ and ‘effectiveness’ soundness test set out in paragraph 182 of the 

NPPF. This relates to outcome rather than process. 

 

2.22 The ‘Dut y t o Co-operat e’ betwee n LPAs is a c lear req uirement of national p lanning po licy, 

ensuring a proactive approach is taken to enable a collaborative way forward with plan-making. 

The NPPF directs that public bodies should work together to address planning issues that cross 

administrative boundaries, particularly such issues that relate to ‘strategic priorities’ as set out 

in paragraph 156 (para 178). 

 

2.23 In add ition, paragraph 179 requires LPAs  to  practice joint working to work together to meet 

development requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own areas. Consideration 

should be given to producing joint planning policies on strategic matters and informal strategies 
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such as joint in frastructure an d in vestment plans. Col laborative wo rking between LPAs an d 

private sect or bodies, u tility and infrastructure providers to  deli ver sus tainable development 

with regards to strategic planning priorities is also encouraged (para 180). LPAs are required 

to demonstrate how they have met the requirements of the ‘Dut y to Co-operate’ during the  

plan-making process (para 181). 

 

2.24 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) re-emphasises the legal requirement of the Duty to 

Co-operate for LPAs to work collaboratively on cross-boundary issues during plan-making. The 

Government wish to see  more and better joint working between LPAs, and sets out proposed 

measures to build on the existing Duty. This includes a requirement for LPAs to prepare a  

Statement of Common Ground, setting out how they intend to work together to meet housing 

requirements across authority boundaries. 
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3.0 OBJECTIVELY ASSESSED HOUSING NEED 

 

3.1 The LPDO sets out a housing requirement of 29,463 dwellings over the Plan period 2012-2035, 

equating to 1,281 dwellings per annum (dpa).  

 

3.2 This section of the representations considers the proposed housing target against National 

requirements, notably paragraph 47 of the NPPF ( 2012) which directs LPAs t o use their 

evidence ba se to ensu re that  thei r Local  Plan meets the  f ull OAN for market and  affordable 

housing in the Housing Market Area (HMA), as far as is consistent with the NPPF policies. 

 

i) Medway Council OAN Work 

 

3.3 The NPPF ( para 159) requires LPAs to prep are a Strategic Housing Market Assessment to  

identify the scale and mix of housing and range of tenures that the local population is likely to 

need over the Plan pe riod, working with neighbouring LPAs where HMAs cross administ rative 

boundaries. 

 

3.4 MC jointly prepared a North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) 

with Graves ham Borou gh Counc il, c omprising a Baseline R eport (Marc h 2015 ) an d Strateg ic 

Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) (November 2015). 

 

3.5 The North Kent SHENA identifies the OAN for Medway as being 1,281 dpa over the period 2012-

2037 based  on t he results of  the  CLG 20 12-based house hold pro jections adj usted to  ta ke 

account of 2013 and 2014 Mid-year Population Estimates. This level of housing need has been 

taken forward in the LPDO to represent the Plan period of 2012-2035. 

 

3.6 There has been no justification for this deviation from the Evidence Base. 

 

ii) Starting Point Estimate 

 

3.7 The PPG (R eference ID: 2a-017-20140306) di rects LPAs  t o take ac count of  the  most recent 

household projections, in line with the NPPF (para 157) requirement that Local Plans are kept 

up-to-date. 

 

3.8 Since t he publication of the 2 015 SHMA, t he ONS 20 14-based S ub-National Populat ion 

Projections and CL G 2014-based household projections have been published (25 May and 1 2 

July 2016 respectively). These new data release s provide an updated starting point estimate 

for assessing overall housing need. 
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3.9 MC has not undertaken an updated assessment or published an Addendum to its 2015 SHMA 

to take account of the new starting point estimate. 

 

3.10 The PPG ( Reference ID: 2a-01 6-20150227) advises tha t housing assessments are not  

automatically rendered outdated by the publication of new projections, however assessments 

should be informed by the latest available information wherever possible. We would stress the 

PPG’s use of “whe rever possible”, notably as MC is still a t an early stage of its Plan-maki ng 

process. 

 

3.11 The LPDO ( page 5) a dvises that the anticipate d timescale for the Local Plan’s submission is  

Spring 2 018. Based on the timeta ble fo r new  National projections, i t is like ly t hat ne w 

projections (providing a new starting point estimate) will be released at the same time of the 

Local Plan’s submission, or whilst the Local Plan is subject to Examination. 

 

3.12 The subsequently appointed Local Plan Inspector wi ll be required to explore the implications 

of new data releases on the proposed housing target, to ensure that the housing assessment(s) 

submitted for Examination are appropriate and that the Local Plan is seeking to meet full OAN 

in accordance with the NPPF (para 47). 

 

3.13 The 2014- based projec tions, prov iding the latest starting  point est imate, are set out below  

against the Plan period 2012-2035 and SHMA period 2012-2037. 

 
Table 3.1: CLG Projections for Medway 

Series 2012-2035 

Plan period 

2012-2037 

SHMA period 

2012-based 1,323 dpa 1,317 dpa 

2014-based 1,388 dpa 1,380 dpa 

Difference from 2012 

to 2014 projections 
+4.9% +4.7% 

 

3.14 All variations of the starting point estimate (Table 3.1 above) are a bove MC’s identified OAN 

figure. MC’s identified OAN figure is below the 2012-based starting point, upon which the 2015 

SHMA was based, and further below the latest 2014-based starting point. No justification has 

been provided for the reduction to the starting point estimate. 

 

3.15 The 2014-based projections generate a startin g point (1,388 dpa) which is 8.3%  above MC’s 

identified OAN figure of 1,281 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. For the SHMA period 2012-

2037, the  2014-based p rojections starting  po int (1,323 dpa) is 7.73% above Medway’s OAN 

figure. 
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3.16 The PPG (R eference ID: 2a-015-20140306) d irects that th e CLG projections only provide the 

“starting point estimate” of overa ll housing ne ed, and adj ustment may be required to reflect 

factors affecting local demography and household formation rates not captured in past trends. 

Notably, formation rates may have been suppressed by historic under-supply. 

 

3.17 This is a pertinent issue for Medway, in that the Council has failed to achieve its housing target 

in the last 5 years and has only met/exceeded its target 3 out of the last 24 years. MC accepts 

that this represents persistent under-delivery and therefore a 20% buffer is required to provide 

a realistic prospect of a chieving planned sup ply, and ensur e choice an d compet ition in the  

market for land (NPPF, para 47). 

 

iii) Affordable Housing Need 

 

3.18 Local Plans are required to meet the full OAN for both market and affordable housing.  

 

3.19 The 201 5 S HMA calcu lated a nee d of 74 4 af fordable d pa, which  is a signi ficant leve l of  

affordable housing need. This equates to 58% of MC’s current housing target of 1,281 dpa. 

 

3.20 The LPDO (para 4.11) advises that initial analysis indicates that a provision of 25% affordable 

housing cou ld be ach ieved. Based  on a p rovision of 25%, a  ful l OAN of  cir ca 3,0 00 dpa for 

2012-2035 would be required to deliver affordable housing need in full. 

 

3.21 There are a  number of  High Court Judgments1 that provide  guidance on the proper exercise 

that needs to be undertaken to assess affordable need as part of OAN. Notably, ELM Park v 

Kings Lynn and West Norfolk BC High Court Judgment directs that affordable housing need did 

not have to  be met i n full, but rather affordable need shou ld have an important influence in 

increasing the full OAN since it is a significant factor in providing housing need within an area. 

 

3.22 It is clear that where there is significant affordable housing need, although it is not required 

to be met in full, an increase should be considered.  

 

3.23 It is accepted that a housing requirement of 3,000 dpa is unrealistic, but a figure in excess of 

the Coun cil’s curre nt ta rget is cons idered ap propriate to  h elp meet so me of t his affordable 

need as an important factor of full OAN. 

 

 

                                                            
1 Satnam Millennium Limited v Warrington Borough Council (19 February 2015) [2015] EWHC 370 (Admin) & Borough 
Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v SSCLG, ELM Park Holdings Ltd (09 July 2015) [2015] EWHC 2464 (Admin) 
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iv) Unmet Housing Needs 

 

3.24 For a Local Plan to be ‘Positively Prepared’, the Local Plan strategy should seek to meet unmet 

requirements from neighbouring LPAs under the Duty to Co-operate, where it is reasonable to 

do so and consistent with achieving sustainable development (NPPF, para 182). However, LPAs 

are not ob liged to a ccept unmet needs of oth er LPAs if they have robust evidence that this 

would be inconsistent with the NPPF (PPG Reference ID: 9-001-20140306). 

 

North Kent HMA 

 

3.25 The 2015  SHMA (para  2.16) defines the Me dway Cou ncil HMA to  encompass  Medway, 

Gravesham, Swale, Maidstone and Tonbridge and Malling. 

 

3.26 Gravesham Borough Council (GBC) submitted representations (letter dated 29 February 2016) 

to the LPIO consultation. It advises that, due to Green Belt constraints in the Borough, it may 

not be pos sible fo r GBC to i dentify suf ficient land to meet its own iden tified OA N and  

discussions are/have been undertaken with MC in this regard. It is stated that MC and GBC are 

together intending to meet the full OAN for the joint HMA. 

 

3.27 The LPDO however does not ma ke any re ference to meeting unmet needs from GBC or any  

other neighbouring LPA. Clarity is therefore required to ensure that the LPDO effectively plans 

to meet the level of growth required and is ‘Positively Prepared’. 

 

3.28 This issue is particularly pertinent in the context of St Albans City and District Council’s (SACDC) 

Strategic Lo cal Plan, w hich was su bmitted for  Examinat ion in Au gust 20 16. The  ap pointed 

Inspector (letter dated  28 Novem ber 2016) concluded tha t the  Duty t o Co-operat e has not 

been met, as it was not demonstrated that SACDC gave satisfactory consideration to strategic 

cross-boundary matters and priorities under the Duty. The Inspector had particular regard to 

representations from nearby LPAs, which outlined concerns that SACDC had not considered its 

potential ability to meet unmet needs from other LPAs and an outstanding request from Luton 

Borough Council to help meet its unmet needs. 

 

3.29 In the case of MC, there appears to be potential unmet housing needs arising from Gravesham 

Borough, which GBC understand are to be met in the Medway area. M C should se ek to meet 

such unmet needs, in accordance with National polic y, or  demonstrat e robust evi dence that  

such provisions would be inconsistent wit h ac hieving sust ainable de velopment ( NPPF, para  

182). 
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London City 

 

3.30 The LPDO (paras 2.22 and 2.23) notes the relationship between Medway and London, in that  

there are commuting and migration links with the capital city. Notably, the 2015 SHMA (paras 

2.23 and 2.28) highlights that four of the top 10 LPAs in terms of total flows into Medway are 

London Boroughs, ref lecting the st rength of London’s influence on  Medway i n re lation t o 

migration contribution, and also the strong trends of people relocating from the capital to the 

Medway area. 

 

3.31 The London Plan is unable to accommodate its housing need in full. There is a potential shortfall 

of circa 7,000 dwellings a year; comprising the difference between the identified capacity target 

of 42,000 dpa and the lower end of London’s OAN which is 49,000 dpa.  

 

3.32 It is conside red appropriate that regard is  given to  the unmet nee ds of London and that  the 

Council considers the potential of helping to meet some of the capital’s unmet needs given the 

strong relationship between Medway and London set out above. 

 

v) Under Delivery of Housing 

 

3.33 The NPPF (para 47) requires LPAs to identify and update annually a supply of deliverable sites 

to provide 5-years of housing against their housing target with an additi onal 5% buffer, or a  

20% buffer for LPAs who have a history of under delivery. 

 

3.34 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) states that the Government intends to introduce a 

new housi ng deli very t est to ensu re that LPAs and wider interests ar e held accountable f or 

their role in ensuring new homes are delivered in the area. The test will highlight whether the 

number of homes being built is below target, provide a mechanism for establishing the reasons 

why and where necessary, trigger policy responses that will ensure further land comes forward. 

 

3.35 The proposed housing delivery test is particularly pertinent for Medway as the LPA is subject 

to a 20% buffer as it has persistently under-delivered against its housing target. This has been 

confirmed by S78 Planning Inspectors (e.g. AP P/A2280/W/15/3002877) and is ac knowledged 

by the Council (Statement of Common Ground for APP/A2280/W/15/3132141). 

 

3.36 This position has been reaf firmed i n a recent Se cretary of State (SoS) Decisio n 

(APP/A2280/W/16/3143600) i n whi ch it is note d that the b acklog sin ce the start of  the Pla n 

period al ready a mounts to 2, 688 d wellings (with com pletions of 2,436 dwe llings against  a  

requirement of 1,281 dpa between 01 April 2012 – 31 March 2015). 
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3.37 It is therefo re necessary that MC identifies suf ficient land in sustainab le locations to ensure 

land is available to address previous under delivery rates in Medway. 

 

vi) Conclusions on OAN 

 

3.38 On th is basi s, we do no t conside r t hat the housing needs calculated for Medway have been 

appropriately assessed. It is consi dered necessary that  the  CLG projections are  regarded as  

the starting point estimate, with appropriate adjustment to take account of: 

 

 Appropriate uplift to address worsening market signals (i.e. affordability); 

 Alleviation of the suppressed household formation rates in the 25-44 age group; 

 Affordable housing needs; and 

 Historic under-supply. 

 

3.39 Overall it  is  conside red that the  L PDO does n ot seek to meet the  fu ll an d cor rect OA N fo r 

Medway and is therefore not “sound”. 
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND OPTIONS 

 

4.1 This section of the representations considers the potential development options set out in the 

LPDO and MC’s existing identified supply of development land. 

 

4.2 The LPDO (para 31) sets out the le vel of growth required for the Plan period. This includes a 

need for 29,463 dwellings, 49,943m2 of B1 office space, 34,900m2 of comparison retail space 

and 10,500m2 of convenience.  

 

4.3 The Coun cil consi ders t his scale  of  growt h to  be c hallenging an d mee ting th is ch allenge o f 

achieving successful growth in Medway as the central focus for the new Local Plan (LPDO, para 

3.3). This approach  is welcomed a nd accor ds with the NPPF (para 14) in seek ing positive  

opportunities to meet development needs of the area. 

 

i) Identified Supply of Development Land  

 

4.4 The LPDO ( para 3.7) se ts out the C ouncil’s cu rrent antic ipated supp ly of deve lopment land,  

copied below for reference. 

 

Table 4.1: Medway’s Current Supply of Development Land 

 Status Number of Dwellings 

A Comple tions 2012-2016 2,180 

B Sites with planning permission 6,251 

C Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations 356 

D SLAA Pipeline sites 8,813 

E Windfalls (Years 3-5 only) 606 

   

F Tota l 18,206 

 

Row D: SLAA Pipeline Sites 

 

4.5 The Ann ual Monitor ing Report  (A MR) 2016  ( Volume 2, Section 8)  provides t he list  of  SL AA 

residential pipeline sites, totalling 8,813 units for the Plan period. This list includes a number 

of Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations, which are however listed as a separate source of supply 

above (Row C). As a result, it appears that such sites (i.e. Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations) 

are accounted for as both a separate source of supply and a SLAA pipeline site i.e. have been 

double counted in the overall supply (Row F). 
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4.6 It is recommended that the Council revisits the inclusion of Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations 

to ensure such sites are only accounted for once, to ensure MC’s position is robust. 

 

4.7 It is also noted that  t he Januar y 2017 SL AA only identifies a pote ntial capacity of  5,98 0 

dwellings on sites deemed to be suitable, available and achievable for residential development; 

thereby conflicting with MC’s figure of 8,813 units (Row D), published in the LPDO at the same 

time of the SLAA’s release. 

 

4.8 The 2016 AMR list  of  S LAA pi peline sites  also i ncludes Lodge H ill for 5 ,000 dwellings i n t he 

Plan period. This conflicts with the LPDO position (para 3.39) in which the development site is 

phased in the second half of the Plan period (2025-2035) given the present uncertainty. This 

will allow for consideration of the outcome of the Public Inquiry and allow time for alternative 

sources of land supply to be planned, if required. 

 

4.9 The reliance on Lodge Hill for 5,000 units in the Plan period (in Row D) is not considered to be 

appropriate or real istic. It is  contra ry to th e content and intentions o f the LPDO t o address 

future uncertainties by phasing development later in the Plan period. Notwithstanding the site’s 

continued uncertainty, it is also wholly unrealistic to anticipate 5,000 dwellings to be delivered 

in 2025-2035, which would require 500 dwellings to be built per annum. 

 

4.10 The total supply of SLAA pipeline sites should be amended to be in accordance with the LPDO’s 

position, w hich w ill si gnificantly r educe the t otal suppl y of curre nt develo pment land in 

Medway. Additional land is there fore required to provide an identified supply of land to meet  

the development needs of circa 30,000 dwellings for the Plan period. 

 

4.11 It is a lso n oted t hat a dditional sources o f su pply may in  fu ture b e required to  address t he 

potential exclusion of Lodge Hill. 

 

Row F: Total Supply 

 

4.12 Table 4.1 above sets out Medway’s current identified supply of 18,206 units. This generates a 

total of 11,257 units remaining unidentified for the Plan period. 

 

4.13 Taking ac count of  comments abov e, the unidentified supply fi gure cou ld increase to ci rca 

16,500 dwellings throu gh the excl usion of Lod ge Hil l (5,0 00) and  Medway Local Plan 20 03 

Allocations (356 units). 
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4.14 There could also have  been double-counting between the  SLAA pipeline sites and the 4 no. 

development scenarios in the LPDO, i.e. if the capacities of the SLAA pipeline sites have also 

been included in  the es timated yields of the different scenarios (Appendices 1B to 1E of the  

LPDO). 

 

ii) Development Strategy 

 

4.15 The LPDO (para 3.9 ) acknowledges that the  Council cannot meet its full development needs 

solely on brownfield land. The de velopment of greenfield s ites is re quired in su burban an d 

rural areas as part of the Council’s development strategy for the new Local Plan. We support 

the Council’s approach to plan positively to meet its full development needs in full. 

 

4.16 The Council seek to make use of greenfield land that is “free” from environmental constraints, 

of lesser va lue fo r lan dscape and agricultural purposes, and we ll related to ser vices an d 

infrastructure (LPDO, para 3.9). 

 

4.17 The NPPF (para 110) advises that Local Plans should allocate land with the least environmental 

or amenity value, where consistent with other policies in the NPPF. Notably, the NPPF advocates 

the use of “least” va lue, therefo re instilling a comparat ive exercise, rather t han directing  

development to where land is wholly free of environmental, acknowledging that such land may 

not be available in the District or Borough. 

 

4.18 It is therefore considered appropriate that the development strategy (notably LPDO, para 3.9) 

is amended to direct development where land is of the least environmental or amenity value, 

taking account of other policies in the NPPF, to be consistent with paragraph 110. 

 

iii) Development Options 

 

4.19 The LPDO identifies a r ange of de velopment scenarios, accompanied by ind icative diagrams, 

showing pot ential growt h patte rns t hat coul d fo rm part of t he new  Loc al Pla n development 

strategy. These are namely as follows: 

 

 Scenario 1 – Maximising the potential of urban regeneration; 

 Scenario 2 – Suburban expansion; 

 Scenario 3 – Hoo Peninsula focus/Rural focus; 

 Scenario 4 – Urban Regeneration and a Rural Town. 
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4.20 The scenarios explore potential growth that  could take  place at a  co mbination o f different 

strategic locations, each making assumptions about the capacity of the strategic locations. 

 

4.21 All of  the s cenarios en visage at le ast some growth be ing dire cted to wards Rain ham. Thi s 

approach is supported in that it  recognises the sustainable location adjacent to Rainham and 

the suitability of Rainham to accommodate growth. 

 

Scenario 1: Maximising the potential of urban regeneration  

 

4.22 Scenario 1 is focused on the de livery of brownfield site s, the conti nued an d e nhanced 

regeneration of  waterf ront sites, and a major trans formation in the urban centre. It is 

suggested that this ap proach could deli ver some 10,500 dwellings, however it  is unclear the  

level o f g rowth antic ipated throu gh the i ntensification of  sites that already benefit f rom 

planning permission and how many units cou ld come forward on ent irely new s ites. Notably, 

Scenario 4 suggests that regeneration sites , of similar  locations to Scenario  1, coul d 

accommodate some 6,500 units. 

 

4.23 The LPDO (para 3.8) notes that there is limited capa city to accommodate additional 

development on brown field s ites, d ue to the Medway’s exi sting programme of regeneration. 

Scenario 1 acknowled ges that a radical approach for br ownfield de velopment would be  

required, however the re is no detail  presented on this new approach a nd therefore it is no t 

possible to consider the robustness of such a development option. 

 

4.24 It is important that MC is realist ic about t he deliverability and capacity of the urban area. In 

addition, and as a lready set out in Scena rio 1 commentary, there are challenges with lar ge 

scale b rownfield dev elopment, particularly high density dev elopment, whi ch would be 

necessary to deliver the substantial volumes of growth required. 

 

4.25 A proportion of development under this Scenario is required at suburban and rural locations to 

complement the  regeneration app roach. Fo r Rainham, incremental levels o f expansion  i s 

envisaged. 

 

4.26 Given the issues identified above regarding the regeneration approach, it is considered that a 

greater proportion of  development is requ ired at subur ban and ru ral locations under this 

Scenario, with a particular fo cus on suburban locations to take accoun t of t he set tlement 

hierarchy. This includes a greater level of growth at Rainham, and including the Site, beyond 

‘incremental expansion’ as currently envisaged. 
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Scenario 2: Suburban Expansion 

 

4.27 Scenario 2 is based on an approach of urban regeneration and sustainable urban extensions in 

suburban ar eas. Suburb an growth is envisaged  at Rainham , Capstone and Strood to deli ver 

10,700 dwellings with accompanying mixed use development. Notably, mixed use development 

is identified to the north of Rainham, where the Site is located. 

 

4.28 It is considered a ppropriate t hat a  significan t proportion of development nee ds a re met  at  

suburban locations. As noted in Scenario 2 commentary, there is an availability of land in these 

locations and situated next to urban settlements, where there is an existing supply of services 

and facilities. 

 

4.29 The Scenario highlights that consideration will need to be given to infrastructure upgrades and 

the natural environment to determine the  ca pacity of thes e areas to  accommodate growth.  

Such ele ments can  be explored an d determined t hrough t he progression o f the suburban 

extension development approach, through the identification of site allocations, and does no t 

prohibit development in these locations. 

 

4.30 A subu rban extension t o Strood w ould require amendments to Gree n Belt  boundaries. It is 

noted that such amendments would require a Green Belt Review to b e under taken, and for  

such land at Strood to be considered against the statutory Green Be lt purposes (NPPF, para 

80). In add ition, a dem onstration o f except ional ci rcumstances would be requ ired to release  

Green Belt land (NPPF, para 83). Case Law2 confirms that exceptional circumstances require a 

thorough assessment and must be clearly and ambiguously identified and explained. 

 

4.31 It will therefore be necessary for MC to first undertake a Green Belt Review and subsequently 

set out its exceptional circumstances, before the suburban extensio n of Strood could be  

realised. 

 

Scenario 3: Hoo Peninsula focus/Rural focus 

 

4.32 Scenario 3 is focused on the urban regeneration of waterfront sites and the potential of rural 

areas and expanded villages to contribute in meeting development needs.  

 

                                                            
2 R (Hunston Properties Ltd) v SSCLG and St Albans City and District Council [2013] EWHC 2678 (Admin) and [2013] EWHC 
Civ 1610; Gallagher Estates Ltd and Lioncourt Homes Ltd v Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council [2014] EWHC 1283 
(Admin) and [2014] EWHA Civ 1610; R(IM Properties) v Lichfield District Council and others [2014] EWHC 2440 (Admin); 
Calverton Parish Council v Nottingham City Council, Broxtowe Borough Council and Gedling Borough Council and others 
[2015] EWHC 1078 (Admin) 
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4.33 As noted above, there is limited availability of remaining brownfield sites to provide large scale 

regeneration development in Medway. MC should take a precautionary approach before placing 

any great r eliance on  t his sour ce of sup ply to  meet  a s ignificant leve l of  the  development 

needs. 

 

4.34 The Sce nario id entifies a potent ial capacity of  2,600 dwe llings at  the  expanded villages of  

Cliffe, Cliffe Woods, High Halstow, Lower Stoke, Allhallows and Grain. It is noted that Scenarios 

2 and 4 als o ident ify t he potent ial expansion of rura l v illages, but a t a sign ificantly lower 

capacity. 

 

4.35 The NPPF (paras 17 and 28) acknowledges the need to support rural communities and take a 

positive app roach to su stainable new deve lopment in these  locations. However, the existin g 

sustainability of villages and rural areas needs to be considered in determining the appropriate 

levels o f g rowth. These vil lages are  relati vely s mall, wi th o nly limited services an d fac ilities 

available and also relati vely r emote. In add ition, the capa city of local infrastructure and the  

environment to accommodate growth at these villages would be a critical issue. 

 

4.36 Whilst it is approp riate that deve lopment is accommodated at vi llage locations to  provi de a 

wide choice of homes  and me et local needs (NPPF, para  9), the ove rall level of  rural growth 

should be relative to the overall sustainability and settlement hierarchy in Medway. This means 

that growth should first be directed, and at a greater scale, to larger existing settlements (e.g. 

at suburban locations surrounding larger urban areas) in comparison to rural areas. 

 

4.37 Scenario 3 does id entify su burban d evelopment at Rain ham an d C apstone Val ley, wi th a 

potential p rovision o f 2,280 dwe llings, ne w primary and secondar y schools, community 

facilities, and parks and open spaces. However,  this  level o f growth is  below that envisaged 

for the Medway villages, which are less sustainable. 

 

4.38 As noted in Scenar io 2  commenta ry, there  is an availa bility of land l ocated in  s uburban 

locations; and coupled with the relative sustainability of these locations, being situated in close 

proximity to  existi ng se rvices and  facilities ava ilable i n an  urban area,  it  is  consi dered that 

greater levels of growth should be focused here, in comparison to expanded villages. 

 

Scenario 4: Urban Regeneration and a Rural Town 

 

4.39 Scenario 4 brings together components of urban regeneration, suburban expansion and rural 

development scenarios. 
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4.40 In terms of suburban expansion, a level is supported that would be considered to be sustainable 

and heal thy patterns of  growth,  bu t restr icted from levels that would promote urban sprawl  

and unsustainable modes of transport. 

 

4.41 The Scenario includes for the smaller scale urban expansion of Rainham and Capstone, for up 

to 2,000 dwellings and associated transport, services and green infrastructure. 

 

4.42 As noted above, whilst there are  no objections  raised to t he inc lusion of ur ban regeneration 

and rura l d evelopment in  the final Local Plan  strategy, there are reser vations rega rding the 

realistic capacity of  b rownfield site s and  the  a ppropriateness of  sign ificant growth at  r ural 

villages.  

 

4.43 The approach for suburban extensions is considered appropriate to provide sustainable growth 

at urban settlements with existing facilities and services, and where there is a readily available 

supply of potential development sites. 

 

iv) Conclusions on the Development Scenarios  

 

4.44 The LPDO (paras 3.4 and 3.5) advises that further work and supporting technical studies will 

be carried out to determine the development capacities of the areas and the ability to deliver 

growth, taking account of infrastructure requirements, viability testing and environmental and 

economic considerations, in addition to representations to this consultation. 

 

4.45 Given the shortfall between the housing requirement and identified supply, coupled with the  

constraints to development in Medway, it is considered appropriate that a combination of the 

different development scenarios will need to be taken forward to meet the development needs 

in full. 

 

4.46 As noted above, all of the scenarios envisage development at Rainham. It is therefore expected 

that the final development strategy for Medway will include development in this location. 

 

4.47 The Site itself is considered an appropriate location for residential development, and can assist 

in meeting the identified development needs of Medway. Notably, the January 2017 SLAA has 

identified the Site (Ref: 0817) to be suitable and available for residential development. Further 

detail o n th e Site is co ntained Sec tion 6.0, w hich demonstrate the Site’s suita bility as a n 

allocation. 
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5.0 OTHER POLICY APPROACHES 

 

 i)  Housing Mix 

 

5.1 The LPDO (page 30) sets out the Council’s intended policy approach to the mix of housing for 

residential developments, including the provision of affordable housing. 

 

5.2 It is stated  that accommodation requirements detailed in the 201 5 SHMA (or any futu re 

updates) will be used to inform which house sizes and mixes are delivered. This approach is in 

accordance with the NPPF (para 159) in which LPAs are directed to utilise a prepared SHMA to 

identify the scale, mix and tenure of housing that will be required over the Plan period. 

 

ii) Rural Economy Policy Approach 

 

5.3 The LPDO (page 50) provides the Council’s future policy approach for the rural economy. With 

regards to  the development of  ag ricultural land, it is  int ended that  de velopment, whe re 

feasible, will be directed to land of lesser value. 

 

5.4 The proposed policy approach is considered to be in line with National policy (NPPF, para 112) 

in that  LPAs  should  seek to use ar eas of poor er q uality la nd fo r si gnificant deve lopment in 

preference to that of higher quality.   

 

5.5 The 20 15 S LAA identified t he S ite to be  locate d on  the  be st and  most  versati le agric ultural 

land. It is however noted that  nearby proposed deve lopments at Lan d North of Mo or Stree t 

(APP/A2280/W/15/3012034) and Land at Otterham Quay Lane (MC/16/2051) have been subject 

to fu rther s urvey wor k and  wh ich establ ished that  the  s ites are  predominantly Gr ade 2  

agricultural land, not Grade 1 as originally envisaged. The Site itself has not yet been subject 

to a detailed agricultural land classification study. 

 

5.6 The NPPF (para 112) does not preclude development on the best and most versatile land, but 

a preference is stated for development on poorer quality land where possible. 

 

5.7 The Off icer’s Report for both Land to the East o f Mierscourt Road (MC/15/4539) and Land at 

Otterham Quay Lane (MC/16/2051) notes that Natural England’s 1:250,000 Agricultural Land 

Classification map indicates that large parts of land adjoining the Medway urban area are likely 

to best an d most versati le agricultural land. As such, it  is c onsidered unlikely that Medway’s 

housing re quirements can be  acco mmodated on ag ricultural land of  Grade 3a  or  lowe r an d 

therefore the loss of such higher grade land does not conflict with the NPPF (para 112). 
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5.8 Therefore, notwithstanding that a detailed study of the Site has not been undertaken, a high-

grade quality of the land does not preclude the allocation of the Site for development. 

 

5.9 In addition, regard should be given to the  context of sus tainable loc ations to ac commodate 

growth and the overriding presumption for sust ainable development in  the NP PF a s a whole  

(para 14). As part of the new Local Plan, consideration must be given to the sustainable location 

of the Site and its contribution to t he achi evement of  sustainable  development (NPPF, par a 

151). 

 

iii) Securing Strong Green Infrastructure 

 

5.10 The LPDO ( page 65) a dvises that MC wil l protect the netw ork of gree n infrastructure across  

Medway. The highest protection will be given to securing the ecological and landscape interest 

of inte rnationally designated sites,  and the  C ouncil wi ll also consid er the need to protec t 

features of regional importance. 

 

5.11 Paragraph 113 of the NPPF directs that distinction should be made between the hierarchies of 

international, national  and loca lly designated si tes by setti ng c riteria-based poli cies, so that  

protection is proportionate with such status and gives appropriate weight to their importance 

and the contribution that they make to wider ecological networks or landscape areas. 

 

5.12 The proposed green i nfrastructure policy approach with in t he LPDO does make a distinction 

between the hierarchy of designated sites, which is in line with National policy above. However, 

the intended approach does not re fer to an intended use o f criterion in  the future  Local Plan 

policy, which will be required to be in line with the NPPF (para 113). 

 

5.13 The Site is not subject to any Inte rnational or National landscape designations and therefo re 

its deve lopment shoul d be conside red p roportionate to this context, in accordance with the  

NPPF. 

 

5.14 The Site is however locally designated as an Area of Local Landscape Importance (ALLI) in the 

Medway Local Plan ( 2003). The desi gnation is currently drawn tightly a round the settlement 

boundaries of both Rainham and Gillingham, and under the terms of the policy, development 

will only be permitted if i t does not materially harm the landscape character and f unction of  

the area; o r the economic and so cial benefits of develo pment o utweigh the benefits of 

conserving the landscape. 
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5.15 It should be noted that in a recent Appeal Decision (APP/A2280/W/15/3002877), the Inspector 

noted that Medway Landscape Character Assessm ent (MLCA) (2011), in seeking to recognise 

and protect areas of recognised local landscape character, was not inherently inconsistent with 

the NPPF, however “t he AL LI de signations were not  based upon  a landsca pe characte r 

assessment” (paragraph 23) and therefore did not fully accord with the NPPF in this respect. 

 

5.16 This position has also been recognis ed in a more recent SoS Decision 

(APP/A2280/W/16/3143600) in which the Inspector notes that the ALLI designation dates back 

to 1992, when local  landscape designations were the standard approach. There has been no 

reassessment of the designation to  take accou nt of the c urrent policy advice for a  balanced 

and pragmatic criterion approach. 

 

5.17 To be  ‘Co nsistent w ith National po licy’, the  new Local  P lan fo r Me dway shoul d set ‘ criteria 

based’ policies against which proposals in protected landscape areas can be ju dged. In orde r 

for t he new  Local  P lan to be  ‘Just ified’ in th is respect, we reco mmend that a Medway-wide 

landscape review is undertaken to inform both the spatial strategy for the area and landscape 

based policies. 

 

5.18 In this  resp ect, it  is no ted in the  r ecent SoS Decision (A PP/A2280/W/16/3143600) t hat t he 

Council is already aware of the need to assess the quality of the current ALLI designated areas. 

In particular, the Inspector stated that (para 257): 

 

I am mindful that ALLI designations cover a significant part of the 
undeveloped land in  accessible locations in this  Council’s area, so  
that it is i nevitable t hat to fulfil housing requ irements ALLI l and 
will need to be developed. 

 

5.19 Notwithstanding t he above recommendation, the Site  is  capable of  providing an  appropriate 

area of o pen space as part of the developm ent pr oposals and pr ovide on-site mitigation 

measures to protect the most sensitive parts of the Site.  

 

iv) Heri tage 

 

5.20 The LPDO ( page 74) ad vises that  t he Council will support the conservation and appropriate 

enhancement of the historic environment. It is stated that the Council will restrict development 

that could have an unacceptable impact on designated heritage assets and their setting. 
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5.21 The subseq uent Loca l Plan policy will nee d to  take ac count of  the relevant tests with in the 

NPPF. Notably, the  NPPF (para 132) requires the consideration of  development p roposals to  

take account of the significance of a designated heritage asset, in that the more important the 

asset, the greater the weight the asset’s conservation should be given.  

 

5.22 Paragraphs 133 and 134 of the NPPF set out  the relevant requirements of decision-taking for 

development proposals taking account of the harm or loss of a designated heritage asset. 

 

5.23 Paragraphs 133 and 134 of the NPPF set ou t the rele vant tests of dec ision-taking for 

development proposals that would lead to harm or loss of a designated heritage asset, namely 

whether the harm is substantial o r a total loss of an asset’ s signi ficance (para 133), or less  

than substantial (para 134). Such tests should be reflected in the future heritage policy for the 

Local Plan. 

 

v) Transport  

 

5.24 The LPDO ( page 94 ) advises that the Counc il will wo rk with re levant LPAs an d transpor t 

providers to ensure development is located and designed to enable sustainable transport. This 

is in l ine with NPPF (para 29) which highlights the importance for the t ransport system to be  

balanced in favour of sustainable transport modes and provide users with a choice on how they 

travel, whilst acknowledging that  di fferent opportunities and measures  will be  required f rom 

urban to rural areas. 

 

5.25 The new Lo cal Plan for Medway should support the achievement of sustainable  development 

by locating new de velopment with in or  adjace nt to ex isting built up areas whe re existin g 

infrastructure is in place. 

 

5.26 The Site is located adjacent to the boundary of the Medway urban a rea and is therefore in a 

sustainable location with good access to exist ing services and public transport opportunities, 

as acknowledged within the November 2015 SLAA. This is therefore in line with paragraph 29 

of the NPPF.  

 

5.27 The Site is s erved by a variety of modes of transport, including cycle and public transport, in 

addition to the private motor car. Bus Route 190 passes north of the Site along Lower Rainham 

Road and National Cycle Network Route 1 extends north of Lower Rainham Road to the north 

east of the Site.  
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6.0 BERENGRAVE NURSERY, RAINHAM  

 

i) The Site and its Surroundings  

 

6.1 The Site is irregular in shape and totals approximately 6 hectares, located to the east of Lower 

Bloors Lane and the we st of Bere ngrave Lane. The Chatham Main rai lway line  is adjacent to 

the southern boundary of the Si te and Bloors Lane Community Woodland is locat ed adjacent 

to the western Site boundary. 

 

6.2 There are a  variet y of  existing lan d uses on t he Site,  inc luding ag ricultural an d commercial 

uses largely associated with the Nursery usage. 

 

6.3 To the south of the S ite is the Rai nham Cr icket Groun d, w hich is the grounds for  the well-

established Rainham Cr icket Club. Thames View Primary School and Rainham Mark Gramma r 

School are located in close proximity to the west of the Site. 

  

6.4 The eastern and southe rn boundaries of the  S ite fo llow the existing s ettlement boundary of  

Rainham. As such, whilst the Site is currently outside but adjacent to the Rainham settlement, 

it is in very close proximity to both existing residential and employment development. 

 

6.5 The town  c entre of Rai nham is located ap proximately 0. 8 km to  the  s outh of  the  Site,  and  

provides a  r ange of  ser vices and facilities including a su permarket, GP  prac tice and medical 

centre, hotel and library. 

 

6.6 Rainham Railway Station is located 0.5km to the south-east of the Site, which provides 5 no.  

direct trains per hour to London (Victoria, Cannon Street and St Pancras International stations) 

in approximately 1 hours travel, increasing to 8 no. trains in peak hours. 

 

6.7 The Site is not subject to any International or  National landscape designations and therefore 

its de velopment sho uld be  consi dered pro portionate to this context, in acco rdance wit h t he 

NPPF ( para 11 3). The  Sit e is ho wever local ly designated as  an Area of  Local  Lan dscape 

Importance (ALLI) in the adopted Medway Local Plan (2003). 

 

6.8 To the nort h of the Sit e is the Me dway Estuary, which is covered by multi ple environmental 

designations, namely a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), a Special Protection Area and 

a Ramsar site. 
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6.9 It is noted that MC has not yet established a draft Local Plan policy regarding the treatment of 

the natural environment. A polic y approach is set out in th e LPDO ( page 65) an d on whic h 

comments are provided in Section 5.0 of these representations. 

 

6.10 The Site is  considered to be sustainably located in re lation to existing services and facilities, 

and an appropriate location to accommodate growth. 

 

ii) Previous SLAA Conclusions 

 

6.11 The Site  was assessed in both  the November 2015 SLAA (Appendix B ) and t he most recent  

January 2017 SLAA (Site Reference: 0817). 

 

6.12 The November 2015 SLAA concluded that the Site is unsuitable for housing development unless 

the identified constraints could be addressed. It is noted that the Site received only 1 no. “red” 

rating due to it comprising best and most versatile agricultural land, addressed in Section 5.0. 

In addition to this, it received 6 no. “green” ratings and 6 no. “amber” ratings. 

 

6.13 In summary, the Site was assessed as follows: 

 

 Good acces s to publ ic transport o pportunities, and mode rate access to services and 

facilities; 

 Likely that a suitable vehicular access could be created via Berengrave Lane; 

 Development is unlikely to have an impact upon any designated heritage assets; 

 Mitigation is likely to be deliverable to overcome any air pollution constraints; 

 Contamination is not suspected on the Site; 

 The Site is free from known development ‘abnormals’; and 

 Further assessment required on  the ecological potential of the Site and any potential 

impacts on the SSSI. 

 

6.14 As noted above, the Site is located in an ALLI designated area. However, the November 2015 

SLAA concluded t hat th e Site ’s lan dscape is le ss sensitive  and to  ha ve some potential t o 

accommodate change, subject to further landscape evaluation. As noted in Section 5.0, a S78 

Inspector has concluded that the ALLI designation was not based upon a landscape character 

assessment and therefore did not fully accord with National policy (NPPF, para 113).  

 

6.15 The subseq uent Januar y 20 17 SLAA has conc luded the Site to be  sui table an d a vailable for 

residential development, with a potential capacity of 151 dwellings in the short (0-5 years) and 

medium (6-10 years) term. 
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6.16 The January 2017 SLAA has not been accompanied by individual site assessment proformas. It 

is therefore assumed that either the Site is no longer considered to be located on the best and 

most versat ile agr icultural land, or  that  this  f actor is  not  dee med to  be  a constraint to  

development.  

 

iii) Proposed Development 

 

6.17 The Si te is being promoted for res idential use  comprising a mix  of  dwelling types and s izes, 

including a n element of afforda ble housing. It is antic ipated that approxi mately 100-1 50 

dwellings could be delivered on the Site. 

 

iv) Sustainable Development 

 

6.18 The NPPF a nd PP G bot h put sustai nable de velopment at t he heart of  the plann ing system  

(NPPF, para  7) for both plan-making and  decision-taking, and describes it as cov ering th ree 

main aspects namely economic, social and environmental. 

 

6.19 Development of the Site would constitute a sustainable form of development. The NPPF (para 

151) is clea r that Local  Plans must  be pre pared with t he objective of  contri buting to the  

achievement of sustaina ble de velopment and s hould be consistent with the presu mption i n 

favour of sustainable development. 

 

6.20 The Site is assessed to be sustainable, located adjace nt to existing built re sidential 

development. The Site is accessible, located adjacent to an existing local road network and in 

close proximity to the strategic highway network and railway, with the High Street/A2 located 

approximately 0.6km to the south of the Site and Rainham Railway Station approximately 0.5km 

to the south-east of the Site. 

 

6.21 The Site’s development is considered to form a relatively minor expansion to the existing built 

development of Rainham. 

 

6.22 The development would meet the three strands of sustainable development, as set out in the 

NPPF (para 7). Enabling resident ial development would sup port economic growth in Medway 

and surrounding areas, provi ding employment opportunities through t he construct ion phase . 

The Site has the potent ial to contribute towards the delivery of much needed housing within 

Medway and deliver a mix of housing types in accordance with the NPPF (para 47). 
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6.23 The Site is currently available for development, would offer a suitable location for development 

and has a realistic prospect of housing being delivered on the Site within 5 years to meet short 

term development needs. It is available to come forward now.  
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7.0 CO NCLUSIONS  

 

7.1 We consider that there is further work to be done in order to ensure MC is working towards a 

“sound” Local Plan. Notably, th e cu rrent identified ho using fi gure nee ds to be revisited to  

identify the full OAN, as required by National policy. 

 

7.2 The latest starting point estimate for Medway is 1,388 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. In 

accordance with the PPG, th is shou ld be adjusted to take  account of  factors not ca ptured in 

past tren ds, namel y to  address wor sening ma rket signals, suppressed household formation 

rates and the 2015 SHMA identified affordable need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum. 

 

7.3 The Local Plan should s eek to  meet  unmet requirements from ne ighbouring LPAs w here it is  

reasonable and consist ent wit h Na tional policy. Clar ity is required on  the posi tion betwee n 

Medway Council and Gravesham Borough Council to ensure the respective Local Plans meet 

the level of growth required. 

 

7.4 The NPPF is clear that Local Plans must be prepared with the objective of contributing to the 

achievement of sustainable de velopment and s hould be co nsistent wit h the p resumption in 

favour of sustainable development (NPPF, para 151).  

 

7.5 The deve lopment strategy for the new Local  p lan needs to provide c irca 16,500 dwellings to  

meet Me dway’s c urrent i dentified supply. It i s consid ered t hat a  c ombination of 4  no.  

development scenarios explored in the consultation document will need to be taken forward to 

meet Medway’s development needs in full. 

 

7.6 All of the 4 no. scenarios in the consultation document envisage development being directed 

towards Rainham. This approach is suppor ted in that  it  re cognises th e sustainabl e locatio n 

adjacent to Rainham to accommodate growth. 

 

7.7 Berengrave Nursery is sustainably located in relation to existing services and facilities, and an 

appropriate location to help meet Medway’s identified needs. The January 2017 SLAA concluded 

the Site to be suitable and available for residential development. Accordingly, the Site should 

be allocated in the new Local Plan. 
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Site 

Reference  0817 

Address  Berengrave Nusery, Rainham 

Description   A flat site with a range of buildings, both agricultural 
and residential. The land is used for agricultural, 
recreational and commercial uses.  

Size (ha)  6.03 

Relevant policy guidance   

Location Plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Development Potential 

Residential (units)  145 

Office  60,320 

Industrial  24,130 

Employment (m2) 

Storage  24,130 

Main Town Centre Uses 
(m2) 

 

Other Uses  Nature Reserve or activities centre 

 

Suitability ‐ General 

Facilities & Services 
Accessibility 

Site has moderate access to services and 
facilities. 

 

Public Transport 
Accessibility 

Site has good access to public transport 
opportunities. 

 

Highway Network 
Capacity 

Access to the strategic highway network 
(M2/A2), and around the Medway urban 
distributor network generally, is likely to 
constrained by a number of identified 
congestion hotspots including in particular: 

 A2 
 
Whilst it is possible that strategic 
infrastructure upgrades may address these 
congestion issues, improving capacity on 

 



Suitability ‐ General 

the network, there are no upgrades 
planned or identified at present. 
 
Further detailed assessment would need to 
be undertaken (as part of the Local Plan or 
development management process) to 
demonstrate how traffic generated be the 
development could be accommodated on 
the network. 
 
Developer contributions may be required 
to fund any infrastructure upgrades 
necessary to address network capacity 
constraints. 

Site Access  Site has an existing suitable vehicular 
access via Berengrave Lane. 

 

Ecological Potential  An ecological survey of the site has not 
been investigated as part of this high level 
assessment and as such the presence or 
absence of protected species and/or 
habitats cannot be established at this stage. 
 
Further assessment would therefore need 
to be undertaken through the Local Plan or 
Development Management process, before 
development could be supported or 
rejected. 

 

Designated Habitats  Natural England guidance (Impact Risk 
Zones) indicates that development of this 
site poses a potential risk to a SSSI.  
 
Further assessment of the potential 
impacts of development upon designated 
habitats would therefore need to be 
undertaken through the Local Plan or 
Development Management process, before 
development could be supported or 
rejected. 

 

Landscape   Whilst the site is situated outside of the 
built up area, the landscape is considered 
less sensitive and to have some potential to 
accommodate change. 
 
Further assessment of the potential 
impacts of development upon the local 
landscape would need to be undertaken 

 



Suitability ‐ General 

through the Local Plan or Development 
Management process, before development 
could be supported or rejected. 

Heritage  Development is unlikely to have an impact 
upon any designated heritage assets. 

 

Air Quality  Site may be constrained by air pollution but 
mitigation likely to be deliverable. 

 

Contamination  Contamination is not suspected on the site.   

Site Developability  The site is free from known development 
‘abnormals’. 

 

Agricultural Land  The site is situated on the best and most 
versatile agricultural land. 

 

Open Space  Site is not designated open space.   

 

Suitability – Housing 

Flood Risk  Site is at low risk of flooding.   

Noise  Noise pollution may affect the site, but it is 
likely that this could be mitigated. 

 

Amenity/Overlooking  There are a limited number of residential 
properties adjacent to the site.  
It is expected that a site layout could be 
designed to prevent layout/overlooking 
impacts. 

 

Land Use  Site is not designated employment land.   

Overall   The site is considered unsuitable for 
development unless identified constraints 
can be addressed. 

 

 

Suitability – Economic Development 

Flood Risk  Level of flood risk on the site is considered 
acceptable for commercial uses. 

 

Noise  The site may be affected by noise pollution, but 
it is likely that this could be mitigated for 
commercial uses. 

 

Amenity  Mainly residential or rural area with no other 
commercial uses. 

 

Overall   The site is considered unsuitable for 
development unless identified constraints can 
be addressed. 

 

 

Suitability – Mixed Use 

Overall  The site is considered unsuitable for 
development unless identified constraints can 
be addressed. 

 

 



Availability 

Landowner has promoted the site previously and was happy to 
promote it again when met on site. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

i) Purpose of these Representations 

 

1.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd and Persimmon Homes 

in response to Medway Council’s (MC) Local Plan 2012-2035 Development Options (Regulation 

18) consult ation ( LPDO, January  2 017). Taylo r Wi mpey a nd Persi mmon Homes, both large 

National housebuilders, own equally the Site known as ‘Land at Mill Hill, Gillingham’ (hereafter 

referred to as ‘the Site’). A Site Location Plan is included at Appendix A. 

 

1.2 The Site comprises two land parcels located to the east of A289 Yokosuka Way and to the east 

of Gillingham. In total, the parcels comprise 3.78 hectares. Further detail on the Site is provided 

in Section 6.0 of these representations. 

 

1.3 Notwithstanding our Clients specific land interests, these representations have been prepared 

in objective terms and in recognition of prevailing planning policy – in particular Government 

guidance as set out  in the  Nat ional P lanning Pol icy F ramework (NP PF) (Mar ch 2012) an d 

National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (March 2014). 

 

1.4 On 07 Feb ruary 201 7, the Gover nment pu blished the Housing  White  Pape r ( February 2 017) 

which sets out a programme of reform to tackle long-standing problems in the housing market 

and ensure homes are built in the right locations. These representations make reference to the 

Government’s proposed plan ning changes, w here relevant, whi ch are now s ubject to 

consultation until 02 May 2017. 

 

ii) Purpose of the LPDO 

 

1.5 MC previously consulted on its Local Plan Issues and Options (LPIO) document between January 

and February 2016. The LPIO consultation was in advance of the preparation of a n ew Local  

Plan under the Local Planning Regulations. It did not set out detailed policies or identify specific 

development sites, rather it so ught representations on key contextual matters and potentia l 

approaches that could be taken forward in the new Local Plan strategy. 

 

1.6 The current LPDO (Regulation 18) consultation progresses forward from the LPIO, by setting 

out potential development options available to meet Medway’s identified needs over the Plan 

period (2012-2035), which sought to be in l ine with a draft vision and strategic objectives for 

the area. The four options that are considered within the LPDO are as follows: 
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1. Maximising urban regeneration opportunities; 

2. Supporting suburban expansion at a significant scale; 

3. Promoting development on the Hoo Peninsula; and 

4. Securing urban regeneration and a rural town. 

 

1.7 The docume nt is accom panied by a n Evide nce Base that h as been pre pared to inform th e 

production of the new Local Plan, including the Strategic Housing Market Assessment ( 2015) 

and Strategic Land Availability Assessment (2017). It is however noted that additional technical 

work is st ill un derway t o assess th e sustainab ility of  t he different de velopment o ptions and  

policies being explored in the LPDO document. 

 

iii) Content of Representations 

 

1.8 The content of National planning policy and guidance relevant to the LPDO and the new Local 

Plan strategy is contained in Appendix B, and referred to throughout these representations. 

  

1.9 These representations are structured as follows: 

 

 Section 2.0: Land at Mill Hill, Gillingham; 

 Section 3.0: Objectively Assessed Need; 

 Section 4.0: Development Strategy; 

 Section 5.0: Other Policy Approaches; and 

 Section 6.0: Conclusions. 

 

1.10 In summary, these representations set out the following comments: 

 

 The North Kent SHENA identifies the Obje ctively Assessed Need (OAN) for Medway as 

being 1,2 81 dwel lings p er annum  ( dpa) ove r the period 2 012-2037, which does not 

represent the full OAN for Medway over the Plan period (2012-2035); 

 Medway’s OAN figure is below the starting point estimate of the 2012-based projections 

and further below the 2014-based p rojections. No justification has  been p rovided for 

this reduction; 

 The latest  starting  point estimate  for Medway  is 1,388  dpa for  the  P lan period 2012-

2035. In accordance wi th the PPG, this should be adjusted to take ac count of factors 

not captured in past tr ends, namely to add ress worsening market signals, suppressed 

household f ormation rates, histori c un der-supply an d t he 20 15 S HMA ide ntified 

affordable need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum; 
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 The Local Plan should seek to meet unmet requirements from neighbouring LPAs where 

it is reasonable and consistent with National pol icy. Clarity is required on the position 

between Medway Council and Gravesham Borough Council to ensure that the respective 

Local Plans meet the level of growth required; 

 The develo pment strat egy fo r the  new Local  Plan nee ds to provi de circa 16,500 

dwellings t o meet Me dway’s current ident ified sup ply. It  is co nsidered tha t a  

combination of 4no. development scenarios explored in the consultation document will 

need to be taken forward to meet Medway’s development needs in full; 

 All of the 4no. scenarios in the consultation document envisage development at ‘Land 

at Mill Hill, Gillingham’. This approach is supported in that it recognises that land to the 

east of Gillingham, including the Site, comprises a sustainable location for development. 

 The Site itself is particularly suitable for development, given the absence of overriding 

constraints and its location at the urban edge. 

 The Site  is suitable, de liverable, achievable and t herefore developable for  res idential 

development and should be allocated accordingly in the new Local Plan. 
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2.0 LAND AT MILL HILL, GILLINGHAM  

 

i) The Site and its Surroundings  

 

2.1 The Site co mprises two land parcels located in North Rainham to the east of A289 Yokosuka 

Way that  forms the current eastern extent  of  Gillingham. In total,  the parcels comprise 3.78 

hectares (9.34 acres). 

 

2.2 Immediately to the west of A289 Yokosuka Way lies Grange Farm, which is a relatively recent 

residential development built by Taylor Wim pey. To the south of the S ite is Inv icta Business 

Centre, the northern boundary of which is the North Kent (Canterbury to London) railway line.  

 

2.3 Parcel A as  shown on the Site Lo cation Plan ( Appendix A ) comprises an almost tria ngular 

piece of land immediately to the south of B2004 Lower Rainham Road and to the east of A289 

Yokosuka Way. The land parcel is currently in agricultural use with a number of farm buildings 

in the southern part of the site. 

 

2.4 Land Parcel B lies to the south of Land Parcel A and also comprises an almost triangular piece 

of land also in agricultural use and adjacent to A289 Yokosuka Way. Mature planting forms the 

boundary between the Site and Yokosuka Way. 

 

2.5 Parcels A  and B are se parated by Grange Road which te rminates close to the boundary with 

A289 Yokosuka Way. 

 

2.6 As such,  wh ilst t he Site is currently outside  but adjacent to  the  settlement boundary of the  

Medway urban area, it is very close to both existing residential and employment development. 

It is situated in an existing sustainable location, which will be further enhanced by any potential 

new surrounding development. 

 

2.7 The Site was previously considered (as part of a larger area) as a potential option for strategic 

development. As part of the now withdrawn Core Strategy, Medway Council produced ‘Further 

Considerations of St rategic Mixed U se Development Options’ (September 2013) to assess the 

potential development options for  the area.  MC th rough its own assessment  considered that  

Option 5 (North Rainham, including the Site) would have no direct impact on the AONB, Ancient 

Woodland, Scheduled Ancient Mo numents, P ublic O pen Space or  S PA, Ramsar and SSSI 

designated sites. It is noted that  a Riverside Country Park is adjace nt to  the  S ite, whi ch 

performs an  impo rtant r ole in mitigating recreational pressures on the Medway Estuary an d 

Marshes SSSI, SPAA and Ramsar as necessary. 
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2.8 The Site is not subject to any International or  National landscape designations and therefore 

its de velopment sho uld be  consi dered pro portionate to this context, in acco rdance wit h t he 

NPPF.  

 

ii) Previous SLAA Conclusions 

 

2.9 Parcel B was assessed in the November 2010 SLAA as part of a wider site extending to south 

and east (Site Reference: 0774). The Site was rejected, along with others in the North Rainham 

area, on pl anning po licy grounds and be cause it  is g reenfield (Parcel A, containing som e 

previously developed land, was not part of the assessed site).  

 

2.10 The Site  w as assessed  in  both t he Nov ember 2 015 SL AA and  Janu ary 2017 S LAA (Site 

Reference: 1073). 

 

2.11 The November 2015 SLAA concluded that the Site is unsuitable for housing development unless 

the identified constraints could be addressed.  

 

2.12 In summary, the Site was assessed as follows: 

 

 Good access to public transport opportunities; 

 Likely that a suitable vehicular access could be created on to Featherby Road, Grange 

Road or Lower Rainham Road, directly adjacent to the Site; 

 Development is unlikely to have an impact upon any designated heritage assets; 

 Mitigation likely to be deliverable to overcome any air pollution constraints; 

 Contamination is possible due to past uses, but mitigation is capable if found; 

 Site is not designated open space or employment land; and 

 Level of flood risk on site is considered acceptable. 

 

2.13 The constraint to development identified in the SLAA, tha t led to t he conclus ion that it is 

unsuitable for de velopment, was due to  the  Site’s locati on on the best and  m ost versatil e 

agricultural land and its inclusion in the Area of Local Landscape Value (ALLI) (Lower Rainham 

Farmland), which is co nsidered se nsitive to c hange an d t hereby d evelopment on the Si te i s 

“likely” to have a detrimental impact upon such a designation. Both policy considerations are 

commented upon in Section 5.0 of these representations. 

 

2.14 In landscape terms, the  Site is located next to  the existing urban area  and adjace nt to main 

roadways (A289 Yokosuka Way and B200 4 Lower Rainham Road). It is therefor e subject to  a 

number of existing urban influences, which impact upon its landscape value and quality.  
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2.15 It is noted that MC’s has not yet established a draft Local Plan Policy regarding the treatment 

of the natural environment. A policy approach is set out in the LPDO (page 65) and on which 

comments are provided in Section 5.0.  

 

2.16 The subsequent Januar y 2017 SLAA has not been  accompanied by individual site assessment 

proformas. Appendix 4 of the document indicates that the Site was excluded at Stage 4 of the 

assessment as it was not considered to be suitable. The SLAA methodology advises that a site’s 

suitability is assessed against a number of factors (18no. in total), however as the individual 

proformas are not available the exact conclusions on these factors are unknown and therefore 

not possible to comment upon. 

 

2.17 As noted in Section 4.0, the January 2017 SLAA has only identified a potential capacity of 5,980 

dwellings on sites deemed to be  suitable, available and achievable. This quantity of supply is 

not sufficie nt to meet  the housing requirem ent for Me dway, and therefore a further re -

evaluation of the SLAA is necessary.  It is possible that MC already recognises this, given that 

it has identified the Site for development within all  4no. development scenarios in the LPDO, 

which is encouraging. 

 

iii) Proposed Development 

 

2.18 The Si te is being promoted for res idential use  comprising a mix  of  dwelling types and s izes, 

including an element of affordable housing. It is anticipated that approximately 100 dwellings 

could be delivered on the Site. 

 

iv) Sustainable Development 

 

2.19 The NPPF a nd PP G bot h put sustai nable de velopment at t he heart of  the plann ing system  

(NPPF, para  7) for both plan-making and  decision-taking, and describes it as cov ering th ree 

main aspects namely economic, social and environmental. 

 

2.20 Development of the Site would constitute a sustainable form of development. The NPPF (para 

151) is clea r that Local  Plans must  be pre pared with t he objective of  contri buting to the  

achievement of sustaina ble de velopment and s hould be consistent with the presu mption i n 

favour of sustainable development. 

 

2.21 The Site  is  assessed to be su itable for development, given the  absence of  overr iding 

constraints, and would deliver sustainable development, located adjacent to the existing urban 

edge. The  S ite is acces sible, being adjace nt to  an ex isting local  road network an d i n close 

proximity to  the  strate gic highway network an d railway, with the  M2 locate d a pproximately 
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4.8km to the south of the Site and Rainham Railway Station approximately 2.7km to the south-

east of the Site. The Site’s development would form a relatively minor expansion to the existing 

built de velopment to t he east and west of t he Site. It would also support t he ongoin g 

regeneration of Medway, by delivering growth and contributing to the viability of Gillingham. 

 

2.22 The development would meet the three strands of sustainable development, as set out in the 

NPPF (para 7). Enab ling residential development would support economic growth in Medway 

and surrounding areas, provi ding employment opportunities through t he construct ion phase . 

The Site has the pote ntial to contribute towards the de livery of much needed housing w ithin 

Medway and deliver a mix of housing types in accordance with the NPPF (para 47). 

 

2.23 The Site is  curre ntly available fo r deve lopment, equal ly owned b y Taylor Wi mpey an d 

Persimmon Homes both  bei ng large Nationa l h ousebuilders, and has a  realist ic prospect of  

housing being delivered within 5 years to meet short term development needs. 
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3.0 OBJECTIVELY ASSESSED HOUSING NEED 

 

3.1 The NPPF s eeks to boost signif icantly the su pply of housi ng. Paragraphs 47 and 1 59 require 

LPAs to identify and meet the full OAN for market and affordable housing in the Housing Market 

Area (HMA),  in cluding i dentifying k ey sites  whi ch are  c ritical to the de livery of the housin g 

strategy over the Plan period. 

 

3.2 The PPG (Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306 & 2 a-017-20140306) directs LPAs to ta ke account 

of the most recent household projections and th at these should provide the “starting point” 

estimate of overall housing need. 

 

3.3 As noted above, the “starting point” only addresses demographic led need as the first step in 

establishing the OAN. The PPG directs that this should be adjusted to reflect economic forecasts 

and market signals. 

 

3.4 Our previous represe ntations to the LPIO consul tation contained a Crit ical Review of MC’s  

identified OAN figure of 1,281 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035 and a Dashboard assessment 

of the full OAN figure for Medway. Both reports are contained again in these representations 

at Appendix B and Appendix C respectively, and referred to below. 

 

i) Medway Council OAN Work 

 

3.5 MC has jointly prepared a North Kent Stra tegic Housing a nd Economic N eeds As sessment 

(SHENA) w ith Gravesha m Borou gh Council, co mprising a Baseline Report (Marc h 201 5) an d 

Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) (November 2015). 

 

3.6 The North Kent SHENA identifies the OAN for Medway as being 1,281 dpa over the period 2012-

2037 based on the res ult of the CLG 2012-based household p rojections adjuste d to take  

account of 2013 and 2014 Mid-year Population Estimates. This level of housing need has been 

taken fo rward in the LPDO (Jan uary 2017) to  rep resent the pe riod 2012-2035, with  n o 

justification for the deviation from the Evidence Base.  

 

ii) Starting Point Estimate 

 

3.7 Since t he publication of the 2 015 SHMA, t he ONS 20 14-based S ub-National Populat ion 

Projections and CL G 2014-based household projections have been published (25 May and 1 2 

July 2016 respectively). These new data release s provide an updated starting point estimate 

for assessing housing need. 
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3.8 MC has not under taken an updated assessment it s housing need based on the new starting 

point estimate, which is set out in Table 3.1 below. 

 

Table 3.1: CLG Projections for Medway 

Series 2012-2035 

Plan period 

2012-2037 

SHMA period 

2012-based 1,323 dpa 1,317 dpa 

2014-based 1,388 dpa 1,380 dpa 

Difference fr om 20 12 

to 2014 projections 
+4.9% +4.7% 

 

3.9 The 2014-based projections identi fy a r equirement in pr ojected d wellings 8 .3% ab ove MC ’s 

identified OAN figure of 1,281 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. For the SHMA period 2012-

2037, the 2014-based projections are 7.73% above Medway’s figure. 

 

3.10 All variations of the starting point estimate listed in the Table above (i.e. both the 2012-based 

and 2014-based projections, and for both periods) are above MC’s identified OAN figure. The 

PPG directs  that  the  CLG projections only provide the  “st arting point estimate”  of overa ll 

housing need, and a djustment may be re quired to ref lect factors affecting local demography 

and household formation rates not captured in past trends (Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306). 

The PPG notes that for mation rates may have been suppressed histori cally by under-supply, 

which is a pertinent issue for MC as a 20% buffer Authority (NPPF, para 47). 

 

3.11 As raised in our previous representations, no justification has been provided for the reduction 

to the start ing point  estimate (Appendix B , para 3.5). Th is was r elevant to the 2012-based 

projections at the time,  but has been stressed further by the latest 20 14-based p rojections, 

which show  a  gr eater dwelling requirement th an the  2012-based projections a nd MC ’s O AN 

figure. 

 

3.12 Notwithstanding the above, the PPG advises th at housing assessment s are not automaticall y 

rendered outdated by t he publication of new projections, however a ssessments should be 

informed by the lates t availab le information whereve r possible (R eference ID : 2a-016-

20150227). We would stress the PPG’s use of “wherever possible”, notably as MC is still at an 

early stage of its Plan-making process. 
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3.13 The LPDO ( page 5) a dvises that the anticipate d timescale for the Local Plan’s submission is  

Spring 2018. Based on this timetable, and the timetable for new National projections, it is likely 

that new projections (i.e. a new starting point for assessing housing need) will be released at 

the time of the Local Plan’s submission, or whilst the Local Plan is subject to Examination. 

 

3.14 The appoi nted Local  Pl an Inspe ctor wi ll need to be satisf ied that  the  housin g as sessments 

submitted for Examination are a ppropriate and that MC ’s i dentified OAN rep resents the  fu ll 

OAN for Medway across the Plan period, taking account of account of the latest starting point 

estimate for assessing housing need. 

 

iii) Affordable Housing Need 

 

3.15 The NPPF (para 47) directs that LPAs should ensure that their Local Plans meet t he full OAN 

for both market and affordable housing.  

 

3.16 There are a numbe r of  High Cou rt Judgmen ts1 that provide useful guidance on the prope r 

exercise that needs to be undertaken to assess affordable need as part of OAN (referred to in 

Appendix B, paras 4.67-4.68). Notably, the ELM Park v Kings Lynn and West Norfolk BC High 

Court Judgment provides guidance on the role of affordable need with OAN, determining that 

affordable need did not have to be met in full, but rather: 

 

This consideration o f an inc rease to  he lp de liver the required 
number of  affordab le homes , rather than  an ins truction tha t the 
requirement b e me t in to tal, is cons istent w ith the po licy in 
paragraph 159 of the Fra mework re quiring that the  SHMA 
“addresses” these ne eds in de termining the FOAN 2. They shou ld 
have an important influence increasing the derived FOAN since they 
are si gnificant fact ors in pr oviding fo r h ousing ne eds wi thin an 
area. 

 

3.17 It is clear that where there is significant afford able housing need, although it is not  required 

to be met in full, an increase should be considered. 

 

3.18 In the context of Medway, the LPDO (para 4.10) states the following in respect of affordab le 

housing need: 

 

  

                                                            
1 Satnam Millennium Limited v Warrington Borough Council (19 February 2015) [2015] EWHC 370 (Admin) & Borough 
Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v SSCLG, ELM Park Holdings Ltd (09 July 2015) [2015] EWHC 2464 (Admin) 
2 Full Objectively Assessed Need for Housing 
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[t]he Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment identified 
a need fo r 17 ,112 affordable dw ellings over the  plan period. 
However the Lo cal Plan  ne eds to b e de liverable, and  must 
demonstrate that the policies are viable. Initial analysis indicates a 
percentage of  25%  affo rdable hous ing cou ld be ach ieved on  
development over 15 units. 
[our emphasis] 

 

3.19 The 2015 SHMA (para 6.53) also identified that the affordable housing ‘need’ is greater than 

the identified affordable housing ‘supply’ over: the projection period 2012-2037; the Local Plan 

period (which the SHMA references as 2017-2035); and on an annual basis. 

 

3.20 The 2015 SHMA calculated a need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum, which is a significant 

level of affordable housing need. This would constitute 58% of MC’s id entified OAN figure of 

1,281 dpa.  

 

3.21 To deli ver the affo rdable housing need fo r 744 affordable dpa in full, at a pro vision of 2 5% 

which initial analysis indicates could be achieved (LPDO, para 4.11), a full OAN of circa 3,000 

dpa for 2012-2035 would be required. It is accepted that 3,000 dpa is unrealistic, but a figure 

in excess of the Council’s current target would help to meet some of this affordable need. 

 

iv) Barton Willmore OAN Work 

 

Critical Review 

 

3.22 As noted  ab ove, Barton  Will more Research u ndertook a critique of  MC ’s OA N o f 1 ,281 dpa 

(Appendix B ) and did not conside r it  to  repre sent the fu ll O AN for  M edway ov er the  Plan  

period (2012-2035). 

 

3.23 Notwithstanding the release of the 2014-based projections, which provide an updated starting 

point estimate, MC’s OAN figure is based upon the 2015 SHMA and 2012-based projections and 

therefore the concerns set out in the Critical Review remain valid in this regard. 

 

3.24 In summary, the issues raised are as follows: 

 

 The starting point estimate is base d on a 23-year projection of suppressed household 

formation i n the  25-44 age g roup, the age  group most l ikely to be first time  buyers. 

This suppression will lead to a signi ficant increase in concealed households in this age 

group unles s the OAN adjusts the household f ormation ra tes in this age grou p. The  

North Kent SHENA proposes no adjustment to account for this suppression. To comply 
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with the NPPF requirement (para 1 82) to ensur e Local Plan s are ‘Positi vely Prepared’, 

an upward adjustment should be appl ied for the 25-44 age group. This would lead to 

an OAN in excess of the starting point estimate. 

 The 2012- based CLG h ousehold p rojection is under pinned by the  20 12-based S NPP 

which is  considered to provide the very minimum projection of future population growth 

in Medway due to   the low international migration assumptions they are underpinn ed 

by an d in light of  re cent data su ggesting that net migration to Medw ay is in fact 

significantly higher than the trends underpinning the 2012-based SNPP. 

 The North Kent SHENA considers alternative long-term migration trends but fails to pay 

regard to a more recent 5-year migration trend. The SHENA adopts the use of a long-

term migration trend to reflect demographic-led need in Medway which projects lower 

population growth than the 2012-based SNPP and for the reasons outlined (Appendix 

B) is considered inappropriate. 

 The North Kent SHENA’s approach to addressing an uplift to OAN to accommodate 

economic growth is  considered relatively robust. However,  we would suggest the  use 

of three sources of job growth forecasts to ensure as robust an assessment as possible. 

 The North Kent SHENA identifies a number of market signals that have worsened to a 

greater extent than ne ighbouring authorities, the south-east regio n, and the National 

average. The SHENA considers that an upward adjustment to the demographic-led OAN 

is required in order to alleviate the identified market pressure. Barton Willmore support 

this conclusion. However, it is considered that the market signals uplift that is applied 

in the SHENA is insuf ficient given that it results in OAN that is still below the starti ng 

point estimate. 

 

Dashboard Assessment 

 

3.25 Given the fundamental flaws ide ntified i n MC ’s own OA N assessmen t (as above), Barton  

Willmore Research undertook an assessment of MC’s full OAN figure (Appendix C). 

 

3.26 In the context of the 2012-based projections as the starting point estimate, it was considered 

that the figure of  1,489 dpa for  the P lan per iod 2012-2035 would represent the full OAN for 

Medway. 

 

3.27 As set o ut above, the re lease of the 2014-based projections provide the latest  starting poi nt 

estimate. For Medway, this equates to 1,388 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. 
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3.28 The CLG projections should only be regarded as the starting point est imate, but may require 

adjustment to r eflect factors  no t captu red in past tre nds (P PG Reference I D: 2a-015-

20140306). 

 

3.29 The Dashboard Assessment highlights the following factors which would require an adjustment 

to the starting point estimate: 

 
 Appropriate uplift to address worsening market signals (i.e. affordability); 

 Alleviation of the suppressed household formation rates in the 25-44 age group; and 

 Affordable housing needs. 

 

3.30 On this basis, we do not consider that the housing needs calculated for Medway over the Plan 

period have been appropriately assessed. Overall it is considered that the LPDO does not seek 

to meet the full and correct OAN for Medway and is therefore not “sound”. 

 

3.31 The content of the Housing White Paper (February 2017) is also noted, in that the Government 

will be consulting on a potential standardised approach to assessing housing requirements this 

year. Whilst the content of this approach, and the timescales for the consultation, is currently 

unknown, MC need to remain aware of this an d any pote ntial implications on the new Local  

Plan. 

 
v) Unmet Housing Needs 

 
3.32 In or der for  a Local Plan to be  ‘Pos itively Prepared’, the Lo cal Plan  str ategy shou ld seek to  

meet unmet requirements from neighbouring LPAs under the Duty to Co-operate, where it is 

reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable development (NPPF, para 182). 

Nonetheless, the Duty to Co-operate is not a Duty to agree and LPAs are not obliged to accept 

unmet needs of other  LPAs if  they have robust evidence that this wou ld be inconsistent with 

the NPPF (PPG Reference ID: 9-001-20140306). 

 
North Kent HMA 

 
3.33 The 20 15 S HMA def ines the  Housi ng Mar ket Area to  co mprise Medway, Graves ham, Swale,  

Maidstone and Tonbridge and Malling. 

 

3.34 Gravesham Borough Council (GBC) in its representations (dated 29 February 2016) to the LPIO 

consultation advised that, due to Green Belt constraints on the Borough, it may not be possible 

for GBC to identify sufficient land to meet its own identified OAN. Discussions are/have been 

undertaken with MC in this regard and GBC’s representations advises  that, togethe r MC and  

GBC are intending to meet the full OAN for the joint housing market area. 
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3.35 It is however noted that the LPDO does not make any reference to meeting any unmet needs 

from GBC. Clarity is therefore required to ensure that the LPDO effectively plans to meet the 

level of growth required and fulfil the test of being ‘Positively Prepared’. 

 

3.36 This issue is particularly pertinent in the context of St Albans City and District Council’s (SACDC) 

Strategic Lo cal Plan, w hich was su bmitted fo r Examinatio n in A ugust 2016. The appointed 

Inspector (l etter date d 28 Nove mber 201 6) co ncluded tha t the Dut y t o Co-operat e has not 

been met, a s it was not  demo nstrated that  SACDC gave satisfactory  co nsideration strategic 

cross-boundary matters and pr iorities under the Duty. The Inspector had particular regard to 

representations from nearby LPAs, which outlined concerns that SACDC had not considered its 

potential ab ility to  mee t unm et ne eds f rom ot her LPAs an d an  outstandin g requested f rom 

Luton Borough Council to help meet its unmet needs. 

 

3.37 In the case of MC, there appears to be potential unmet housing needs arising from Gravesham 

Borough, which GBC understand are to be met in Medway. MC should seek to meet such unmet 

needs in accordance with National policy, or demonstrate robust evidence that such provisions 

would be inconsistent with the Framework, in accordance with the test of ‘soundness’ (NPPF, 

para 182).  

 

London City 

 

3.38 The LPDO (paras 2.22 and 2.23) notes the rela tionship between Medway and London, in that 

there are commuting and migration links with the capital. Notably, the 2015 SHMA (paras 2.23 

and 2.28 ) h ighlights th at four of the top 1 0 L PAs in te rms of total fl ows into Medway are  

London Bo roughs, ref lecting the strength o f London’s influence on  Medway’s migration 

contribution, and also t he strong trends of people relocating from the  capital to the Medway 

Authority. 

 

3.39 The London Plan is unable to accommodate its housing need in full. There is a potential shortfall 

of circa 7,000 dwe llings a year; c omprising t he di fference between the ide ntified capacit y 

target of 42,000 dpa and the lower end of London’s OAN which is 49,000 dpa. 

 

3.40 It is considered appropriate that regard is given to the u nmet needs o f London and that the  

Council c onsiders th e potential of h elping to meet some of this  need given the strong 

relationship between Medway and London set out above. 
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vi) Under Delivery of Housing 

 

3.41 The NPPF (para 47) requires LPAs to identify and update annually a supply of deliverable sites 

to provide 5-years of housing against their housing target with an additi onal 5% buffer, or a  

20% buffer for LPAs who have a history of under delivery. 

 

3.42 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) states that the Government intend to introduce a  

new housi ng deli very t est to ensu re that LPAs and wider interests ar e held accountable f or 

their role in ensuring new homes are delivered in the area. The test will highlight whether the 

number of homes being built is below target, provide a mechanism for establishing the reasons 

why and where necessary, trigger policy responses that will ensure further land comes forward. 

 

3.43 The proposed housing delivery test is particularly pertinent for Medway as the LPA is subject 

to a 20% buffer as it has persistently under-delivered against its housing target. This has been 

confirmed by S78 Planning Inspectors (e.g. AP P/A2280/W/15/3002877) and is ac knowledged 

by the Council (Statement of Common Ground for APP/A2280/W/15/3132141). 

 

3.44 It is therefo re necessary that MC identifies suf ficient land in sustainab le locations to ensure 

land is available to address previous under delivery rates in Medway. 
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND OPTIONS 

 

4.1 The LPDO (para 31) sets out the le vel of growth required for the Plan period. This includes a 

need for 29,463 dwellings, 49,943m2 of B1 office space, 34,900m2 of comparison retail space 

and 10,500m2 of convenience. 

 

4.2 The Council notes that this scale of growth is challenging, and therefore meeting this challenge 

and achieving successful growth in Medway is the central focus for the new Local Plan (LPDO, 

para 3.3). This approach is welcome and accords with the NPPF (para 14) in seeking positive 

opportunities to meet development needs of the area. 

 

i) Identified Supply of Development Land 

 

4.3 The LPDO (para 3.7) sets out the  Council’s currently anticipated supply  of development land, 

and which is repeated below for ease. 

 

Table 4.1: Medway’s Current Supply of Development Land 

 Status Number of Dwellings 

A Comple tions 2012-2016 2,180 

B Sites with planning permission 6,251 

C Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations 356 

D SLAA Pipeline sites 8,813 

E Windfalls (Years 3-5 only) 606 

   

F Tota l 18,206 

 

Row D: SLAA Pipeline Sites 

 

4.4 The Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) 2016 (Volume 2, Section 8) l ists the residential pipeline 

sites totalling 8,813 units for the Plan period. These pipeline sites include a number of Medway 

Local Plan 2003 Allocations, which are listed as a separate source of supply above (Row C). It 

therefore appears that such sites (i.e. Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations) are accounted for 

as both a separate source supply and a SLAA pipeline site i.e. have been double counted. 

 

4.5 The Council should review the inclusion of Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations to ensure such 

sites are only accounted for once and therefore MC’s position is robust. 
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4.6 It is also noted that  t he Januar y 2017 SL AA only identifies a pote ntial capacity of  5,98 0 

dwellings on sites deemed to be suitable, available and achievable for residential development. 

thereby, conflicting with MC’s figure of 8,813 units (Row D) above. 

 

4.7 The 20 16 AMR SLAA  p ipeline si tes also i ncludes Lodge  Hi ll for 5,00 0 dwe llings in the  P lan 

period. However, the  LPDO (para 3.39) acknowledges the uncertainty of Lodge Hi ll given the 

forthcoming Public Inquiry, and therefore states that development is to be phased in the second 

half of the Plan pe riod (2025-2035). This will  allow for  con sideration of the P ublic Inquiry’s 

outcome and plan for alternative sources of land supply, if required.  

 

4.8 The rel iance of Lo dge Hi ll for 5,000 units in the Plan period (Row D) is not considered to be 

appropriate or real istic. It is  contra ry to th e content and intentions o f the LPDO t o address 

future uncertainties by phasing development later in the Plan period. It is also wholly unrealistic 

to anticipate 5,000 dwellings to be delivered in 2025-2035 which would require 500 dwellings 

to be built per annum, regardless of the site’s continued uncertainty. 

 

4.9 The total supply of SLAA pipeline sites should be amended to be in accordance with the LPDO’s 

position, which as a result will significantly reduce the total supply of current development land 

in Medway. Additional land will therefore be required to provide an identified supply of  land 

for circa 30,000 dwellings for the Plan period. 

 

4.10 It is also noted that additional sources of land supply may in future be required to address the 

potential exclusion of Lodge Hill. 

 

Row F: Total Supply 

 

4.11 Table 4.1 above sets out Medway’s current identified supply of 18,206 units. This generates a 

total of 11,257 units remaining unidentified for the Plan period. 

 

4.12 Taking ac count of  comments abov e, the unidentified supply fi gure cou ld increase to ci rca 

16,500 dwellings throu gh the excl usion of Lod ge Hil l (5,0 00) and  Medway Local Plan 20 03 

Allocations (356 units), if assumed to have been double-counted. 

 

4.13 There is also considered to be potential for double-counting between the SLAA pipeline sites 

and the 4no. development scenarios, i.e. if the capacities of the SLAA pipeline sites have been 

considered in the estimated yield of the potential scenarios (Appendices 1B to 1E of the LPDO). 
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ii) Deve lopment Strategy 

 
4.14 The LPDO (para 3.9 ) acknowledges that the  Council cannot meet its full development needs 

solely on brownfield land. The de velopment of greenfield s ites is re quired in su burban an d 

rural locations, and will therefore form part of the Council’s development strategy for the new 

Local Plan. We support the Council’s approach to plan positively to meet its development needs 

in full. 

 
4.15 The Council seek to ma ke use of greenfield land that is free from environmental constraints , 

of lesser va lue fo r lan dscape and agricultural purposes, and we ll related to ser vices an d 

infrastructure. 

 

4.16 Paragraph 110 of t he NPPF a dvises that Local Plans s hould al locate land w ith the least 

environmental or ame nity value, where consistent with other policies in the NPPF. The NPPF 

advocates t he use  of “least” value,  therefore  a comparative exercise, rather than direct ing 

development that is wholly free of environmental constraints, as this  may not be available in 

the District or Borough. 

 

4.17 It is t herefore conside red appro priate that th e deve lopment strateg y is amen ded to d irect 

development where land is of the least environmental or amenity value, taking account of other 

policies in the NPPF, to be consistent with paragraph 110. 

 

iii) Deve lopment Options 

 
4.18 The LPDO identifies a  r ange of  de velopment sc enarios as p otential patterns fo r growth that  

could form part of a development strategy for the new Local Plan. These are namely as follows: 

 
 Scenario 1 – Maximising the potential of urban regeneration; 

 Scenario 2 – Suburban expansion; 

 Scenario 3 – Hoo Peninsula focus/Rural focus; 

 Scenario 4 – Urban Regeneration and a Rural Town. 

 
4.19 The scenarios explore potential development at a combination of different strategic locations, 

which each make assumptions about the capacity of these strategic locations. 

 

4.20 All o f th e scenarios  envisag e at least  some g rowth be ing di rected towards th e 

Gillingham/Rainham area. N otably, al l 4n o. development scenario  ma ps i dentify mixed-use 

development to the east of  Gil lingham, including the Site. This approach is supported in that 

it recognises the sustainable location adjacent to Gillingham and the suitability of the Site for 

development. 
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4.21 The LPDO (paras 3.4 & 4.5) advises that further work and supporting technical studies will be 

carried out  to determine the development capacities of the areas and the a bility to deliver  

growth, taking account of infrastructure requirements, viability testing and environmental and 

economic considerations, in addition to representations to this consultation. 

 

4.22 Given the  shortfall in  the housi ng re quirement and  i dentified su pply, coup led wit h th e 

constraints to deve lopment in Me dway, it  is considered t hat a com bination of  th e di fferent 

development scenarios will need to be taken forward to meet the development needs in full. 

 

4.23 As noted above, all of the scenarios envisaged development of the Site. It is therefore expected 

that the final development strategy for Medway will include the Site’s allocation for residential 

development, to assist in meeting the identified development needs of Medway. 

 

4.24 Further detail on the Site is contained in Section 6.0, which demonstrates the Site’s suitability 

as an allocation. 
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5.0 OTHER POLICY APPROACHES 

 

 i)  Housing Mix 

 

5.1 The LPDO (page 30) sets out the Council’s intended policy approach to the mix of housing for 

residential developments, including the provision of affordable housing. 

 

5.2 It is stated  that accommodation requirements detailed in the 201 5 SHMA (or any futu re 

updates) will be used to inform which house sizes and mixes are delivered. This approach is in 

accordance with the NPPF (para 159) in which LPAs are directed to utilise a prepared SHMA to 

identify the scale, mix and tenure of housing that will be required over the Plan period. 

 

ii) Rural Economy Policy Approach 

 

5.3 The LPDO (page 50) provides the Council’s future policy approach for the rural economy. With 

regards to  the development of  ag ricultural land, it is  int ended that  de velopment, whe re 

feasible, will be directed to land of lesser value. 

 

5.4 The proposed policy approach is considered to be in line with National policy (NPPF, para 112) 

in that  LPAs  should  seek to use ar eas of poor er q uality la nd fo r si gnificant deve lopment in 

preference to that of higher quality.   

 

5.5 The 20 15 S LAA identified t he S ite to be  locate d on  the  be st and  most  versati le agric ultural 

land. It is however noted that  nearby proposed deve lopments at Lan d North of Mo or Stree t 

(APP/A2280/W/15/3012034) an d L and at Otte rham Qua y Lane (APP/ A2280/W/15/3139962) 

have been subject to f urther survey work w hich established that the  sites are p redominantly 

Grade 2 agricultural land, not Grade 1 as originally envisaged. The Site itself has not yet been 

subject to a detailed agricultural land classification study. 

 

5.6 The NPPF (para 112) does not preclude development on the best and most versatile land, but 

a preference is stated for development on poorer quality land where possible. 

 

5.7 The Off icer’s Report for both Land to the East o f Mierscourt Road (MC/15/4539) and Land at 

Otterham Quay Lane (MC/16/2051) notes that Natural England’s 1:250,000 Agricultural Land 

Classification map indicates that large parts of land adjoining the Medway urban area are likely 

to be best and most versatile agricultural land. It is considered unlikely that Medway’s housing 

requirements can be ac commodated on ag ricultural land of Grade 3a o r lower, and therefore 

the loss of higher grade land for development does not conflict with the NPPF (para 112). 
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5.8 Therefore, notwithstanding that a detailed study of the Site has not been undertaken, a high-

grade quality of the land does not preclude the allocation of the Site for development, and the 

development of such land is inevitable to meet Medway’s future development needs. 

 

5.9 In addition, regard should be given to the  context of sus tainable loc ations to ac commodate 

growth and the overriding presumption for sust ainable development in  the NP PF a s a whole  

(para 14). As part of the new Local Plan, consideration must be given to the sustainable location 

of the Site and its contribution to t he achi evement of  sustainable  development (NPPF, par a 

151). 

 

5.10 In the  cont ext of the  Council’s current lack of  a 5-yea r housing lan d sup ply, it has been  

acknowledged by S78 Inspectors (APP/A2280/W/15/3012034) to outweigh the presence of best 

and most ag ricultural land. This emphasises the suitabi lity of the S ite for development which 

is available now. 

 

iii) Securing Strong Green Infrastructure 

 

5.11 The LPDO ( page 65) a dvises that MC wil l protect the netw ork of gree n infrastructure across  

Medway. The highest protection will be given to securing the ecological and landscape interest 

of internally designated sites, and the Counc il will a lso consider the  need to prote ct features 

of regional importance. 

 

5.12 Paragraph 113 of the NPPF directs that distinction should be made between the hierarchies of 

international, national  and loca lly designated si tes by setti ng c riteria-based poli cies, so that  

protection is proportionate with such status and gives appropriate weight to their importance 

and the contribution that they make to wider ecological networks or landscape areas. 

 

5.13 The proposed green i nfrastructure policy approach with in t he LPDO does make a distinction 

between the hierarchy of designated sites, which is in line with National policy above. However, 

the intended approach does not re fer to an intended use o f criterion in  the future  Local Plan 

policy, which will be required to be in line with the NPPF (para 113). 

 

5.14 The Site is not subject to any Inte rnational or National landscape designations and therefo re 

its deve lopment shoul d be conside red p roportionate to this context, in accordance with the  

NPPF. 

 

5.15 The Site  is however locally designated as an ALLI in the Medway Loc al Plan  (2 003). The  

designation is currently drawn tightly around the settlement boundaries of both Rainham and 

Gillingham, and under the terms of the policy development will only be permitted if it does not 
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materially harm the landscape character and function of the area; or the economic and social  

benefits of development outweigh the benefits of conserving the landscape. 

 

5.16 It should be noted that in a S78 A ppeal Dec ision (APP/A2280/W/15/3002877), the  Inspector  

noted that the Medway Landscap e Characte r Assessment (MLCA) ( 2011), in s eeking to  

recognise a nd protect areas of re cognised lo cal lan dscape cha racter, was not inherently 

inconsistent with the NPPF, however “the ALLI designations were not based upon a landscape 

character assessment” (paragraph 23) and therefore did not fully accord with the NPPF in this 

respect. 

 

5.17 This position has also been recognis ed in a more recent SoS Decision 

(APP/A2280/W/16/3143600) in which the Inspector notes that the ALLI designation dates back 

to 1992, when local  landscape designations were the standard approach. There has been no 

reassessment of the designation to  take accou nt of the c urrent policy advice for a  balanced 

and pragmatic criterion approach. 

 

5.18 To be  ‘Co nsistent w ith National po licy’, the  new Local  P lan fo r Me dway shoul d set ‘ criteria 

based’ policies against which proposals in protected landscape areas can be ju dged. In orde r 

for t he new  Local  P lan to be  ‘Just ified’ in th is respect, we reco mmend that a Medway-wide 

landscape review is undertaken to inform both the spatial strategy for the area and landscape 

based policies. 

 

5.19 In this  resp ect, it  is no ted in the  r ecent SoS Decision (A PP/A2280/W/16/3143600) t hat t he 

Council is a ware of the  need to assess the qua lity of the current AL LI designate d areas. I n 

particular, the Inspector states (para 257): 

 

I am mindful that ALLI designations cover a significant part of the 
undeveloped land in  accessible locations in this  Council’s area, so  
that it is i nevitable t hat to fulfil housing requ irements ALLI l and 
will need to be developed. 
 

5.20 The new Local P lan wil l the refore be required to allocate  currently des ignated ALLI land fo r 

development, and as such, conside ration should be gi ven to the sustain able locat ion of suc h 

land adjacent to existing urban areas. 

 

5.21 In addition, it is noted that MC cannot currently demonstrate a 5-year supply of housing land 

and t herefore, i n acco rdance w ith the NPPF ( para 4 9), relevant pol icies fo r t he sup ply of  

housing should not be considered up-to-date and the presumption (NPPF, para 14) is applied. 
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5.22 In t his context, various  S78  Inspectors have  c oncluded th at ‘Save d’ P olicy BNE34 , whic h is 

applicable to deve lopment in  des ignated ALLIs, is re levant to the  supply of ho using and not  

up-to-date. As such, the ALL I desi gnation covering t he S ite would not p rohibit development 

taking place in current circumstances, and notably such land is required to be allocated in the 

new Local Plan to meet development needs.  

 

iv) Heri tage 

 

5.23 The LPDO ( page 74) ad vises that  t he Council will support the conservation and appropriate 

enhancement of the historic environment. It is stated that the Council will restrict development 

that could have an unacceptable impact on a designated heritage assets and its setting. 

 

5.24 The subseq uent Loca l Plan policy will nee d to  take ac count of  the relevant tests with in the 

NPPF. Notably, the  NPPF (para 132) requires the consideration of  development p roposals to  

take account of the significance of a designated heritage asset, in that the most important the 

asset, the greater the weight to the asset’s conservation should be.  

 

5.25 Paragraphs 133 and 134 of the NPPF set out  the relevant requirements of decision-taking for 

development proposals taking account of the harm or loss of a designated heritage asset. 

 

5.26 Paragraphs 133 and 134 of the NPPF set ou t the rele vant tests of dec ision-taking for 

development proposals that would lead to harm or loss of a designated heritage asset, namely 

whether the harm is substantial o r a total loss of an asset’ s signi ficance (para 133), or less  

than substantial (para 134). Such tests should be reflected in the future heritage policy for the 

Local Plan. 

 

5.27 Bay Tr ee Vil la, a Gr ade II Li sted Building, i s located to the  east  of Pa rcel A,  along t he 

B2004/Lower Rain ham Road. Any  subsequent de velopment p roposals wil l ta ke into  the  

presence of the Listed Buildings, and should be considered in accordance with National policy 

above. 

 

v) Transport  

 

5.28 The LPDO ( page 94 ) advises that the Counc il will wo rk with re levant LPAs an d transpor t 

providers to ensure development is located and designed to enable sustainable transport. This 

is in l ine with NPPF (para 29) which highlights the importance for the t ransport system to be  

balanced in favour of sustainable transport modes and provide users with a choice on how they 

travel, whilst acknowledging that  di fferent opportunities and measures  will be  required f rom 

urban to rural areas. 
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5.29 The new Lo cal Plan for Medway should support the achievement of sustainable  development 

by locating new de velopment with in or  adjace nt to ex isting built up areas whe re existin g 

infrastructure is in place. 

 

5.30 The Site is located adjacent to the boundary of the Medway urban a rea and is therefore in a 

sustainable location with good access to exist ing services and public transport opportunities, 

as acknowledged within the November 2015 SLAA. This is therefore in line with paragraph 29 

of the NPPF.  

 

5.31 The Site is s erved by a variety of modes of transport, including cycle and public transport, in 

addition to the private motor car. Bus Route 190 passes north of the Site along Lower Rainham 

Road and National Cycle Network Route 1 extends north of Lower Rainham Road to the north 

east of the Site.  
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6.0 CO NCLUSIONS  

 

6.1 We consider that there is further work to be done in order to ensure MC is working towards a 

“sound” Local Plan. Notably, th e cu rrent identified ho using fi gure nee ds to be revisited to  

identify the full OAN, as required by National policy. 

 

6.2 The latest starting point estimate for Medway is 1,388 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. In 

accordance with the PPG, th is shou ld be adjusted to take  account of  factors not ca ptured in 

past tren ds, namel y to  address wor sening ma rket signals, suppressed household formation 

rates and the 2015 SHMA identified affordable need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum. 

 

6.3 The Local Plan should s eek to  meet  unmet requirements from ne ighbouring LPAs w here it is  

reasonable and consist ent wit h Na tional policy. Clar ity is required on  the posi tion betwee n 

Medway Council and Gravesham Borough Council to ensure the respective Local Plans meet 

the level of growth required. 

 

6.4 The NPPF is clear that Local Plans must be prepared with the objective of contributing to the 

achievement of sustainable de velopment and s hould be co nsistent wit h the p resumption in 

favour of sustainable development (NPPF, para 151).  

 

6.5 The deve lopment strategy for the new Local  p lan needs to provide c irca 16,500 dwellings to  

meet Medw ay’s cu rrent ide ntified supply. It  is considered that a combination of 4 no. 

development scenarios explored in the consultation document will need to be taken forward to 

meet Medway’s development needs in full. 

 

6.6 All of the 4no. scenarios in the consultation document envisage development at ‘Land at Mi ll 

Hill, Gillingham’. This a pproach is s upported in that it  recognises the  sustainable  l ocation to 

the east of Gillingham and the suitability of the Site for sustainable development. 

 

6.7 The Si te is suita ble, deliverable, ach ievable and  t herefore deve lopable fo r r esidential 

development and should be allocated accordingly in the new Local Plan. 
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1.0 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

 

1.1 The NPPF places a strong ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ in all planning related 

matters and places a responsibility on Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to encourage and support 

sustainable growth and t o p lan p ositively f or new d evelopment. T here are t hree d imensions t o 

sustainable development in relation to the planning system as outlined in the NPPF (para 7). These 

include: 

 

 An e conomic ro le – contributing to building a strong, res ponsive and com petitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places 

and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating 

development requirements, including the provision of infrastructure; 

 A s ocial ro le – s upporting st rong, vibrant and he althy c ommunities, by p roviding th e 

supply of housing required to meet the needs of p resent and future generations; and by 

creating a high quality bui lt e nvironment, wi th accessible lo cal s ervices that r eflect the 

community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being; and  

 An environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and 

historic environment; and, a s part of t his, helping to imp rove bi odiversity, use na tural 

resources p rudently, mi nimise waste a nd p ollution, and m itigate and adapt t o climate 

change including moving to a low carbon economy. 

 

1.2 The presumption in favour of sustainable development, as set out in the NPPF, should be seen as 

a golden thread, running through both plan-making and decision-taking. Paragraph 14 directs for 

plan-making this means that:  

 

 LPAs should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area; 

 Local Plans should  meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to adapt to 

rapid change, unless: 

o Any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the 

benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole; or 

o Specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted.  

 

i) National Policy and Plan Making 

 

1.3 Paragraph 182 of  the NP PF ad vises that LPAs sh ould “submit a p lan f or examination which it 

considers is “sound” – namely that it is”: 
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 Positively prepared – the pla n should be prep ared based on a strategy which seeks to 

meet object ively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet 

requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent 

with achieving sustainable development; 

 Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 

 Effective – th e plan should be d eliverable ov er its period a nd ba sed on effective j oint 

working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 Consistent w ith national policy – the plan s hould en able the delivery of su stainable 

development in accordance with the policies in the NPPF. 

 

1.4 Paragraph 156 of the NPPF states that LPAs should set out the strategic priorities for the area in 

the Local Plan. This should include strategic policies to deliver: 

 

 The homes and jobs needed in the area; 

 The provision of retail, leisure and other commercial development; 

 The pro vision of inf rastructure for transport, telecommunications, wa ste ma nagement, 

water supply, wastewater, flood risk and costal change management, and the provision of 

minerals and energy (including heat); 

 The provision of  health, security, community and cu ltural in frastructure and othe r lo cal 

facilities; and 

 Climate change mitigation and adaptation, conversation and enhancement of the natural 

and historic environment, including landscape.  

 

1.5 The NPPF (para 157) advocates that crucially Local Plans should: 

 

 Plan posit ively fo r the development a nd infrastructure re quired in t he area to me et th e 

objectives, principles and policies of this Framework;  

 Be drawn up ov er a n appropri ate time sc ale, preferably a 1 5-year t ime horizon, t ake 

account of longer term requirements, and be kept up to date;  

 Be b ased on c o-operation with n eighbouring authorities, p ublic, vol untary and p rivate 

sector organisations;  

 Indicate broa d lo cations for s trategic de velopment on a key diagra m and la nd-use 

designations on a proposals map;  
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 Allocate sites to promote development and flexible use of land, bringing forward new land 

where necessary, and provide detail on form, scale, access and quantum of development 

where appropriate; 

 Identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to change the uses of buildings, 

and support such restrictions with a clear explanation; 

 Identify la nd w here develo pment would b e inappropriate, fo r in stance becaus e of its 

environmental or historic significance; and 

 Contain a clear strategy fo r enhancing the natural, bu ilt an d historic environment, and 

supporting Nature Improvement Areas where they have been identified.  

 

1.6 The NPPF (para 158) directs that LPAs should use a proportionate evidence base in plan-making. 

LPAs should ensure that the Local P lan is  based on  adequate, up-to-date and  relevant evidence 

about the ec onomic, social a nd environmental c haracteristics a nd pr ospects of the a rea. L PAs 

should ensure th at th eir asse ssment of a nd str ategies fo r housing, employment and oth er u ses 

are integrated, and that they take full account of relevant market and economic signals. 

 

1.7 The NPPF ( para 159) dir ects LPAs to pr epare an evidence base which indicat es t hat objectively 

assessed needs for  market and affordable housing are met. LPAs should plan for a housing mix 

which takes into account “housing demand and the scale of housing supply necessary to meet this 

demand.” Household and population pro jections should also be a key consideration, taking int o 

account of migration and demographic change. 

 

ii) National Policy and Housing Need 

 

1.8 The NPPF (para 47) requires LPAs to use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets 

the full, ‘ Objectively As sessed Ne eds’ ( OAN) for m arket a n a ffordable housing in the housing 

market area, as far as is consistent with the policies set out in the Framework, including identifying 

key sites which are critical to the delivery of the housing strategy over the Plan period. 

 

1.9 LPAs must plan for a mi x of h ousing that “meets h ousing and population p rojections, t aking 

account of migra tion and de mographic change” (para 159). Significant weight sh ould al so b e 

placed on the need to support economic growth through the planning system (para 19). 

 

1.10 With regards to the m ethodology of assessing hou sing need and e stablishing a fut ure housing 

requirement, the PPG (March 2014) states the following: 
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Household pr ojections pu blished b y t he Department for 
Communities and Local Go vernment should prov ide the starting 
point estimate of overall housing need.  
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 

 

1.11 Although t he official CLG household pr ojections should t herefore b e c onsidered, t hey onl y 

represent the starting point for assessing need. Th is is  due  to a number of reasons as  the PPG 

explains: 

 

The household pr ojections are trend b ased, i .e. t hey provide t he 
household l evels and  s tructures that w ould result i f t he 
assumptions ba sed on previou s demographic trends in  the  
population and rates of household formation were to be realised in 
practice. They do  no t a ttempt to  predict th e impa ct that future 
government pol icies, chang ing e conomic ci rcumstances or ot her 
factors might have on demographic behaviour. 
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 

 

1.12 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) reaffirms the Government’s commitment to significantly 

increase levels of housing delivery to meet widely recognised acute housing shortfall. The Paper 

refers to Britain’s broken housing market as “a national issue that touches every one of us”, which 

needs to be tackled head on by everyone involved in politics and the housing industry. 

 

iii) Duty to Co-operate 

 

1.13 The ‘Duty to Co-operate’ as provided for in Section 110 of the Localism Act 2011, came into effect 

on 15 November 2011. The Duty was introduced under the 2011 Act to address the impact of the 

loss of the “top-down” effect form the Regional Spatial Strategy (The South East Plan) and to offer 

a transparent way in which authorities should relate to one another on cross boundary issues. The 

Duty is now shared between authorities requiring them to collaborate on cross-boundary matters 

and i ssues of sub-regional a nd re gional i mportance, especially h ousing p rovision and related 

infrastructure issues. 

 

1.14 Section 33A (2)(a) requires that local au thorities “engage con structively, acti vely and on  an  

ongoing bas is” in the plan-making pro cess. T he NPPF re fers to the  ‘Duty to Co -operate’ i n 

paragraphs 157 and 178-181. Crucially, paragraph 157 of the NPPF states that “Local plans should 

be based on cooperation with neighbouring authorities…”. 
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1.15 Paragraphs 178-181 are clear in d irecting LPAs as to the importance of the ‘Duty to Co-operate’ 

and the proactive approach necessary to ensure a collaborative approach to reflect individual Local 

Plans. Pa ragraph 1 79 s tates “joint working sh ould en able local pl anning aut horities to wor k 

together to meet development requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own areas – 

for instance, because of a lack of physical capacity or because to do so would cause significant 

harm to the principles and policies of this Framework”. 

 

1.16 Paragraph 182, as above, provides that an Inspector should assess “whether the plan  has been 

prepared in accordance with the Duty to Cooperate” such that compliance with the Duty must also 

be reflected in the assessment of soundness. 

 

1.17 In addition, the PPG contains considerable guidance on the Duty to Co-operate. This is largely due 

to th e fact that th e Duty t o Co-operate has pro ved t o be  a cont entious part  of t he NPPF, w ith 

numerous Local Plans being scrutinised at examination due to failure to fulfil the Duty. 

 

1.18 The guidance emphasises the importance for LPAs to work together; stressing that “Cooperation 

between lo cal pla nning a uthorities, c ounty co uncils and other pub lic bo dies sho uld produc e 

effective policies on strategic cross boundary matters. Inspectors testing compliance with the duty 

at ex amination will as sess the outcomes of co operation and  not just whether local planning 

authorities have approached others” (Reference ID: 9-010-20140306). 

 

1.19 The PPG also states that LPAs must “engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing basis to 

maximise t he effectiveness of t he plan-m aking process” (Reference I D: 9-001-20140306). T he 

ultimate out come of the engag ement sh ould be the production of effective policies on cro ss 

boundary strategic matters. 

 

1.20 In summary, there are two aspects to the ‘Duty to Co-operate’: 

 

 ‘Duty to Co-operate’ – the s33A  l egal t est i s a ‘process’ preparat ion t est. The Dut y is 

incapable of modification at an Examination. Therefore, this is one of the first things that 

has to be examined because, if the legal requirement is not met, then the Inspector must 

recommend non adoption of the Plan; and 

 Collaborative Joint W orking – a n aspect o f soundness. It is primar ily concerned with the 

‘positively prep ared’ and ‘effe ctiveness’ s oundness t est set ou t in  paragraph 1 82 of  the 

NPPF. This relates to outcome rather than process. 
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1.21 The ‘Duty to Co-operate’ between LPAs is a clear requirement of national planning policy, ensuring 

a proactive approach is taken to enable a collaborative way forward with plan-making. The NPPF 

directs that public bodies should work together to address planning issues that cross administrative 

boundaries, particularly such issues that relate to ‘strategic priorities’ as set out in paragraph 156 

(para 178). 

 

1.22 In addition, paragraph 1 79 r equires LPAs to  p ractice joi nt working t o work t ogether to  meet 

development requirements which ca nnot wholly be me t within th eir ow n areas. Consideration 

should be given to produci ng joint planning policies on st rategic matters and informal strategies 

such as joint infrastructure and investment plans. Collaborative working between LPAs and private 

sector bodies, utility and infrastructure providers to deliver sustainable development with regards 

to strategic planning priorities is also encouraged (para 180).  LPAs are required to demonstrate 

how they have met the requirements of the ‘Duty to Co-operate’ during the plan-making process 

(para 181). 

 

1.23 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) re-emphasises the legal requirement of the Duty to Co-

operate fo r L PAs to w ork collaborative ly o n cr oss-boundary issues during p lan-making. T he 

Government wish to see m ore and be tter join t wor king b etween LPA s, an d set s out pr oposed 

measures to build  on  the existing Dut y. Th is in cludes a requirement for LPA s to pr epare a  

Statement of Co mmon Ground , s etting out how they  inte nd t o work together to  meet housing 

requirements across authority boundaries. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 This Technical Note has been prepared by Barton Willmore on behalf of Taylor Wimpey, in order 

to review the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAN) determined for Medway Council as set 

out in the Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA). The SHENA 

has been prepared in partnership with Gravesham Borough Council, however in this review we 

focus on the OAN for Medway only.  

 

1.2 The review presented here has been undertaken in the context of the policies of the National 

Planning Policy F ramework ( NPPF) and th e s upporting P lanning P ractice Guidance (PP G) 

requirements that a full, unconstrained OAN is prepared. 

 

1.3 The review is structured as follows: 

 

Section 2 provides an outline of the relevant National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the 

supporting Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), and Local Planning Policy.  

 

Section 3 reviews the latest official demographic evidence for Medway, including: 

 Latest ONS population and CLG household projections; 

 ONS mid-year population estimates and past migration trends. 

 

Section 4 provides a review of the SHENA in the context of the requirements of PPG’s Housing 

and Economic Development Needs Assessment guidance (ID2a).  

 

Section 5  summarises our critique of the SHENA to recommend an appropriate way forward 

in assessing overall housing need for Medway. 
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2.0 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

 

A) NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY 

 

i) Introduction  

 

2.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 27 March 2012) and the accompanying Planning 

Practice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) set out the requirements within which local planning 

authorities should be setting their overall housing targets as part of a full objective assessment 

of overall need.  These requirements are summarised below. 

 

ii) National Planning Policy Framework (27 March 2012) 

 

2.2 NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to 

be ap plied. NPPF  states that planning shou ld proactively drive a nd sup port sustainabl e 

economic d evelopment to del iver t he homes  t hat the  Country needs,  an d that every effort  

should be made to objectively identify and then meet housing needs, taking account of market 

signals (paragraph 17). 

 

2.3 In respect of delivering a wide choice of high quality homes, NPPF confirms the need for local 

authorities to boost significantly the supply of housing. To do so, it states that local authorities 

should use  their evide nce base to  ensure that  the ir Loca l P lan meets the  full, o bjectively 

assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area (paragraph 47).  

 

2.4 Furthermore, it states that local planning authorities shou ld plan for a mix of ho using based 

on current and future demographic trends, market trends and the needs of different groups in 

the community (paragraph 50). 

 

2.5 With regard to plan-making, local planning authorities are directed to set out strategic priorities 

for their area in the Local Plan, including policies to deliver the homes and jobs needed in the 

area (paragraph 156).   

 

2.6 NPPF states that Local Plans should plan posi tively for t he dev elopment and  i nfrastructure 

required in the  area  to meet  th e obje ctives, pri nciples and pol icies of  the  Framework 

(paragraph 157). 
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2.7 Further, Local Plans are to be based on adequate, up to date and relevant evidence, integrating 

assessments of and strategies for housing and employment uses, taking full account of relevant 

market and economic signals (paragraph 158). 

 

2.8 For plan-making purposes, local planning authorities are required to clearly understand housing 

needs in their area.  To do so they should: 

 

“prepare a Strategic Housing Market Assessment to assess their full 
housing n eeds, working with  neighbou ring auth orities wh ere 
housing market areas cross  admin istrative boundaries; The SH MA 
should identify the scale an d mix of ho using and  the r ange of  
tenures that the lo cal p opulation is  likely t o ne ed over the p lan 
period which: 
 
meets hou sehold an d popu lation projec tions, tak ing accoun t of 
migration and demographic change; 
 
addresses the need f or a ll types of  housing, in cluding afforda ble 
housing and the needs of different  groups in the community (such 
as, but not l imited to, families with chi ldren, older people, peopl e 
with disabilities, service families and people wishing to build their 
own homes).”1 

 

iii) Planning Practice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) 

 

2.9 PPG was issued as a web based resource on 6th March 2014.   Guidance on the assessment of 

housing development needs (PPG ID: 2a) includes the SHMA requirement set out in NPPF and 

supersedes all previous published SHMA practice guidance (CLG, 2007). 

 

2.10 The primary objective of the housing development needs assessment (the SHMA) is to identify 

the future quantity of housing needed, including a breakdown by type, tenure and need (PPG 

ID2a 002) 

 

2.11 Housing need refers to  the scale  of  housing l ikely to be needed in  the housing market a rea 

over the plan period, should cater for the housing demand in the area and ident ify the scale  

of housing supply necessary to meet that demand. (PPG ID2a 003) 

 

2.12 The assessment of need is an objective assessment based on facts and unbiased evidence and 

constraints should not be applied (PPG ID2a 004). 

  

                                                            
1 Paragraph 159, National Planning Policy Framework, 27 March 2012; 
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2.13 Use of the PPG methodology for assessing housing need is strongly recommended, to ensure 

that the assessment is transparent (ID2a 005) .  The area  a ssessed s hould be the housing 

market area  (ID2a 008), reflecting the key functional linkages between places w here peop le 

live and work (ID2a 010).   

 

PPG methodology for assessing housing need 

 

2.14 The full methodology is set out at ID 2a 014 to 029 (overall housing need at ID2a 015 to 020), 

and is introduced as  an assessment that shou ld be  based predominately on  secondary data 

(ID2a 014). 

 

Starting point estimate of need 

 

2.15 The methodology states  that the starting po int for assessing overall housing need should b e 

the househ old p rojections publ ished by the Depart ment for Communities and Local  

Government, but that t hey are t rends based a nd may require a djustment to re flect factors , 

such as unmet or supressed need, not captured in past trends (ID2a 015). 

 
“The hous ehold proj ection-based estimate of housing need may 
require ad justment t o refl ect fa ctors affe cting loc al demog raphy 
and household formation rates which  a re n ot ca ptured in past 
trends. Fo r exa mple, forma tion ra tes m ay have be en supp ressed 
historically by under-supply an d wor sening affor dability of  
housing.” (2a-015) (Our emphasis) 

 

Adjusting for demographic evidence 

 

2.16 The PPG methodology advises that plan makers may consider testing alternative assumptions 

in relation to the underlying demographic projections and household formation rates.  It  also 

states that ‘account should be taken of  the most recent demographic evidence including the 

latest Office for National Statistics population estimates’ (2a-017). 

 

Adjusting for likely change in job numbers 

 

2.17 In addition to taking into account demographic evidence the methodology states that job trends 

and or forecasts should also be taken into account when assessing overall housing need.  The 

implication is that  housi ng numbers shoul d be  i ncreased where this  wi ll enab le labour force 

supply to match projected job growth (2a-018). 
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“Where the supply of  working a ge population that is economically 
active (labour fo rce supply) is less than the projected job gro wth, 
this could result in unsustainable commuting patterns … and could 
reduce the  resilience  of loca l business es. In such circu mstances, 
plan makers will need to consider how the location of new housing 
or infrastructure development could help address these problems.” 
(2a-018) 

2.18 The PPG al so confirms  the im portance of en suring suff icient growth in the w orking ag e 

population (16-64), at paragraph 2a-018 and 2a-21: 

“Plan makers should make an assessment of the likely change in job 
numbers based on  past tre nds and /or ec onomic forecas ts as 
appropriate and also having  re gard to  th e g rowth of th e wor king 
age population in the housing market area.” (2a-018) 
 
“When considering future need for different types of housing, plan 
makers wi ll nee d to cons ider whethe r they pl an to  at tract a 
different a ge p rofile e.g. inc reasing the n umber of working a ge 
people.” (2a-021) 

Adjusting for market signals 

2.19 The final part of the m ethodology regarding o verall housing need is concerned with mar ket 

signals and their implications for housing supply (2a-019:020).   

“The housing need number suggested by household projections (the 
starting p oint) shou ld be adjusted to  ref lect ap propriate ma rket 
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between 
the demand for and supply of dwellings.” (2a-019) 

 

2.20 Assessment of market signals is a further test intended to  inform whet her the starting point  

estimate of  overal l hou sing need (the househ old projections) should be a djusted upwards .  

Particular attention is given to the issue of affordability (2a-020).  

“The mo re sign ificant th e affo rdability c onstraints … and the 
stronger othe r indi cators of high de mand … the lar ger the 
improvement in affordability needed and, therefore, the larger the 
additional supply response should be.” (2a-020) 

Overall housing need 

2.21 An objective assessment of overall housing need can be summarised as a test of whether the 

household projection based starting  point can be recon ciled with a) t he latest de mographic 

evidence, b) the ability to accommodate projected job demand, c) the requirement to address 

worsening market signals.  If it cannot be reconciled, then an adjustment should be made. 
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2.22 The extent of any adjustment should be based on the extent to which it passes each test.  That 

is:  

 It wi ll at least equal t he housin g need n umber i mplied by th e lat est demogr aphic 

evidence,  

 It will at least accommodate projected job demand; and, 

 On reasonable assumptions, it could be expected to improve affordability. 

Affordable housing need assessment 

 
2.23 The metho dology for assessing affo rdable ho using need is set out at  2 a-022 to  02 9 and  is  

largely unc hanged f rom the  met hodology it  s upersedes ( SHMA 20 07).  In sum mary, total  

affordable need is estimated by subtracting total available stock from total gross need.  Whilst 

it has no be aring on the assessment of overall housing need, delivering the required number 

of affordable homes can be used to justify an increase in planned housing supply (2a-029). 

“The total affordable housing need should then be considered in the 
context of its like ly delivery as a proportion of mixed market and 
affordable housing developments … An increase in the total housing 
figures included in the l ocal p lan shou ld be cons idered where  i t 
could help del iver the requ ired number o f affordab le homes .” (2a-
029) (our emphasis) 

 
 

B) LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 

 
i) Medway Council Local Plan – Issues and Options 2012-2035 (January 2016) 

 
2.24 The Medway Council Local Plan Issues and Options Plan (draft Plan) represents the first formal 

stage of the Local Plan process, and sets  out a strategy for development in Medway up to  

2035. 

2.25 In respect of the OAN for Medway, the Plan states the following: 

“The Government requires Local Planning Authorities to determine 
the objectively assessed needs (OAN) for housing in their strategic 
housing market areas. Work carried out for the North Kent Strategic 
Housing a nd Econo mic Needs  Assessment (SHENA) in  2015 has  
analysed demographic, economic and market signal information to 
assess the quant ity and ty pes of housin g that  wi ll be needed  to  
meet the projected growth in households over the plan period. This 
concludes that the L ocal P lan needs to make prov ision for u p to 
29,463 new homes by 2035.”2 
 

                                                            
2 Paragraph 7.8, page 21, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 
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2.26 The OAN determined by the Strat egic Hous ing and Econ omic Nee ds Assessment (SHENA) 

equates to 1,281 dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2037, not the plan period (2012-

2035). The  Plan  state s how t he Council is committed t o plan ning positively t o meet  the  

development needs of Medway.   

2.27 The study Barton Willmore presents here  provides a  fu ll c ritique of  th e SHENA to  eval uate 

whether the OAN is positively prepared in line with the requirement of the NPPF. 

2.28 The Issues and Options Plan also identifies Medway as a major economic hub within the South 

East region and Medway’s location within the Thames Gateway offers e xcellent opportunities 

to stimulate business growth. 

2.29 A key issue for the Local Plan will be: 

“To secu re a success ful econ omic base in Medway , prov iding a  
range of jobs for residents and securing sustainable growth without 
exacerbating th e n eed to travel to a ccess h igh quality  job 
opportunities.”3 

2.30 Furthermore, the Issues and Options Plan outlines the sca le of economic growth forecast fo r 

Medway as follows: 

“To forecast the sca le and  nature of economic growth anticipated 
in Medway over the plan period, calculations have been carried out 
based on an assessment of th e population growth p rojections, the 
strengths of the local economic, knowledge of growth sectors, and 
impacts o f major strategic developments such  as Lond on 
Paramount.  The  research has forecast a growth of around 17,200 
new jobs in Medway up to 2037. Over half of these jobs are 
expected in non-B class activities, such as retail and healthcare.”4 

 

C) SUMMAR Y 

 

2.31 The NPPF and PPG requires that in planning for future levels of housing, local authorities should 

boost signi ficantly the supply of housing in t heir a rea t hat meets i n fu ll, the  objectively 

assessed need for market and affordable housing. In doing so local authorities should; 

 

 identify a scale of housing that meets household and population projections; 

 account for migration and demographic change in formulating housing requirements; 

                                                            
3 Paragraph 8.18, page 32, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 

4 Paragraph 8.19, page 32, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 
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 ensure that assessment of, and strategies for, housing, employment and other uses are 

integrated, and that they tak e full account of relevant market and eco nomic signals; 

and 

 work closely with the business co mmunity to understand the ir cha nging needs and 

identify and address barriers to investment, including a lack of housing. 

 

2.32 The followi ng sections o f this r eport prov ide an  analysis of  the startin g poi nt in o bjectively 

assessing overall  housi ng nee d ac cording to PPG – o fficial ONS and CLG projections and 

estimates – and a ful l review of the SHENA and the OAN it determines for Medway.  This wil l 

enable us to reach a conclusion as to whether the SHENA provides for full OAN. 
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3.0 HOUSEH OLD DEMOGRAPHICS 

 

3.1 The PPG advises that the starting point for estimating overall housing need should be the latest 

household projections produced by the Depa rtment for Communities a nd Local Government 

(CLG) and that account  should be taken of t he most recent  demographic ev idence, inc luding 

Office for National Statistics (ONS) population estimates.   

 

3.2 This section reviews the latest official ONS demographic and CLG household data for Medway.  

Comparisons are made alongside the South East region and the national average. 

 

3.3 To align with the assessment of housing need in the Council’s draft Plan and t he SHENA, we 

provide our analysis in this section (where possible) based on the 23-year period 2012-2035.   

 

i) Historic population growth – ONS Mid-Year Population Estimates 

 

3.4 Medway is currently estimated to ha ve a population of 274, 000 according to the ONS 2014 

Mid-Year Population Estimates.  Since 2001 Medway’s population has grown by 24,300 which 

is equivalent to a rate of 9.7%.  Medway’s rate of population growth is slightly lower than the 

national average (9.8%) and lower than the regional average (10.6%) as shown in Table 3.1.      

 

Table 3.1: Historic population change (2001-2014) 

      2001-2014 change 
  2001 2014 No. % 
Medway 249,70 0 274,000 24,300 9.7% 

South East 8,023,400 8,873,800 850,400 10.6% 

England 49,449,7 00 54,316,600 4,866,900 9.8% 

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates, Office for National Statistics 

All figures have been individually rounded to the nearest one hundred and may not sum 

Percentages have been calculated using unrounded numbers  
 

3.5 Population changes as a result o f net migration and natu ral change.  Table 3.2  provides the 

detailed components of change for Medway.   
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Table 3.2: Components of population change – Medway 

 
 
 

Natural change Net Migration Other changes Total change 

2001/02 8 79 -250 -71 558

2002/03 1046 -270 121 897

2003/04 9 88 -782 94 300

2004/05 1 ,030 -691 300 639

2005/06 1 ,033 115 232 1,380

2006/07 1 ,247 969 130 2,346

2007/08 1 ,304 998 98 2,400

2008/09 1 ,383 374 249 2,006

2009/10 1 ,450 776 282 2,508

2010/11 1 ,539 652 -44 2,147

2011/12 1 ,546 1,793 -6 3,333

2012/13 1 ,452 1,280 155 2,887

2013/14 1 ,510 1,296 104 2,910

Average 2001/14 1,262 482 126 1,870

Average 2007/12 1,444 919 116 2,479

Average 2009/14 1,499 1,159 98 2,757

Average 2004/14 1,349 756 150 2,256

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates, Office for National Statistics 

3.6 At the start of the decade Medway experienced net outward migration.  However, since 2005 

net migration to Medway has been positive meaning that more people have moved to Medway 

than moved out.   

3.7 Medway has also experi enced positive natura l c hange (mo re bi rths tha n deaths) w hich has 

increased between 2001 and 2014.  In addition there is positive ‘other’ change (change that is 

not possible to identify as either migration or natural change) equating to 1,640 people, or an 

average of 130 people per annum over the period 2001-2014. 

3.8 Over the period 2001 and 2014, population change in Medway has largely been as a result of 

natural cha nge (67 %).  However  more recent tre nds re flect a  shi ft i n t he components o f 

population change as a result of net migration increasing considerably since 2011.   
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3.9 Medway has a younger age profile than the regi onal and national averages, with a larger  

proportion of the population aged 0-15 years and 16-64 years, as shown in Figure 3.1.   

 

Figure 3.1: Age profile, 2011 

 
 Source: 2011 Census 

 

ii) Office for National Statistics (ONS) population projections 

 

3.10 The ONS produces population projections for all local authority areas in England.  These  are 

referred to as the Sub National Population Projections (SNPP) and are published by the ONS 

usually every two years.   

3.11 The ONS SNPP are t rend-based projections.  That is, they project forward past demographic 

trends i n births, deaths and migration.  They  do not  take  account of  any future changes to 

government policy which may affect these past trends. 

3.12 Table 3.3 sets out the official ONS SNPP in chronological order from the 2008-based series to 

the most r ecent 2012-based SNPP (29 May 2014). The ‘ interim’ 2011-based SNPP and 2012-

based S NPP take accou nt of findings from  the  201 1 C ensus of the  p opulation. Growth i s 

considered over the pe riod 2012-2033 (2008-based) and 2 012-2037 (2012-based). However , 

in line with the Medway Plan period, growth has also been  considered over the period 2012-

2035.  The  shorter  p eriod p resented in resp ect of  the  2008-based series  is due to  the  

projections finishing in 2033. 
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Table 3.3: ONS Population Projection series for Medway 

Series 2012 2021 2033/35 2037 

 

2012-21 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
33/35 
(per 

annum) 

2012-37 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
based 268,200 290,500 322,700* 326,800

22,300 
(2,480) 

54,500 
(2,370) 

58,600 
(2,340) 

2011-
based  
(interim) 

267,300 290,300   
23,000 
(2,560) 

  

2008-
based 257,600 269,700 286,300**  

12,100 
(1,340) 

28,700 
(1,370) 

 

 Source: Office for National Statistics (rounded to nearest 100) Note: Figures may not sum due to rounding 
 *2035; **2033. 

 

3.13 The latest 2 012-based SNPP project sign ificantly higher population growth than t he previous 

full 25-year projection series (the 2008-based SNPP)  and margi nally h igher growth than the 

interim 2011-based series.  This is expected given the analysis presented earlier in this chapter 

which shows net migration to Medway increasing in recent years. 

 

3.14 Despite the 2012-based SNPP projecting the highest population growth, it is important to note 

that the  20 12-based S NPP are underpinned by tre nds captured ove r the  200 7-2012 per iod. 

This period was characterised by an economic recession and for this reason, resulted in atypical 

migration trends in some areas.  

 

3.15 From reference to  the  2012-based ONS S NPP compo nents of c hange, the 2012-based O NS 

SNPP is underpinned by avera ge net i n-migration of  84 0 peo ple p er ann um, 2012-2035. 

However, analysis of n et mig ration trends f rom the pe riod 2007-2012 from wh ich the 20 12-

based S NPP tre nds are  d rawn puts  avera ge ne t m igration at 91 9 people per ann um.  This  

compares to the most recent long-term trend (2004/5-2013/14) of 760 people per annum and 

the most recent 5-year trend (2009/10-2013/14) of 1,160 people per annum.   

 

3.16 The analysis of migration trends for Medway therefore suggests a short-term trend in Medway 

is a prudent base from which to plan.  However, whilst the most recent 5-year migration trend 

suggests higher net migration to Medway (largely influenced by the three most recent years) 

than the  2012-based SNPP, it is not possible to say wit h any ce rtainty whether Medway wi ll 

see a continued r ise in  migration.  On this  ba sis, the 201 2-based SNPP are cons idered t o 

provide a reasonable demographic projection for Medway.   

 

3.17 However, t he 2 012-based S NPP are consi dered to  rep resent the  ve ry minimum of future 

population growth i n Medway gi ven the 2012-based SNPP are conside red to be c onservative 

due to the national projections which underpin them. The 2012-based SNPP are constrained to 

the 20 12 National P rojections p ublished in 2013.  The  n ational projection is ba sed on an  
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assumption of 165, 000 net inte rnational m igrants comin g into the  UK per a nnum, and th is 

assumption is projected forward per  annum ov er the full 25 years of  the 20 12-based SNP P 

period.  H owever net  inte rnational mi gration of 1 65,000 peo ple per an num confl icts 

significantly with  the  latest mi gration statis tics re port by  the  O NS, wh ich shows ne t 

international migration of 336,000 people in the year ending June 2015, over double the 2012-

based SNPP assumption.   

 

3.18 The ONS appear to have noted this significant increase in net international migration, recently 

publishing the 2014 National Projections and assuming 185,000 net international migrants per 

annum.  Ho wever t his remains si gnificantly lo wer than  h as been se en in  the recent past.  

Although the fort hcoming 2014-based O NS SNPP (expect ed May  20 16) wi ll p roject h igher 

population growth ac ross the coun try on t he basis of th ese revised  2014- based Natio nal 

Projections, the assumption of  185,000 net international migrants per annum remains a ve ry 

conservative estimate on the basis of recently recorded trends.  

 

3.19 In this context the 2012-based SNPP are considered to be underpinned by assumptions which 

lead to  a minimum level of  population g rowth over the Plan  pe riod (2012-2035).  Therefore 

the projected population growth presented in Table 3.3 is very likely to be conservative given 

that Medway is historically a net receiver of international migrants.  

3.20 It is i mportant to be a ware of the  issues related to the SNPP because the CLG household 

projections underpinned by the 2012-based SNPP.  The household projections are derived by 

applying ho usehold representative  rates to the ONS population pro jections.  H ousehold 

projections will be discussed in the next section. 

3.21 The 2012-based ONS SNPP project the working age population to grow at a much slower rate 

than the population as a whole as is shown in Table 3.4.  Given the extension of State Pension 

Age, the re will be an increasing number of people working beyond t he age of 64 years and  

therefore it is also important to consider the projected growth of the 65-74 year old population.      

 Table 3.4: Working Age Population Change, 2012-2035 

Age Group Medway 

16-64 18,0 50 (10.3%) 

65-74 11,9 00 (53.5%) 

Total (16-74 years) 29,950 (15.2%)

Total (all ages) 57,800 (21.8%)
Source: 2012-based SNPP, Office for National Statistics (rounded to nearest 100) Note: Figures may not sum due 

to rounding.  Percentages calculated using unrounded numbers. 
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3.22 It is  evident from Table  3.4 t hat the growth i n the wo rking age  population (16-74 years) in 

Medway is heavily driven by the growth in the population aged 65-74 years (53.5% growth).  

Realistic assumpt ions need to be  applied as to how great ly people ove r the a ge of  65 years 

can contribute to the resident labour force.   

3.23 The PPG states ‘where the supply of working age population that is economically active (labour 

force sup ply) is less t han the p rojected jo b growth, th is could  re sult in unsustainable 

commuting patterns’ (PPG, ID2a, 018).  Whilst the 2012-based SNPP do project an increase in 

the working age population in Medway, further work is required in order to determine whether 

the level of workforce growth is sufficient to support the projected level of job growth.    

iii) Communities and Local Government (CLG) household projections 

3.24 Table 3.5 sets out the official CLG household projections in chronological order from the 2008-

based series to the most recent 2012-based series (27 February 2015). 

 
Table 3.5: CLG Household Projections for Medway 

Series 2012 2021 2033/35 2037 
2012-21 

(per 
annum) 

2012-33/35 
(per 

annum) 

2012-37 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
based 108,190 120,470 137,640* 139,950  

12,280 
(1,360) 

29,450 
(1,280) 

31,760 
(1,270) 

2011-
based 
(interim) 

107,970 119,320   
11,350 
(1,260) 

  

2008-
based 107,470 116,090 125,890**  

8,620 
(960) 

18,420 
(880) 

 

Source: (C LG) Communities an d Loc al Gove rnment ( rounded t o nearest 100)  Note : Figures may  not  su m due  to 
rounding 
*2035; **2033 

 

3.25 As the PPG states the CLG projections should form the ‘starting point estimate’ only of overall 

housing nee d as  part  o f a  f ull o bjective assessment  of  ne ed.  The  lat est CL G 20 12-based 

household projections show growth of 1,280 households per annum in Medway over the Plan 

period (2 012 and  20 35).  To reac h a dwe lling re quirement, account  needs to  b e taken o f 

vacant and second homes.  For Medway this rate is 3.27%5 resulting in a dwelling projection 

of 1,323 dwellings per annum, 2012 to 2035.   

 

3.26 The growth projected by the CLG 2012-based household projections is higher than the growth 

projected by the previous two ser ies of househ old projections (the ‘interim’ 2011 and 2008-

based serie s), but this is expected given th e 2 012-based S NPP p rojected hi gher population 

growth than the other two series. 

                                                            
5 CLG, CTB 2014 (Second Homes); CLG Live Table 125/615 (Vacant) 
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3.27 However, like th e 2012-based S NPP, the  2 012-based household projections are  also 

underpinned by  rec essionary t rends in  re lation to househol d fo rmation, whereas t he 20 08-

based projections are underpinned by trends gathered prior to the recession and are therefore 

higher in terms of projected household formation, particularly in younger age groups.  

 

3.28 The CLG have published household formation data for the 2012-based household projections 

(household formations rates by a ge and gender).  The rates show that household formation 

in the 2012-based projection sti ll p rojects a de clining household formation rate t rend in the 

25-34 and 35-44 age  g roups (see Fi gure 3.2 below) when c ompared wi th the interim 2011-

based and 2008-based projections. 

 

3.29 The interim 2011-based household p rojections were widely regarded to project forw ard very 

low household formation in younger age groups. This was due to the trends underpinning the 

projections covering th e pe riod ju st pr ior to and including the  recessionary period, when  

housing became rapidly less affordable for people in the younger age groups due to a lack of 

supply.   

 

3.30 Figure 3.2 illustrates that the 2012-based rates for Medway follow a s imilar trajectory to that 

of the int erim 201 1-based pro jections before t hem.  Afte r 2025 t he 2 012-based projection 

shows a de clining t rend w hich results in the  gap betwee n the  2008 and 2012-based rat es 

increasing, and suppression in the 2012-based rate worsening.   
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Figure 3.2: Household Formation Rates, Medway  

 
Source: CLG  
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3.31 The trend for decl ining household formation in the 25-44 age grou p is likely to b e caused in 

part by worsening affordability.  Planning for housing on the basis of a continuation of these 

suppressed household formation rates is not supported by PPG which recommends adjustments 

to households formation rates to reflect factors not captured in past trends (ID 2a-015).   

3.32 Furthermore, plann ing on the basis of the  20 12-based household formation rat es is no t 

considered to be in accordance with the principles of positive planning, and would likely place 

significant p ressure on housing su pply. Recen t Planning In spectorate decisions concur with 

this view. 6 

3.33 In th is cont ext, and g iven that  th e 201 2-based p rojections show sli ghtly lowe r household  

formation particularly for 25-44 year olds than the pre-recessionary 2008-based projections, it 

is considered that an adjustment needs to be made to comply with the National Planning Policy 

Framework’s ( NPPF) clear policy to  ‘ boost si gnificantly’ t he su pply of hous ing, ‘ promote 

economic growth’ and ‘positively prepare’ Local Plans.   

 

3.34 How this adjustment sh ould be a pplied has be en subject of much debate, and t here is no t 

considered to be one correct answer, as it is a matter of judgement.  However Barton Willmore 

would suggest a blended approach whereby the 2012-based HFRs are applied in all age groups, 

as pub lished, with the exception of  the 25-44 age group.  In  th is age group it  is  considered 

that a gradual return to the projected 2008-based HFRs by the end of the Plan period is applied. 

This is considered to comply with the NPPF requirement to ensure that Local Plans are positively 

prepared, and a significant boost is made to housing supply.  

 

iv) Housing Completions 

 

3.35 A lack of housing completions can have a significant impact on the ability for people to move 

into an area to live, and for existing residents to have the opportunity to purchase their own 

property.  A lack of housebuilding can lead to existing residents having to migrate out of the 

area.  Table 3.6 sets out net completions for Medway over the past 10 years.   

 
   
   

                                                            
6 Paragraph 3.8, page 7, Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies – Examination: Preliminary findings following the hearings in 

May 2015; Paragraph 29, page 6, Appeal Decision APP/G2435/W/15/3005052; Paragraph 1.28, page 6, Arun District 
Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 
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 Table 3.6: Net Completions, Medway 

Year Net Completions Plan Target Surplus/Deficit 

05/06 562  700 -138 

06/07 591  815 -224 

07/08 761  815 -54 

08/09 914  815 +99 

09/10 972  815 +157 

10/11 657  815 -158 

11/12 809  1,000 -191 

12/13 565  1,000 -435 

13/14 579  1,000 -421 

14/15 483  1,000 -517 

Total  6,893 8,775 -1,882 
 Source: Annual Monitoring Report 

 

3.36 As Table  3.6 shows, si nce 2005/06 the number of completions has con sistently fal len be low 

Development Plan ta rgets, with the  exception  of two year s (08/09  an d 09/ 10).  This has  

resulted in a deficit of -1,882 dwellings over 10 years, representing 20% of planned supply. 

 

3.37 Furthermore when compared against the official CLG household projections set out above in 

Table 3.6, t he startin g point est imate of ne ed has been  at least 1,2 60 pe r an num, whi ch 

suggests under-delivery has been even worse than the comparison against Plan targets. 

 
3.38 Notwithstanding this it is considered that  th is persistent under-delivery in Medway wi ll have 

had a significant impact on the propensity of people to migrate into the area over the last 10 

years.  The net-migration trends can therefore be considered to have been constrained by a 

lack of delivery.       

 

v) Summary  

 

3.39 In summary, this section has considered the most up-to-date official population and household 

projections published by CLG and ONS. The key headlines from this section are as follows: 

 

 The PPG emphasises t hat CLG ho usehold proj ections should only form the ‘starting 

point’ in an  object ive a ssessment of the  over all ho using need, an d t hat sensiti vity 

testing based on  alte rnative demographic and household formation assumptions  may 

be considered;  
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 This ‘starting point  estimate’ is cur rently growth of  1,2 81 households per annu m in 

Medway, using the latest 2012-based CLG household projections over the period 2012-

2035 (Medway’s plan period).  Applying a household/dwelling adjustment (to account 

for vacancy and second home rates) the ov erall housing need is 1,32 3 dwellings per  

annum; 

 

 However, Ba rton W illmore consider that growth of  1,3 23 d wellings per annu m cou ld 

represent an underestimate of demographic-led housing need for a number of reasons:  

 
 The 2012-based household projections are based on household formation rate trends 

observed ov er the r ecessionary p eriod, w hen af fordability worsene d sign ificantly.   

There remains suppr ession in the household formation r ates f or 25- 34 y ear olds  in  

Medway.  PPG states  that adjustments ma y be r equired to t he h ousehold pr ojection 

estimate of need if rates have suppressed historically (paragraph 15). An adjustment 

in Medway is considered necessary in the 25-34 age group to address this suppression;   

 
 Analysis o f net housi ng completion s has highlighted that annual com pletions have 

consistently fallen below the level of need required by consecutive Development Plans, 

and below of ficial CL G household  projections, inhibiting the pr opensity of people to  

migrate in to Medway . This would  h ave dir ectly inf luenced the net m igration t rends 

underpinning the 2012-based ONS SNPP and the 2012-based CLG household projection;  

 
 The 2012-based ONS SNPP are also considered a conservative projection in respect of 

the inte rnational migration assumption they are  underpinned by ( 165,000 people per 

annum). Th is is less tha n hal f the most recent trend data from ONS shows (336,000 

people per annum). 

 
 Analysis of  mig ration trends has concluded t hat the 20 12-based S NPP p rovide a  

reasonable basis on which to assess demogr aphic-led need in Medway at this point in 

time.  How ever, f or the r easons set ou t abov e the 2012-bas ed SNPP should be 

considered a very minimum and if subsequent releases of Mid-Year Population Estimates 

provide evidence of net migration to Medway continuing to increase, then an updated 

short term migration should be considered.  

 
 

3.40 This section  ident ifies h ow the starting point e stimate of OAN ( 1,323 dpa, 20 11-2031) for 

Medway should be considered a very minimum.   

 

3.41 The following section  of  this stud y considers the evaluation of of ficial ONS and CLG data in 

the context of the Council’s OAN evidence.
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4.0 REVIEW AND CRITIQUE OF THE STRATEGIC HOUSING AND ECONOMIC 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT (SHENA) 

 

A) INTRODUCTION 

 

4.1 The Strateg ic Housin g and Econo mic Needs Assessment (SHENA)  d ated Nove mber 2015 

provides the evidence base to support the Council’s determination of Objectively Assessed Need 

(OAN) for housing in Medway.  The report has been prepared by Bilfinger GVA. 

 

4.2 In the  context of  our  assessment of demographic data  in  the previous section  of  this study, 

the fol lowing section provides an analysis and evaluation of the SHENA’s approach to OAN in 

Medway.  The analysis we present follows the methodological requirements of section ID2a – 

‘Housing and Economic Development Need A ssessments’ (HEDNA) to  determine whether the 

Council’s proposed housing target (1,281 dwellings per annum) represents full, unconstrained 

OAN. 

 

4.3 It is important to note that the SHENA has assessed OAN over the period 2012-2037 which is 

the t ime pe riod consi dered by  the  latest 201 2-based projection series.   Howev er, the draft 

Local Plan covers the period 2012-2035. 

 

B) NORTH KE NT STRATEGIC HOUSING AND ECONOMIC NEEDS  ASSESSMENT 

(SHENA) 

 

4.4 The 2015 SHENA seeks to establish the OAN for Medway following the methodology out lined 

in PPG. We would comment on the SHENA as follows: 

 

i) Housing Market Area (HMA) 

 

4.5 The SHEN A begins with an assess ment of th e appro priate HMA in which to assess housing  

needs for Medway as required by PPG (ID 2a-010-20140306).  The assessment’s analysis draws 

on research published by CLG in 2010 titled ‘Geography of Housing Market Areas’.  In essence 

this research is based on work undertaken by the Centre for Urban & Regional Development 

Studies (CURDS) at Newcastle University. 

 

4.6 The CURDS analysis is correctly presented by the SHENA as identifying Medway as falling within 

the London Strategic Housing Market Area which contains over 70 local authority areas.  The 

SHENA considers this HMA definition is unmanageable and impractical (paragraph 2.9).  Barton 

Willmore concurs with this conclusion. 
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4.7 For th is reason, the SH ENA also co nsiders t ravel to wor k and m igration patterns, and house 

price data and concludes that Medway has strong relationships with a number of neighbouring 

local authority areas.  On this basis, the SHENA identifies a wider HMA which includes: Medway; 

Gravesham; Swale; Maidstone; and Tonbridge & Malling.  The housing needs of the wider HMA 

are assessed in the SHENA 

 

4.8 Barton Willmore consider the HMA definition applied in the SHENA to be inconsistent with the 

approach a dopted i n se veral of the authorit ies included wit hin the  def inition.  For example, 

Swale’s housing needs were considered in isolation at the recent (November 2015) Local Plan 

Examination after  the  e vidence base suggested Swale  formed a HMA  on its  own.  Similarly, 

Maidstone Borough are assessing their housing needs in isolation.  Although Maidstone’s SHMA 

identifies functional rel ationships between  M aidstone and Medway,  the Maidstone SHMA 

concludes that there is justi fication to distinguish Maidstone from Medway in market terms7.  

On this basis, the Maidstone SHMA considers Maidstone represents a HMA on its own.      

 

4.9 On the basis of Mai dstone Council and Swale Council both assessing their needs in isolation, 

Barton Willmore, for the purposes of this critique, consider Medway’s needs in isolation. 

 

ii) Starting point estimate 

 

4.10 The SHENA gives detailed consideration to the latest 2012-based ONS Sub National Population 

Projections (SNPP) and CLG household projections as representing the ‘starting point’ estimate 

of need.  Growth of 1, 270 househ olds per  an num ove r t he per iod 2 012-2037 is correct ly 

presented.  However, it  is important to note that over the period cove red by the draft Loca l 

Plan (as presented in the current Issues and Options consultation as being 2012-2035) growth 

is 1,280 households per annum.  The SHENA does not present this. 

 

iii) Demographic adjustments 

 

4.11 The PP G (p aragraph ID2a-017) sta tes how  p lan make rs may consider sens itivity test ing, 

specific to their local circumstances, based on alternative assumptions in relation to underlying 

demographic projections and household formation rates.  Account should also be taken of the 

most recent demographic evidence including the latest ONS population estimates. 

  

                                                            
7 Paragraph 2.39, page 29, Maidstone Strategic Housing Market Assessment – Maidstone Borough Council, Final report, January 2014, GL 

Hearn 
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Adjustment to household formation rates  

 

4.12 The SHENA does not undertake any sensitivity testing in relation to household formation. 

 

4.13 The analysis  presented in Chapter 3 of this report has shown clear suppression in household  

formation f or those pe ople age d 2 5-44 yea rs, which Bar ton Will more conside rs should be 

addressed through making an adjustment to the rates. 

 

4.14 The danger of planning on this basis of the 2012-based household formation rates would be to 

exacerbate this sup pression over  a 23-yea r P lan per iod, adding to  t he tre nd o f worsenin g 

affordability i n Medway, and  the inability of  f irst time  buyers to  form their own  households.  

This is not considered to comply with the NPPF requirement to positively prepare Development 

Plans. 

 

4.15 Recent appeal decisions 8 have agre ed that the re remains a n eleme nt of suppression in th e 

2012-based household f ormation ra tes. A  more  po sitive approach to  household fo rmation i n 

this age group would increase the starting point estimate above 1,270 households per annum 

(2012-2037)/ 1,280 households per annum (2012-2035).   

 

Adjustment to the demographic projections  

 

4.16 The SHENA  presents t hree sensit ivity sce narios with reg ards to the  unde rlying popu lation 

projections as an alternative to the published 2012-based ONS SNPP. 

 

4.17 The first demographic sensitivity scenario  in cluded by GVA i ncorporates the  2013 and  2014 

Mid-Year Population Estimates (MYPE), published by the ONS after the 2012-based SNPP were 

published.  Desp ite t he 20 13 a nd 20 14 MY PE proje cting h igher population g rowth tha n 

projected in the 2012-based SN PP, the effect of the SHENA incorporating the 2013 and 2014 

MYPE into the 2012-based SNPP is to reduce household growth from 1,270 to 1,235 households 

per annum (2012-2037).   

 

4.18 This seems counterintuitive (a point which the SHENA also raises at paragraph 5.38).  However, 

the SHENA states that t he reduction in household growth is due to the different age/ gender 

profile applied as a result of taking account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE.  This requires further 

investigation through bespoke modelling to establish whether this statement is correct. 

 

                                                            
8 Coalville and Cornwall 
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4.19 The second is  a long-term (20 05-2014) net- migration scenario  whi ch results in househo ld 

growth o f 1 ,148 househ olds pe r an num –  agai n lower  tha n the ‘starting po int’ es timate fo r 

1,270 hous eholds pe r annum (2 012-2037) as in dicated by the 201 2-based CLG household 

projections. This scenario projects household growth that is 10% lower than the starting point 

estimate. 

 

4.20 Lower hous ehold growt h is the res ult of lowe r projecte d population.  The long-t erm trend  

(2005-2014) projects lower population growth because net migration is assumed to  be lowe r 

(756 net migrants per annum) compared to the average net migration assumption of the 2012-

based ONS SNPP (840 people per annum based on trends from the period 2007-2012).  

 

4.21 At pa ragraph 5.3 9 t he SHENA stat es that t he later years of the  in ter-Census pe riod ( 2001-

2011), and the last three years since the 2011 Census (2012-2014) show the highest levels of 

population growth in Medway since  2001.  The  SHENA the n goes on t o state how the 201 2-

based CLG household projections are underpinned by trends drawn “principally from this period 

of hi gh gro wth”9, and it  is t herefore appropriat e to co nsider lon ger te rm t rends fr om 20 04-

2014. 

 

4.22 In th is re gard the  lates t Plann ing Advisory Se rvice (PAS ) guidance on  OAN su mmarises the  

problems of using the 2007-2012 period as follows: 

 

“The base period used in the latest official projections, 2007-12, is 
especially problematic. The pe riod covers all of the last re cession, 
in which  migration was severely suppressed as many households  
were unab le to move due to falling inc omes and  ti ght cr edit. 
Therefore the  off icial p rojections may unde restimate fu ture 
migration - so t hat they show too li ttle population growth for t he 
more prosperous parts of the count ry, which have been recipients  
of net migration in the past. If so, by the same token the projections 
will also overestimate population growth for areas with a history of 
net out-migration.” 10 

 

4.23 Whilst Barton Willmore do not disagree with the consideration of longer term trends, the PPG 

supports a djustments to the ‘starting point’ es timate of need in relation to t he underlying 

demographic projections and household formation rates.  However, PPG states tha t any local 

changes would need to be clearly explained and justified on the basis of the established sources 

of robust evidence (ID 2a-017-20140306).  In this instance, consideration of longer term trends 

does not seem a ppropriate for Medway as a nalysis of components of population change (see 

                                                            
9 Paragraph 5.39, page 93, North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment: Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final 

Report, Medway Council, November 2015, Bilfinger GVA 

10 Paragraph 6.23, page 23, PAS OAN Technical Advice Note: Second Edition, July 2015 
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Table 3.2 presented in Chapter 3 of this report and Figure 29 of the SHENA) clearly identifies 

net migration to  Medwa y increasing sin ce 2011.  Therefo re to  consider a  level o f net in-

migration lower than the 2012-based ONS SNPP in Medway is considered to wholly contradict 

the advice of the PAS Guidance. 

 

4.24 GVA have chosen not to analyse a more recent 5-year trend, a decision Barton Willmore do not 

consider to be justified. 

 

4.25 Analysis of migration trends, presented in Chapter 3 of this report, has illustrated that a more 

recent 5-year migration trend (2009/10 – 2013/14), which incorporates the last few years o f 

recession, and the recent economic upturn, suggests net migration of 1,159 per annum.  This 

is highe r than the  assumptions  which underpins the  20 12-based S NPP (8 40 mi grants pe r 

annum) based on trends from the period 2007-2012.   

 

4.26 However, there is not  suffi cient data at this po int in time to say with any certa inty whethe r 

Medway is experiencing a reversal of trend in terms of net migration.  For this reason, despite 

a more  re cent 5- year t rend showin g h igher ne t m igration than t he 2012-based S NPP, it  is  

considered that the 2012-based SNPP provide the most reasonable demographic projection at 

this point in time.  However, the 2012-based SNPP should provide the very minimum projection 

of population growth given the issues highlighted in Chapter 3 of this report.  Furthermore, we 

reserve the  right to amend this approach if subsequent releases of Mid-Year Populatio n 

Estimates indicate that net migration to Medway is continuing to increase. 

 

4.27 A third sensitivity scenario is the long-term net-migration scenario (2005-2014) including the 

‘unattributable population change’ (UPC) recorded by ONS for Medway.  The UPC is an element 

of population change which the ONS cannot account for. There is the possibility that it may be 

due to  under recorded levels of  international migration, but it  cou ld equally be due to ot her 

reasons.   

 

4.28 The effect  of inc luding UPC wit hin the long-term m igration tre nd s cenario is t o redu ce 

household growth to  1,124 households per annum (compared to growth of 1,148 households 

per annum excluding UPC) over the period 2012-2037.  

 

4.29 Barton Willmore’s approach is to exclude UPC from demographic modelling scenarios.  This is 

based on the following: 

 

 ONS’ confirmation that UPC has been excluded from the calculation of the 2012-based 

ONS SNPP; 
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 Advice sent by email from ONS to Barton Willmore that it would be ‘sensible’ to exclude 

UPC  from the calculation of net-migration trends; 

 

 The ONS statement that if UPC was due to international migration, its effect would have 

been in the first half of the decade, after which the recording of international migration 

was improved; 

 

 Local Plan Examination decisions where UPC has been excluded (A ylesbury Va le, 

Eastleigh, Arun).  In the case of the most recent decision in Arun (February 2016), UPC 

was significant, yet the Inspector noted that if UPC were to be attributed to migration, 

errors would have been earlier in the 2001-2011 period; 

 

 The ONS’ statement that UPC is only applicable to the 2001-2011 period and does not 

introduce a bias that will continue in future projections. 

 

4.30 The UPC scenario is therefore not considered to be a robust scenario for growth in Medway. 

 

4.31 The SHENA  pr esents d emographic-led need  i n Medway  t o be  betwe en 1,1 24 and 1,270 

households per annum over the period 2012-2037 based on the results of the two long-term 

migration t rend scena rios.  Once a n allowance  for vacancy has bee n applied t his results in 

dwelling growth of between 1,167 and 1,317 dwellings per annum. 

 

4.32 However, th e SHENA  ac knowledges that due t o the uncertainty of UP C, it  is  app ropriate to  

consider an average of the two long-term migration scenarios (including and excluding UPC)11.  

This results in growth of 1,136 households (1,179 dwellings) per annum over the period 2012-

2037. 

 

4.33 Barton Willmore consider that OAN o f less th an the 201 2-based CLG househol d proje ction 

should not be considered, for the following reasons: 

 

4.34 First, the 2012-based ONS SNPP were underpinned by net migration trends between 2007 and 

2012, and as this analysis shows, they are underpinned by three years (2008-2011) when net 

in-migration fe ll sig nificantly be low two o f t he years  p rior to t he 2007-2012 period.  Thi s 

contradicts GVA’s state ment that t he later years of the 2 001-2011 pe riod show th e hig hest 

levels of growth.  This statement by GVA is not considered to be justified. 

 

                                                            
11 Paragraph 5.47, Page 95, North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment: Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final 

Report, Medway Council, November 2015, Bilfinger GVA 
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4.35 The second point concerns the assumpt ion of net international migration in the  2012-based 

ONS National Project ions, which underpin the 2012-based ONS S NPP.  The 201 2-based ONS 

national population projections are based on net international migration of 165,000 people per 

annum continuing every year up to 2037. 

 

4.36 The assumption of  net  international migration in the ONS 2012-based national pro jections is 

considered by Barton Willmore to be a significant underestimate.  This view is based on more 

recent evidence from ONS which shows how international net-migration was 336,000 people in 

the most recently recorded year (ending June 2015) – over double the 2012-based ONS national 

projection a ssumption. The 10-yea r average  ha s also been  ci rca 240,000 people p er ann um 

(see Figure 4.1 below). 

 

4.37 On this basis alone, it is considered the 2012-based ONS SNPP, and therefore the 2012-based 

CLG household projections, are based on conservative assumptions and for this reason should 

be considered a minimum projection of future growth.     

 

4.38 This is emp hasised fu rther b y the more rece nt 2014- based national projections (2 9 Octobe r 

2015) which have increased the assumption to 185,000 people per annum.  The effect of this 

increase w ill be seen  in  the 2 014-based SNPP, which are due for  re lease in t he f irst half o f 

2016. 

 

4.39 A further effect on in-migration is the delivery of housing.  Table 3.6 in this study has shown 

how de livery has fallen be low p lanned ta rgets in  al l but two of t he past ten  ye ars.  The  

cumulative effect has been for a deficit in delivery of 1,882 dwellings (20% lower than planned 

supply).  This will have constrained in-migration to Medway, and trends would have been higher 

if planned housing targets had been met and the homes were there to be filled. 
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Figure 4.1: UK Net International Migration, 2004-2014 

 
Source: Migration Statistics Quarterly Report, November 2015 

 

4.40 Finally it is considered t he past th ree years ne t in-m igration to Medw ay (1,28 0, 1,293, an d 

1,793 people per annum respectively) highlight how the 2012-based SNPP and CLG projections 

are based on a conservative net in-migration assumption of only 840 people per annum.   

 

4.41 However, given there is no degree of certainty as to whether Medway is experiencing a reversal 

of trend in  relation to net mi gration, it is cons idered that the 2012-based SNPP at  the ve ry 

least should provide the minimum projection of future population  growth.  On this basis, for  

the Medway SHMA to favour the long-term migration trend approach (which projects lower 

population growth) is considered inappropriate. 

 

4.42 In summa ry, it is n ot cons idered just ified to  p roject lowe r population o r housing 

growth than the starting point estimate.   

 

iv) Adjustments to support economic growth 

 

4.43 The approach applied by GVA in the SHENA to economic-led OAN is generally considered robust, 

save for the assumptions in respect of job growth forecasts.  GVA use a single source, Experian 

Economics, from quarter 1 of 20 15.  Experian is considered a robust source of job growth 

forecasts, however it is Barton Willmore’s view that an average forecast should be taken from 

three sources; Experia n Economics, Cambridge Econometrics, and Oxford Econo mics.  This  
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view has been taken following criticism of the use of using a single source in some Local Plan 

examinations, given the fluctuation in forecasts, which are often published on a quarterly basis.  

This triangulated approach was supported by the South Worcestershire Local Plan Inspector12. 

 

4.44 In terms  of  une mployment assump tions, Ba rton Willmore’s approach would be to  assume a  

return to pre-recessionary rates of unemployment over the first ten years of the Plan perio d.  

This is a similar approach to the GVA method although they do differ slightly. 

 

4.45 Economic activity rate assumptions must also be entered into demographic modelling software 

to generate the labour force growth required to fill jobs.  GVA’s approach is to  use the Kent  

County Council ‘Technical Paper Activity Rate Projections to 2036’ paper (October 2011).  This 

is the same source used by Barton Willmore, and is consi dered to be  a robust  in dependent 

method which provides unbiased assumptions of how economic activity will increase in older 

age groups over the next 25 years.  However it should be noted that a more recent (November 

2014) paper is available and this should be used in preference to the October 2011 edition. 

 

4.46 The SHENA  also unde rtakes a sensitiv ity te st of economic acti vity which incorporates 

assumptions from  Expe rian’s Re port ‘Em ployment Act ivity and t he A geing Po pulation’ wh ich 

has the effect of  in creasing economic activ ity of women  i n l ine with  past trends from 1981, 

along with significantly increase economic activity for older people. 

 

4.47 The commuting ratio is the final assumption which can have a significant effect on economic-

led housi ng need.  GVA ’s approach  is to use th e 201 1 Ce nsus ratio of 1.28, an d for this to 

remain static over the Plan period.  This is considered a robust approach to apply. 

 

4.48 The SHENA considered three economic scenarios but only presented the results of two – t he 

Sector Based Growth scenario  and the Sector Based & Lo ndon Paramount Indirect Scena rio.  

Housing need to su pport both economic scenarios increases above t he baseline demographic 

needs (1,179 dwellings per annum as indicated by the mid-point of the two long-term migration 

trends) if KCC economic activity rates are applied; to support the Sector Based Growth scenario 

1,197 dwellings per annum are required and to support the London Paramount Indirect scenario 

a total of 1,213 dwellings per annum are required.  

 

4.49 If Expe rian’s economic  activi ty rates are applied, housing need to support both economic 

scenarios is  below  the  baseli ne demographic need  (1, 020 d pa required to sup port Secto r 

Growth scenario and 1,036 dpa to support the London Paramount scenario). 

                                                            
12 Stage 1 of the Examination of the South Worcestershire Development Plan; Inspector’s Further Interim Conclusions on the 

Outstanding Stage 1 Matters, 31 March 2014 
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4.50 It is important to note that the level of housing need identified from both economic scenarios 

and both economic sensitivity tests, is below the ‘starting point’ estimate of 1,270 households/ 

1,317 dwellings per a nnum ( 2012-2037) as in dicated by the CLG 20 12-based h ousehold 

projections. 

 

v) Market signals adjustment 

 

4.51 The GVA re port p rovides a summar y of me dian house price  increase s in Medwa y between 

2000 an d 2 013.  The s ource used by GVA in o btaining t his informat ion (CL G) is c onsidered 

robust. As GVA summarise, between 2000 and 2013, values in Medway increased by 128.6%; 

the second fastest rate observed out of seven authorities analysed.  The rate also exceede d 

inflation in the south east region as a whole (96%).13 

 

4.52 The SHEN A’s summary of rental prices shows a significant worseni ng in t he lower q uartile 

rental prices in Medway.  O ver the short  per iod analysed (2010-2014), lower quartile rents 

increased by 10%; the second highest of the  seven authorities analysed.  Th is represents an 

increase of double  that experienced in the  south east  region (4.3%), and triple  the increase 

across England (3.3%). There is a clear affordability problem in respect of lower quartile rents 

in Medway when compared to surrounding areas. 

 

4.53 The change in the affordability ratio is often the most cru cial of ma rket signals i ndicators, 

and the GVA report provides a sum mary of t he lower q uartile and median affordability ratios 

in Medway, compared to seven Ken t authorit ies, the south east region,  and nation ally.  Th e 

GVA repo rt highlights how the lower quart ile af fordability r atio in Med way had inc reased by 

65% between 2000 and 2013, and that th is in crease rep resents a more acute  inc rease than 

the re gion ( 51%) an d n ationally (6 5%).14 This h ighlights ho w affor dability has s ignificantly 

worsened in Medway over the thirteen years analysed.  

 

4.54 This study (section 3) identifies how household formation is suppressed in the 25-34 age group 

in the most  rec ent 20 12-based CLG household projections.  The res ult of assuming the 

formation rates as p ublished, and  planning for g rowth bas ed on  t hem, wil l be  a  failure to 

address the significant increase in concealed households in Medway between the 2001 and 

2011 Ce nsuses. This in crease acro ss the cou ntry has bee n d ue to  th e sign ificant worseni ng 

affordability of housing, leading to two or more adult households living with one another rather 

than forming their own households.   

 

                                                            
13 Paragraph 5.90, SHENA 
14 Paragraph 5.97, SHENA 
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4.55 This trend is evidenced in Medway by the 68% increase in concealed households between the 

2001 and  2 011 Census’.  This is b roadly comparable to th e reg ional a nd nat ional averages 

(71%) altho ugh the SHENA states that concea lment is not deemed t o be wo rsening at a  

significant rate.  However, the rate of increase in Medway is higher than in Canterbury (66%), 

Sevenoaks (56%), and Tonbridge and Malling (54%).   

 
4.56 Furthermore the SHENA acknowledges a 13.03% increase in concealed households in the under 

25 age group (13% ).  This is h igher than th e national ave rage (1 2.76%) and sev eral othe r 

Kent local authorities (Canterbury, Dartford, Maidstone, and Swale).15  Despite this, the SHENA 

concludes that the market signals information in respect of concealed families does not provide 

strong evidence of supply led pressures in Medway16.  Barton Willmore disagree and a response 

in establishing the OAN for Medway is needed to alleviate this worsening trend. 

 
4.57 The rate o f deve lopment is also considered as a market signal,  with the PPG s tating how 

future supply should be increased to ref lect the l ikely under-delivery of  a Plan, if  the rate of  

development has been lower than the planned number.  A meaningful period must be assessed 

in line with PPG, and as this study has shown (Chapter 3), delivery in Medway has been 20% 

lower than the planned number over the past 10 years. 

 
4.58  The GVA r eport also i dentifies th is lack of de livery, but over the i ntercensal pe riod (20 01-

2011) rather than the last 10 years considered in this study (2005-2014). Notwithstanding this 

difference, GVA identify g rowth in Medway’s  housing stock of  7.3% ; lower  tha n the  sub-

regional, re gional, an d national av erages.  F urthermore G VA id entify how c ompletions h ave 

exceeded planned targets in only three of the 12-year period between 2001/02 and 2012/1317. 

 
4.59 In summary, it is important to note  the PP G, which states the fol lowing in respect of market 

signals: 

 
“The housing need number suggested by household projections (the 
starting p oint) shou ld be adjusted to  ref lect ap propriate ma rket 
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between 
the demand for and supply of dwellings.” 18  
 
“Appropriate comparisons of indicators should be  made. This  
includes c omparison with long er te rm trends (b oth in ab solute 
levels and  ra tes of  c hange) in the: hous ing marke t area; similar 
demographic and economic a reas; and  nationally. A wo rsening 
trend in any of these indicators will require upward adjustment to 
planned housing nu mbers compared  to  ones based solely on  
household projections.” 19 (Our emphasis) 

                                                            
15 Ta ble 5 1, SHENA 
16 Paragraph 5.108, SHENA 
17 Paragraph 5.118, SHENA 
18 ID2a-019, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
19 ID2a-020, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
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4.60 In the cont ext of the  PPG, a nd t he analysis se t out by GVA, it is clear than an upward 

adjustment to the CLG household projection for Medway is required.  Failure to do so will only 

serve to exacerbate the conditions which have led to the affordability problems experienced in 

Medway over the past 10 to 15 years.   

 
4.61 The PPG does not quantify the market signals uplift, other than to say how “plan makers should 

set this a djustment at  a leve l that  is reason able” and “o n reasonable assumptio ns could be 

expected to improve affordability.” 20 Local Plan Examination decisions are the only source in  

which mar ket signa ls adjustments have been qua ntified.  A t the  Eastleig h Local P lan 

Examination, the Inspector recommended a 10% uplift to demographic-led projections in order 

to al leviate m arket pressure c onsidered as “m odest”.  This le vel of  up lift was considered 

“cautious” by the Inspector.  21  The same level of uplift was also considered applicable by the 

Uttlesford Local Plan Inspector. 

 
4.62 An equally cautious uplift of 10% to the 2012-based CLG household projection in Medway would 

result in an increase to at least 1,456 dwellings per annum.     

 
4.63 The SHENA considers the level of uplift the economic-led scenarios with KCC economic activity 

rates applied would make to t he baseline demographic leve l of  need (mid-point between the 

two long term migration trends).  This is presented as between a 1.5% and 2.9% uplift which 

is not considered sufficient to respond to the local market signals.22  Barton Willmore agree. 

 
4.64 As an alternative, the SHENA also considers the level of uplift the CLG 2012-based household 

projections, updated to take account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE, provides to the mid-point of 

the two long-term migration trends.  This is presented as being equivalent to an 8.6%, which 

the SHENA considers a significant uplift.23   

 
4.65 On this basis the SHENA concludes on OAN for Medway of 1,281 dwellings per annum 

(2012-2037) as ind icated by  the CLG 2 012-based househ old p rojections update d to take  

account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE.  

 
4.66 Barton Willmore do not consider the market signals uplift applied in the SHENA to be sufficient.  

The SHENA’s ‘uplift’ is applied to the SHENA’s long-term migration trend which is already below 

the starting point  estimate according to PPG.  Therefore  even applyi ng the  mar ket signals  

‘uplift’ r esults in OA N t hat is stil l b elow the st arting poin t estimate (1 ,281 dpa compared to 

1,323 dpa). 

                                                            
20 ID2a-020, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
21 Paragraphs 39-41, Eastleigh Borough Local Plan, Inspector’s Report, February 2015 
22 Paragraph 5.129, SHENA 
23 Paragraph 5.130, SHENA 
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vi) Affordable housing need 

 

4.67 As stated in the NPPF, LPAs are required to ensure their local plans meet OAN for both market 

and af fordable housing.  The  Satnam v  Warr ington BC High C ourt Judgment provides useful 

guidance on the proper exercise that needs to be undertaken to assess affordable need as part 

of OAN.  That is: 
 

“(a) having identified OAN for affordable housing, that should then 
be considered in the context of its likely delivery as a proportion of 
mixed market/affordable housing development; an increase in the 
total housing figures included in the local plan should be considered 
where it  could help deli ver the required number of affordabl e 
homes; (our emphasis) 
 
(b) the Local Plan should then meet the OAN for affordable housing, 
subject only to the constraints referred to in NPPG, paragraphs 14 
and 47.” 24 

 
4.68 The ELM Park v Kings Lynn and West Norfolk BC High Court Judgment (July 2015) provides a 

more recent judgement on the role of affordable housing n eed with in OAN, determining that  

affordable need did not have to be met in full when determining OAN but rather: 

 
“This consideration of an increase to help del iver the requ ired 
number of  affordab le homes , rather than  an ins truction tha t the 
requirement b e me t in to tal, is cons istent w ith the po licy in 
paragraph 159 of the Fra mework re quiring that the  SHMA 
“addresses” thes e ne eds in d etermining the FOAN.  They s hould 
have an important influence increasing the derived FOAN since they 
are si gnificant fact ors in pr oviding fo r h ousing ne eds wi thin an 
area.” 25 

 
4.69 It is therefore clear that where there is significant affordable housing need, although it is not 

required to be met in full, an increase should be considered.   

 

4.70 In the co ntext of this, the Council’s draft Plan states the followi ng i n respect of affordable 

housing need in Medway: 

 
“The Stra tegic Housing Ma rket Assessment (SHMA)  carried ou t in 
2015 fo r Medway id entified a high level of demand for affordable 
housing, at 17,112 over the plan period. The Local Plan needs to be 
deliverable, and mus t demon strate tha t the po licies are viab le. 
Initial analysis indi cates tha t a percentage of 25 % affordable 
housing would b e de liverable o n deve lopments of over 15 u nits, 
taking into accoun t land va lues and de velopment costs .” 26  (our 
emphasis) 

                                                            
24 Paragraph 43 (iv) (a) a nd (b ), H igh Court  Judgement CO/4055/2014, Sa tnam Millennium Limited v  Warrington Borough 

Council, 19/02/2015 
25 Paragraph 33, page 11, High Court Judgement CO/914/2015, Borough Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v Secretary 

of State for Communities and Local Government, ELM Park Holdings Ltd, 09/07/2015 
26 Paragraph 7.12, page 21, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January/February 2016 
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4.71 This is a significant level of affordable housing need, equating to 744 affordable dwellings per 

annum. To deliver this level of affordable housing in full, at provision of 25%, would require 

full OAN of circa 3,000 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035.  It is accepted that 3,000 dwellings 

per annum is unrealistic, but a f igure in excess of the Council’s exist ing target would help to 

meet some of this affordable need. 

 

vii) Summary 

 

4.72 In summary, the SHENA identifies OAN for Medway as being 1,281 dwellings per annum over 

the per iod 2012-2037 based on t he results of the C LG 2012- based househol d pro jection 

adjusted to take account of 2013 and 2014 Mid-Year Population Estimates. 

   

4.73 This leve l of  housing need has bee n taken fo rward in the draft Local  Plan to rep resent need 

over the period 2012-2035. 

 

4.74 OAN of  1,281 dwellings per annum is not co nsidered to represent full OAN for  Medway over  

the plan period (2012-2035) for the following reasons: 

 

 There is no t conside red to be  any  justif ication for a reduction to t he starting  p oint 

estimate (2 012-based CLG household p rojection) of OA N in Medway .  This starting  

position is for provision of 1,323 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035; 

 

 The starting point estimate is base d on a 23-year projection of suppressed household 

formation i n the  25-44 age g roup, the age  group most l ikely to be first time  buyers.  

This suppression will lead to a signi ficant increase in concealed households in this age 

group unless the OAN adjusts the household formation rates in this age group. The GVA 

SHENA proposes no adjustment to account for this suppression.  To comply with the 

NPPF requirement to ensure Local Plans are ‘positively prepared’ an upward adjustment 

should be applied for the 25-44 age group.  This would lead to an OAN in excess of the 

starting point estimate; 

 

 The 2012- based CLG h ousehold p rojection is under pinned by the  20 12-based S NPP 

which is considered to provide the very minimum projection of future population growth 

in Medway due to the low international migration assumptions they are underpinned by 

and in light of recent  data sugg esting that  net mig ration to Med way is in f act 

significantly higher than the trends underpinning the 2012-based SNPP; 
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 The GVA SHENA considers alternative long-term migration trends but fails to pay regard 

to a more r ecent 5-yea r migration trend.  The SHENA adopts the use of  a l ong-term 

migration trend to reflect demographic-led n eed in Med way wh ich projects lo wer 

population growth than the 20 12-based SNPP and for t he reasons outlined a bove we 

believe to be inappropriate;  

 

 The GVA SHENA’s approach to addressing an uplift to  OAN to accommodate econo mic 

growth is c onsidered r elatively ro bust. However we wou ld sug gest t he use of t hree 

sources of job growth forecasts to ensure as robust an assessment as possible; 

 

 The GVA SHENA identifies a number of market signals that have worsened to a greater 

extent than neighbouring authorities, the south east region, and the na tional average.  

The SHENA considers that an  upward adj ustment to th e demographic-le d OA N is  

required in order to al leviate the identified market pressure.  Barton Willmore support 

this conclusion.  However, it is considered that the market signals uplift that is applied 

in the SHENA is insuf ficient given that it results in OAN that is still below the starti ng 

point estimate; 

 

 The GVA SHENA an d draft Plan  i dentify s ignificant af fordable housi ng ne ed (744 

affordable dwellings per annum, 2 012-2035).  Delivered at  a rate of 2 5%, this wo uld 

require OAN of 3,000 dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court 

judgements confirm that Local P lans do not have to meet a ffordable need in full, but 

should be ‘addressed’, and an increase to OAN considered to help to deliver the 

affordable housing.  The existing OAN determined by the GVA SHENA does not address 

the significant affordable housing need in Medway. 
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5.0 SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
5.1 This review of the Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) has considered 

the object ively assessed need ( OAN) for ho using over t he period 2012-2037 which has been 

taken forward in the Medway Council Plan Issues and Options document which is planning for 

housing nee ds ove r the  pe riod 2012-2035.  Full OAN is prese nted in as b eing 1, 281 

dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2035.   

 
5.2 In short  it is conside red the OAN presente d in the  SHENA plans f or ver y low  leve ls o f 

demographic growth over the Plan period, and does not represent a positively prepared OAN.  

From the outset, it is important to note how the level of OAN presented in the SHENA is below 

the PPG’s st arting point estimate of  need – the  latest CL G household projection (1,323 dpa, 

2012-2035). 

 

5.3 The SHENA’s OAN conclusion is underpinned by applying 2012-based household formation rates 

to thei r p referred population p rojection (a revised 2012-based ONS SNPP scenar io t o ref lect 

2013 and 2014 ONS Mid-Year Population estimates).  The 2012-based CLG household projection 

projects suppressed household formation for those aged 25-44 years of age; those most likely 

to represent concealed households and first time buyers.  Barton Willmore consider it necessary 

to apply an adjustment to address t his suppression and positively prepare the Loca l Plan, an  

exercise which has not been undertaken in the SHENA. This approach is supported by recent 

Planning In spectorate decisions, which note continuing supp ression i n the 2012-based C LG 

projections.27   

 

5.4 Notwithstanding that the starting point estimate of OAN (1,323 dpa, 2012-2035) is higher than 

the Council’s proposed level o f provision, the  starting po int estimate  should be  considered a  

very minimum for a number of reasons. 

 

5.5 The 2012- based CLG household p rojection is underpinned by the 2012-based Su b Natio nal 

Population Projections (SNPP) whi ch assume v ery low net  inte rnational mi gration to the UK  

(165,000 people per annum) compared w ith more re cent t rends (336,000 peop le in t he last 

recorded ye ar), an  assumpt ion w hich f ilters down to  loc al autho rity le vel an d has been  

identified by recent Local P lan Inspector’s dec isions28.  PAS Guidance also identifies how the 

net migration of the 2012-based ONS SNPP may well be an underestimate29. 

 

                                                            
27 Paragraph 3.8, page 7, Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies – Examination: Preliminary findings following the hearings 

in May 2015; Paragraph 29, page 6, Appeal Decision APP/G2435/W/15/3005052; Paragraph 1.28, page 6, Arun District 
Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 

28 Paragraph 1.12, page 3, Arun District Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 
29 Paragraph 6.23, page 23, PAS OAN Technical Advice Note: Second Edition, July 2015 
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5.6 Furthermore, analysis of migration trends has identified that the net migration assumptions of 

the 2012-based SNPP (840 net migrants per annum, 2012-2037) is low in the context of a more 

recent 5-year trend given that net migration to Medway has increased over recent years.   

 

5.7 However, b ecause it c annot be sa id w ith an y certai nty whether Me dway is ex periencing a  

reversal of  t rend i n respect of  m igration, it is considered re asonable to  use  the  2012-based 

SNPP as th e most app ropriate demographic population projection at this poi nt in ti me.  

However, i f subseque nt releases of  Mid-Yea r P opulation E stimates pr ovide evi dence of  net  

migration to Medway continuing to increase then it would be considered appropriate to change 

this approach. 

 

5.8 With the above points in mind, it  is considered that the 2012-based SNPP should provide the 

very minimum projection of population growth in Medway. 

 

5.9 The approach to  assessing an uplift for  economic growth is considered to be  broadly sound.  

However it is consi dered t hat th e use of  onl y one for ecast is  a weak  app roach.  Given  th e 

fluctuation of job growth forecasts, Barton Willmore would recommend an average of the three 

leading fo recasting ho uses; Experian Econo mics, Cambridge Econometrics, a nd Oxford 

Economics. This approach was endorsed by the South Worcestershire Local Plan Inspector. 

 

5.10 The SHENA does not su ggest a direct up lift to account fo r worsening market signals.  The 

SHENA acknowledges that some market signals in Medway have worsened to a greater extent 

than neighbouring local authorities, the south east region, and the national average.  The PPG 

states that an upward adjustment to the demographic starting point should be applied in the 

event that any of the market signals indicators show a worsening trend.  The SHENA considers 

the level of uplift the economic scenarios provide to be insufficient, however, the 8.6% uplift 

provided by the CLG 2012-based household projections (adjusted to take account of the 2013 

and 2014 MYPE) is considered by the SHENA to provide a significant uplift.   

 

5.11 Barton Willmore do not agree. The level of uplift considered by the SHENA is considered in the 

context of a baseline demographic level of need that is already 10% below the starting point 

estimate (1, 136 compared to 1,270 househol ds per annu m) over  the period 2 012-2037.  I n 

effect, the uplift considered by the SHENA still falls below the starting point estimate of need 

as indicated by the CLG 2012-based household projections, and which Barton Willmore consider 

to provide a conservative projection of future housing need. 

 

5.12 The GVA SH ENA and  dr aft Plan identify sig nificant affor dable hous ing need ( 744 affordable 

dwellings per annum, 2012-2035).  Delivered at a rate of 25%, this would require OAN of 3,000 

dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court judgements confirm that Local 
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Plans do not have to meet affordable need in full, but should be ‘addressed’, and an increase 

to OAN considered to help to deliver the affordable housing.  The existing OAN determined by 

the GVA SHENA does not address the significant affordable housing need in Medway. 

 
Way Forward 

 
5.13 The PPG states how the OAN should be an unconstrained assessment. The SHENA’s approach 

to OAN is not conside red to comply with the PPG in th is regard, and sets an OA N below the 

PPG’s starting point estimate.  Adjustments for household formation suppression, more recent 

migration t rends, worsening market signa ls, and affo rdable housing nee d i ndicate a  

requirement for OA N si gnificantly higher than  the startin g point est imate of OA N, 1,323  

dwellings p er an num ( 2012-2035).  The OAN suggested b y th e SHE NA is  consi dered to be 

wholly inappropriate and not positively prepared, as required by paragraph 182 of the NPPF. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

APPENDIX D 
 

Objectively Assessed Housing Need Dashboard (Barton Willmore Research, February 
2016) 
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Medway Unitary Authority
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2Introduction and OAN Methodology

Introduction

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) on Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments 
(26 March 2015) outlines the methodology for assessing housing need in the housing market 
area.  The assessment should be an objective and unconstrained assessment based on facts 
and unbiased evidence.

This report summarises objectively assessed housing need for Medway Unitary Authority.  
Although there are links with Greater London, it is considered pragmatic to consider Medway 
Borough as a District-wide HMA. 

OAN Methodology

Following PPG, Barton Willmore’s approach to assessing housing need is as follows.  

1. Identify the starting point estimate of need and apply demographic adjustments to 
address household suppression and/ or to test alternative migration trends

2. Assess the labour force capacity of the demographic assessment and, if necessary, 
apply an uplift to support job growth in line with current forecasts and/ or past trends

3. Analyse market signals identified by PPG as; land prices, house prices, private rents, 
affordability, rate of development and overcrowding.  A worsening trend in any of 
these indicators will require an upward adjustment to planned housing numbers 

4. Establish whether the modelled housing need would meet affordable housing need or 
whether any further adjustment is necessary

This report provides a streamlined summary of these key issues.  Further detail on modelling 
assumptions can be found the in accompanying Barton Willmore OAN Methodology statement.

Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need

Test Market Signals & Affordable Need

Test Job Growth Capacity

Adjust for Suppressed Migration Trends

Adjust for Suppressed Household Formation

Starting Point: CLG Household Projections



3Household Projections – the Starting Point Estimate

Suppressed Household Formation

The likelihood that a person of a certain age and gender to 
‘head’ a household (household formation rate) is lower in some 
age groups in the 2012-based household projections compared 
to previous series.  This suggests that the 2012 rates suppress 
household formation, particularly for younger people aged 25-34 
and 35-44 years, in Medway. These are the groups who found it 
the most difficult to enter the housing market during and after 
the recession. An adjustment to the 2012 household formation 
rates in the 25-44 age group is required to address this issue.

Household projections published by the Department for
Communities and Local Government (CLG) should provide the
starting point estimate of overall housing need.

The most recent series are the 2012-based household projections
published on 27 February 2015. These project growth of 1,280
households per annum in Medway over the period 2012-2035.
Once an allowance for vacancy and second homes has been
applied (3.3%) this equates to growth of 1,324 dwellings per
annum.

The 2012-based CLG projection projects a significantly higher level
of household growth than the previous full projection (2008-based
series) despite the falling levels of household formation projected
in the 25-44 age group (see household formation opposite).

This suggests that household growth in Medway is largely being
driven by higher population growth experienced in the area in
recent years.

Source: Communities and Local Government (CLG) Household Projections
2008-based 2011-based 2012-based
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4Population Projections

The Ageing Population

Over the Plan Period, the age profile of Medway is projected to 
change significantly.  By 2035, the over 65 population will have 
increased by 6%.  Left unchecked, the relative decline of prime 
working age (16-64) population will have an adverse effect on 
future economic competitiveness and productivity.

The 2012-based Sub National Population Projections (SNPP) project 
Medway’s population to increase by an additional 2,368 people 
per annum over the period 2012-2035.  

This is broadly comparable to the previous interim 2011-based ONS 
SNPP (circa 2,500 people per annum, 2011-2021), but significantly 
higher than the pre-recessionary 2008-based series (circa 1,370 
people per annum).

At a national level the 2012-based ONS SNPP are considered a 
conservative projection, being underpinned by 165,000 net 
international migrants per annum projected between 2012 and 2037. 
This compares with over double this assumption (336,000 people per 
annum) being recorded in the most recent year (ending June 2015).

For this reason, flexibility for higher population growth in Medway 
than projected by the 2012-based ONS SNPP and the 2012-based CLG 
household projection is required, to ensure a significant 
underestimate is not assumed.  If net-migration trends justify an 
upward adjustment to the 2012-based ONS SNPP, the PPG makes 
provision for this (see next slide). Source: Office for National Statistics (ONS) Sub National Population Projections 0-15 16-64 65-74 75+
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5Migration Trends

Age Profile of Migrants

Net migrants to Medway tend to be younger families who are 
of working age. Encouraging net migration will therefore 
counter the naturally ageing population of Medway.  Without 
net migration the working age population of Medway will fall 
significantly over the plan period.  To support economic growth 
in Medway the resident labour supply needs to increase to 
support past trends and forecasts of job growth.

Over the past decade there have been higher in flows than out 
flows of people moving to Medway, resulting in significant net in-
migration to the Borough.  Net in-migration fell sharply between 
2008/09 and 2010/11 following the onset of the recession, but 
since 2011/12 has increased to between 1,280 and 1,793 people 
per annum.  

Notwithstanding the most recent 5-year (2009-2014) trend 
incorporating the end of the recessionary period, the average has 
been for net in-migration of 1,159 people per annum. This exceeds 
the 10-year trend (756 people per annum) and the trend over the 
period 2007-2012 (919 people per annum) which underpins the 
2012-based SNPP.

Despite net migration increasing significantly in the last three years, 
it cannot be certain whether this increase will continue.  On this 
basis, it is considered that the 2012-based SNPP provide a 
reasonable demographic projection for Medway at this point in time 
but that the projection should be considered a very minimum and 
that if subsequent data releases show net migration to Medway 
continually increasing then the demographic assessment should be 
adjusted to reflect this.  Source: Office for National Statistics (ONS) Components of Population Change
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6Commuter Flows within the HMA

Commuter Flows by Occupation

The data in this table shows how there is a net outflow of 
residents in employment in all occupations in Medway Borough. 
Professional and skilled occupations employ the largest 
numbers of people, both within the Borough and outside.  
Manual occupations employ the lowest numbers.

Within Medway there is a greater number of residents in employment compared to the number of jobs which means that Medway exports 
labour. This results in a commuting ratio of 1.28. 

The commuting ratio is of importance in determining the number of people required to move into an area to generate labour force and fill jobs. 
The commuting ratio may change over the Medway Plan period (2012-2035), and this could require more or less workers.  However for the 
purposes of demographic modelling and objectively assessing need, the commuting ratio is maintained at 2011 Census levels to ensure the 
objective assessment of need is unconstrained and ‘policy off’.  

In the case of Medway, for every 100 jobs created, 128 economically active (labour force) people will be required.  

Source: Office for National Statistics (ONS) 2011 Census
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7Economic Activity and Unemployment Projections

Male and Female Economic Activity

Economic activity rates are generally higher for males than 
females.  However, between 2001 and 2011, female activity 
rates increased more rapidly than males as a result of 
increased participation of females in the labour market.  
Projections assume this pattern will continue. However, female 
rates are still expected to remain lower than males.  
The extension and equalisation of male and female SPA will 
increase future economic activity rates for both males and 
females aged 65+.  

Economic activity rates measure, for a given age and gender 
band, the proportion of the population who are likely to be 
available for work.
The extension of State Pension Age (SPA) and the effective 
abolition of age-related retirement will increase the activity rates 
among the older age bands.  In contrast, the extension of 
compulsory education to the age of 18 will reduce the activity 
rates of 16 and 17 year olds.
Activity rates are applied to the population projection to calculate 
the economically active population (resident labour supply) and 
therefore even where rates are held constant, an increase in the 
population will result in an increase in the resident labour supply. 
The graph above illustrates how the economic activity will 
increase over the Plan period.
Unemployment rates increased in Medway during the recession.  
In late 2009 the unemployment rate peaked at 9.6%.  
Barton Willmore’s assessment assumes that unemployment will 
return to the pre-recession average of 5.5% by 2021 and 
remain constant thereafter.

Source: ONS, 2011 Census Economic Activity projected using Kent County Council Activity Rate Forecasts to 2036, November 2014
ONS, Annual Population Survey Model Based Estimates of Unemployment 16-74 16-64 65+
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8Employment Projections and Key Sectors

Key Industrial Sectors

Medway’s employment base is diverse with people who work in 
Medway working in a wide range of industries.  The industrial 
sector which employs the most people is the Public 
administration, education and health sector (32%) followed by 
Distribution, hotels, and restaurants (21%).  These two sectors 
account for over 50%.

The PPG (paragraph ID2a-018) states how employment forecasts 
and trends must be taken into account when establishing 
unconstrained OAN.

In this context Barton Willmore has obtained the most recent job 
growth forecasts from the leading three forecasting houses 
(Experian Economics, Cambridge Econometrics, and Oxford 
Economics). The three sources provide past trends alongside the 
forecasts for the period being assessed here (2012-2035).

The average forecast job growth for the Plan period is 401 jobs 
per annum.  This follows a broadly similar trajectory to the 
average past trends recorded by the three forecasting houses 
(437 jobs per annum, 1992/97-2012).

The demographic forecasting undertaken in this assessment 
therefore establishes the level of housing growth required to 
support job growth of 401 jobs per annum in Medway.

Source: Experian Economics, Oxford Economics, Cambridge Econometrics
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The PPG’s ‘Starting Point’ scenario is a reflection of the CLG
2012-based Household Projection series, with adjustments made
to convert household change into housing need (by applying
adjustments for vacant and second homes). In Medway this
adjustment rate is 3.3% and the unadjusted dwelling
requirement would be 1,324 dpa, 2012-2035.

This starting point would provide for the policy off average job
growth forecast (401 jobs per annum) we set out on page 8.

However this is the starting point estimate only. To comply
with the requirements of PPG, consideration of the underlying
household formation rates and migration assumptions
underpinning this starting point need to be considered.
Adjustment should then be made if local circumstances dictate.

The starting point estimate of need (1,324 dpa) is considered to be
underpinned by suppression in household formation in the 25-44 age
group in Medway. PPG ID2a-015 states how sensitivity testing can be
undertaken, specific to local circumstances, and in this context an
adjustment to the starting point has been made. This complies with
the NPPF requirement to ensure Plans are positively prepared.

The above graph shows how a blended approach to household
formation rates would alter the OAN starting point. This blended
approach is as follows; all ages with the exception of the 25-44 age
group are underpinned by the household formation rates of the
starting point. However in the 25-44 age group we have applied a
return to the pre-recessionary 2008-based household formation rates
by the end of the Plan period (2035). This will help to alleviate the
clear suppression in household formation in this age group.

This adjustment results in an increase to 1,489 dpa, 2012-2035.
This is considered to represent full OAN for Medway.

The PPG states how an adjustment to the demographic projection
can also be considered. Barton Willmore’s analysis of migration
trends has identified that net migration to Medway has increased
in the last three years. However, we cannot be certain whether
this is a reversal of trend. Until more sufficient data is available,
it is considered appropriate to plan on the basis on the 2012-
based SNPP. Nonetheless it is considered that the 2012-based
SNPP should provide the very minimum level of future population
growth in Medway given the low international migration
assumptions they are underpinned by. However, if subsequent
releases of Mid-Year Population Estimates provide evidence that
migration to Medway is continuing to increase, then the approach
to OAN may require modification.

Modelled Housing Need – 2012-2035
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10Affordability and Market Entry Thresholds

The affordability ratio measures the ratio between lower 
quartile house prices and lower quartile earnings.  The chart 
to the right tracks the affordability ratio in Medway between 
1999 and 2013 based on a three year rolling average.

Although Medway is lower than the average for the south 
east region, in 2013 lower quartile house prices remained 6.6 
times lower quartile earnings. House prices are therefore 
unaffordable for most first time buyers.

Private housing market entry thresholds indicate that 68% of 
first time buyers in Medway would not be able to afford a 
lower quartile house and 59% would not be able to afford 
lower quartile rents in the Borough.

Affordability is just one of the six market signals that PPG 
identifies needs consideration when determining housing 
need, with a worsening trend in any of the indicators 
providing justification for an adjustment to the housing need 
number suggested by the household projections.

Further consideration of all of the market signals is deemed 
necessary in order to establish the full extent to which there 
are market signals issues within Medway, but this evidence 
suggests an acute affordability problem in Medway. 

The OAN we propose would help to alleviate worsening 
affordability in Medway.

Source: Land Registry and Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings via CLG
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11Response to Adverse Market Signals and Affordable Need

The ‘starting point estimate’ of housing need in Medway as indicated by the CLG 2012-based household projections is 1,324 dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2035. If a 10% uplift is applied to the 
‘starting point’ estimate (in line with the ‘modest’ uplift applied by Inspectors in recent Examinations, for example Eastleigh) to address worsening market signals, then this would bring housing need up to 
approximately 1,456 dwellings per annum.  

However, the ‘starting point estimate’ is considered an underestimate of future housing need, as it projects suppressed household formation rates in the 25-44 age group over the 23-year Plan period.  An 
adjustment to more positive 2008-based rates of household formation solely in the 25-44 age group shows how the starting point estimate would need to be increased to 1,489 dwellings per annum to 
ensure the suppression in the 25-44 age group is alleviated. Planning on the basis of more positive rates of household formation would help to improve affordability for first time buyers and reduce the number 
of concealed households (such as adult couples living with parents) in this age group.

The ‘starting point’ adjusted for suppressed household formation would generate the level of economically active population required to meet the average ‘policy off’ job growth forecast (401 jobs per annum). 
An upward adjustment for job growth is not considered to be required. However the draft Medway Plan identifies affordable housing need equating to 744 affordable dwellings per annum.  The Council’s policy 
is to deliver 25% affordable housing on all major developments.  To achieve this, OAN would need to increase to nearly 3,000 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035.

Source: Barton Willmore
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12Conclusion

Full OAN for Medway is considered to be 1,489 dpa, 2012-2035

The latest evidence from Medway shows affordable housing need of 774 dpa. To meet this in full at provision of 25%, OAN of nearly 3,000 dpa would be required. This is not considered realistic, 
however we recommend the OAN of 1,489 dpa, which will go some way to meeting some of the significant affordable need.

The demographic-led adjustments will result in growth of the economically active (labour force) population that will support the average ‘policy-off’ job growth forecast (400 jobs per annum). No 
further adjustment for jobs growth is considered necessary.

Despite net migration to Medway increasing in recent years it is uncertain whether this trend will continue.  On this basis, it is considered that the 2012-based SNPP provide an appropriate demographic 
projection for assessing housing need.   However, the level of population growth projected by the 2012-based SNPP should be considered a minimum.  

The 25-44 age group shows clear signs of suppressed household formation in Medway.  A return to pre-recessionary 2008-based household formation rates in this age group by 2035 would increase the 
starting point estimate to 1,489 dpa, 2012-2035. 

The 2012-based Household Projections indicate a starting point of 1,324 dwellings per annum, including a vacant dwelling adjustment of 3.3%.
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Int roduction 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 This paper has been produced to accompany the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs (OAN) 

dashboard for Medway Unitary Author ity (MUA).  It is i ntended to provide a  m ore detailed 

descr iption of the methodology used for assessing OAN.   

 

1.2 Chapter 2 of the paper begins with a detailed outline of the national planning policy and 

guidance on establishing OAN, setting out the methodological approach taken by Barton 

Willmore. 

 
1.3 An overview of the POPGROUP demographic forecasting model is presented in Chapter 3.  This 

is the forecasting tool which has been used by Barton Willmore to undertake sensitivity testing 

of alternative demographic and household formation assumptions, along with an assessment 

of the level of housing required to support economic growth. 

 
1.4 The data assumptions used within Barton Willmore’s assessment of OAN along with their  

respective sources are presented in Chapter 4. 
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF OAN METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1 The requirement for all Local P lanning Author ities (LPAs) to base t heir  housing targets on 

objective assessments of need is rooted in national planning policy – specifically the National 

Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).  

National Planning P olicy Framework ( NPPF, 27 March 2012) 

2.2 NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to 

be applied. NPPF states that planning should proactively dr ive and support sustainable 

economic development to deliver the homes that the country needs, and that every effort 

should be made to objectively identify and then meet housing needs, taking account of market 

signals (paragraph 17). 

2.3 In respect of deliver ing a wide choice of high quality homes, NPPF confirms the need for local 

author ities to boost significantly the supply of housing. To do so, it states that local author ities 

should use their evidence base to ensure that their  Local Plan meets the full, objectively 

assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area (paragraph 47).  

2.4 With regard to plan-making, local planning author ities are directed to set out strategic pr ior ities 

for their  area in the Local Plan, including policies to deliver the homes and jobs needed in the 

area (paragraph 156).   

2.5 Further, Local Plans are to be based on adequate, up to date and relevant evidence, integrating 

assessments of and strategies for housing and employment uses, taking full account of relevant 

market and economic signals (paragraph 158).  

2.6 For plan-making purposes, local planning author ities are required to clear ly understand housing 

needs in their  area.  To do s o they should prepare a S trategic Housing Market Assessment 

(SHMA) that identifies the s cale and m ix of housing a nd t he r ange of tenures that the local 

population is l ikely to need over the plan per iod (paragraph 159). 

Planning Pract ice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) 

2.7 PPG was issued as a web based resource on 6th March 2014, following the publication of ‘beta’ 

guidance in 2013.   Guidance on the a ssessment of housing d evelopment needs ( PPG ID2a) 

includes the SHMA requirement set out in NPPF and supersedes all previous published SHMA 

practice guidance (CLG, 2007).      
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2.8 The pr imary objective of the housing development needs assessment (the SHMA) is to identify 

the future quantity of housing needed, including a breakdown by type, tenure and need (PPG 

ID2a 002). 

2.9 Housing need refers to the scale of housing l ikely to be needed in t he housing market area 

over the plan per iod, should cater for the housing demand in the area and identify the scale 

of housing supply necessary to meet that demand (PPG ID2a 003). 

2.10 The assessment of need is an objective assessment based on facts and unbiased evidence and 

constraints should not be applied (PPG ID2a 004).    

2.11 Use of the PPG methodology for assessing housing need is strongly recommended, to ensure 

that the assessment is transparent (ID2a 005).  The area assessed should be the housing 

market area (ID2a 008), reflecting the key functional linkages between places where people 

live and work (ID2a 010).   

PPG methodology for assessing housing need 

2.12 The full methodology is set out at ID 2a 014 to 029 (overall housing need at ID2a 015 to 020), 

and i s i ntroduced as an assessment that s hould b e based predominately on secondary data 

(ID2a 014).   

i)  Start ing point  est imate of need 

2.13 The methodology states that the s tarting point for assessing overall housing need should be 

the household projections published by the Department for Communities and Local 

Government, but that they a re trends based and may require adjustment to reflect factors, 

such as unmet or suppressed need, not captured in past trends (ID2a 015).  

“The household p roject ion-based e st imate of housing need may 
require a djustment to reflect  f actors a ffect ing lo cal demography 
and household formation rates which are not  captured in past  
trends. For e xample, f ormation r ates may h ave been suppressed 
historically  b y u nder-supply and worsening a ffordability  o f 
housing.” (2a-015) (Our emphasis) 
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ii)  A djust ing for demographic evidence 

2.14 The PPG methodology a dvises that adjustments to household projection-based estimates of 

overall housing need should be made on the basis established sources of robust evidence, such 

as ONS  estimates (2a-017).   

iii)  A djust ing for likely change in job numbers 

2.15 In addition to taking into account demographic evidence the methodology states that job trends 

and or forecasts should also be taken into account when assessing overall housing need.  The 

implication is that housing numbers should be increased where this will enable labour force 

supply to match projected job growth (2a-018).   

“Where t he supply of working age populat ion that  is economically  
act ive (labour force supply) is less than the projected job growth, 
this could result  in unsustainable commuting patterns … and could 
reduce the r esilience of local businesses. In such c ircumstances, 
plan makers will need t o consider how t he locat ion of new housing 
or infrastructure development could help address these problems.” 
(2a-018)   

iv)  A djust ing f or market  s ignals 

2.16 The final part of the methodology regarding overall housing need is concerned with market 

signals and their implications for housing supply (2a-019:020).   

“The housing need number suggested by household project ions (the 
start ing point) should be adjusted t o r eflect  appropriate market  
signals, as well as other market  indicators of the balance between 
the demand for and supply of d wellings.” (2a-019)   

2.17 Assessment of market s ignals is a  further test intended to inform whether the starting point 

estimate of overall housing need (the household projections) should be adjusted upwards.  

Particular attention is given to the issue of a ffordability (2a-020).  

“The m ore significant  t he affordability  constraints … a nd the 
stronger other indicators o f high demand … the l arger t he 
improvement in affordability  needed and, therefore, the larger the 
addit ional supply response should be.” (2a-020) 
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v) Overall housing need 

2.18 An objective assessment of overall housing need can be summarised as a test of whether the 

household p rojection based s tarting point can be r econciled with a) the latest demographic 

evidence, b) the ability to accommodate projected job demand, c) the requirement to address 

worsening market s ignals.  If i t cannot be reconciled, then an adjustment should be made. 

2.19 The extent of any adjustment should be based on the extent to which it passes each test.  That 

is,  

 

• It will at least equal the housing need number implied by the latest demographic 

evidence,  

• It will at least accommodate projected job demand; and, 

• On reasonable assumptions, it could be expected to improve affordability. 

2.20 The approach used by Barton Willmore to objectively assess overall housing need follows the 

methodology set out in PPG 2a-014:20 and summarised above.  The result is a policy off 

assessment of housing need that takes no account of the impact of planned interventions, 

strategies and policies. 

vi)  A ffordable housing need assessment  

2.21 The methodology for assessing affordable housing need is set out at 2 a-022 to 029 and is 

largely unchanged from the methodology it supersedes (SHMA 2007).  In summary, total 

affordable need is estimated by subtracting total available stock from total gross need.  Whilst 

it has no bear ing on the assessment of overall housing need, deliver ing the required number 

of affordable homes can be used to justify an increase in planned housing supply (2a-029). 

“The total affordable housing need should then be considered in the 
context  of its likely delivery as a proport ion of mixed market  and 
affordable housing developments … A n increase in the total housing 
figures included in the local plan should be considered where it  
could help deliver the required number of affordable homes.” (2a-
029) (our emphasis) 
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Barton Willmore Methodological A pproach 

2.22 Barton Willmore’s approach to OAN closely follows the approach set out in PPG, and is therefore 

methodologically robust. 

Stage One – Define t he Housing Market  A rea Boundary 

2.23 Before any assessment can be carr ied out, the limits of the HMA must be defined.  This is vital 

to ensure that t he OAN reflects the s ocial and e conomic dynamics of t he area, and informs 

discussions on distr ibution should a particular LPA within the HMA face insurmountable 

challenges in accommodating its own demand for housing. 

2.24 As a starting point, r esearch from the Centre f or Urban a nd R egional Development S tudies 

(CURDS) at Newcastle University is consulted, and compared against ONS  Travel to Work Areas 

(most recently produced in 2007 from 2001 Census data – update due in 2015) and HMA 

definitions applied within recent LPA evidence base studies.  These definitions are then tested 

using commuting and migration flow data (plus data on house pr ices) to determine which is 

most appropr iate for the purpose of assessing housing need, taking account of guidance set 

out at PPG ID: 2a-009 to 013.    The HMA area as defined and used by the LPAs has also been 

considered within this assessment. 

Stage Two – Ident ify and A djust  Demographic Start ing Point  

2.25 The CLG 2012-based Household Projections (released in February 2015) act as the starting 

point for assessing housing need (as established at PPG ID: 2a-015).  However, these 

projections alone do not constitute OAN – several adjustments are required based on further 

evidence. 

2.26 The first adjustment made is to account for suppressed household formation inherent in the 

2012-based household formation rates.  The problem of suppression ar ises because although 

formation rate projections are based on a long run trend which takes its bear ings from Census 

points since 1961/71, that trend is distorted by the results of the 2011 Census, taken at a time 

when formation w as greatly constrained by economic factors (supply, affordability and the 

aftermath of recession).  An adjustment therefore needs to be made to the household formation 

rate assumptions, relative to local circumstances.  To do this, a return to the household 

formation rates assumed in the last pre-recession household projections ser ies can be 

incorporated into the forecasting model, for specific age groups and by gender, as appropr iate. 
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2.27 A further adjustment can also be made to test alternative assumptions of net migration.  Again, 

the recession has had a distorting effect on the movement of people between places, so longer 

term trends can provide a more robust guide of likely migration patterns in the future.  However 

the short-term trend (past 5 years) can be justified. 

Stage Three – A ssess Labour Force Capacity  

2.28 To identify the extent to which forecast labour demand will be accommodated by the OAN 

following the approach descr ibed above, a comparison is made between the size of the 

workforce ar is ing from the adjusted demographic- led modelling, and j ob c reation forecasts, 

taking into account ‘policy-off’  average job growth trends forecasts from three sources; 

Exper ian Economics, Cambridge Econometr ics, and Oxford Economics; and potential changes 

in unemployment and economic activity rates over the plan per iod.  The ratio of residents in 

employment a nd workforce jobs ( the commuting ratio) is also an important input into this 

process. 

2.29 If the size of the resulting workforce is less than the forecast number of jobs, it is l ikely that 

a further uplift in the dwelling target would be required.  Should this occur, additional jobs-led 

modelling is carr ied out to identify the population growth (and therefore number of dwellings) 

required to supply sufficient labour capacity. 

Stage Fo ur -  A ssess Market  Signals 

2.30 Housing costs in all parts of the country are less affordable now than 20 years ago, largely due 

to a significant decline in the number of homes being built.  The extent to which this breakdown 

between the s upply of and demand f or housing occurs within the s ubject HMA is observed 

through an analysis of Market S ignals. 

2.31 Several key Market S ignals are assessed including House Pr ices, Pr ivate Rents, Affordability, 

Concealed and Overcrowded Households and Completion Rates.  As stipulated at PPG ID: 2a-

020, a worsening trend in a ny of t hese indicators requires a b oost t o the planned level of 

housing supply. 

Stage Five – Bringing t he Evidence Together 

2.32 Overall housing need is identified by distil l ing the analyses discussed above into a single OAN 

for the per iod 2012-2035.  This figure, by definition, does not take into account policy 

considerations which may place constraints on supply or l imit the deliverability of housing.  

Housing need figures are provided for the relevant individual LPAs, but distr ibution of the 
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overall HMA OAN will in practice be subject to agreements between LPAs being made, including 

any constraints in particular areas.   

Stage Six – A ffordable Housing Need     

2.33 The extent to w hich the OAN arr ived at through the p revious stages would meet affordable 

need i s also assessed.  Where the local author ity S HMA has provided a recent and detailed 

account of affordable need which draws on pr imary research, this is used as the basis for much 

of the analysis.  Where an LPA has not undertaken an affordable housing need assessment, an 

indication of what the requirement would be to meet the LPAs affordable policy is provided.  

Chapter S ummary 

2.34 The approach of national policy and guidance clear ly states the importance of objectivity and 

transparency in the assessment of housing requirements.  This study has been prepared in 

accordance with this approach, and uses data and methodologies (where possible) which can 

be traced and replicated.  The ultimate output of this study is a clear, unambiguous 

recommendation for housing development which is supported by a robust evidence base and 

sound assumptions.     
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3.0 POPGROUP AND DEMOGRAPHIC FORECASTING MODEL 

 
3.1 The POPGROUP and Der ived Forecast (DF) model is a well-established demographic model 

developed to forecast population, households and the labour force for specified geographical 

areas.  POPGROUP has over 90 users, including academic and public service staff in housing, 

planning, health, policy, research, economic development and social services.  It is the industry 

standard in the UK for demographic analysis within strategic planning.  More information about 

POPGROUP can be found at http://www.ccsr.ac.uk/popgroup/index.html 

 

3.2 The main POPGROUP model uses standard demographic methods of cohort component 

modelling that enables the development of population forecasts based on births, deaths and 

migration inputs and assumptions.  In summary, this methodology adopts the following 

approach:  

 

• take a base population by s ingle year of age and gender;  

• add births and ‘ in’  migration (by age and gender) for year 1;  

• subtract deaths and ‘out’  migration (by age and gender) for year 1;  

• age the entire population by one year;  

• results for year 1 can be noted; 

• repeat the process above for each subsequent year of the forecast 

 

3.3 The POPGROUP model can be used in conjunction with the DF model to produce household and 

labour force projections and subsequently to use housing and jobs as additional assumptions 

and constraints in further population projections. 

 

3.4 Importantly the POPGROUP Model provides:  

 

• independent projections that do not rely on other commercial forecasts;   

• the ability to replicate Central Government population and household projections;  

• the ability to run alternative 'what i f'  scenar ios;   

• flexibil ity to change data assumptions;  

• a systematic, r igorous and transparent method so that results are easily traced back to 

assumptions;  

• considerable disaggregation (e.g. annual forecasts, by single year of age and household 

types by age of ‘head of household’ for example)  
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3.5 In order to assess OAN, firstly the Central Government 2012-based population and household 

projections are re-produced within the POPGROUP model.  This e nables the starting point 

estimate of need to be determined according to PPG. 

 
3.6 The POPGROUP model is then used to undertake a ser ies of sensitivity tests by changing a 

number of input assumptions. The model assumptions that can be changed by the user are:  

 

• starting population (by age and gender);   

• ferti l ity rates (by age);  

• mortality rates (by age and gender);   

• household assumptions (vacancy rates, proportion second homes);    

• household representative rates (proportion of population, by age, gender and marital 

status, that are head of household);   

• in-migration profile (by age and gender and whether a migrant or iginates from 

elsewhere within the UK or from overseas);   

• out-migration profile (by age and gender and whether a migrant emigrates to elsewhere 

within the UK or overseas );   

• phasing of dwellings.  

 

3.7 The first sensitivity test that is undertaken is to test the impact of alternative household 

formation rates in comparison to the rates used by CLG to produce the most recent 2012-based 

household projections.  Household formation rates indicate the likelihood of a person to form 

a notional head of household.  Household formation rates (by age and gender) are applied to 

the generated population forecast in order to indicate the future number of households and by 

analysing change over time can be used to indicate a future housing need requirement once 

an adjustment has been applied to take account of vacancy and second homes.  This sensitivity 

test models the impact of applying a gradual full return to the 2008-based household formation 

rates for 25-34 year o lds by 2035. 

 

3.8 The second sensitivity test modelled within POPGROUP is to apply alternative migration trends 

in comparison to those used to produce the 2012-based Sub National Population Projections 

(SNPP). The 2012-based SNPP draw trends from the five-year per iod 2007-2012; a  per iod 

reflecting deep economic recession which in some places resulted in atypical migration 

patterns.   

 
3.9 The 2012-based ONS  SNPP for Medway assumes net in-migration to Medway of 840 people per 

annum, 2012-2035.  This is based on trends drawn from the per iod 2007-2012.  Analysis of 

net migration over this per iod indicates net migration of 941 people per annum over this per iod 
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which is lower than average net migration of 1,159 people per annum drawn from a more 

recent 5-year per iod (2009-2014).  Despite net migration to Medway increasing in recent years, 

it is uncertain whether this trend will continue.  For this reason Barton Willmore consider the 

2012-based SNPP to provide a reasonable demographic projection for Medway at this point in 

time.  However, our approach may be adjusted in light of new evidence (for example, if the 

release of subsequent Mid-Year Population Estimates il lustrates net migration to Medway 

continuing to increase).   

 
3.10 In light o f this, no a lternative migration trends are presented for Medway.  However, if they 

were, our approach to modelling alternative migration trends is outlined below. 

 
3.9 There are two different ways to approach the consideration of alternative migration trends:  

• The counts approach is b ased o n the average net migrant count per year, by age and 

gender, for each migration flow (in and out) over a given per iod; 

• The rates approach is based on the average migrant count per year divided by the 

reference population, by age and gender for each migration flow over a given per iod.  The 

reference population is taken to be UK population minus distr ict population for in f lows 

and distr ict population for out flows. 

3.10 Each approach will lead to slightly different results.  For example, a 5-year trend of counts will 

result in a different population projection to one based on a 5-year trend of rates, yet both are 

reflective of a short-term (5-year) trend.  No approach is r ight or wrong. However, a counts 

approach u ses a  fixed number of total migrants in each year of the projection per iod.  In 

reality, this is unlikely to happen and migration counts will fluctuate.  A rates based approach 

applies the past trend of age and gender specific migration rates to the changing demographic 

profile and as a  result the number of migrants in e ach year of t he projection per iod will be 

different.   

 

3.11 Our preference is to use the rates based approach as in addition to reflecting past trends, it 

responds to the changing demographic profile, providing in our opinion, a more robust 

assessment.  Furthermore this is the approach used by ONS  to produce the Sub National 

Population Projections. 

 
3.12 Model outputs from the sensitivity tests provide an indication of the resident labour supply that 

would be generated from the given scenar io and by applying assumptions regarding 

unemployment and economic activity this can be used to determine the number of jobs that 

could be supported.  This enables a conclusion to be reached as to whether the demographic-

led assessment of need would support job growth in line with past trends and economic 
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forecasts.  If it is determined that the demographic- led assessment of need would not support 

economic growth in line with past trends and economic forecasts, the POPGROUP model is then 

used to determine what level of housing would be required to support such economic growth. 

 
3.13 The POPGROUP model is used to produce a population forecast constrained to an annual job 

growth target as indicated by past trends and/ or economic forecasts.  In a job- led forecast 

the POPGROUP model calculates the required population and dwelling growth needed to 

support t he future job t arget.  In this type of forecast the model forecasts the population 

through the cohort component methodology but increases (or decreases) the population 

accordingly to meet the set job target by a lter ing migration levels.  

 
3.14 The POPGROUP model contains data specifically relating to the local author ity under 

consideration in order to r eflect the socio-demographic profile of the study area.  The data 

assumptions and sources used to produce the Medway Unitary Author ity forecasts are 

presented in the next section. 
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4.0 DATA SOURCES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

 
4.1 The data assumptions and sources that have been used in the POPGROUP model to produce 

the OAN for Medway Borough are presented in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4 .1: POPGROUP modelling assumptions 

Variable 

 

Data set  Source 

Base population 2012 Mid-Year Population Estimates 

by single year of age and gender are 

used as the base population.   

Office for National Statistics 

(ONS)   

Fertil ity rate Age specific ferti l ity rates  ONS  2012-based Sub 

National Population 

Projections 

Mortality rate Age standardised mortality ratios by 

gender 

ONS  2012-based Sub 

National Population 

Projections 

Migrant profile Age and gender specific migration 

rates broken down by in-migrants 

from overseas, in migrants from 

elsewhere within the UK, out-migrants 

to overseas, out-migrants to 

elsewhere in the UK 

ONS 2012-based Sub 

National Population 

Projections.   

Communal 

establishment 

population 

Age and gender counts of people 

living in communal establishments.  

For ages 75+ proportions rather than 

counts are used to reflect the ageing 

population. 

CLG 2012-based household 

projections 

Household 

representative 

rates 

Household representative rates by 

age and gender 

CLG 2012-based household 

projections (Stage One) with 

sensitivity testing a full 

return to 2008-based rates 

by 2035 for those aged 25-

44 years 

 

Vacancy/ Shar ing/ 

Second home rate 

Proportion of dwellings vacant and 

second homes (3.3% in Medway). 

2014 Council Tax Base and 

Live Table 125/615 (CLG) 
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Commuting ratio Ratio based on residents in 

employment divided by workplace 

jobs (1.28 in Medway). 

2011 Census Travel to Work 

S tatistics (Table WU01UK), 

ONS  

Unemployment 

rate 

APS  model-based 2011 estimates 

fall ing to average rate between 2004 

and 2007 by 2021 and then held 

constant (9.6% in 2011 fall ing to 

5.5% in 2021). 

Annual Population Survey 

(APS), ONS  

Economic activity 

rates 

Economic activity rates by age and 

gender are applied to the resident 

population to calculate resident 

labour force  

2011 Census (ONS) and 

projected following Kent 

County Council (KCC) 

November 2014 

methodology to take account 

of changes in retirement age 

(br ief summary outlined 

below) 

 
 
 Project ing e conomic a ct ivity rates 

 
4.2 Projecting economic activity rates has followed the Kent County Council methodology.  This is 

a reasonable approach as it is the only contemporary research that we know of that seeks to 

predict what might happen to a ctivity rates in the future, taking a ccount o f changes to the 

state pension age and trends in participation including working into old age.  Economic activity 

rates have been calculated using 2011 Census data.  Rates for 16 and 17 year olds have been 

calculated separately to model the impact of the extension of s tate education to 18 years of 

age by 2015.  The expected impact of which is to slightly reduce economic activity of 16 and 

17 year olds post 2015 (although account is taken of the fact that some will sti l l have part-

time jobs). 

 
4.3 Economic activity rates for the remainder of the population are calculated by 5-year age group.  

Rates are projected to 2020 following the rate of change projected in the last set of national 

activity rate projections (2006).  Post 2020 rates are held constant for all age groups fall ing 

between ages 18 to 49 years. For all age groups over 50 years, activity rates are increased to 

take account of the extension to S tate Pension Age and the effective abolition of age-related 

retirement. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Redrow Homes (South East) in response to 

Medway Council’s Local Plan 2012 – 2035 Development Options Consultation Document 

(MCDOCD) published in January 2017. As a landowner within Medway, Redrow Homes has a 

direct interest in the Local Plan and the long-term development strategy for Medway. 

 

1.2 These representations focus on promoting Redrow Homes’ site known as ‘The North Field, 

Halling’ (The Site). A Site Location Plan is included at Appendix 1.  

 

1.3 The Site forms part of the wider St. Andrew’s Park Development which is currently being built 

out by Redrow Homes (hybrid planning application reference: MC/12/1791) for 385 dwellings 

and associated mix of uses. The Site currently lies within the Green Belt.  

 

1.4 The Site is identified as SLAA site reference 352 in the Medway SLAA 2015 and 2017 (site 

reference 352). The SLAA 2017 concludes that the site is unsuitable for allocation. The Site 

comprises 6.84ha and is bound by residential development to the north, west and south. The 

A228 runs directly to the east of the site.  

 

1.5 The Site itself is currently an unmanaged, sloping field with land rising from east to west, 

comprising a block of woodland in the southern corner adjoining the A228 and an area of 

scrub/woodland to the south-western corner adjoining Pilgrims Way/Road. A low voltage 

(33kv) overhead powerline crosses from west to east on the southern edge of the Site.  

 

1.6 Notwithstanding our Clients’ specific land interests, these representations have been 

prepared in objective terms and in recognition of prevailing planning policy – in particular 

Government guidance as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework [NPPF] (March 

2012) and National Planning Practice Guidance [NPPG] (March 2014). 

 

1.7 The MCDOCD forms the first formal stage in the Local Plan’s preparation (under Regulation 

18 of the Local Plan Regulations). Representations were previously submitted to Medway 

Council’s Local Plan Issues and Options Consultation in February 2016, a copy of which are 

included in Appendix 2. 

 

1.8 These representations focus on relevant matters relating to the release of the Site for 

residential dwellings and address the following: 
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 Section 2 – National Planning Policy  

 Section 3 – Vision and Strategic Objectives 

 Section 4 – Delivering Sustainable Development - Options 

 Section 5 – North Field, Halling 

 

i) Previous Representations   

 

1.9 Representations were submitted in February 2016 to the Local Plan Issues and Options 

Consultation (February 2016). A copy can be found in Appendix 2. These representations 

included a Barton Willmore Research critique of the published SHENA entitled Objectively 

Assessed Housing Need Medway Unitary Authority. 

 

1.10 The representations also included a Landscape Appraisal and Green Belt Review. The Report 

provides a Landscape and Visual Appraisal of the Site and assess the Site’s contribution to 

the purposes of the Green Belt, in-line with National and Local planning policy.  

 

1.11 The previous representations outlined concerns with the identified OAN housing target and 

that a higher housing figure should be pursued and that there were suitable sites that can 

meet the Housing requirements to be released from the Green Belt. 

 

1.12 These representations maintain the positon that the OAN should be higher for Medway, and 

that a Green Belt Review should be undertaken to establish the minor Green belt release of 

this site in Halling.  

 

1.13 The release of the Site will provide housing to be delivered in this rural part of Medway and 

sit alongside recently constructed development that will complement the St. Andrew’s Park 

development and contribute to the character of Medway in this location.   
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2.0 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY 

 
i) National Policy & Plan Making 

 

2.1 The NPPF (March 2012) places a strong ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ in 

all planning related matters and places a responsibility on Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) 

to encourage and support sustainable growth and to plan positively for new development. 

There are three dimensions to sustainable development in relation to the planning system as 

outlined in the NPPF. These include:- 

 

 an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right 

places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and 

coordinating development requirements, including the provision of infrastructure; 

 

 a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the 

supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and future generations; and 

by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect 

the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being; and  

 

 an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built 

and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use 

natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to 

climate change including moving to a low carbon economy. 

(Para. 8) 

 

2.2 The presumption in favour of sustainable development, as set out in the NPPF should be seen 

as a golden thread, running through both plan-making and decision-taking. For plan-making 

this means that:  

 

 Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) should positively seek opportunities to meet the 

development needs of their area; 

 

 Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to adapt 

to rapid change, unless: – any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF 

taken as a whole; or – specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be 

restricted. 

(Para. 14). 
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2.3 LPAs should ‘submit a plan for examination which it considers is “sound” – namely that is: 

 
 Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks 

to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including 

unmet requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and 

consistent with achieving sustainable development; 

 Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered 

against the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 

 Effective – the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint 

working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and, 

 Consistent with national policy – the plan should enable the delivery of 

sustainable development in accordance with the policies in the NPPF. 

(Para. 182). 

 
2.4 The NPPF considers that Local Plans should: 

 
 plan positively for the development and infrastructure required in the area to meet 

the objectives, principles and policies of this Framework;  

 be drawn up over an appropriate time scale, preferably a 15-year time horizon, take 

account of longer term requirements, and be kept up to date;  

 be based on co-operation with neighbouring authorities, public, voluntary and private 

sector organisations;  

 indicate broad locations for strategic development on a key diagram and land-use 

designations on a proposals map;  

 allocate sites to promote development and flexible use of land, bringing forward new 

land where necessary, and provide detail on form, scale, access and quantum of 

development where appropriate;  

 identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to change the uses of 

buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation;  

 identify land where development would be inappropriate, for instance because of its 

environmental or historic significance; and  

 contain a clear strategy for enhancing the natural, built and historic environment, and 

supporting Nature Improvement Areas where they have been identified. (Para. 157). 

 
2.5 The NPPF directs that LPAs should use a proportionate evidence base in plan-making. LPAs 

should ensure that the Local Plan is based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence 

about the economic, social and environmental characteristics and prospects of the area. LPAs 

should ensure that their assessment of and strategies for housing, employment and other 

uses are integrated, and that they take full account of relevant market and economic signals. 

(Para. 158). 
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ii) National Policy & Housing Need 

 

2.6 The NPPF (para 47) requires LPAs to use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan 

meets the full, ‘Objectively Assessed Needs’ (OAN) for market and affordable housing in the 

housing market area, as far as is consistent with the policies set out in the Framework, 

including identifying key sites which are critical to the delivery of the housing strategy over 

the Plan period. 

 

2.7 LPAs should plan for a housing mix which takes into account “housing demand and the scale 

of housing supply necessary to meet this demand.” Household and population projections 

should also be a key consideration, taking into account of migration and demographic 

change. (Para. 159). 

 

2.8 With regards to the methodology of assessing housing need and establishing a future housing 

requirement, the PPG (March 2014) states the following: 

 

Household projections published by the Department for 
Communities and Local Government should provide the starting 
point estimate of overall housing need. 
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 

 

2.9 Although the official CLG household projections should therefore be considered, they only 

represent the starting point for assessing need. This is due to a number of reasons as the 

PPG explains: 

 

The household projections are trend based, i.e. they provide the 
household levels and structures that would result if the 
assumptions based on previous demographic trends in the 
population and rates of household formation were to be realised 
in practice. They do not attempt to predict the impact that future 
government policies, changing economic circumstances or other 
factors might have on demographic behaviour. 
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 

 

iii) National Policy & the Green Belt 

 

2.10 Section 9 of the NPPF considers the protection of Green Belt land, in that its fundamental aim 

is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open in order to maintain the 

essential Green Belt character of openness and their permanence. The NPPF (para 80) states 

that the Green Belt is intended to serve five purposes: 
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 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; 

 To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another; 

 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment; 

 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and 

 To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other 

urban land. 

 

2.11 The NPPF (para 83) states that Green Belt boundaries, once established, should only be 

altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of Local Plans. At 

that time, LPAs should consider the Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended 

permanence to ensure they are capable of enduring beyond the plan period. LPAs should take 

account of the need to promote sustainable patterns of development and should consider 

channelling development towards urban areas, towns and villages inset within the Green Belt 

or towards locations beyond the outer Green Belt boundary (para 84). 

 

2.12 Para 85 of the NPPF considers that LPAs, when defining Green Belt boundaries, should: 

 

 Ensure consistency with the Local Plan strategy for meeting identified requirements 

for sustainable development; 

 Not include land which it is unnecessary to keep permanently open; 

 Where necessary, identify in their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the 

urban area and the Green belt, in order to meet longer-term development needs 

stretching well beyond the plan period; 

 Make clear that the safeguarded land is not allocated for development at the present 

time. Planning permission for the permanent development of safeguarded land should 

only be granted following a Local Plan review which proposes the development; 

 Satisfy themselves that Green Belt boundaries will not need to be altered at the end 

of the development plan period; and 

 Define boundaries clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and 

likely to be permanent. 

 

2.13 This is supported by the PPG, which states: 

 

The Framework makes clear that, once established, Green Belt 
boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, 
through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. 
(Reference ID: 3-044-20141006) 
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iv) Duty to Co-operate 

 

2.14 The ‘Duty to Co-operate’ between LPAs is a clear requirement of National planning policy, 

ensuring a proactive approach is taken to enable a collaborative way forward with plan-

making. The NPPF directs that public bodies should work together to address planning issues 

that cross administrative boundaries, particularly such issues that relate to ‘strategic 

priorities’ as set out in para. 156. (Para. 178). 

 

2.15 In addition, para. 179 requires LPAs to practice joint working to work together to meet 

development requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own areas. Consideration 

should be given to producing joint planning policies on strategic matters and informal 

strategies such as joint infrastructure and investment plans. Collaborative working between 

LPAs and private sector bodies, utility and infrastructure providers to deliver sustainable 

development with regards to strategic planning priorities is also encouraged. (Para. 180). 

LPAs are required to demonstrate how they have met the requirements of the ‘Duty to Co-

operate during the plan-making process. (Para. 181). 

 

v) Fixing our Broken Housing Market (February 2017) 

 

2.16 The recent Housing White Paper ‘Fixing our broken housing market’ (February 2017) 

reaffirms the Government’s commitment to significantly increase levels of housing delivery to 

meet widely recognised acute housing shortfall. 

 

2.17 Paragraph 1.29 states that plans should put in place policies to allow a good mix of sites to 

come forward for development to support small and medium sized sites, and thriving rural 

communities. Ensuring there is choice for consumers and that places can grow in ways that 

are sustainable.  

 

2.18 Furthermore, paragraph 1.33 confirms the Government are seeking to amend the NPPF to 

expect local planning authorities to identify opportunities for villages to thrive.  
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3.0 VISION AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

 

3.1 Section 2 of the MCDOCD sets out the context within the Local Plan will operate, identifying 

a projected 20% population increase in the District over the life of the plan. Paragraph 2.8 

notes that a key task for the Local Plan is to manage growth to achieve development which 

delivers benefits for local people, including housing, new services and facilities.  

 

3.2 As confirmed by paragraph 2.31 of the MCDOCD the Local Plan is an opportunity to establish 

a positive strategy to guide Medway’s development over the next 18 years. The MCDOCD 

sets out a vision for 2035 which identifies, among other points, that new development in 

Medway’s towns and villages will have responded positively to the character of the 

surrounding environment and the needs of existing communities.  

 

3.3 Paragraph 2.39 identifies the Strategic Objectives underpinning the Local Plan to deliver the 

development and infrastructure needs of the District, whilst protecting and enhancing the 

natural, built and historic environment, including to provide for the housing needs of 

Medway’s communities, that meets the range of size, type and affordability the area needs.  

Furthermore, the objectives seek to strengthen the role of Medway’s town, neighbourhood 

and village centres to secure a range of accessible services and facilities for local 

communities. 

 

3.4 We support the vision and strategic objectives identified by the Council.  

 

3.5 Residential development on the Site at North Field, Halling, would help to deliver growth in a 

location where there is very limited capacity for development, due to constraints such as the 

AONB and lack of alternative available land. Development in Halling would help to maintain 

and enhance the vitality of existing services and facilities located in the village and 

complement the under construction St Andrews Park which is establishing and expanding a 

new community in Halling.   
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3.0 DELIVERING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT - OPTIONS 

 

i) Objectively Assessed Need 

 

4.1 The North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA, March 2015), 

jointly produced between Medway Council and Gravesham Borough Council, identifies a need 

for 29,463 homes in Medway Council area over the plan period (or 1,281 dwellings per 

annum), as acknowledged in Section 3 of the MCDOCD. This is the same evidence base as 

consulted on in Medway Council’s Local Plan Issues and Options Consultation (MCIOCD, 

February 2016).  

 

4.2 We maintain the concerns raised in our previous representations to the Local Plan Issues and 

Options Consultation, included in Appendix 2, and do not consider that the housing needs 

calculated for Medway over the plan period have been appropriately assessed.  

 

4.3 In summary, the Report critiques the OAN of 1,281 dpa derived from Medway Council and 

does not consider it to represent an accurate representation of the full OAN for Medway over 

the Plan period (2012 – 2035) for the following reasons: 

 
 There is not considered to be any justification for a reduction to the starting point 

estimate (2012-based CLG household projection) of OAN in Medway.  This starting 

position, based on the 2012-based CLG household projection is for provision of 1,323 

dwellings per annum, 2012-2035; 

 

 The starting point estimate is based on a 23-year projection of suppressed household 

formation in the 25-44 age group, the age group most likely to be first time buyers.  

This suppression will lead to a significant increase in concealed households in this age 

group unless the OAN adjusts the household formation rates in this age group. The 

North Kent SHENA proposes no adjustment to account for this suppression.  To 

comply with the NPPF requirement to ensure Local Plans are ‘positively prepared’ an 

upward adjustment should be applied for the 25-44 age group.  This would lead to an 

OAN in excess of the starting point estimate; 

 

 The 2012-based CLG household projection is underpinned by the 2012-based SNPP 

which is considered to provide the very minimum projection of future population 

growth in Medway due to the low international migration assumptions they are 

underpinned by and in light of recent data suggesting that net migration to Medway is 

in fact significantly higher than the trends underpinning the 2012-based SNPP; 
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 The North Kent SHENA considers alternative long-term migration trends but fails to 

pay regard to a more recent 5-year migration trend.  The North Kent SHENA adopts 

the use of a long-term migration trend to reflect demographic-led need in Medway 

which projects lower population growth than the 2012-based SNPP and for the 

reasons outlined above we believe to be inappropriate;  

 
 The North Kent SHENA’s approach to addressing an uplift to OAN to accommodate 

economic growth is considered relatively robust. However we would suggest the use 

of three sources of job growth forecasts to ensure as robust an assessment as 

possible; 

 
 The North Kent SHENA identifies a number of market signals that have worsened to a 

greater extent than neighbouring authorities, the south-east region, and the national 

average.  The North Kent SHENA considers that an upward adjustment to the 

demographic-led OAN is required in order to alleviate the identified market pressure.  

Barton Willmore support this conclusion.  However, it is considered that the market 

signals uplift that is applied in the North Kent SHENA is insufficient given that it 

results in OAN that is still below the starting point estimate; 

 
 The North Kent SHENA and MCDOCD identify significant affordable housing need (744 

affordable dwellings per annum, 2012-2035).  Delivered at a rate of 25%, this would 

require OAN of 3,000 dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court 

judgements confirm that Local Plans do not have to meet affordable need in full, but 

should be ‘addressed’, and an increase to OAN considered to help to deliver the 

affordable housing.  The existing OAN determined by the North Kent SHENA does not 

address the significant affordable housing need in Medway. 

 

4.4 The Report confirms that the starting point estimate and once other factors are taken into 

consideration could be as high as 1,489 dwellings per annum.  

 

4.5 Furthermore, since the previous consultation and production of the Report, new 2014-based 

CLG household projections have been released which identify an increase in household 

projection by approximately 5.4% from the 2012-based projects. As such, the full OAN could 

be in excess of that identified in the Report based on the more up-to-date 2014 projections.  

 

4.6 Therefore, we do not consider that the assessed housing need, as calculated by Medway 

Council is “sound” or in line with National planning policy. The Council will need to address 

this and ensure there are sufficient housing sites allocated to meet the full OAN. 
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ii) Identified Supply of Development Land 

 

4.7 Paragraph 3.7 of the MCDOCD sets out the Council’s current anticipated supply of 

development land, as shown below in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: Medway’s Current Supply of Development Land 

 Status Number of Dwellings 

A Completions 2012-2016 2,180 

B Sites with planning permission 6,251 

C Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations 356 

D SLAA Pipeline sites 8,813 

E Windfalls (Years 3-5 only) 606 

   

F Total 18,206 

 

4.8 The Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) 2016 (Volume 2, Section 8) provides the list of SLAA 

residential pipeline sites, totalling 8,813 units for the Plan period. This list includes a number 

of Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations, which are however listed as a separate source of 

supply above (Row C). As a result, it appears that such sites (i.e. Medway Local Plan 2003 

Allocations) are accounted for as both a separate source of supply and a SLAA pipeline site 

i.e. have been double counted in the overall supply (Row F). 

 

4.9 It is recommended that the Council revisits the inclusion of Medway Local Plan 2003 

Allocations to ensure such sites are only accounted for once, to ensure MC’s position is 

robust. 

 

4.10 It is also noted that the January 2017 SLAA only identifies a potential capacity of 5,980 

dwellings on sites deemed to be suitable, available and achievable for residential 

development; thereby conflicting with MC’s figure of 8,813 units (Row D), published in the 

MCDOCD at the same time of the SLAA’s release. 

 

4.11 The 2016 AMR list of SLAA pipeline sites also includes Lodge Hill for 5,000 dwellings in the 

Plan period. This conflicts with the MCDOCD position (para 3.39) in which the development 

site is phased in the second half of the Plan period (2025-2035) given the present 

uncertainty. This will allow for consideration of the outcome of the Public Inquiry and allow 

time for alternative sources of land supply to be planned, if required. 
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4.12 The reliance of Lodge Hill for 5,000 units in the Plan period (in Row D) is not considered to 

be appropriate or realistic. It is contrary to the content and intentions of the MCDOCD to 

address future uncertainties by phasing development after the Plan period. Notwithstanding 

the site’s continued uncertainty, it is also wholly unrealistic to anticipate 5,000 dwellings to 

be delivered in 2025-2035, which would require 500 dwellings to be built per annum. 

 
4.13 The total supply of SLAA pipeline sites should be amended to be in accordance with the 

MCDOCD’s position, which will significantly reduce the total supply of current development 

land in Medway. Additional land is therefore required to provide an identified supply of land 

to meet the development needs of circa 30,000 dwellings for the Plan period. 

 
4.14 Furthermore, additional sources of supply may be required to address the potential exclusion 

of Lodge Hill. 

 
iii) Options for Growth 

 
4.15 The Council acknowledge, in paragraph 3.9, that it is unlikely that the full range of 

development needs will be met solely in identified regeneration areas on brownfield land. 

Therefore, greenfield sites in the suburban and rural areas may have to form a part of the 

Local Plan development strategy. However, the greenfield land should be free from 

environmental constraints, of lesser value for landscape and agricultural purposes, and well 

related to services and infrastructure. We support this position in Principle.    

 
4.16 A considerable area of Medway is covered by environmental designations where development 

should be restricted, including wide swathes of the Hoo Peninsula, covered by Ramsar, 

Special Protection Area and Site of Special Scientific Interest designations. Furthermore, land 

in the Medway Valley and to the south of the urban area is in the Kent Downs Area of Natural 

Beauty. Additionally, the metropolitan Green Belt covers land in the Medway Valley and to 

the west of Strood. The MCDOCD acknowledges these constraints, as well as acknowledging 

the high risk of flooding across parts of the district, where inappropriate development, 

including housing, should be avoided. 

 

4.17 The Medway Integrated Growth Needs Assessment (November 2015) identifies that while 

there is a need to reinvigorate town centres and deliver sustainable development in locations 

that maximise existing infrastructure, the results of the Housing Needs Survey have indicated 

a desire for access to housing in rural areas. Furthermore, rural areas should be allowed to 

grow and diversify, through the provision of a range of property types, including some 

smaller units, helping to underpin their wider offer. The North Kent Strategic Housing Mark 

Assessment (November 2015) identifies that the main rural wards in Medway are Cuxton, 

Halling, Peninsula and Strood Rural. Growth in these main rural wards should be supported.  
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4.18 The MCDOCD identifies a range of scenarios demonstrating potential development patterns 

for the district, seeking to ensure sustainable growth, including offering access to services 

and facilities, while respecting the different aspects of the areas’ environment.  

 

4.19 All 4No. potential scenarios include incremental expansions of villages, as shown on the maps 

included in Appendix 1B-1E of the MCDOCD, including Halling, Cuxton, Cliffe Woods, Cliffe, 

High Halstow, Allhallows, Grain and Lower Stoke. We support the recognition that the 

Villages should be supported with development growth in order to maintain their vitality and 

viability.  

 

4.20 Scenario 1 (Maximising the potential of urban regeneration) seeks to maximise development 

on brownfield sites, including redevelopment of employment sites at Medway City Estate and 

Chatham Docks. Appendix 1B of the MCDOCD identifies that there would be challenges 

associated with the delivery of large scale regeneration, including land assembly and impacts 

on transport networks. The scenario also identifies up to 7,000 dwellings being delivered 

across suburban and rural growth areas. 

 

4.21 Scenario 2 (Suburban expansion) includes potential urban extensions around Rainham, 

Capston and Strood, as well as the delivery of up to 3,000 dwellings at Lodge Hill and 2,000 

dwellings at Hoo St Werburgh. Appendix 1C of the MCDOCD identifies that for this option a 

particular issue is the consideration of the review of the Green Belt boundary to bring 

forward development land. Furthermore, it notes that the consultation and ongoing work will 

determine if there is a need to release land in the Green Belt or if provision for development 

needs can be met in other areas. The scenario identifies growth of villages to deliver 900 

homes.  

 

4.22 Scenario 3 (Rural focus) identifies potential for significant expansion of Hoo St Werburgh into 

a small town, including development of up to 6,500 dwellings, alongside up to 3,000 

dwellings at Lodge Hill and 2,600 dwellings across the villages of Cliffe, Cliffe Woods, High 

Halstow, Lower Stoke, Allhallows and Grain. As noted in Appendix 1D, the scale of growth 

proposed in this scenario would require significant infrastructure investment. The scenario 

also identifies wider rural development to provide for a choice of sites, including 180 

dwellings in the Medway Valley.  

 

4.23 Scenario 4 (Urban regeneration and rural town) also identifies potential for significant growth 

in Hoo St Werburgh, for up to 6,500 dwellings, alongside the urban regeneration at Chatham 

Docks, Medway City Estate, Chatham and Strood waterfront and central areas, Mill Hill, and 

estate renewal in Tywdall to deliver 6,500 dwellings. The issues identified in Scenario 1 and 3 

relating to the delivery of large scale regeneration and significant infrastructure investment 
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are re-iterated for this scenario. The scenario identifies the provision of 650 dwellings across 

villages through incremental growth.  

4.24 Paragraph 4.5 of the MCDOCD confirms that further work and supporting technical studies 

will be undertaken to help determine the capacity for areas to accommodate development 

and the most sustainable locations for growth. However, given the constraints to 

development within Medway Council area, and the identified shortfall between housing 

requirements and identified supply, we consider that a combination of the proposed scenarios 

will need to be considered to meet the growth requirements.  

 

4.25 As part of the further work being undertaken by Medway Council we would support a 

review of the Green Belt boundary in Halling to assess the development potential of land that 

no longer meets the five purposes of the Green Belt as set out in the NPPF. This is especially 

in the light of the required housing numbers.  

 

4.26 As noted above, any strategy for growth will need to have consideration to the desire for an 

increased access to housing in rural areas, which should be allowed to grow and diversify. 

The final growth strategy for Medway will include the growth of villages, including those in 

the Medway Valley, to meet the identified range of development needs for the district. 

 

4.27 The Site, at North Field, Halling, would support the growth scenarios as set out in the 

MCDOCD, allowing for incremental growth of the village of Halling. Furthermore, as 

demonstrated in Section 5 of these representations the Site is suitable for localised Green 

Belt release. As such, the Site is put forward for allocation for residential development to 

help deliver Medway’s housing need. 
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5.0 NORTH FIELD, HALLING 

 

i) Previous Site Assessment 

 

5.1 The Site at North Field, Halling, was put forward to Medway Council’s ‘call for sites’ Strategic 

Land Availability Assessment (SLAA) in May 2014. The Site previously formed part of the 

wider ‘Former Cement Works’ which was identified (also as SLAA site reference 352) as being 

a Potential Housing Site for 525 dwellings in the SLAA 2010. 

 

5.2 The SLAA 2015, and subsequent 2017 update, set out to identify sites with development 

potential for allocation as part of the emerging Local Plan. As part of the SLAA 2015, the 

methodology undertaken enabled Medway Council to carry out Stage 1 (Site Identification) 

and Stage 2 (Site Assessment) of the Planning Policy Guidance methodology. The Stage 1 

process enabled a number of sites to be excluded for further assessment should they be 

constrained by a restrictive designation, although sites within the Green Belt were not 

excluded at this stage. As the Site was not excluded at Stage 1 it was therefore assessed at 

Stage 2. 

 

5.3 In regards to Green Belt sites, the SLAA 2015 recognises at paragraph 4.20 that: 

 

“given the scale of development needs that Council must 
accommodate over the Plan Period, it was considered appropriate 
and robust that Green Belt land should be subject to detailed 
assessment at stage 2. However, whilst Green Belt land has been 
assessed at stage 2, this does not comprise a Green Belt 
Review.   The Council intends to undertake a Green Belt review 
separately as part of the Local Plan evidence base; this will 
specifically consider whether land performs Green Belt functions 
and meets Green Belt purposes, rather than simply whether a site 
is suitable for development.” (2015;13) 

 

5.4 Stage 2 (Site Assessment) of the SLAA 2015 identified the overall suitability of sites based on 

a number of criteria, assessed through a Site Assessment Proforma (November 2015, 

Appendix 3) providing an assessment of each site’s suitability utilising a ‘traffic light’ 

methodology, with Green equating to unconstrained, Yellow being constraints that can be 

resolved and Red equalling unresolvable constraints. 

 

5.5 In regards to whether a site is suitable the SLAA 2015 concludes at paragraph 4.111 that: 

 

“A site was considered suitable for development on the basis that 
no unresolvable constraints had been identified in respect of any 
of the individual criteria i.e. a site had received no Red RAG 
Ratings. One or more Red RAG Ratings means the site is 
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considered unsuitable for the purposes of this assessment” 
(2015;31) 
 

5.6 The Stage 2 assessment and Proforma for the Site concluded that the site is subject to some 

potential development constraints, however it is considered that these could be resolved. The 

Site received no 'Red ratings and as such. However, despite the definition of a suitable site 

detailed above, the Site was identified as unsuitable site in Appendix vi of the SLAA 2015. 

 

5.7 An updated SLAA (January 2017) has been produced as part of the current consultation 

which updated some aspects of the methodology and considered additional information 

regarding sites. The updated SLAA confirms that the Site meets the criteria for Stage 1, 2, 3 

and 3a (Screening) in that it is not a completed site, does not have an existing planning 

permission, is not located within a National or International environment designation (such 

as AONB) and is not located in a high flood risk area. However, the SLAA 2017 concludes that 

the Site does not meet the criteria for Stage 4 (Suitability). No proforma is included with the 

SLAA 2017, therefore no detail provided regarding the aspects of ‘suitability’ the Site failed to 

meet. 

 

5.8 The SLAA 2017 Stage 4 criteria includes, ecological potential, designated habitats, highway 

network capacity, noise, residential amenity, open space, employment land, proximity to 

centres, education facilities, open spaces, transport, site access, landscape and environment, 

heritage, flood risk, air quality, contamination and agricultural land. No clarification is 

provided as to whether sites have been excluded at this stage due to their location in the 

Green Belt.  

 

5.9 At this time, no Green Belt review has been undertaken by the Council as part of the 

evidence to support this consultation. However it is acknowledged that paragraph 1.8 of the 

MCDOCD states a Green Belt review is being undertaken as part of the evidence base to 

inform the Local Plan. We support this review. Furthermore, we consider it appropriate that 

when such a review of the Green Belt is undertaken to meet OAN requirements, the SLAA 

would be updated to reflect this changing circumstance. 

 

ii) Green Belt Review and Exceptional Circumstances 

 

5.10 As identified in Section 2, Green Belt boundaries should only be altered in “exceptional 

circumstances”. The recent Court of Justice case between Calverton Parish Council and 

Nottingham City Council and Others1 provides the most recent case law on Green Belt 

                                                            
1 Calverton Parish Council v Nottingham City Council, Broxtowe Borough Council and Gedling Borough Council [2015] 
EWHC 1078 (Admin) 
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considerations in plan-making and provides the most detailed consideration of “exceptional 

circumstances”. Mr Justice Jay observed at paragraph 51: 

 

 

In a case such as the present, it seems to me that, having 
undertaken the first-stage of the Hunston approach (sc. assessing 
objectively assessed need), the planning judgements involved in 
the ascertainment of exceptional circumstances in the context of 
both national policy and the positive obligation located in section 
39(2) should, at least ideally, identify and then grapple with the 
following matters: 
 
(i) the acuteness/intensity of the objectively assessed need 

(matters of degree may be important); 
(ii) the inherent constraints on supply/availability of land 

prima facie suitable for sustainable development; 
(iii) (on the facts of this case) the consequent difficulties in 

achieving sustainable development without impinging on 
the Green Belt; 

(iv) the nature and extent of the harm to this Green Belt (or 
those parts of it which would be lost if the boundaries were 
reviewed); and 

(v) the extent to which the consequent impacts on the 
purposes of the Green Belt may be ameliorated or reduced 
to the lowest reasonably practicable extent. 

 

5.11 Based on the above, the following provides an assessment of “exceptional circumstances” for 

the release of Green Belt land within the emerging Local Plan. 

 

i) The Acuteness/Intensity of the OAN (matters of degree may be important) 

 

5.12 As identified in Section 4, the OAN Critical Review identifies that the Council’s OAN 

figure/housing provides an underestimate of housing need for the district. In addition, new 

data releases have been published since the production of housing evidence work, which 

provide a new starting point for assessing housing need. The Council need to address this 

and ensure there are sufficient housing sites allocated to meet the full OAN. 

 

ii) The Inherent Constraints on Supply/Availability of Land Prima Facie Suitable 

for Sustainable Development 

 

iii) The Consequent Difficulties in Achieving Sustainable Development Without 

Impinging on the Green Belt 

 

5.13 In regards to point ii and iii above, as noted in Section 4, a considerable area of Medway is 

covered by environmental designations where development should be restricted, including 

Ramsar, Special Protection Area and SSSI designations. Further areas are restricted by the 
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presence of the AONB and areas at high risk of flooding. There is therefore an inherent 

constraint on the supply/availability of sites for sustainable development.  

 

5.14 The growth scenarios contained within the MCDOCD, as well as the housing evidence 

underpinning this, support sustainable incremental growth of villages, including the village of 

Halling. Halling is predominately in the Green Belt, with land outside of the Green Belt in 

Halling being significantly constrained due to flood risk.  

 

5.15 In order to allow sustainable growth of Halling it is necessary to allow low level Green Belt 

release.   

 

iv) The Nature and Extent of the Harm to this Green Belt (or those parts of it 

which would be lost if the boundaries were reviewed) 

 

5.16 The Green Belt covers wide areas of land in the Medway Valley and to the west of Strood. 

The release of the Site from the Green Belt is of de minimis scale in relation to the overall 

extent of the Green Belt, therefore resulting in only a minor change to the Green Belt 

boundary. 

 

v) The Extent to Which the Consequent Impact on the Purposes of the Green 

Belt may be Ameliorated or Reduced to the Lowest Reasonably Practicable 

Extent 

 

5.17 It is demonstrated below, and in Section 7 of the supporting Landscape Appraisal and Green 

Belt Review (Appendix 2), that release of the Site from the Green Belt would have a limited 

impact upon the purposes of the Green Belt and serve to rationalise the Green Belt boundary. 

 

iii) Landscape Appraisal and Green Belt Review 

 

5.18 As noted above, we consider that the Site is suitable for localised Green Belt release and 

demonstrates potential for development. A Landscape Appraisal and Green Belt Review has 

been carried out by Barton Willmore’s Landscape Team as part of the representations 

submitted previously and included at Appendix 2. The Report provides a Landscape and 

Visual Appraisal of the Site to assess the Site’s contribution to the purposes of the Green 

Belt, in-line with National and Local planning policy. 

 

5.19 The Site is set within an urbanised area situated on the lower slopes of the western side of 

the valley of the River Medway. The Site is bounded by residential properties to the north, 

west and south, with Formby Road located adjacent to the east of the Site. It is 
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acknowledged that the Site is within the Green Belt, however, it is not subject to any other 

landscape-related or planning policy designations.  

 

5.20 The Visual Appraisal of the Site demonstrates that the Site is “partially visible from its 

immediate surroundings, however, views are typically filtered by intervening vegetation. More 

open views into the Site are obtained from land to the east of the River Medway, however, 

where these views are obtained, the Site is seen in an urbanised context of the lower slopes 

of the Medway Valley, beyond which land rises to form a predominantly wooded backdrop to 

the views.” (Para. 8.6). 

 

5.21 The review of the Green Belt functions of the Site, as set out in the NPPF, indicates that “the 

Site makes no contribution to checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas, 

preventing neighbouring towns merging into one another, and preserving the setting and 

special character of historic towns; makes a limited contribution to assisting in safeguarding 

the countryside from encroachment; and would not prejudice derelict land coming forward in 

future for development.” (Para. 8.8). In this case, we would consider that a localised review 

of the Green Belt is wholly justified bearing in mind the analysis of the merits of Green Belt 

functions as set out in the NPPF.    

 

5.22 The Report concludes that releasing land from the Green Belt in this area would not cause 

any significant harm to Green Belt purposes and serve to rationalise the Green Belt 

boundary. Furthermore, by undertaking a Landscape and Visual Appraisal of the Site, the 

Report concludes that sympathetic development within the Site would be acceptable in 

landscape and visual terms and would result in limited to no effect on the function of the 

Green Belt. 

 

5.23 Currently, the whole Site lies within designated Green Belt land and we consider that a 

robust case has been made to release the Site from the Green Belt, creating a logical 

extension of St Andrews Park as well as establishing a green wedge between the settlements, 

maintaining their separation.  

 

iv) Sustainable Development 

 

5.24 The Site is located within a sustainable location, adjacent to the St. Andrew’s Park 

development which is delivering a range of infrastructure and services. The Site is accessible, 

located adjacent to the local road network with access proposed directly onto the A228 and 

also served by local bus routes. Furthermore, the Site is located in close proximity to the 

strategic highway network and railway with the M2 located approximately 1 mile to the north 

of the Site and Halling railway station approximately 850 metres to the south of the Site. 
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Pedestrian access to the railway station will be via the pedestrian footbridge, delivered as 

part of the St. Andrew’s Park development. 

 

5.25 The development would meet the three elements of sustainable development, as set out in 

the NPPF (para 7). Enabling residential development would support economic growth in 

Medway and surrounding areas, providing employment opportunities through the construction 

phase. The Site has deliverable potential to contribute towards much needed housing within 

rural Medway and would deliver a mix of housing types, including an element of affordable 

housing. 

 

5.26 Furthermore, the development would help to enhance and maintain the vitality of the rural 

community of Halling, in line with Paragraph 55 of the NPPF. Paragraph 10.15 of the 

MCDOCD acknowledges that this is particular issue, with rural communities being particularly 

vulnerable to the loss of community facilities.  

 

5.27 The proposed provision of a green wedge to the northern part of the Site would enable 

further ecological enhancements, as well as landscaping delivered in line with potential 

development of the Site.   

 

5.28 We therefore conclude that the Site should not be precluded from progressing beyond Stage 

4 of the SLAA 2017, as there are no unresolvable constraints which exist on the Site, subject 

to the Green Belt review. Furthermore, the Site is considered ‘deliverable’ in that it meets the 

requirements of footnote 11 of the NPPF and it has been demonstrated that the Site is 

currently available for development, will offer a suitable location for development and has a 

realistic prospect of housing being delivered on the Site within five years and that 

development of the Site is viable. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS  

 

6.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Redrow Homes who has a direct interest in 

the Local Plan and the long-term development strategy for Medway. 

 

6.2 These representations focus on promoting Redrow Homes’ site known as ‘The North Field, 

Halling’. The Site forms part of the wider St. Andrew’s Park Development which is currently 

being built out by Redrow Homes. The Site currently lies within the Green Belt. 

 

6.3 The representations are supported by technical reports in respect of Objectively Assessed 

Needs and a Green Belt review.  

 

6.4 We do not consider that the OAN target of 1,281dpa is sound. It falls short of the starting 

point estimate and once other factors are taken into consideration, could be in excess of 

1,489dpa. This matter should be addressed by the Council who need to ensure that there are 

sufficient housing sites allocated to meet the full OAN.  

 

6.5 We consider the Site represents an appropriate location for residential development, which 

has been shown to be suitable for release from the Green Belt under a localised Green Belt 

review. Furthermore, “exceptional circumstances” exist to allow amendment to the Green Belt 

boundary through the Local Plan process. Development of the Site would form a logical 

extension to the under construction St Andrews Park, while maintaining separation between 

Halling and North Halling.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Redrow Homes (South East) in response to 

Medway Council’s Local Plan Issues and Options 2012 – 2035 Consultation Document (MCIOCD) 

published in January 2016. As a landowner within Medway, Redrow Homes has a direct interest 

in the Local Plan and the long-term development strategy for Medway. 

 

1.2 These representations focus on promoting Redrow Homes’ site known as ‘The North Field, 

Halling’ (The Site). A Site Location Plan is included at Appendix 1.  

 

1.3 The Site forms part of the wider St. Andrew’s Park Development which is currently being built 

out by Redrow Homes (hybrid planning application reference: MC/12/1791)  for 385 dwellings 

and associated mix of uses. The Site currently lies within the Green Belt.  

 

1.4 The Site is identified in the Medway SLAA 2015 (site reference 352) with the potential to deliver 

up to 50 dwellings. The Site comprises 6.84ha and is bound by residential development to the 

north, west and south. The A228 runs directly to the east of the site.  

 

1.5 The Site itself is currently an unmanaged, sloping field with land rising from east to west, 

comprising a block of woodland in the southern corner adjoining the A228 and an area of 

scrub/woodland to the south-western corner adjoining Pilgrims Way/Road. A low voltage (33kv) 

overhead powerline crosses from west to east on the southern edge of the Site.   

 

1.6 Notwithstanding our Clients’ specific land interests, these representations have been prepared 

in objective terms and in recognition of prevailing planning policy – in particular Government 

guidance as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework [NPPF] (March 2012), National 

Planning Practice Guidance [NPPG] (March 2014), the Consultation on Proposed Changes to 

National Planning Policy [CPCNPP] (December 2015) and The Rural Productivity Plan [RPP] 

(August 2015). 

 

1.7 The MCIOCD advises that the current consultation is in advance of the preparation of a new 

Local Plan, and therefore is not a formal Regulation stage under the Town and Country Planning 

(Local Planning) Regulation 2012 (‘the Local Planning Regulations’). The Local Development 

Scheme 2015 – 2018 (November 2015) anticipates that a “Preferred Options” consultation will 

be undertaken in January to February 2017, forming the first formal stage in the Local Plan’s 

preparation (under Regulation 18 of the Local Plan Regulations).  
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1.8 Whilst the consultation is welcomed, it should be recognised that the MCIOCD does not contain 

any detailed policies or identify specific development sites (excluding reference to the unknown 

outcome of Lodge Hill) that can be assessed, and therefore due to the “broad” nature of the 

questions posed, the benefit of the consultation responses to MC will be limited in this regard.  

 

1.9 In addition, the MCIOCD has not been accompanied by a suite of Evidence base documents that 

should inform the production of a new Local Plan. Indeed, the Strategic Housing and Eco nomic 

Needs Assessment (SHENA) was not made publicly available until 19 February 2016, i.e. 6 -

weeks from the start of the consultation period, and 1 week from  its close.  

 

1.10 These representations focus on relevant matters and/or specific questions relating to the 

release of the Site for residential dwellings and address the following chapters: 

 

 Housing (MCIOCD Questions 4 – 14); 

 Environment (MCIOCD Questions 30 - 32); 

 Rural Issues (MCIOCD Questions 38 – 42) 

 Deliverability (MCIOCD Questions 76 - 79); 

 Development Strategy (MCIOCD Questions 80 – 87). 

 

1.11 We recognise that this consultation document is at the early stages of the Local Plan 

preparation and therefore further evidence and consultation will provide for greater clarity on 

a number of areas. 

 

1.12 Alongside the Consultation Document, Medway Council has prepared a number of supporting 

Evidence Base documents. We do not seek to assess each one in detail, but draw upon: 

 

 North Kent SHENA (March 2016) 

 The SLAA (November 2015) 

 Authority Monitoring Report (December 2015) which sets out how MC will fulfil its ‘Duty 

to Co-operate with neighbouring LPAs and Public Bodies.  

 North Kent SHMA (November 2015) 

 

i) Barton Willmore Supporting Evidence  

 

1.13 In addition to commenting on specific questions, these representations are supported by 

technical reports that demonstrate that the release of the Site from the Green Belt is 

appropriate and that there is a requirement to undertake a Green Belt review in order to meet 

the full OAN housing target. 
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1.14 Barton Willmore Research has undertaken a critique of the published SHENA entitled 

Objectively Assessed Housing Need Medway Unitary Authority  (included at Appendix 2). It is 

a standalone document and assesses the housing requirements put forward within the MCIOCD 

and determines the soundness of the objectively assessed needs within Medway.  

 

1.15 Barton Willmore Landscape Planning and Design has prepared a Landscape Appraisal and Green 

Belt Review (included at Appendix 3). The Report provides a Landscape and Visual Appraisal 

of the Site and assess the Site’s contribution to the purposes o f the Green Belt, in-line with 

National and Local planning policy.  

 

1.16 The supporting Reports demonstrate that there are concerns with the identified OAN housing 

target and that a higher housing figure should be pursued as at present it is considered that 

this is unsound. In any event, there is a need for a Green Belt review (notwithstanding  the 

required uplift) and the supporting information demonstrates that the Site is appropriate to be 

released as part of a small scale Green Belt review in this location.  

 

1.17 The release of the Site will provide housing to be delivered in this rural par t of Medway and 

sit alongside recently constructed development that will complement the St . Andrew’s Park 

development and contribute to the character of Medway in this location.   
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2.0 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY 

 
i) National Policy & Plan Making 

 

2.1 The NPPF (March 2012) places a strong ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ in 

all planning related matters and places a responsibility on Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to 

encourage and support sustainable growth and to plan positively for new development . There 

are three dimensions to sustainable development in relation to the planning system as outlined 

in the NPPF. These include:- 

 

 an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right 

places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and 

coordinating development requirements, including the provision of infrastructure;  

 

 a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the 

supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and future generations; and 

by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect 

the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being; and  

 

 an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and 

historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural 

resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate 

change including moving to a low carbon economy.  

(Para. 8) 

 

2.2 The presumption in favour of sustainable development, as set out in the NPPF should be seen 

as a golden thread, running through both plan-making and decision-taking. For plan-making 

this means that:  

 

 Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) should positively seek opportunities to meet the 

development needs of their area; 

 

 Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to a dapt 

to rapid change, unless: – any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF 

taken as a whole; or – specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be 

restricted. 

(Para. 14). 
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2.3 LPAs should ‘submit a plan for examination which it considers is “sound” – namely that is: 

 

 Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks 

to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure  requirements, including 

unmet requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and 

consistent with achieving sustainable development;  

 

 Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against 

the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;  

 

 Effective – the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint 

working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and: 

 

 Consistent with national policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable 

development in accordance with the policies in the NPPF.  

(Para. 182). 

 

2.4 The NPPF considers that Local Plans should: 

 

 plan positively for the development and infrastructure required in the area to meet the 

objectives, principles and policies of this Framework;  

 be drawn up over an appropriate time scale, preferably a 15-year time horizon, take 

account of longer term requirements, and be kept up to date;  

 be based on co-operation with neighbouring authorities, public, voluntary and pr ivate 

sector organisations;  

 indicate broad locations for strategic development on a key diagram and land -use 

designations on a proposals map;  

 allocate sites to promote development and flexible use of land, bringing forward new 

land where necessary, and provide detail on form, scale, access and quantum of 

development where appropriate;  

 identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to change the uses of 

buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation;  

 identify land where development would be inappropriate, for instance because of its 

environmental or historic significance; and  

 contain a clear strategy for enhancing the natural, built and historic environment, and 

supporting Nature Improvement Areas where they have been identi fied. (Para. 157). 
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2.5 The NPPF directs that LPAs should use a proportionate evidence base in plan -making. LPAs 

should ensure that the Local Plan is based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence 

about the economic, social and environmental characteristi cs and prospects of the area. LPAs 

should ensure that their assessment of and strategies for housing, employment and other uses 

are integrated, and that they take full account of relevant market and economic signals. (Para. 

158). 

 

ii) National Policy & Housing Need 

 

2.6 The NPPF (para 47) requires LPAs to use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan 

meets the full, ‘Objectively Assessed Needs’ (OAN) for market and affordable housing in the 

housing market area, as far as is consistent with the policies set out in the Framework, 

including identifying key sites which are critical to the delivery of the housing strategy over 

the Plan period. 

 

2.7 LPAs should plan for a housing mix which takes into account “housing demand and the scale 

of housing supply necessary to meet this demand.” Household and population projections 

should also be a key consideration, taking into account of migration and demographic change. 

(Para. 159). 

 

2.8 With regards to the methodology of assessing housing need and establishing a future ho using 

requirement, the PPG (March 2014) states the following:  

 

Household projections published by the Department for 

Communities and Local Government should provide the starting 
point estimate of overall housing need. 

(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 
 

2.9 Although the official CLG household projections should therefore be considered, they only 

represent the starting point for assessing need. This is due to a number of reasons as the PPG 

explains: 

 

The household projections are trend based, i.e. they provide the 
household levels and structures that would result if the 

assumptions based on previous demographic trends in the 

population and rates of household formation were to be realised in 
practice. They do not attempt to predict the impact that future 

government policies, changing economic circumstances or other 
factors might have on demographic behaviour. 

(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 
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2.10 The Consultation on Proposed Changes to National Planning Policy (CPCNPP) (December, 2015) 

reaffirms the Government’s commitment  to significantly increase levels of housing delivery to 

meet widely recognised acute housing shortfall.  

 

iii) Duty to Co-operate 

 

2.11 The ‘Duty to Co-operate’ between LPAs is a clear requirement of National planning policy, 

ensuring a proactive approach is taken to enable a collaborative way forward with plan-making. 

The NPPF directs that public bodies should work together to address  planning issues that cross 

administrative boundaries, particularly such issues that relate to  ‘strategic priorities’ as set out 

in para. 156. (Para. 178). 

 

2.12 In addition, para. 179 requires LPAs to practice joint working to work together to meet 

development requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own areas. Consideration 

should be given to producing joint planning policies on strategic matters and informal strategies 

such as joint infrastructure and investment plans.  Collaborative working between LPAs and 

private sector bodies, utility and infrastructure providers to deliver sustainable development 

with regards to strategic planning priorities is also encouraged. (Para. 180). LPAs are required 

to demonstrate how they have met the requirements of the ‘Duty to Co -operate during the 

plan-making process. (Para. 181). 

 

iv) Government guidance on Green Belt 

 

2.13 In September 2012, the Communities Secretary of State issued a Ministerial Statement covering 

housing and growth. The Statement, amongst other matters, recognises the importance of 

protecting the Green Belt against urban sprawl whilst also acknowledging that LPAs can review 

local designations through plan-making, where appropriate to do so, to promote growth. The 

Statement notes that: 

 

“We encourage councils to use the flexibilities set out in the 

National Planning Policy Framework to tailor the extent of Green 
Belt land in their areas to reflect local circumstances. Where Green 

Belt is considered in reviewing or drawing up local plans, we will 

support councils to move quickly through the process by prioritising 
their Local Plan examinations… There is considerable previously 

developed land in many Green Belt areas, which could be put to 
more productive use. We encourage councils to make best use of 

this land, whilst protecting the openness of the Green Belt in line 

with the requirements in the National Planning Policy Framework.” 
 

2.14 The Government recognises that Green Belt reviews can support growth under local 

circumstances. 
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3.0 HOUSING 

 

“Q.4 Do you agree with the approach and conclusions of the assessment of housing 

needs calculated for Medway over the plan period?”  

 

3.1 We do not consider that the approach and conclusions derived from MCIOCD, assessing the 

housing needs calculated for Medway over the plan period have been appropriately assessed.  

We do not consider that the assessed housing need, as calculated by MC is “sound” and in line 

with National planning policy. 

 

3.2 The NPPF directs LPAs to prepare a Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) to assess 

their full housing needs and a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) to 

establish realistic assumptions about the availability, suitability and the likely economic viability  

of sites. (Para 159). 

 

3.3 MC has jointly produced a North Kent SHENA (March 2015) with Gravesham Borough Council  

and a North Kent SHMA (November 2015). 

 

3.4 The North Kent SHENA identifies the OAN for Medway as being 1,281 dwellings per annum 

(dpa) over the period 2012-2037 based on the result of the CLG 2012-based household 

projection adjusted to take account of 2013 and 2014 Mid-Year Population Estimates. This level 

of housing need has been taken forward in MCIOCD to cover the period 2012-2035. 

 

3.5 An assessment of MCs objectively assessed need housing figure has been carried out by Barton 

Willmore’s Research Team and is included at Appendix 2.  

 

3.6 The Report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the NPPF, to ensure 

that the Local Plan of each Local Planning Authority meets the full, objectively assessed needs 

for market and affordable housing in the housing market area.  

 
3.7 In summary, the Report critiques the OAN of 1,281 dpa derived from MC and does not consider 

it to represent an accurate representation of the full OAN for Medway over the Plan period 

(2012 – 2035) for the following reasons: 

 
 There is not considered to be any justification for a reduction to the starting point estimate 

(2012-based CLG household projection) of OAN in Medway.  This starting position is for 

provision of 1,323 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035; 
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 The starting point estimate is based on a 23-year projection of suppressed household 

formation in the 25-44 age group, the age group most likely to be first time buyers.  This 

suppression will lead to a significant increase in concealed households in this age group 

unless the OAN adjusts the household formation rates in this age group. The North Kent 

SHENA proposes no adjustment to account for this suppression.  To comply with the NPPF 

requirement to ensure Local Plans are ‘positively prepared’ an upward adjustment should 

be applied for the 25-44 age group.  This would lead to an OAN in excess of the starting 

point estimate; 

 

 The 2012-based CLG household projection is underpinned by the 2012-based SNPP which 

is considered to provide the very minimum projection of future population growth in 

Medway due to the low international migration assumptions they are underpinned by and 

in light of recent data suggesting that net migration to Medway is in fact significantly higher 

than the trends underpinning the 2012-based SNPP; 

 
 The North Kent SHENA considers alternative long-term migration trends but fails to pay 

regard to a more recent 5-year migration trend.  The North Kent SHENA adopts the use of 

a long-term migration trend to reflect demographic-led need in Medway which projects 

lower population growth than the 2012-based SNPP and for the reasons outlined above we 

believe to be inappropriate;  

 
 The North Kent SHENA’s approach to addressing an uplift to OAN to accommodate economic 

growth is considered relatively robust. However we would suggest the use of three sources 

of job growth forecasts to ensure as robust an assessment as possib le; 

 
 The North Kent SHENA identifies a number of market signals that have worsened to a 

greater extent than neighbouring authorities, the south east region, and the national 

average.  The North Kent SHENA considers that an upward adjustment to the demographic-

led OAN is required in order to alleviate the identified market pressure.  Barton Willmore 

support this conclusion.  However, it is considered that the market signals uplift that is 

applied in the North Kent SHENA is insufficient given that it results in OAN that is still below 

the starting point estimate; 

 
 The North Kent SHENA and MCIOCD identify significant affordable housing need (744 

affordable dwellings per annum, 2012-2035).  Delivered at a rate of 25%, this would require 

OAN of 3,000 dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court judgements 

confirm that Local Plans do not have to meet affordable need in full, but should be 

‘addressed’, and an increase to OAN considered to help to deliver the affordable housing.  

The existing OAN determined by the North Kent SHENA does not address the significant 

affordable housing need in Medway. 
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3.8 The MCIOCD identifies an OAN of 29,463 dwellings over the period 2012-2035. This figure is 

below the level of need identified by the CLG 2012-based household projections which identifies 

30,429 dwellings over the same period. The PPG states that the CLG figure should be used as 

the ‘starting point’ estimate of need. The ‘starting point’ usually requires adjustment to address 

suppressed household formation and suppressed migration trends.  

 

3.9 In addition, the CPCNPP indicates that CLG are intending to amend National planning policy to 

ensure appropriate action is taken where there is a significant shortfall between the homes 

provided for in Local Plans and the houses being constructed. A housing delivery test is 

proposed (as outlined in the Spending Review and Autumn Statement 2015) (HM Treasury, 

November 2015). It is envisaged that this approach would compare the number of homes that 

LPAs set out to deliver in their Local Plan against the net additions in housing supply within 

the LPA area. Consequently, LPAs shall have to ensure that OAN figures are suitably robust 

and achievable in line with current National planning policy and the emphasis that is being 

placed on delivery rates with the CPCNPP. (Para. 30).  

 
3.10 The CPCNPP considers that continued significant under -delivery of housing, identified over a 

sustained period should be addressed by appropriate action. The CPCNPP considers that one 

approach to address under-delivery rates could be to identify additional sustainable sites if it 

has been shown that the existing approach is not delivering the housing required. Such sites 

would need to be in sustainable locations, with appropriate infrastructure available and which 

can be demonstrated as deliverable. To deliver such an approach, it is recognised that 

collaboration between developers and local communities, undertaking appropriate 

consultations would be required to undertake policy reviews, enabling additiona l land in 

sustainable locations to come forward. (Paras. 31 – 33). 

 
3.11 Overall, it is considered that the MCIOCD does not seek to meet the Full OAN for Medway 

which is considered to be in the region of 1,489dpa. This matter should be addressed in the 

next iteration of the Local Plan as the current position is considered to be unsound.  

 

“Q.5 What do you consider to be the appropriate housing market area for Medway?”  

 

3.12 The SHMA (November 2015) defines the Housing Market Area to comprise Medway, Gravesham, 

Swale, Maidstone and Tonbridge and Malling.  

 

3.13 MC should seek to work collaboratively under the ‘Duty to Co -operate’ to address the housing 

needs of neighbouring authorities and how housing can be delivered in part of the HMA that 

are influenced by neighbouring Districts. 
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“Q.6 Do you agree that 25% is an appropriate level for the requirement of affordable 

housing, and what threshold should be set for the scale of development that needs 

to provide affordable housing?” 

 

3.14 The SHMA (November 2015) (para 6.53) identifies  that the affordable housing ‘need’ is greater 

than the identified affordable housing ‘supply’ over the projection period (2012 – 2037), the 

Local Plan period (2012 – 2035) and on an annual basis. The SHMA calculated a need for 

18,592 affordable dwellings (744dpa), which would constitute 58% of MC’s identified OAN 

figure of 1,281dpa. The PPG advises that an increase in the total Local Plan housing figure 

should be considered where it could help to deliver the required amount of affordable housing 

(Reference ID: 2a-029-20140306). 

 

3.15 The need for affordable housing nevertheless, should be balanced against development viability 

considerations. The NPPF recognises that due consideration to viability and costs in plan -

making and decision-taking should be taken to ensure sustainable development. The 

deliverability of the Plan is critical and as such, it is noted that “the sites and the scale of 

development identified in the plan should not be subject to such a scale of obligations and 

policy burdens that their ability to be developed viably is threatened.”  (Para. 173). 

Furthermore, the NPPF acknowledges that to ensure viability the costs of any requirements 

likely to be applied to development, including affordable housing when taking account of the 

normal cost of development and mitigation, should provide competitive returns to a willing 

land owner and willing developer to enable the development to be deliverable.  

 
3.16 We would consider that in light of the highlighted need for affordable housing provision  as 

identified in the North Kent SHMA (November 2015), seeking the provision of up to 25% 

affordable housing is appropriate. 

 

Q.7 – 14 – No comments 
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4.0 RURAL ISSUES 

 

Q. 38 -39 – No comment. 

 

“Q.40 How should the Local Plan address the need to maintain and improve access 

to services in rural areas?”  

 

4.1 It is acknowledged that rural areas face a number of challenges including accessibility to 

services. We consider that new development within rural areas should provide some form of 

contribution to maintaining and improving rural areas, where appropriate. The LPA should 

identify services in rural areas that are in need of improvement in order to facilitate future 

development needs. 

 

“Q.41 What consideration should be given to strategic infrastructure and 

development in rural Medway?” 

 

4.2 The PPG recognises that “A thriving rural community in a living, working countryside depends, 

in part, on retaining local services and community facilities such as schools, local shops, 

cultural venues, public houses and places of worship. Rural housing is essential to ensure 

viable use of these local facilities.” (Reference ID: 50-001-20140306) 

 

4.3 Improving strategic infrastructure and development in rural Medway is considered to be vital 

to support sustainable rural communities.  Development in rural areas faces a number of 

barriers which are either unique to rural locations or experienced to a grea ter extent than 

development in other areas of Kent and Medway. Emerging local planning policy should ensure 

that the ongoing viability of rural areas is maintained with the provision of sufficient 

infrastructure including public transport and educational facilities  to support future growth. 

 

4.4 We consider that MC should work closely with key stakeholders to develop appropriate policy 

to support the vitality of rural areas. 

 

4.5 The Department for Environment Food & Rural Affairs published The Rural Productivity Plan  

(RPP) in August 2015. Amongst other matters, it highlights the Government’s intention to 

provide more housing in rural areas. The Plan notes that “through the right combination of 

measures, the government wants to ensure that any village in England has the freedom to 

expand in an incremental way, subject to local agreement.”  (Pg 6) 
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4.6 This indicates that strong local policy support for the location of new development and related 

infrastructure should be provided in line with Government guidance and within the context of 

the identified local requirement. 

 

“Q 42 How can the Local Plan ensure that strategic and local needs are satisfactorily 

addressed in areas working towards production of a Neighbourhood Plan?”  

 

4.7 Delivery of new homes within rural areas of Kent and Medway presents a further challenge.  

Historically, assessment of housing need in rural areas has been identified by MC as a key 

issue and MC has previously identified localised needs through parish Housing Need Surveys, 

undertaken by the Kent rural housing enabler. Where local needs are identified, this leads to 

a process of identifying land to deliver affordable rural housing. But there are signif icant issues 

with delivery and the costs involved tend to be higher than development in other areas.  

 

4.8 The Site, in conjunction with the development at St . Andrew’s Park, would offer a mix of uses, 

supporting the residential development on the Site and benefiting the wider area. Furthermore, 

the St. Andrew’s development will provide a range of community infrastructure facilities,  

supporting a thriving rural community. The development would also serve to meet the needs 

of other housing market areas, supporting MCs ‘duty to co-operate’ with neighbouring LPAs.  

 

4.9 The RPP states that “the government will make it easier for villages to establish neighbourhood 

plans and allocate land for new homes, including the use of rural exception sites to deliver 

Starter Homes.” (Para. 8) 

 

4.10 In February 2016, Government issued a Rural Planning Review: Call for Evidence  (RPRCFE) 

following on from the RPP. It recognises the importance of ensuring the sustainability of rural 

areas and sets out to investigate evidence in practice regarding the effectiveness of the current 

planning system for businesses in the rural context.  

 

4.11 Both the RPP and RPRCFE set out the Government’s intention to promote sustainable growth 

and ensure the viability of rural areas.  
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5.0 DELIVERABILITY 

 

Q.76, 78 – 79 – No comment 

 

“Q.77 Should we consider setting different rates of affordable housing and CIL 

contributions to take account of differing viability between areas of Medway?”  

 

5.1 We consider that it is appropriate to set different rates of affordable housi ng and CIL 

contributions to take into account differing viability between areas of Medway.  

 

5.2 The NPPF recognises that due consideration to viability and costs in plan -making and decision-

taking should be taken to ensure sustainable development. The deliverability of the Plan is 

critical and as such, it is noted that “the sites and the scale of development identified in the 

plan should not be subject to such a scale of obligations and policy burdens that their ability 

to be developed viably is threatened.”  (Para. 173). Furthermore, the NPPF acknowledges that 

to ensure viability the costs of any requirements likely to be applied to development, including 

affordable housing when taking account of the normal cost of development and mitigation, 

should provide competitive returns to a willing land owner and willing developer to enable the 

development to be deliverable. 
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY – OVERARCHING 

 

Q.80, 83, 85 – 87 – No comment. 

 

“Q.81 Which development type (or combination of types) do you think best meets 

the identified growth requirements for Medway?”  

 

6.1 We consider that a range of development types, as outlined within MCIOCD should utilised in 

meeting Medway’s growth requirements. This should be based on an overarching vision of 

sustainable development, as underpinned by National and Local planning policy. When 

selecting development types, it is important to consider the aspirations of National and Local 

policy.  

 

6.2 The NPPF encourages LPAs in plan-making to deliver a wide choice of high quality homes, 

widen opportunities for home ownership and create sustainable, inclusive and mixed 

communities. Whilst planning for a mix of housing based on current and future demographic 

trends, market trends and the needs of different groups in the community, LPAs should identify 

the range of housing that is required in particular locations. (Para. 50).  

 

6.3 Furthermore, we refer to our Clients Site located in Halling, which is classified as a rural area 

within the settlement hierarchy. National policy supports sustainable development in rural 

areas, encouraging housing to be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural 

communities. Additionally, the NPPF directs that LPAs should be responsive to local 

circumstances and plan housing development to reflect l ocal needs. (Para. 54 - 55). 

 

6.4 The CPCNPP considers that “building new homes on small sites, whether in rural or urban 

locations, can deliver a range of economic and social benefits.”  Amongst other matters, this 

includes creating local jobs and sustaining local growth, particularly in rural areas and making 

effective use of developable land. (Para. 23).  
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7.0 DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY – GREEN BELT REVIEW 

 

“Q.84 Should the green belt boundary be reviewed?”  

 

7.1 We would support a review of the Green Belt boundary to assess the development potential of 

land that does not meet the five purposes of the Green Belt as set out in the NPPF. This is 

especially in the light of the required housing numbers.  

 

7.2 The NPPF states that the fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 

keeping land permanently open. There are five key purposes of the Green Belt, including: - 

 

 to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built -up areas; 

 to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another;  

 to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment; 

 to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and  

 to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict                          

and other urban land. 

(Paras 79-80) 

 

7.3 The NPPF considers that LPAs with Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt 

boundaries in their Local Plans, setting the framework for Green Belt and settlement policy. It 

is recognised that Green Belt boundaries that have been established should only be altered  in 

exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. LPAs should 

take a long term view of the permanence of Green Belt boundaries beyond the plan period.  

 

7.4 The NPPF states that LPAs should take into account the need to promote  sustainable patterns 

of development when reviewing Green Belt boundaries. They should consider the consequences 

for sustainable development of channelling development towards urban areas inside the Green 

Belt boundary, towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary. Inappropriate development within the Green Belt is 

considered harmful and should not be approved except in very special circumstances. This 

includes the construction of buildings unless they meet certain criteria which do not have a 

harmful impact on the openness of the Green Belt. (Paras. 79 - 92) 
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7.5 As previously stated, our Client is promoting the release of the Site from the Green Belt with 

the potential to develop the southern section of the Site for residential development (as shown 

on Appendix 1). It is intended that a ‘green wedge’ could be created to the northern section, 

maintaining a separation between the settlement boundaries of Halling and North Halling.  A 

Landscape Appraisal and Green Belt Review has been carried out by Barton Willmore’s 

Landscape Team and is included at Appendix 3. The Report provides a Landscape and Visual 

Appraisal of the Site to assess the Site’s contribution to the purposes o f the Green Belt, in-line 

with National and Local planning policy.  

 

7.6 The Site is set within an urbanised area situated on the lower slopes of the western side of the 

valley of the River Medway. The Site is bounded by residential properties to the north, west 

and south, with Formby Road located adjacent to the east of the Site. It is acknowledged that 

the Site is within the Green Belt, however, it is not subject to any other landscape -related or 

planning policy designations.  

 
7.7 A small localised release of Green Belt land is proposed and allocation for residential 

development on part of the Site. 

 

7.8 A Visual Appraisal of the Site was undertaken which demonstrates that the Site is “partially 

visible from its immediate surroundings, however, views are typically filtered by intervening  

vegetation. More open views into the Site are obtained from land to the east of the River 

Medway, however, where these views are obtained, the Site is seen in an urbanised context of 

the lower slopes of the Medway Valley, beyond which land rises to form a  predominantly 

wooded backdrop to the views.”  (Para. 8.6). 

 

7.9 The review of the Green Belt functions of the Site, as set out in the NPPF, indicates that “the 

Site makes no contribution to checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built -up areas, 

preventing neighbouring towns merging into one another, and preserving the setting and 

special character of historic towns; makes a limited contribution to assisting in safeguarding 

the countryside from encroachment; and would not prejudice derelict land coming forward 

in future for development.” (Para. 8.8). In this case, we would consider that a localised review 

of the Green Belt is wholly justified bearing in mind the analysis of the merits of Green Belt 

functions as set out in the NPPF.    

 

7.10 The Report concludes that releasing land from the Green Belt in this area would not cause any 

significant harm to Green Belt purposes and serve to rationalise the Green Belt boundary. 

Furthermore, by undertaking a Landscape and Visual Appraisal of the Site, the Report concludes 

that sympathetic development within the Site would be acceptable in landscape and visual 

terms and would result in limited to no effect on the function of the Green Belt.  
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8.0 OPEN SPACE 

 

Q.49 -52, 53 – No comment. 

 

“Q.52 Should new development provide on-site open space, investment into the 

existing estate, or a balance of the two approaches?”  

 

8.1 We consider that open space provision for new development should take a balance between 

the two approaches. The provision of on-site open space should be considered within the 

context of each development site, assessing the potential feasibility of a development site to 

provide for on-site open space provision or whether contributions towards maintaining and 

enhancing the existing estate is deemed more appropria te. 
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9.0 ENVIRONMENT 

 

“Q.30 What are the most effective means to secure and strengthen Medway’s 

environment, in the context of the area’s development needs?”  

 

9.1 We would consider that one of the ways in which MC could strike a balance between securin g 

and strengthening Medway’s environment and addressing the area’s development needs would 

be to review those areas of land within Medway that do not serve the functions of the Green 

Belt as outlined with the NPPF (para. 80) and that do not have a detrimental impact on the 

environment.  

 

9.2 This would prioritise sustainable development on appropriate land throughout Medway and can 

include Green Belt land as this may have benefits over other environmentally sensitive 

designations.  

 

9.3 In this instance, a localised review of the Green Belt for the Site is considered to fulfil this 

sustainability credential.  

 

Q.31 – 32 – No comment 
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10.0 SITE SUITABILITY 

 

10.1 The Site was put forward to MC’s ‘call for sites ’ Strategic Land Availability Assessment in May 

2014. The SLAA sets out to identify sites with development potential and the methodology 

undertaken enabled MC to carry out Stage 1 (Site Identification) and Stage 2 (Site Assessment) 

of the Planning Policy Guidance methodology. As part of the Stage 1 process, a number of sites 

were excluded for further assessment if they were constrained by a range of restrictive 

designations as identified within the NPPF (Footnote 9). This included sites within the Green 

Belt, resulting in North Field, Halling being one such site which was excluded and deemed 

unsuitable for development due to its Green Belt designation.  

 

10.2 The SLAA recognises that; 

 

“given the scale of development needs that Council must 

accommodate over the Plan Period, it was considered appropriate 

and robust that Green Belt land should be subject to detailed 
assessment at stage 2. However, whilst Green Belt land has been 

assessed at stage 2, this does not comprise a Green Belt 
Review.   The Council intends to undertake a Green Belt review 

separately as part of the Local Plan evidence base; this will 

specifically consider whether land performs Green Belt functions 
and meets Green Belt purposes, rather than simply whether a site 

is suitable for development.” (2015;13) 
 

10.3 We would consider it appropriate that when such a review of the Green Belt is undertaken to 

meet OAN requirements, the SLAA would be updated to reflect this changing circumstance.  

 

10.4 We consider that the Site is suitable for localised Green Belt release and demonstrates potential  

for development. Currently, the whole Site lies within designated Green Belt land and we 

consider that a robust case has been made to release the Site from the Green Belt, creating a 

logical extension of St Andrews Park as well as establishing a green wedge  between the 

settlements, maintaining their separation.  

 

10.5 The Site is located within a sustainable location, adjacent to the St . Andrew’s Park development 

which will deliver a range of infrastructure and services. The Site is accessible, located adjac ent 

to the local road network with access proposed directly onto the A228 and also served by local 

bus routes. Furthermore, the Site is located in close proximity to the strategic highway network 

and railway with the M2 located approximately 1 mile to the north of the Site and Halling 

railway station approximately 850 metres to the south of the Site. Pedestrian access to the 

railway station will be via the pedestrian footbridge, delivered as part of the St . Andrew’s Park 

development. 
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10.6 The development would meet the three elements of sustainable development, as set out in the 

NPPF (para 7). Enabling residential development would support economic growth in Medway 

and surrounding areas, providing employment opportunities through the construction phase. 

The Site has deliverable potential to contribute towards much needed housing within rural 

Medway and would deliver a mix of housing types, including an element of affordable housing.  

 

10.7 The proposed provision of a green wedge to the northern part of the Si te would enable further 

ecological enhancements, as well as landscaping delivered in line with potential development 

of the Site.  

 

10.8 The Site is considered ‘deliverable’ in that it meets the requirements of footnote 11 of the 

NPPF and it has been demonstrated that the Site currently available for development, will offer 

a suitable location for development and has a realistic prospect of housing being delivered on 

the Site within five years and that development of the Site is viable.  
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS  

 

11.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Redrow Homes who has a direct interest in 

the Local Plan and the long-term development strategy for Medway. 

 

11.2 These representations focus on promoting Redrow Homes’ site known as ‘The North Field, 

Halling’. The Site forms part of the wider St. Andrew’s Park Development which is currently 

being built out by Redrow Homes. The Site currently lies within the Green Belt.  

 

11.3 The representations are supported by technical reports in respect of Objective ly Assessed 

Needs and a Green Belt review.  

 

11.4 We do not consider that the OAN target of 1,281dpa is sound. It falls short of the starting 

point estimate and once other factors are taken into consideration, could be as high as 

1,489dpa. This matter should be addressed during the next iteration of the Local Plan and 

ensure that there are sufficient housing sites allocated to meet the Full OAN.  

 

11.5 We consider the site is suitable to be released from the Green Belt under a localised Green 

Belt review in this location. It would form a logical extension to the under construction St 

Andrews Park and would maintain separation between Halling and North Halling. Furthermore, 

development in this location would serve to deliver houses in this rural part of Medway that 

has other Housing Market Area influences upon it (from Tonbridge and Malling and Maidstone).  

 

11.6 In addition to the above, we have responded to specific questions. A summary of responses is 

set out in Table 11.1 below.  

 

Table 11.1 Summary of Reponses to Specific Questions.  

Housing 

“Q.4 Do you agree with the approach and 

conclusions of the assessment of housing 

needs calculated for Medway over the plan 

period?” 

 

We do not agree with the approach and 

conclusions of the assessment of housing needs 

calculated for Medway over the plan period and 

consider that this has not been appropriately 

assessed. This is based on the conclusions 

derived from the BW report which indicates that 

the OAN of 1,281 dpa derived from MC is not 

considered to represent an accurate 

representation of the full OAN for Medway over 

the Plan period (2012 – 2035). 
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“Q.5 What do you consider to be the 

appropriate housing market area for 

Medway?” 

 

We do not outline specific housing market areas 

for Medway that would be considered 

appropriate but instead wish to highlight that 

rural parts of Medway (including the Site) have 

an influence on other housing market areas such 

as Tonbridge & Malling and Maidstone and 

therefore these housing market needs should be 

suitably addressed under the ‘duty to co-

operate’. 

“Q.6 Do you agree that 25% is an 

appropriate level for the requirement of 

affordable housing, and what threshold 

should be set for the scale of development 

that needs to provide affordable housing?”  

 

We would consider that in light of the highlighted 

need for affordable housing provision that the 

suggested provision of affordable housing (25%) 

is appropriate. 

Environment 

“Q.30 What are the most effective means to 

secure and strengthen Medway’s 

environment, in the context of the area’s 

development needs?” 

 

We would consider that one of the ways in which 

MC would strike a balance between securing and 

strengthening Medway’s environment and 

addressing the area’s development needs would 

be to review those areas of land within Medway 

that do not serve the functions of the Green Belt 

as outlined in the NPPF and do not have a 

detrimental impact on the environment.  

Rural Issues 

“Q.40 How should the Local Plan address 

the need to maintain and improve access to 

services in rural areas?” 

 

We consider that the Local Plan should 

specifically address the need to maintain and 

improve access to services in rural areas and 

identify such services to support the continued 

viability of such areas. Contributions to address 

such identified need, where appropriate, should 

be sought from development. 

“Q.41 What consideration should be given 

to strategic infrastructure and 

development in rural Medway?”  

 

We consider that the need for strategic 

infrastructure and development should be 

appropriately assessed in relation to local needs 

Emerging local planning policy should ensure 

that the ongoing viability of rural areas is 

maintained. 
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“Q 42 How can the Local Plan ensure that 

strategic and local needs are satisfactorily 

addressed in areas working towards 

production of a Neighbourhood Plan?” 

We consider that MC should work closely with 

key stakeholders, including Neighbourhood Plan 

creating bodies to develop appropriate policy to 

support the vitality of rural areas. 

Open Space 

“Q.52 Should new development provide on-

site open space, investment into the 

existing estate, or a balance of the two 

approaches?” 

We consider that open space provision should 

take a balance between the two approaches, 

based on individual site context.  

Deliverability 

“Q.77 Should we consider setting different 

rates of affordable housing and CIL 

contributions to take account of differing 

viability between areas of Medway?”  

 

We consider that it is appropriate to set different 

rates of affordable housing and CIL contributions 

to take into account differing viability areas 

within Medway. 

Development Strategy 

“Q.81 Which development type (or 

combination of types) do you think best 

meets the identified growth requirements 

for Medway?” 

We consider that a range of development types 

should be utilised in meeting Medway’s growth 

requirements, based on the local context. 

“Q.84 Should the green belt boundary be 

reviewed?” 

 

We would support a review of the Green Belt 

boundary to assess the development potential of 

land that does not meet the five purposes of the 

Green Belt as set out in the NPPF, especially in 

the light of meeting increased housing numbers.  

 

 

11.6 In the light of the above, we consider that the Site represents a suitable location for future 

allocation that has been appropriately tested and subjected to a Green Belt review as the 

Local Plan advances.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1 This Technical Note has been prepared by Barton Willmore on behalf of Redrow Homes (South 

East), in order to review the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAN) determined for Medway 

Council as set out in the Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA). 

The SHENA has been prepared in partnership with Gravesham Borough Council, however in 

this review we focus on the OAN for Medway only.  

 

1.2 The review presented here has been undertaken in the context of the policies of the National 

Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the supporting Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) 

requirements that a full, unconstrained OAN is prepared. 

 

1.3 The review is structured as follows: 

 

Section 2 provides an outline of the relevant National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the 

supporting Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), and Local Planning Policy.  

 

Section 3 reviews the latest official demographic evidence for Medway, including: 

 Latest ONS population and CLG household projections; 

 ONS mid-year population estimates and past migration trends. 

 

Section 4 provides a review of the SHENA in the context of the requirements of PPG’s Housing 

and Economic Development Needs Assessment guidance (ID2a).  

 

Section 5 summarises our critique of the SHENA to recommend an appropriate way forward 

in assessing overall housing need for Medway. 
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2.0 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT  

 

A) NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY 

 

i) Introduction  

 

2.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 27 March 2012) and the accompanying Planning 

Practice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) set out the requirements within which local planning 

authorities should be setting their overall housing targets as part of a full objective assessment 

of overall need.  These requirements are summarised below. 

 

ii) National Planning Policy Framework (27 March 2012) 

 

2.2 NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to 

be applied. NPPF states that planning should proactively drive and support sustainable 

economic development to deliver the homes that the Country needs, and that every effort 

should be made to objectively identify and then meet housing needs, taking account of market 

signals (paragraph 17). 

2.3 In respect of delivering a wide choice of high quality homes, NPPF confirms the need for local 

authorities to boost significantly the supply of housing. To do so, it states that local authorities 

should use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets the full, objectively 

assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area (paragraph 47).  

2.4 Furthermore, it states that local planning authorities should plan for a mix of housing based 

on current and future demographic trends, market trends and the needs of different groups in 

the community (paragraph 50). 

2.5 With regard to plan-making, local planning authorities are directed to set out strategic priorities 

for their area in the Local Plan, including policies to deliver the homes and jobs needed in the 

area (paragraph 156).   

2.6 NPPF states that Local Plans should plan positively for the development and infrastructure 

required in the area to meet the objectives, principles and policies of the Framework 

(paragraph 157). 

2.7 Further, Local Plans are to be based on adequate, up to date and relevant evidence, integrating 

assessments of and strategies for housing and employment uses, taking full account of relevant 

market and economic signals (paragraph 158).  
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2.8 For plan-making purposes, local planning authorities are required to clearly understand housing 

needs in their area.  To do so they should: 

“prepare a Strategic Housing Market Assessment to assess their full 
housing needs, working with neighbouring authorities where 
housing market areas cross administrative boundaries; The SHMA 
should identify the scale and mix of housing and the range of 
tenures that the local population is likely to need over the plan 
period which: 
 
meets household and population projections, taking account of 
migration and demographic change; 
 
addresses the need for all types of housing, including affordable 
housing and the needs of different groups in the community (such 
as, but not limited to, families with children, older people, people 
with disabilities, service families and people wishing to build their 
own homes).”1 

 

iii) Planning Practice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) 

 

2.9 PPG was issued as a web based resource on 6th March 2014.   Guidance on the assessment of 

housing development needs (PPG ID: 2a) includes the SHMA requirement set out in NPPF and 

supersedes all previous published SHMA practice guidance (CLG, 2007). 

2.10 The primary objective of the housing development needs assessment (the SHMA) is to identify 

the future quantity of housing needed, including a breakdown by type, tenure and need (PPG 

ID2a 002) 

2.11 Housing need refers to the scale of housing likely to be needed in the housing market area 

over the plan period, should cater for the housing demand in the area and identify the scale 

of housing supply necessary to meet that demand. (PPG ID2a 003) 

2.12 The assessment of need is an objective assessment based on facts and unbiased evidence and 

constraints should not be applied (PPG ID2a 004). 

2.13 Use of the PPG methodology for assessing housing need is strongly recommended, to ensure 

that the assessment is transparent (ID2a 005).  The area assessed should be the housing 

market area (ID2a 008), reflecting the key functional linkages between places where people 

live and work (ID2a 010).   

 

                                                            
1 Paragraph 159, National Planning Policy Framework, 27 March 2012; 
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PPG methodology for assessing housing need 

 
2.14 The full methodology is set out at ID 2a 014 to 029 (overall housing need at ID2a 015 to 020), 

and is introduced as an assessment that should be based predominately on secondary data 

(ID2a 014). 

 

Starting point estimate of need 

 
2.15 The methodology states that the starting point for assessing overall housing need should be 

the household projections published by the Department for Communities and Local 

Government, but that they are trends based and may require adjustment to reflect factors, 

such as unmet or supressed need, not captured in past trends (ID2a 015). 

 

“The household projection-based estimate of housing need may 
require adjustment to reflect factors affecting local demography 
and household formation rates which are not captured in past 
trends. For example, formation rates may have been suppressed 
historically by under-supply and worsening affordability of 
housing.” (2a-015) (Our emphasis) 

Adjusting for demographic evidence 

2.16 The PPG methodology advises that plan makers may consider testing alternative assumptions 

in relation to the underlying demographic projections and household formation rates.  It also 

states that ‘account should be taken of the most recent demographic evidence including the 

latest Office for National Statistics population estimates’ (2a-017).   

Adjusting for likely change in job numbers 

2.17 In addition to taking into account demographic evidence the methodology states that job trends 

and or forecasts should also be taken into account when assessing overall housing need.  The 

implication is that housing numbers should be increased where this will enable labour force 

supply to match projected job growth (2a-018).   

“Where the supply of working age population that is economically 
active (labour force supply) is less than the projected job growth, 
this could result in unsustainable commuting patterns … and could 
reduce the resilience of local businesses. In such circumstances, 
plan makers will need to consider how the location of new housing 
or infrastructure development could help address these problems.” 
(2a-018) 
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2.18 The PPG also confirms the importance of ensuring sufficient growth in the working age 

population (16-64), at paragraph 2a-018 and 2a-21: 

“Plan makers should make an assessment of the likely change in job 
numbers based on past trends and/or economic forecasts as 
appropriate and also having regard to the growth of the working 
age population in the housing market area.” (2a-018) 
 
“When considering future need for different types of housing, plan 
makers will need to consider whether they plan to attract a 
different age profile e.g. increasing the number of working age 
people.” (2a-021) 

Adjusting for market signals 

2.19 The final part of the methodology regarding overall housing need is concerned with market 

signals and their implications for housing supply (2a-019:020).   

“The housing need number suggested by household projections (the 
starting point) should be adjusted to reflect appropriate market 
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between 
the demand for and supply of dwellings.” (2a-019) 

 
2.20 Assessment of market signals is a further test intended to inform whether the starting point 

estimate of overall housing need (the household projections) should be adjusted upwards.  

Particular attention is given to the issue of affordability (2a-020).  

“The more significant the affordability constraints … and the 
stronger other indicators of high demand … the larger the 
improvement in affordability needed and, therefore, the larger the 
additional supply response should be.” (2a-020) 

Overall housing need 

2.21 An objective assessment of overall housing need can be summarised as a test of whether the 

household projection based starting point can be reconciled with a) the latest demographic 

evidence, b) the ability to accommodate projected job demand, c) the requirement to address 

worsening market signals.  If it cannot be reconciled, then an adjustment should be made. 

2.22 The extent of any adjustment should be based on the extent to which it passes each test.  That 

is:  

 It will at least equal the housing need number implied by the latest demographic 

evidence,  

 It will at least accommodate projected job demand; and, 

 On reasonable assumptions, it could be expected to improve affordability. 
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Affordable housing need assessment 

2.23 The methodology for assessing affordable housing need is set out at 2a-022 to 029 and is 

largely unchanged from the methodology it supersedes (SHMA 2007).  In summary, total 

affordable need is estimated by subtracting total available stock from total gross need.  Whilst 

it has no bearing on the assessment of overall housing need, delivering the required number 

of affordable homes can be used to justify an increase in planned housing supply (2a-029). 

“The total affordable housing need should then be considered in the 
context of its likely delivery as a proportion of mixed market and 
affordable housing developments … An increase in the total housing 
figures included in the local plan should be considered where it 
could help deliver the required number of affordable homes.” (2a-
029) (our emphasis) 

 

B) LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 

 

i) Medway Council Local Plan – Issues and Options 2012-2035 (January 2016) 

 

2.24 The Medway Council Local Plan Issues and Options Plan (draft Plan) represents the first formal 

stage of the Local Plan process, and sets out a strategy for development in Medway up to 

2035. 

2.25 In respect of the OAN for Medway, the Plan states the following: 

“The Government requires Local Planning Authorities to determine the 
objectively assessed needs (OAN) for housing in their strategic 
housing market areas. Work carried out for the North Kent Strategic 
Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) in 2015 has 
analysed demographic, economic and market signal information to 
assess the quantity and types of housing that will be needed to meet 
the projected growth in households over the plan period. This 
concludes that the Local Plan needs to make provision for up to 29,463 
new homes by 2035.”2 
 

2.26 The OAN determined by the Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) 

equates to 1,281 dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2037, not the plan period (2012-

2035). The Plan states how the Council is committed to planning positively to meet the 

development needs of Medway.   

2.27 The study Barton Willmore presents here provides a full critique of the SHENA to evaluate 

whether the OAN is positively prepared in line with the requirement of the NPPF. 

                                                            
2 Paragraph 7.8, page 21, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 
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2.28 The Issues and Options Plan also identifies Medway as a major economic hub within the South 

East region and Medway’s location within the Thames Gateway offers excellent opportunities 

to stimulate business growth. 

2.29 A key issue for the Local Plan will be: 

“To secure a successful economic base in Medway, providing a range 
of jobs for residents and securing sustainable growth without 
exacerbating the need to travel to access high quality job 
opportunities.”3 

2.30 Furthermore, the Issues and Options Plan outlines the scale of economic growth forecast for 

Medway as follows: 

“To forecast the scale and nature of economic growth anticipated in 
Medway over the plan period, calculations have been carried out 
based on an assessment of the population growth projections, the 
strengths of the local economic, knowledge of growth sectors, and 
impacts of major strategic developments such as London Paramount.  
The research has forecast a growth of around 17,200 new jobs in 
Medway up to 2037. Over half of these jobs are expected in non-B 
class activities, such as retail and healthcare.”4 

 

C) SUMMARY 

 

2.31 The NPPF and PPG requires that in planning for future levels of housing, local authorities should 

boost significantly the supply of housing in their area that meets in full, the objectively 

assessed need for market and affordable housing. In doing so local authorities should; 

 identify a scale of housing that meets household and population projections; 

 account for migration and demographic change in formulating housing requirements; 

 ensure that assessment of, and strategies for, housing, employment and other uses are 

integrated, and that they take full account of relevant market and economic signals; 

and 

 work closely with the business community to understand their changing needs and 

identify and address barriers to investment, including a lack of housing. 

  

                                                            
3 Paragraph 8.18, page 32, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 

4 Paragraph 8.19, page 32, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 
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2.32 The following sections of this report provide an analysis of the starting point in objectively 

assessing overall housing need according to PPG – official ONS and CLG projections and 

estimates – and a full review of the SHENA and the OAN it determines for Medway.  This will 

enable us to reach a conclusion as to whether the SHENA provides for full OAN. 
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3.0 HOUSEHOLD DEMOGRAPHICS 

 

3.1 The PPG advises that the starting point for estimating overall housing need should be the latest 

household projections produced by the Department for Communities and Local Government 

(CLG) and that account should be taken of the most recent demographic evidence, including 

Office for National Statistics (ONS) population estimates.   

 

3.2 This section reviews the latest official ONS demographic and CLG household data for Medway.  

Comparisons are made alongside the South East region and the national average. 

 

3.3 To align with the assessment of housing need in the Council’s draft Plan and the SHENA, we 

provide our analysis in this section (where possible) based on the 23-year period 2012-2035.   

 

i) Historic population growth – ONS Mid-Year Population Estimates 

 

3.4 Medway is currently estimated to have a population of 274,000 according to the ONS 2014 

Mid-Year Population Estimates.  Since 2001 Medway’s population has grown by 24,300 which 

is equivalent to a rate of 9.7%.  Medway’s rate of population growth is slightly lower than the 

national average (9.8%) and lower than the regional average (10.6%) as shown in Table 3.1.      

 

Table 3.1: Historic population change (2001-2014) 

      2001-2014 change 
  2001 2014 No. % 
Medway 249,700 274,000 24,300 9.7% 

South East 8,023,400 8,873,800 850,400 10.6% 

England 49,449,700 54,316,600 4,866,900 9.8% 

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates, Office for National Statistics 

All figures have been individually rounded to the nearest one hundred and may not sum 

Percentages have been calculated using unrounded numbers  
 

3.5 Population changes as a result of net migration and natural change.  Table 3.2 provides the 

detailed components of change for Medway.   
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Table 3.2: Components of population change – Medway 

 
 
 

Natural change Net Migration Other changes Total change 

2001/02 879 -250 -71 558

2002/03 1046 -270 121 897

2003/04 988 -782 94 300

2004/05 1,030 -691 300 639

2005/06 1,033 115 232 1,380

2006/07 1,247 969 130 2,346

2007/08 1,304 998 98 2,400

2008/09 1,383 374 249 2,006

2009/10 1,450 776 282 2,508

2010/11 1,539 652 -44 2,147

2011/12 1,546 1,793 -6 3,333

2012/13 1,452 1,280 155 2,887

2013/14 1,510 1,296 104 2,910

Average 2001/14 1,262 482 126 1,870

Average 2007/12 1,444 919 116 2,479

Average 2009/14 1,499 1,159 98 2,757

Average 2004/14 1,349 756 150 2,256

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates, Office for National Statistics 

3.6 At the start of the decade Medway experienced net outward migration.  However, since 2005 

net migration to Medway has been positive meaning that more people have moved to Medway 

than moved out.   

3.7 Medway has also experienced positive natural change (more births than deaths) which has 

increased between 2001 and 2014.  In addition there is positive ‘other’ change (change that is 

not possible to identify as either migration or natural change) equating to 1,640 people, or an 

average of 130 people per annum over the period 2001-2014. 

3.8 Over the period 2001 and 2014, population change in Medway has largely been as a result of 

natural change (67%).  However more recent trends reflect a shift in the components of 

population change as a result of net migration increasing considerably since 2011.   
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3.9 Medway has a younger age profile than the regional and national averages, with a larger 

proportion of the population aged 0-15 years and 16-64 years, as shown in Figure 3.1.   

 

Figure 3.1: Age profile, 2011 

 
 Source: 2011 Census 

 

ii) Office for National Statistics (ONS) population projections 

 

3.10 The ONS produces population projections for all local authority areas in England.  These are 

referred to as the Sub National Population Projections (SNPP) and are published by the ONS 

usually every two years.   

3.11 The ONS SNPP are trend-based projections.  That is, they project forward past demographic 

trends in births, deaths and migration.  They do not take account of any future changes to 

government policy which may affect these past trends. 

3.12 Table 3.3 sets out the official ONS SNPP in chronological order from the 2008-based series to 

the most recent 2012-based SNPP (29 May 2014). The ‘interim’ 2011-based SNPP and 2012-

based SNPP take account of findings from the 2011 Census of the population. Growth is 

considered over the period 2012-2033 (2008-based) and 2012-2037 (2012-based). However, 

in line with the Medway Plan period, growth has also been considered over the period 2012-

2035.  The shorter period presented in respect of the 2008-based series is due to the 

projections finishing in 2033. 
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Table 3.3: ONS Population Projection series for Medway 

Series 2012 2021 2033/35 2037 

 

2012-21 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
33/35 
(per 

annum) 

2012-37 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
based 268,200 290,500 322,700* 326,800

22,300 
(2,480) 

54,500 
(2,370) 

58,600 
(2,340) 

2011-
based  
(interim) 

267,300 290,300   
23,000 
(2,560) 

  

2008-
based 257,600 269,700 286,300**  

12,100 
(1,340) 

28,700 
(1,370) 

 

 Source: Office for National Statistics (rounded to nearest 100) Note: Figures may not sum due to rounding 
 *2035; **2033. 

 

3.13 The latest 2012-based SNPP project significantly higher population growth than the previous 

full 25-year projection series (the 2008-based SNPP) and marginally higher growth than the 

interim 2011-based series.  This is expected given the analysis presented earlier in this chapter 

which shows net migration to Medway increasing in recent years. 

 

3.14 Despite the 2012-based SNPP projecting the highest population growth, it is important to note 

that the 2012-based SNPP are underpinned by trends captured over the 2007-2012 period. 

This period was characterised by an economic recession and for this reason, resulted in atypical 

migration trends in some areas.  

 

3.15 From reference to the 2012-based ONS SNPP components of change, the 2012-based ONS 

SNPP is underpinned by average net in-migration of 840 people per annum, 2012-2035. 

However, analysis of net migration trends from the period 2007-2012 from which the 2012-

based SNPP trends are drawn puts average net migration at 919 people per annum.  This 

compares to the most recent long-term trend (2004/5-2013/14) of 760 people per annum and 

the most recent 5-year trend (2009/10-2013/14) of 1,160 people per annum.   

 

3.16 The analysis of migration trends for Medway therefore suggests a short-term trend in Medway 

is a prudent base from which to plan.  However, whilst the most recent 5-year migration trend 

suggests higher net migration to Medway (largely influenced by the three most recent years) 

than the 2012-based SNPP, it is not possible to say with any certainty whether Medway will 

see a continued rise in migration.  On this basis, the 2012-based SNPP are considered to 

provide a reasonable demographic projection for Medway.   

 

3.17 However, the 2012-based SNPP are considered to represent the very minimum of future 

population growth in Medway given the 2012-based SNPP are considered to be conservative 

due to the national projections which underpin them. The 2012-based SNPP are constrained to 

the 2012 National Projections published in 2013.  The national projection is based on an 
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assumption of 165,000 net international migrants coming into the UK per annum, and this 

assumption is projected forward per annum over the full 25 years of the 2012-based SNPP 

period.  However net international migration of 165,000 people per annum conflicts 

significantly with the latest migration statistics report by the ONS, which shows net 

international migration of 336,000 people in the year ending June 2015, over double the 2012-

based SNPP assumption.   

 

3.18 The ONS appear to have noted this significant increase in net international migration, recently 

publishing the 2014 National Projections and assuming 185,000 net international migrants per 

annum.  However this remains significantly lower than has been seen in the recent past. 

Although the forthcoming 2014-based ONS SNPP (expected May 2016) will project higher 

population growth across the country on the basis of these revised 2014-based National 

Projections, the assumption of 185,000 net international migrants per annum remains a very 

conservative estimate on the basis of recently recorded trends.  

   

3.19 In this context the 2012-based SNPP are considered to be underpinned by assumptions which 

lead to a minimum level of population growth over the Plan period (2012-2035).  Therefore 

the projected population growth presented in Table 3.3 is very likely to be conservative given 

that Medway is historically a net receiver of international migrants.  

3.20 It is important to be aware of the issues related to the SNPP because the CLG household 

projections underpinned by the 2012-based SNPP.  The household projections are derived by 

applying household representative rates to the ONS population projections.  Household 

projections will be discussed in the next section. 

3.21 The 2012-based ONS SNPP project the working age population to grow at a much slower rate 

than the population as a whole as is shown in Table 3.4.  Given the extension of State Pension 

Age, there will be an increasing number of people working beyond the age of 64 years and 

therefore it is also important to consider the projected growth of the 65-74 year old population.      

 Table 3.4: Working Age Population Change, 2012-2035 

Age Group Medway 

16-64 18,050 (10.3%) 

65-74 11,900 (53.5%) 

Total (16-74 years) 29,950 (15.2%)

Total (all ages) 57,800 (21.8%)
Source: 2012-based SNPP, Office for National Statistics (rounded to nearest 100) Note: Figures may not sum due 

to rounding.  Percentages calculated using unrounded numbers. 
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3.22 It is evident from Table 3.4 that the growth in the working age population (16-74 years) in 

Medway is heavily driven by the growth in the population aged 65-74 years (53.5% growth).  

Realistic assumptions need to be applied as to how greatly people over the age of 65 years 

can contribute to the resident labour force.   

3.23 The PPG states ‘where the supply of working age population that is economically active (labour 

force supply) is less than the projected job growth, this could result in unsustainable 

commuting patterns’ (PPG, ID2a, 018).  Whilst the 2012-based SNPP do project an increase in 

the working age population in Medway, further work is required in order to determine whether 

the level of workforce growth is sufficient to support the projected level of job growth.    

iii) Communities and Local Government (CLG) household projections 

3.24 Table 3.5 sets out the official CLG household projections in chronological order from the 2008-

based series to the most recent 2012-based series (27 February 2015). 

 
Table 3.5: CLG Household Projections for Medway 

Series 2012 2021 2033/35 2037 
2012-21 

(per 
annum) 

2012-33/35 
(per 

annum) 

2012-37 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
based 108,190 120,470 137,640* 139,950 

12,280 
(1,360) 

29,450 
(1,280) 

31,760 
(1,270) 

2011-
based 
(interim) 

107,970 119,320   
11,350 
(1,260) 

  

2008-
based 107,470 116,090 125,890**  

8,620 
(960) 

18,420 
(880) 

 

Source: (CLG) Communities and Local Government (rounded to nearest 100) Note: Figures may not sum due to 
rounding 
*2035; **2033 

 

3.25 As the PPG states the CLG projections should form the ‘starting point estimate’ only of overall 

housing need as part of a full objective assessment of need.  The latest CLG 2012-based 

household projections show growth of 1,280 households per annum in Medway over the Plan 

period (2012 and 2035).  To reach a dwelling requirement, account needs to be taken of 

vacant and second homes.  For Medway this rate is 3.27%5 resulting in a dwelling projection 

of 1,323 dwellings per annum, 2012 to 2035.   

 

3.26 The growth projected by the CLG 2012-based household projections is higher than the growth 

projected by the previous two series of household projections (the ‘interim’ 2011 and 2008-

based series), but this is expected given the 2012-based SNPP projected higher population 

growth than the other two series. 

                                                            
5 CLG, CTB 2014 (Second Homes); CLG Live Table 125/615 (Vacant) 
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3.27 However, like the 2012-based SNPP, the 2012-based household projections are also 

underpinned by recessionary trends in relation to household formation, whereas the 2008-

based projections are underpinned by trends gathered prior to the recession and are therefore 

higher in terms of projected household formation, particularly in younger age groups.  

 

3.28 The CLG have published household formation data for the 2012-based household projections 

(household formations rates by age and gender).  The rates show that household formation 

in the 2012-based projection still projects a declining household formation rate trend in the 

25-34 and 35-44 age groups (see Figure 3.2 below) when compared with the interim 2011-

based and 2008-based projections. 

 

3.29 The interim 2011-based household projections were widely regarded to project forward very 

low household formation in younger age groups. This was due to the trends underpinning the 

projections covering the period just prior to and including the recessionary period, when 

housing became rapidly less affordable for people in the younger age groups due to a lack of 

supply.   

 

3.30 Figure 3.2 illustrates that the 2012-based rates for Medway follow a similar trajectory to that 

of the interim 2011-based projections before them.  After 2025 the 2012-based projection 

shows a declining trend which results in the gap between the 2008 and 2012-based rates 

increasing, and suppression in the 2012-based rate worsening.   
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Figure 3.2: Household Formation Rates, Medway  

 
Source: CLG  
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3.31 The trend for declining household formation in the 25-44 age group is likely to be caused in 

part by worsening affordability.  Planning for housing on the basis of a continuation of these 

suppressed household formation rates is not supported by PPG which recommends adjustments 

to households formation rates to reflect factors not captured in past trends (ID 2a-015).   

3.32 Furthermore, planning on the basis of the 2012-based household formation rates is not 

considered to be in accordance with the principles of positive planning, and would likely place 

significant pressure on housing supply. Recent Planning Inspectorate decisions concur with 

this view. 6 

3.33 In this context, and given that the 2012-based projections show slightly lower household 

formation particularly for 25-44 year olds than the pre-recessionary 2008-based projections, it 

is considered that an adjustment needs to be made to comply with the National Planning Policy 

Framework’s (NPPF) clear policy to ‘boost significantly’ the supply of housing, ‘promote 

economic growth’ and ‘positively prepare’ Local Plans.   

 

3.34 How this adjustment should be applied has been subject of much debate, and there is not 

considered to be one correct answer, as it is a matter of judgement.  However Barton Willmore 

would suggest a blended approach whereby the 2012-based HFRs are applied in all age groups, 

as published, with the exception of the 25-44 age group.  In this age group it is considered 

that a gradual return to the projected 2008-based HFRs by the end of the Plan period is applied. 

This is considered to comply with the NPPF requirement to ensure that Local Plans are positively 

prepared, and a significant boost is made to housing supply.  

 

iv) Housing Completions 

 

3.35 A lack of housing completions can have a significant impact on the ability for people to move 

into an area to live, and for existing residents to have the opportunity to purchase their own 

property.  A lack of housebuilding can lead to existing residents having to migrate out of the 

area.  Table 3.6 sets out net completions for Medway over the past 10 years.   

 
   
   

                                                            
6 Paragraph 3.8, page 7, Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies – Examination: Preliminary findings following the hearings in 

May 2015; Paragraph 29, page 6, Appeal Decision APP/G2435/W/15/3005052; Paragraph 1.28, page 6, Arun District 
Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 
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 Table 3.6: Net Completions, Medway 

Year Net Completions Plan Target Surplus/Deficit 

05/06 562 700 -138 

06/07 591 815 -224 

07/08 761 815 -54 

08/09 914 815 +99 

09/10 972 815 +157 

10/11 657 815 -158 

11/12 809 1,000 -191 

12/13 565 1,000 -435 

13/14 579 1,000 -421 

14/15 483 1,000 -517 

Total  6,893 8,775 -1,882 
 Source: Annual Monitoring Report 

 

3.36 As Table 3.6 shows, since 2005/06 the number of completions has consistently fallen below 

Development Plan targets, with the exception of two years (08/09 and 09/10).  This has 

resulted in a deficit of -1,882 dwellings over 10 years, representing 20% of planned supply. 

 

3.37 Furthermore when compared against the official CLG household projections set out above in 

Table 3.6, the starting point estimate of need has been at least 1,260 per annum, which 

suggests under-delivery has been even worse than the comparison against Plan targets. 

 
3.38 Notwithstanding this it is considered that this persistent under-delivery in Medway will have 

had a significant impact on the propensity of people to migrate into the area over the last 10 

years.  The net-migration trends can therefore be considered to have been constrained by a 

lack of delivery.       

 

v) Summary  

 

3.39 In summary, this section has considered the most up-to-date official population and household 

projections published by CLG and ONS. The key headlines from this section are as follows: 

 

 The PPG emphasises that CLG household projections should only form the ‘starting 

point’ in an objective assessment of the overall housing need, and that sensitivity 

testing based on alternative demographic and household formation assumptions may 

be considered;  
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 This ‘starting point estimate’ is currently growth of 1,281 households per annum in 

Medway, using the latest 2012-based CLG household projections over the period 2012-

2035 (Medway’s plan period).  Applying a household/dwelling adjustment (to account 

for vacancy and second home rates) the overall housing need is 1,323 dwellings per 

annum; 

 

 However, Barton Willmore consider that growth of 1,323 dwellings per annum could 

represent an underestimate of demographic-led housing need for a number of reasons:  

 
 The 2012-based household projections are based on household formation rate trends 

observed over the recessionary period, when affordability worsened significantly.   

There remains suppression in the household formation rates for 25-34 year olds in 

Medway.  PPG states that adjustments may be required to the household projection 

estimate of need if rates have suppressed historically (paragraph 15). An adjustment 

in Medway is considered necessary in the 25-34 age group to address this suppression;   

 
 Analysis of net housing completions has highlighted that annual completions have 

consistently fallen below the level of need required by consecutive Development Plans, 

and below official CLG household projections, inhibiting the propensity of people to 

migrate into Medway. This would have directly influenced the net migration trends 

underpinning the 2012-based ONS SNPP and the 2012-based CLG household projection;  

 
 The 2012-based ONS SNPP are also considered a conservative projection in respect of 

the international migration assumption they are underpinned by (165,000 people per 

annum). This is less than half the most recent trend data from ONS shows (336,000 

people per annum). 

 
 Analysis of migration trends has concluded that the 2012-based SNPP provide a 

reasonable basis on which to assess demographic-led need in Medway at this point in 

time.  However, for the reasons set out above the 2012-based SNPP should be 

considered a very minimum and if subsequent releases of Mid-Year Population Estimates 

provide evidence of net migration to Medway continuing to increase, then an updated 

short term migration should be considered.  

 

3.40 This section identifies how the starting point estimate of OAN (1,323 dpa, 2011-2031) for 

Medway should be considered a very minimum.   

 

3.41 The following section of this study considers the evaluation of official ONS and CLG data in 

the context of the Council’s OAN evidence.
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4.0 REVIEW AND CRITIQUE OF THE STRATEGIC HOUSING AND ECONOMIC 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT (SHENA) 

 

A) INTRODUCTION 

 

4.1 The Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) dated November 2015 

provides the evidence base to support the Council’s determination of Objectively Assessed Need 

(OAN) for housing in Medway.  The report has been prepared by Bilfinger GVA. 

 

4.2 In the context of our assessment of demographic data in the previous section of this study, 

the following section provides an analysis and evaluation of the SHENA’s approach to OAN in 

Medway.  The analysis we present follows the methodological requirements of section ID2a – 

‘Housing and Economic Development Need Assessments’ (HEDNA) to determine whether the 

Council’s proposed housing target (1,281 dwellings per annum) represents full, unconstrained 

OAN. 

 

4.3 It is important to note that the SHENA has assessed OAN over the period 2012-2037 which is 

the time period considered by the latest 2012-based projection series.  However, the draft 

Local Plan covers the period 2012-2035. 

 

B) NORTH KENT STRATEGIC HOUSING AND ECONOMIC NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

(SHENA) 

 

4.4 The 2015 SHENA seeks to establish the OAN for Medway following the methodology outlined 

in PPG. We would comment on the SHENA as follows: 

 

i) Housing Market Area (HMA) 

 

4.5 The SHENA begins with an assessment of the appropriate HMA in which to assess housing 

needs for Medway as required by PPG (ID 2a-010-20140306).  The assessment’s analysis draws 

on research published by CLG in 2010 titled ‘Geography of Housing Market Areas’.  In essence 

this research is based on work undertaken by the Centre for Urban & Regional Development 

Studies (CURDS) at Newcastle University. 

 

4.6 The CURDS analysis is correctly presented by the SHENA as identifying Medway as falling within 

the London Strategic Housing Market Area which contains over 70 local authority areas.  The 

SHENA considers this HMA definition is unmanageable and impractical (paragraph 2.9).  Barton 

Willmore concurs with this conclusion. 
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4.7 For this reason, the SHENA also considers travel to work and migration patterns, and house 

price data and concludes that Medway has strong relationships with a number of neighbouring 

local authority areas.  On this basis, the SHENA identifies a wider HMA which includes: Medway; 

Gravesham; Swale; Maidstone; and Tonbridge & Malling.  The housing needs of the wider HMA 

are assessed in the SHENA 

 

4.8 Barton Willmore consider the HMA definition applied in the SHENA to be inconsistent with the 

approach adopted in several of the authorities included within the definition.  For example, 

Swale’s housing needs were considered in isolation at the recent (November 2015) Local Plan 

Examination after the evidence base suggested Swale formed a HMA on its own.  Similarly, 

Maidstone Borough are assessing their housing needs in isolation.  Although Maidstone’s SHMA 

identifies functional relationships between Maidstone and Medway, the Maidstone SHMA 

concludes that there is justification to distinguish Maidstone from Medway in market terms7.  

On this basis, the Maidstone SHMA considers Maidstone represents a HMA on its own.      

 

4.9 On the basis of Maidstone Council and Swale Council both assessing their needs in isolation, 

Barton Willmore, for the purposes of this critique, consider Medway’s needs in isolation. 

 

ii) Starting point estimate 

 

4.10 The SHENA gives detailed consideration to the latest 2012-based ONS Sub National Population 

Projections (SNPP) and CLG household projections as representing the ‘starting point’ estimate 

of need.  Growth of 1,270 households per annum over the period 2012-2037 is correctly 

presented.  However, it is important to note that over the period covered by the draft Local 

Plan (as presented in the current Issues and Options consultation as being 2012-2035) growth 

is 1,280 households per annum.  The SHENA does not present this. 

 

iii) Demographic adjustments 

 

4.11 The PPG (paragraph ID2a-017) states how plan makers may consider sensitivity testing, 

specific to their local circumstances, based on alternative assumptions in relation to underlying 

demographic projections and household formation rates.  Account should also be taken of the 

most recent demographic evidence including the latest ONS population estimates. 

  

                                                            
7 Paragraph 2.39, page 29, Maidstone Strategic Housing Market Assessment – Maidstone Borough Council, Final report, January 2014, GL 

Hearn 
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Adjustment to household formation rates  

 

4.12 The SHENA does not undertake any sensitivity testing in relation to household formation. 

 

4.13 The analysis presented in Chapter 3 of this report has shown clear suppression in household 

formation for those people aged 25-44 years, which Barton Willmore considers should be 

addressed through making an adjustment to the rates. 

 

4.14 The danger of planning on this basis of the 2012-based household formation rates would be to 

exacerbate this suppression over a 23-year Plan period, adding to the trend of worsening 

affordability in Medway, and the inability of first time buyers to form their own households.  

This is not considered to comply with the NPPF requirement to positively prepare Development 

Plans. 

 

4.15 Recent appeal decisions8 have agreed that there remains an element of suppression in the 

2012-based household formation rates. A more positive approach to household formation in 

this age group would increase the starting point estimate above 1,270 households per annum 

(2012-2037)/ 1,280 households per annum (2012-2035).   

 

Adjustment to the demographic projections  

 

4.16 The SHENA presents three sensitivity scenarios with regards to the underlying population 

projections as an alternative to the published 2012-based ONS SNPP. 

 

4.17 The first demographic sensitivity scenario included by GVA incorporates the 2013 and 2014 

Mid-Year Population Estimates (MYPE), published by the ONS after the 2012-based SNPP were 

published.  Despite the 2013 and 2014 MYPE projecting higher population growth than 

projected in the 2012-based SNPP, the effect of the SHENA incorporating the 2013 and 2014 

MYPE into the 2012-based SNPP is to reduce household growth from 1,270 to 1,235 households 

per annum (2012-2037).   

 

4.18 This seems counterintuitive (a point which the SHENA also raises at paragraph 5.38).  However, 

the SHENA states that the reduction in household growth is due to the different age/ gender 

profile applied as a result of taking account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE.  This requires further 

investigation through bespoke modelling to establish whether this statement is correct. 

 

                                                            
8 Coalville and Cornwall 
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4.19 The second is a long-term (2005-2014) net-migration scenario which results in household 

growth of 1,148 households per annum – again lower than the ‘starting point’ estimate for 

1,270 households per annum (2012-2037) as indicated by the 2012-based CLG household 

projections. This scenario projects household growth that is 10% lower than the starting point 

estimate. 

 

4.20 Lower household growth is the result of lower projected population.  The long-term trend 

(2005-2014) projects lower population growth because net migration is assumed to be lower 

(756 net migrants per annum) compared to the average net migration assumption of the 2012-

based ONS SNPP (840 people per annum based on trends from the period 2007-2012).  

 

4.21 At paragraph 5.39 the SHENA states that the later years of the inter-Census period (2001-

2011), and the last three years since the 2011 Census (2012-2014) show the highest levels of 

population growth in Medway since 2001.  The SHENA then goes on to state how the 2012-

based CLG household projections are underpinned by trends drawn “principally from this period 

of high growth”9, and it is therefore appropriate to consider longer term trends from 2004-

2014. 

 

4.22 In this regard the latest Planning Advisory Service (PAS) guidance on OAN summarises the 

problems of using the 2007-2012 period as follows: 

 

“The base period used in the latest official projections, 2007-12, is 
especially problematic. The period covers all of the last recession, 
in which migration was severely suppressed as many households 
were unable to move due to falling incomes and tight credit. 
Therefore the official projections may underestimate future 
migration - so that they show too little population growth for the 
more prosperous parts of the country, which have been recipients 
of net migration in the past. If so, by the same token the projections 
will also overestimate population growth for areas with a history of 
net out-migration.” 10 

 
4.23 Whilst Barton Willmore do not disagree with the consideration of longer term trends, the PPG 

supports adjustments to the ‘starting point’ estimate of need in relation to the underlying 

demographic projections and household formation rates.  However, PPG states that any local 

changes would need to be clearly explained and justified on the basis of the established sources 

of robust evidence (ID 2a-017-20140306).  In this instance, consideration of longer term trends 

does not seem appropriate for Medway as analysis of components of population change (see 

                                                            
9 Paragraph 5.39, page 93, North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment: Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final 

Report, Medway Council, November 2015, Bilfinger GVA 

10 Paragraph 6.23, page 23, PAS OAN Technical Advice Note: Second Edition, July 2015 
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Table 3.2 presented in Chapter 3 of this report and Figure 29 of the SHENA) clearly identifies 

net migration to Medway increasing since 2011.  Therefore to consider a level of net in-

migration lower than the 2012-based ONS SNPP in Medway is considered to wholly contradict 

the advice of the PAS Guidance. 

 

4.24 GVA have chosen not to analyse a more recent 5-year trend, a decision Barton Willmore do not 

consider to be justified. 

 

4.25 Analysis of migration trends, presented in Chapter 3 of this report, has illustrated that a more 

recent 5-year migration trend (2009/10 – 2013/14), which incorporates the last few years of 

recession, and the recent economic upturn, suggests net migration of 1,159 per annum.  This 

is higher than the assumptions which underpins the 2012-based SNPP (840 migrants per 

annum) based on trends from the period 2007-2012.   

 

4.26 However, there is not sufficient data at this point in time to say with any certainty whether 

Medway is experiencing a reversal of trend in terms of net migration.  For this reason, despite 

a more recent 5-year trend showing higher net migration than the 2012-based SNPP, it is 

considered that the 2012-based SNPP provide the most reasonable demographic projection at 

this point in time.  However, the 2012-based SNPP should provide the very minimum projection 

of population growth given the issues highlighted in Chapter 3 of this report.  Furthermore, we 

reserve the right to amend this approach if subsequent releases of Mid-Year Population 

Estimates indicate that net migration to Medway is continuing to increase. 

 

4.27 A third sensitivity scenario is the long-term net-migration scenario (2005-2014) including the 

‘unattributable population change’ (UPC) recorded by ONS for Medway.  The UPC is an element 

of population change which the ONS cannot account for. There is the possibility that it may be 

due to under recorded levels of international migration, but it could equally be due to other 

reasons.   

 

4.28 The effect of including UPC within the long-term migration trend scenario is to reduce 

household growth to 1,124 households per annum (compared to growth of 1,148 households 

per annum excluding UPC) over the period 2012-2037.  

 

4.29 Barton Willmore’s approach is to exclude UPC from demographic modelling scenarios.  This is 

based on the following: 

 

 ONS’ confirmation that UPC has been excluded from the calculation of the 2012-based 

ONS SNPP; 
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 Advice sent by email from ONS to Barton Willmore that it would be ‘sensible’ to exclude 

UPC  from the calculation of net-migration trends; 

 

 The ONS statement that if UPC was due to international migration, its effect would have 

been in the first half of the decade, after which the recording of international migration 

was improved; 

 

 Local Plan Examination decisions where UPC has been excluded (Aylesbury Vale, 

Eastleigh, Arun).  In the case of the most recent decision in Arun (February 2016), UPC 

was significant, yet the Inspector noted that if UPC were to be attributed to migration, 

errors would have been earlier in the 2001-2011 period; 

 

 The ONS’ statement that UPC is only applicable to the 2001-2011 period and does not 

introduce a bias that will continue in future projections. 

 

4.30 The UPC scenario is therefore not considered to be a robust scenario for growth in Medway. 

 

4.31 The SHENA presents demographic-led need in Medway to be between 1,124 and 1,270 

households per annum over the period 2012-2037 based on the results of the two long-term 

migration trend scenarios.  Once an allowance for vacancy has been applied this results in 

dwelling growth of between 1,167 and 1,317 dwellings per annum. 

 

4.32 However, the SHENA acknowledges that due to the uncertainty of UPC, it is appropriate to 

consider an average of the two long-term migration scenarios (including and excluding UPC)11.  

This results in growth of 1,136 households (1,179 dwellings) per annum over the period 2012-

2037. 

 

4.33 Barton Willmore consider that OAN of less than the 2012-based CLG household projection 

should not be considered, for the following reasons: 

 

4.34 First, the 2012-based ONS SNPP were underpinned by net migration trends between 2007 and 

2012, and as this analysis shows, they are underpinned by three years (2008-2011) when net 

in-migration fell significantly below two of the years prior to the 2007-2012 period.  This 

contradicts GVA’s statement that the later years of the 2001-2011 period show the highest 

levels of growth.  This statement by GVA is not considered to be justified. 

 

                                                            
11 Paragraph 5.47, Page 95, North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment: Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final 

Report, Medway Council, November 2015, Bilfinger GVA 
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4.35 The second point concerns the assumption of net international migration in the 2012-based 

ONS National Projections, which underpin the 2012-based ONS SNPP.  The 2012-based ONS 

national population projections are based on net international migration of 165,000 people per 

annum continuing every year up to 2037. 

 

4.36 The assumption of net international migration in the ONS 2012-based national projections is 

considered by Barton Willmore to be a significant underestimate.  This view is based on more 

recent evidence from ONS which shows how international net-migration was 336,000 people in 

the most recently recorded year (ending June 2015) – over double the 2012-based ONS national 

projection assumption. The 10-year average has also been circa 240,000 people per annum 

(see Figure 4.1 below). 

 

4.37 On this basis alone, it is considered the 2012-based ONS SNPP, and therefore the 2012-based 

CLG household projections, are based on conservative assumptions and for this reason should 

be considered a minimum projection of future growth.     

 

4.38 This is emphasised further by the more recent 2014-based national projections (29 October 

2015) which have increased the assumption to 185,000 people per annum.  The effect of this 

increase will be seen in the 2014-based SNPP, which are due for release in the first half of 

2016. 

 

4.39 A further effect on in-migration is the delivery of housing.  Table 3.6 in this study has shown 

how delivery has fallen below planned targets in all but two of the past ten years.  The 

cumulative effect has been for a deficit in delivery of 1,882 dwellings (20% lower than planned 

supply).  This will have constrained in-migration to Medway, and trends would have been higher 

if planned housing targets had been met and the homes were there to be filled. 
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Figure 4.1: UK Net International Migration, 2004-2014 

 
Source: Migration Statistics Quarterly Report, November 2015 

 

4.40 Finally it is considered the past three years net in-migration to Medway (1,280, 1,293, and 

1,793 people per annum respectively) highlight how the 2012-based SNPP and CLG projections 

are based on a conservative net in-migration assumption of only 840 people per annum.   

 

4.41 However, given there is no degree of certainty as to whether Medway is experiencing a reversal 

of trend in relation to net migration, it is considered that the 2012-based SNPP at the very 

least should provide the minimum projection of future population growth.  On this basis, for 

the Medway SHMA to favour the long-term migration trend approach (which projects lower 

population growth) is considered inappropriate. 

 

4.42 In summary, it is not considered justified to project lower population or housing 

growth than the starting point estimate.   

 

iv) Adjustments to support economic growth 

 

4.43 The approach applied by GVA in the SHENA to economic-led OAN is generally considered robust, 

save for the assumptions in respect of job growth forecasts.  GVA use a single source, Experian 

Economics, from quarter 1 of 2015.  Experian is considered a robust source of job growth 

forecasts, however it is Barton Willmore’s view that an average forecast should be taken from 

three sources; Experian Economics, Cambridge Econometrics, and Oxford Economics.  This 

view has been taken following criticism of the use of using a single source in some Local Plan 
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examinations, given the fluctuation in forecasts, which are often published on a quarterly basis.  

This triangulated approach was supported by the South Worcestershire Local Plan Inspector12. 

 

4.44 In terms of unemployment assumptions, Barton Willmore’s approach would be to assume a 

return to pre-recessionary rates of unemployment over the first ten years of the Plan period.  

This is a similar approach to the GVA method although they do differ slightly. 

 

4.45 Economic activity rate assumptions must also be entered into demographic modelling software 

to generate the labour force growth required to fill jobs.  GVA’s approach is to use the Kent 

County Council ‘Technical Paper Activity Rate Projections to 2036’ paper (October 2011).  This 

is the same source used by Barton Willmore, and is considered to be a robust independent 

method which provides unbiased assumptions of how economic activity will increase in older 

age groups over the next 25 years.  However it should be noted that a more recent (November 

2014) paper is available and this should be used in preference to the October 2011 edition. 

 

4.46 The SHENA also undertakes a sensitivity test of economic activity which incorporates 

assumptions from Experian’s Report ‘Employment Activity and the Ageing Population’ which 

has the effect of increasing economic activity of women in line with past trends from 1981, 

along with significantly increase economic activity for older people. 

 

4.47 The commuting ratio is the final assumption which can have a significant effect on economic-

led housing need.  GVA’s approach is to use the 2011 Census ratio of 1.28, and for this to 

remain static over the Plan period.  This is considered a robust approach to apply. 

 

4.48 The SHENA considered three economic scenarios but only presented the results of two – the 

Sector Based Growth scenario and the Sector Based & London Paramount Indirect Scenario.  

Housing need to support both economic scenarios increases above the baseline demographic 

needs (1,179 dwellings per annum as indicated by the mid-point of the two long-term migration 

trends) if KCC economic activity rates are applied; to support the Sector Based Growth scenario 

1,197 dwellings per annum are required and to support the London Paramount Indirect scenario 

a total of 1,213 dwellings per annum are required.  

 

4.49 If Experian’s economic activity rates are applied, housing need to support both economic 

scenarios is below the baseline demographic need (1,020 dpa required to support Sector 

Growth scenario and 1,036 dpa to support the London Paramount scenario). 

 

                                                            
12 Stage 1 of the Examination of the South Worcestershire Development Plan; Inspector’s Further Interim Conclusions on the 

Outstanding Stage 1 Matters, 31 March 2014 
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4.50 It is important to note that the level of housing need identified from both economic scenarios 

and both economic sensitivity tests, is below the ‘starting point’ estimate of 1,270 households/ 

1,317 dwellings per annum (2012-2037) as indicated by the CLG 2012-based household 

projections. 

 

v) Market signals adjustment 

 

4.51 The GVA report provides a summary of median house price increases in Medway between 

2000 and 2013.  The source used by GVA in obtaining this information (CLG) is considered 

robust. As GVA summarise, between 2000 and 2013, values in Medway increased by 128.6%; 

the second fastest rate observed out of seven authorities analysed.  The rate also exceeded 

inflation in the south east region as a whole (96%).13 

 

4.52 The SHENA’s summary of rental prices shows a significant worsening in the lower quartile 

rental prices in Medway.  Over the short period analysed (2010-2014), lower quartile rents 

increased by 10%; the second highest of the seven authorities analysed.  This represents an 

increase of double that experienced in the south east region (4.3%), and triple the increase 

across England (3.3%). There is a clear affordability problem in respect of lower quartile rents 

in Medway when compared to surrounding areas. 

 

4.53 The change in the affordability ratio is often the most crucial of market signals indicators, 

and the GVA report provides a summary of the lower quartile and median affordability ratios 

in Medway, compared to seven Kent authorities, the south east region, and nationally.  The 

GVA report highlights how the lower quartile affordability ratio in Medway had increased by 

65% between 2000 and 2013, and that this increase represents a more acute increase than 

the region (51%) and nationally (65%).14 This highlights how affordability has significantly 

worsened in Medway over the thirteen years analysed.  

 

4.54 This study (section 3) identifies how household formation is suppressed in the 25-34 age group 

in the most recent 2012-based CLG household projections.  The result of assuming the 

formation rates as published, and planning for growth based on them, will be a failure to 

address the significant increase in concealed households in Medway between the 2001 and 

2011 Censuses. This increase across the country has been due to the significant worsening 

affordability of housing, leading to two or more adult households living with one another rather 

than forming their own households.   

 

                                                            
13 Paragraph 5.90, SHENA 
14 Paragraph 5.97, SHENA 
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4.55 This trend is evidenced in Medway by the 68% increase in concealed households between the 

2001 and 2011 Census’.  This is broadly comparable to the regional and national averages 

(71%) although the SHENA states that concealment is not deemed to be worsening at a 

significant rate.  However, the rate of increase in Medway is higher than in Canterbury (66%), 

Sevenoaks (56%), and Tonbridge and Malling (54%).   

 
4.56 Furthermore the SHENA acknowledges a 13.03% increase in concealed households in the under 

25 age group (13%).  This is higher than the national average (12.76%) and several other 

Kent local authorities (Canterbury, Dartford, Maidstone, and Swale).15  Despite this, the SHENA 

concludes that the market signals information in respect of concealed families does not provide 

strong evidence of supply led pressures in Medway16.  Barton Willmore disagree and a response 

in establishing the OAN for Medway is needed to alleviate this worsening trend. 

 
4.57 The rate of development is also considered as a market signal, with the PPG stating how 

future supply should be increased to reflect the likely under-delivery of a Plan, if the rate of 

development has been lower than the planned number.  A meaningful period must be assessed 

in line with PPG, and as this study has shown (Chapter 3), delivery in Medway has been 20% 

lower than the planned number over the past 10 years. 

 
4.58  The GVA report also identifies this lack of delivery, but over the intercensal period (2001-

2011) rather than the last 10 years considered in this study (2005-2014). Notwithstanding this 

difference, GVA identify growth in Medway’s housing stock of 7.3%; lower than the sub-

regional, regional, and national averages.  Furthermore GVA identify how completions have 

exceeded planned targets in only three of the 12-year period between 2001/02 and 2012/1317. 

 
4.59 In summary, it is important to note the PPG, which states the following in respect of market 

signals: 

 
“The housing need number suggested by household projections (the 
starting point) should be adjusted to reflect appropriate market 
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between the 
demand for and supply of dwellings.” 18  
 
“Appropriate comparisons of indicators should be made. This includes 
comparison with longer term trends (both in absolute levels and rates 
of change) in the: housing market area; similar demographic and 
economic areas; and nationally. A worsening trend in any of these 
indicators will require upward adjustment to planned housing 
numbers compared to ones based solely on household projections.” 19 
(Our emphasis) 

                                                            
15 Table 51, SHENA 
16 Paragraph 5.108, SHENA 
17 Paragraph 5.118, SHENA 
18 ID2a-019, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
19 ID2a-020, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
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4.60 In the context of the PPG, and the analysis set out by GVA, it is clear than an upward 

adjustment to the CLG household projection for Medway is required.  Failure to do so will only 

serve to exacerbate the conditions which have led to the affordability problems experienced in 

Medway over the past 10 to 15 years.   

 
4.61 The PPG does not quantify the market signals uplift, other than to say how “plan makers should 

set this adjustment at a level that is reasonable” and “on reasonable assumptions could be 

expected to improve affordability.” 20 Local Plan Examination decisions are the only source in 

which market signals adjustments have been quantified.  At the Eastleigh Local Plan 

Examination, the Inspector recommended a 10% uplift to demographic-led projections in order 

to alleviate market pressure considered as “modest”.  This level of uplift was considered 

“cautious” by the Inspector.  21  The same level of uplift was also considered applicable by the 

Uttlesford Local Plan Inspector. 

 
4.62 An equally cautious uplift of 10% to the 2012-based CLG household projection in Medway would 

result in an increase to at least 1,456 dwellings per annum.     

 
4.63 The SHENA considers the level of uplift the economic-led scenarios with KCC economic activity 

rates applied would make to the baseline demographic level of need (mid-point between the 

two long term migration trends).  This is presented as between a 1.5% and 2.9% uplift which 

is not considered sufficient to respond to the local market signals.22  Barton Willmore agree. 

 
4.64 As an alternative, the SHENA also considers the level of uplift the CLG 2012-based household 

projections, updated to take account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE, provides to the mid-point of 

the two long-term migration trends.  This is presented as being equivalent to an 8.6%, which 

the SHENA considers a significant uplift.23   

 
4.65 On this basis the SHENA concludes on OAN for Medway of 1,281 dwellings per annum 

(2012-2037) as indicated by the CLG 2012-based household projections updated to take 

account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE.  

 
4.66 Barton Willmore do not consider the market signals uplift applied in the SHENA to be sufficient.  

The SHENA’s ‘uplift’ is applied to the SHENA’s long-term migration trend which is already below 

the starting point estimate according to PPG.  Therefore even applying the market signals 

‘uplift’ results in OAN that is still below the starting point estimate (1,281 dpa compared to 

1,323 dpa). 

                                                            
20 ID2a-020, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
21 Paragraphs 39-41, Eastleigh Borough Local Plan, Inspector’s Report, February 2015 
22 Paragraph 5.129, SHENA 
23 Paragraph 5.130, SHENA 
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vi) Affordable housing need 

 
4.67 As stated in the NPPF, LPAs are required to ensure their local plans meet OAN for both market 

and affordable housing.  The Satnam v Warrington BC High Court Judgment provides useful 

guidance on the proper exercise that needs to be undertaken to assess affordable need as part 

of OAN.  That is: 

 
“(a) having identified OAN for affordable housing, that should then 
be considered in the context of its likely delivery as a proportion of 
mixed market/affordable housing development; an increase in the 
total housing figures included in the local plan should be considered 
where it could help deliver the required number of affordable 
homes; (our emphasis) 
 
(b) the Local Plan should then meet the OAN for affordable housing, 
subject only to the constraints referred to in NPPG, paragraphs 14 
and 47.” 24 

 
4.68 The ELM Park v Kings Lynn and West Norfolk BC High Court Judgment (July 2015) provides a 

more recent judgement on the role of affordable housing need within OAN, determining that 

affordable need did not have to be met in full when determining OAN but rather: 

 
“This consideration of an increase to help deliver the required 
number of affordable homes, rather than an instruction that the 
requirement be met in total, is consistent with the policy in 
paragraph 159 of the Framework requiring that the SHMA 
“addresses” these needs in determining the FOAN. They should 
have an important influence increasing the derived FOAN since they 
are significant factors in providing for housing needs within an 
area.” 25 

 
4.69 It is therefore clear that where there is significant affordable housing need, although it is not 

required to be met in full, an increase should be considered.   

 

4.70 In the context of this, the Council’s draft Plan states the following in respect of affordable 

housing need in Medway: 

 
“The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) carried out in 
2015 for Medway identified a high level of demand for affordable 
housing, at 17,112 over the plan period. The Local Plan needs to be 
deliverable, and must demonstrate that the policies are viable. 
Initial analysis indicates that a percentage of 25% affordable 
housing would be deliverable on developments of over 15 units, 
taking into account land values and development costs.” 26 (our 
emphasis) 

                                                            
24 Paragraph 43 (iv) (a) and (b), High Court Judgement CO/4055/2014, Satnam Millennium Limited v Warrington Borough 

Council, 19/02/2015 
25 Paragraph 33, page 11, High Court Judgement CO/914/2015, Borough Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v Secretary 

of State for Communities and Local Government, ELM Park Holdings Ltd, 09/07/2015 
26 Paragraph 7.12, page 21, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January/February 2016 
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4.71 This is a significant level of affordable housing need, equating to 744 affordable dwellings per 

annum. To deliver this level of affordable housing in full, at provision of 25%, would require 

full OAN of circa 3,000 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035.  It is accepted that 3,000 dwellings 

per annum is unrealistic, but a figure in excess of the Council’s existing target would help to 

meet some of this affordable need. 

 

vii) Summary 

 

4.72 In summary, the SHENA identifies OAN for Medway as being 1,281 dwellings per annum over 

the period 2012-2037 based on the results of the CLG 2012-based household projection 

adjusted to take account of 2013 and 2014 Mid-Year Population Estimates. 

 

4.73 This level of housing need has been taken forward in the draft Local Plan to represent need 

over the period 2012-2035. 

 

4.74 OAN of 1,281 dwellings per annum is not considered to represent full OAN for Medway over 

the plan period (2012-2035) for the following reasons: 

 

 There is not considered to be any justification for a reduction to the starting point 

estimate (2012-based CLG household projection) of OAN in Medway.  This starting 

position is for provision of 1,323 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035; 

 

 The starting point estimate is based on a 23-year projection of suppressed household 

formation in the 25-44 age group, the age group most likely to be first time buyers.  

This suppression will lead to a significant increase in concealed households in this age 

group unless the OAN adjusts the household formation rates in this age group. The GVA 

SHENA proposes no adjustment to account for this suppression.  To comply with the 

NPPF requirement to ensure Local Plans are ‘positively prepared’ an upward adjustment 

should be applied for the 25-44 age group.  This would lead to an OAN in excess of the 

starting point estimate; 

 

 The 2012-based CLG household projection is underpinned by the 2012-based SNPP 

which is considered to provide the very minimum projection of future population growth 

in Medway due to the low international migration assumptions they are underpinned by 

and in light of recent data suggesting that net migration to Medway is in fact 

significantly higher than the trends underpinning the 2012-based SNPP; 
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 The GVA SHENA considers alternative long-term migration trends but fails to pay regard 

to a more recent 5-year migration trend.  The SHENA adopts the use of a long-term 

migration trend to reflect demographic-led need in Medway which projects lower 

population growth than the 2012-based SNPP and for the reasons outlined above we 

believe to be inappropriate;  

 

 The GVA SHENA’s approach to addressing an uplift to OAN to accommodate economic 

growth is considered relatively robust. However we would suggest the use of three 

sources of job growth forecasts to ensure as robust an assessment as possible; 

 

 The GVA SHENA identifies a number of market signals that have worsened to a greater 

extent than neighbouring authorities, the south east region, and the national average.  

The SHENA considers that an upward adjustment to the demographic-led OAN is 

required in order to alleviate the identified market pressure.  Barton Willmore support 

this conclusion.  However, it is considered that the market signals uplift that is applied 

in the SHENA is insufficient given that it results in OAN that is still below the starting 

point estimate; 

 

 The GVA SHENA and draft Plan identify significant affordable housing need (744 

affordable dwellings per annum, 2012-2035).  Delivered at a rate of 25%, this would 

require OAN of 3,000 dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court 

judgements confirm that Local Plans do not have to meet affordable need in full, but 

should be ‘addressed’, and an increase to OAN considered to help to deliver the 

affordable housing.  The existing OAN determined by the GVA SHENA does not address 

the significant affordable housing need in Medway. 
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 This review of the Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) has considered 

the objectively assessed need (OAN) for housing over the period 2012-2037 which has been 

taken forward in the Medway Council Plan Issues and Options document which is planning for 

housing needs over the period 2012-2035.  Full OAN is presented in as being 1,281 

dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2035.   

 

5.2 In short it is considered the OAN presented in the SHENA plans for very low levels of 

demographic growth over the Plan period, and does not represent a positively prepared OAN.  

From the outset, it is important to note how the level of OAN presented in the SHENA is below 

the PPG’s starting point estimate of need – the latest CLG household projection (1,323 dpa, 

2012-2035). 

 

5.3 The SHENA’s OAN conclusion is underpinned by applying 2012-based household formation rates 

to their preferred population projection (a revised 2012-based ONS SNPP scenario to reflect 

2013 and 2014 ONS Mid-Year Population estimates).  The 2012-based CLG household projection 

projects suppressed household formation for those aged 25-44 years of age; those most likely 

to represent concealed households and first time buyers.  Barton Willmore consider it necessary 

to apply an adjustment to address this suppression and positively prepare the Local Plan, an 

exercise which has not been undertaken in the SHENA. This approach is supported by recent 

Planning Inspectorate decisions, which note continuing suppression in the 2012-based CLG 

projections.27   

 

5.4 Notwithstanding that the starting point estimate of OAN (1,323 dpa, 2012-2035) is higher than 

the Council’s proposed level of provision, the starting point estimate should be considered a 

very minimum for a number of reasons. 

 

5.5 The 2012-based CLG household projection is underpinned by the 2012-based Sub National 

Population Projections (SNPP) which assume very low net international migration to the UK 

(165,000 people per annum) compared with more recent trends (336,000 people in the last 

recorded year), an assumption which filters down to local authority level and has been 

identified by recent Local Plan Inspector’s decisions28.  PAS Guidance also identifies how the 

net migration of the 2012-based ONS SNPP may well be an underestimate29. 

                                                            
27 Paragraph 3.8, page 7, Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies – Examination: Preliminary findings following the hearings 

in May 2015; Paragraph 29, page 6, Appeal Decision APP/G2435/W/15/3005052; Paragraph 1.28, page 6, Arun District 
Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 

28 Paragraph 1.12, page 3, Arun District Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 
29 Paragraph 6.23, page 23, PAS OAN Technical Advice Note: Second Edition, July 2015 
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5.6 Furthermore, analysis of migration trends has identified that the net migration assumptions of 

the 2012-based SNPP (840 net migrants per annum, 2012-2037) is low in the context of a more 

recent 5-year trend given that net migration to Medway has increased over recent years.   

 

5.7 However, because it cannot be said with any certainty whether Medway is experiencing a 

reversal of trend in respect of migration, it is considered reasonable to use the 2012-based 

SNPP as the most appropriate demographic population projection at this point in time.  

However, if subsequent releases of Mid-Year Population Estimates provide evidence of net 

migration to Medway continuing to increase then it would be considered appropriate to change 

this approach. 

 

5.8 With the above points in mind, it is considered that the 2012-based SNPP should provide the 

very minimum projection of population growth in Medway. 

 

5.9 The approach to assessing an uplift for economic growth is considered to be broadly sound.  

However it is considered that the use of only one forecast is a weak approach.  Given the 

fluctuation of job growth forecasts, Barton Willmore would recommend an average of the three 

leading forecasting houses; Experian Economics, Cambridge Econometrics, and Oxford 

Economics. This approach was endorsed by the South Worcestershire Local Plan Inspector. 

 

5.10 The SHENA does not suggest a direct uplift to account for worsening market signals.  The 

SHENA acknowledges that some market signals in Medway have worsened to a greater extent 

than neighbouring local authorities, the south east region, and the national average.  The PPG 

states that an upward adjustment to the demographic starting point should be applied in the 

event that any of the market signals indicators show a worsening trend.  The SHENA considers 

the level of uplift the economic scenarios provide to be insufficient, however, the 8.6% uplift 

provided by the CLG 2012-based household projections (adjusted to take account of the 2013 

and 2014 MYPE) is considered by the SHENA to provide a significant uplift.   

 

5.11 Barton Willmore do not agree. The level of uplift considered by the SHENA is considered in the 

context of a baseline demographic level of need that is already 10% below the starting point 

estimate (1,136 compared to 1,270 households per annum) over the period 2012-2037.  In 

effect, the uplift considered by the SHENA still falls below the starting point estimate of need 

as indicated by the CLG 2012-based household projections, and which Barton Willmore consider 

to provide a conservative projection of future housing need. 

 

5.12 The GVA SHENA and draft Plan identify significant affordable housing need (744 affordable 

dwellings per annum, 2012-2035).  Delivered at a rate of 25%, this would require OAN of 3,000 

dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court judgements confirm that Local 
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Plans do not have to meet affordable need in full, but should be ‘addressed’, and an increase 

to OAN considered to help to deliver the affordable housing.  The existing OAN determined by 

the GVA SHENA does not address the significant affordable housing need in Medway. 

 

Way Forward 

 

5.13 The PPG states how the OAN should be an unconstrained assessment. The SHENA’s approach 

to OAN is not considered to comply with the PPG in this regard, and sets an OAN below the 

PPG’s starting point estimate.  Adjustments for household formation suppression, more recent 

migration trends, worsening market signals, and affordable housing need indicate a 

requirement for OAN significantly higher than the starting point estimate of OAN, 1,323 

dwellings per annum (2012-2035).  The OAN suggested by the SHENA is considered to be 

wholly inappropriate and not positively prepared, as required by paragraph 182 of the NPPF. 
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LVA and GB Review Introduction 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Barton Willmore Landscape LLP (BWLLP) were commissioned by Redrow Homes Ltd to 

undertake a Landscape and Visual Appraisal of land adjoining North Halling, west of the A228 

(Formby Road / Rochester Road) with the purpose of identifying its suitability for residential 

development and subsequent release from the Green Belt.  

1.2 The extent of the Site, is illustrated within Figure 1: Site Context Plan. Figure 2: Site 

Appraisal Plan illustrates an aerial view of the Site. 

1.3 The Landscape and Visual Appraisal of the Site has been undertaken to: 

i) Establish the landscape and visual sensitivity of the Site;  

ii) To assess the Site's contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt, as stated in the 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and locally; and 

iii) Inform any future development of a masterplan for residential development on the 

Site. 

23486/A5 1 February 2016 
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2.0 THE SITE, ITS LOCATION AND CONTEXT 

2.1 The Site is located within Halling, Kent, on the western slope of the shallow valley formation 

of the River Medway, which extends northwards, to meet the River Thames at Rochester.  

2.2 Land use along the western side of the River Medway within the vicinity of the Site and 

Halling is mixed, and includes industrial buildings, marinas, and residential development. 

The A228 and Pilgrims Road / Way (west of the Site) provide connectivity to the residential 

settlements and various land uses along the valley.  Beyond this to the west, land rises more 

steeply, forming a backdrop that is primarily wooded with exposed chalk scarps.   

2.3 Land use on the eastern side of the River Medway is less urbanised, and comprises primarily 

agricultural fields and scattered farmsteads.  This land is within the Kent Downs AONB.  

2.4 The Site is adjoined by residential properties on three sides; namely to the north, west and 

south, accessed from either the A228 or Pilgrims Way / Road. 

2.5 The Site is approximately 6.8 hectares in area. The Site is an unmanaged, sloping field which 

falls from 35m AOD in the south-west to 5m AOD in the south-east.  It comprises a block of 

woodland in the southern corner adjoining the A228 and an area of scrub / woodland the 

south-westernmost corner adjoining Pilgrims Road.  Pylons extend along the southern 

boundary of the Site, beyond which is the recently constructed residential development to 

the south of the Site (“St Andrews Park”). 

2.6 With regards to relevant landscape and planning policy designations, the Site and / or the 

surroundings are subject to the following: 

• The Site is within the Green Belt;

• The Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty extends east-west across Kent,

however, the River Medway and the urbanised land to the west of the River Medway

(which includes Halling and the Site) are excluded from the Kent Downs AONB;

• The River Medway and the land east of the A228, east of the Site are designated

Strategic Gap.  The Site is not included within this designation;

• Much of the woodland which forms the steep wooded slopes to the west of the Site

and Halling is designated as ancient woodland.  There are no areas of ancient

woodland within the Site;

• The Site is not within or adjoined by a Special Landscape Area / Area of Local

Landscape Importance as identified within the Medway Local Plan 2003;

• There are no listed buildings within the Site or adjoining the Site; and

• There are no Scheduled Ancient Monuments within the Site or adjoining the Site.
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2.7 With regards to Public Rights of Way (PRoW), PRoW RS220 extends along the northern 

boundary of the Site, between the Site and residential properties to the north.  Other PRoWs 

within the vicinity of the Site include PRoW RS201 which extends westwards from Pilgrims 

Way up the wooded scarp to the south-west of the Site from where elevated views across the 

River Medway can be obtained, and MR 1 along the eastern bank of the River Medway. 

2.8 As demonstrated by the above, the Site is located within an urbanised area situated on the 

lower slopes of the western side of the valley of the River Medway.  The Site is within the 

Green Belt, however, is surrounded by residential properties on 3 sides (including recent 

residential development to the south of the Site).  With the exception of its Green Belt 

designation, the Site is not subject to any other landscape-related or planning policy 

designations.   
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3.0 RELEVANT PLANNING POLICY 

3.1 The Site is within the Green Belt, as identified within the Medway Local Plan 2003 (saved 

Policy BNE 30).  The preamble to saved Policy BNE 30 states that: 

 “In Kent, the Metropolitan Green Belt has helped to preserve 
the open countryside between the edge of Greater London and 
the urban areas of Medway, Maidstone, Tunbridge Wells, 
Sevenoaks and Tonbridge. At a more local level, it has helped 
maintain the open area between Medway and Gravesend.” 

3.2 Under National Planning Policy Framework (2012), Green Belt is a functional designation, its 

purpose being to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open and as such the 

essential characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and permanence.  Refer to Section 

7 ‘Green Belt Review’ for further details. 

3.3 To the east of the Site (east of the A228) is land designated as Strategic Gap (saved Policy 

BNE 31).  The aim of this policy is, amongst other things, to prevent development that would 

result in the degradation of the open character or separating function of the land specifically 

included within the Strategic Gap.  Due to the fact that the Site is not within the Strategic 

Gap, development on the Site would not affect the ability of land within the Strategic Gap to 

fulfil its function. 
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4.0 LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 

National Landscape Character 

Natural England’s National Character Area Profile 119: North Downs  

4.1 The Site lies within the North Downs Landscape Character Area (LCA), which extends from 

Guildford to Dover. Key characteristics identified on page 8 include: 

• "… A d is t i nc t iv e  cha lk  dow n land r idge…  
• …  Cha lk  so i l s  a re predom inant  ac ross  the N CA…  
• The a rea  i s  cu t  by  the deep va l l eys  o f  the S tour , M edw ay , 

Daren t , W ey  and M o le… w h ich  con t ras t  w i th  the  s teep 
scarp  s l ope…  

• W oodland i s  found pr im ar i l y  on  the s t eeper  s lopes…  W el l  
w ooded hedgerow s  and shaw s a re  an  im por tan t  
com ponen t  o f  the f i e ld  boundar i es , con t r i bu t i ng  s t rong l y  
to  a  w ooded  cha rac te r…  

• Sm al l , nuc l ea ted v i l l ages  and  sca t t ered fa rm s teads  
inc lud ing oas ts  and barns  form  the se t t lem en t  pa t te rn… "  

4.2 Key Landscape opportunities within NCA Profile 119 identified on page 54 include: 

• "P ro tec t , conserve, an  approp r ia te ly  m anage the h igh ly  
d i s t i nc t iv e cha l k  c l i f f  coas t l i ne…  

• P ro tec t , conserve and enhance the character  o f  m uch  of  
the dow n land landscape devo id  o f  deve lopm en t  and u rban  
in t ru s ions… . 

• … restor ing , s ign i f i can t ly  ex pand ing and  re l in k ing  the  
w et land  hab i ta ts  o f  the M edw ay Gap…  

• M anage, conserve , enhance and  res tore the charac ter i s t i c  
pa t t ern  o f  t h ick  w e l l - t r eed hedgerow s and shaw s, fo rm ing  
a  p redom inan t ly  i r r egu la r  f i e l d  pa t te rn ."  

 

County Landscape Character 

Kent County Council’s Landscape Assessment of Kent 2004: Kent Downs – Medway, 

Western and Eastern Scarp. 

4.3 The Site lies within the Kent Downs – Medway, Western and Eastern Scarp LCA, and is 

characterised by: 

• Gently undulating arable farmland; 

• Quarries; 

• Open and wild character on eastern slopes with wide views; and 

• Sparse remnant hedges leading up to wooded ridges with wide views from open and 

wild eastern slopes.  
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4.4 The LCA is described as a generally incoherent landscape of poor condition in which features 

do not reflect or enhance the landform, and that there are many visual detractors.  The 

Medway Valley is described as having a significant landform, however, the lower slopes are 

described as unremarkable when considered in isolation.  The LCA describes the landscape as 

open with moderate visibility, and states that hedged field boundaries and woodland are 

limited.  With regard to the sensitivity of the landscape, the LCA describes this as low. 

4.5 The Landscape Actions described within the LCA include the creation of a landscape 

framework to provide an urban edge arable fields and other farmland and the creation of 

shaws or wide hedgerows as enclosure and to provide a network of semi-natural habitats. 

Borough Landscape Character 

Medway Borough Council’s Landscape Character Assessment March 2011: 

Character Area 39: Halling Quarries 

4.6 The Site is located within Character Area 39: Halling Quarries. The Landscape Type is Rural 

Fringe, sub-type Rural fringe with urban/industrial influences. Characteristics are as follows: 

• “Scarp  f l oor  w i th  ro l l ing  a rab le f ie lds , i n t erspersed w i th  
sm a l l  se t t l em en ts , d i sused qua r r i es , indust r ia l  her i tage  
and  P eter ’ s  P i t  deve lopm en t  i n f ras t ruc tu re  w ork s   

• Heav i ly  w ooded d isused p i t s  f ragm ent  charac ter  bu t  
screen  v i sua l  i n te r rup t i on   

• B lue Lak e to  sou th  w es t  o f  Ha l l i ng  Cem en t  W ork s  form s  
d is t i nc t iv e landscape fea tu re; overhead py lons  and cem en t  
w ork s  a re  det rac t i ng  fea tu res   

• Sou thern  par t  o f  cha racter  a rea  ex tends in to  Tonbr idge  
and  M a l l i ng”  

4.7 The LCA is described as being of moderate condition, with some detracting features and 

moderate sensitivity.  ‘Issues’ identified on page 105 include the new development proposals 

for Halling Cemex (south of the Site), and loss of rural character from new developments.  

‘Guidance’ includes ensuring the use of appropriate native planting to screen new 

development from footpaths, roads, existing settlements and rural areas. 

4.8 The substantial housing development that has been constructed within LCA 39 represents a 

substantial change to the character area.  This residential development is not reflected within 

LCA 39, which was produced prior to the construction of the development. 

Localised Appraisal of the Site and its context 

4.9 The published landscape character assessments describe a predominantly chalk landscape, 

cut by deep valleys including the Medway Valley, where the upper slopes are typically well 

wooded.  More locally, the Medway Valley is described as an incoherent landscape with wide, 
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open views, and of poor condition.  Guidelines include the creation of a strong landscape 

framework incorporating wide hedgerows and shaws to provide a network of semi-natural 

habitats, and screening development with appropriate native planting from footpaths, roads, 

existing settlements and rural areas. 

4.10 The published assessments broadly reflect the local landscape character of the western edge 

of the River Medway, which is incoherent and of low sensitivity.  At a site specific level, the 

Site is unmanaged and overgrown, however, does comprise two woodland blocks which 

should be retained and enhanced as part of any proposed development in accordance with 

the published guidelines.  The guidelines were written prior to the construction of the recent 

residential development to the south of the Site, which replaced former employment uses.  
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5.0 VISUAL APPRAISAL 

5.1 A visual appraisal to ascertain the visibility of the Site in the wider landscape was undertaken 

in November 2015. 

5.2 Figure 1: Site Context Plan sets out the viewpoint locations and the extent of visibility of the 

Site, to be read in conjunction with Site Context Photographs 1 - 10.   

5.3 Site Context Photograph 1 is taken from the A228 (Formby Road / Rochester Road) looking 

west towards the north-eastern corner of the Site.  The dense boundary vegetation along the 

A228 largely screens views from this fast moving, heavily trafficked road. 

5.4 Site Context Photograph 2 is taken from PRoW RS220 which adjoins the northern boundary of 

the Site.  PRoW RS220 is a narrow path, enclosed to the north by close boarded fencing of 

the adjoining residential properties and to the south by the scrub and trees which form the 

northern boundary of the Site.  The Site and the recent residential development beyond this 

are visible, partially screened by the boundary vegetation. 

5.5 Site Context Photograph 3 is taken from Pilgrims Road, west of the Site at the junction with 

PRoW RS220.  The Site is not visible from this location, screened by a block of intervening 

woodland, the eastern edge of which forms part of the boundary to the Site. 

5.6 Site Context Photograph 4 is taken from the westernmost edge of the Site, where part of the 

Site (that comprises a block of woodland) adjoins Pilgrims Road.  Due to the dense woodland 

structure, only a limited part of the rest of the Site is visible from this location. 

5.7 Site Context Photograph 5 is taken from PRoW RS201, south-west of the Site, on elevated 

land overlooking the Medway Valley.  The recently constructed residential development to 

the south of the Site is visible, beyond which is the River Medway and associated industrial 

land uses.  The woodland blocks within the Site are partially visible from this location. 

5.8 Site Context Photograph 6 is taken from the A228 south of the Site, within proximity of the 

recently constructed residential development.  The woodland blocks and boundary vegetation 

along the southern and eastern edges of the Site are visible, screening views into the Site. 

5.9 Site Context Photographs 7 to 10 are taken from footpaths and roads to the east of the River 

Medway, looking across the River Medway.  Existing development is prominent along the 

lower slopes of the Medway Valley, beyond which, land rises substantially, forming a 

backdrop to the view comprising woodland, scattered fields and chalk scarp.   The Site is 

visible from these locations, seen in the context of residential properties to the west (visible 

above the Site), north and recently constructed properties to the south.   
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Summary: 

5.10 The photographs demonstrate that the Site is partially visible from its immediate 

surroundings, however, views are typically filtered by intervening vegetation.  More open 

views into the Site are obtained from land to the east of the River Medway, however, where 

these views are obtained, the Site is seen in an urbanised context of the lower slopes of the 

Medway Valley, beyond which land rises to form a predominantly wooded backdrop to the 

views.  
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6.0 OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 

6.1 The following landscape opportunities and constraints should be considered when developing 

a masterplan for residential development on the Site: 

• Existing vegetation structure should be retained, reinforced and enhanced. Implement 

effective landscape management to ensure thinning, selective felling and replanting to 

achieve a varied age structure comprising locally indigenous species; 

• Development should incorporate tree planting along the contours throughout the 

scheme, including along roads and within public open spaces within the Site to 

mitigate views from across the River Medway, in order to reduce the perception of the 

built form  within the Site; 

• Built form should follow the contours of the Site to reduce the cut and fill 

requirements; 

• The amenity value of PRoW RS220 along the northern edge of the Site should be 

enhanced, as currently it is a narrow corridor route, separated from the Site by scrub 

and scattered trees.  Pockets of open space and more open views into the Site and 

the River Medway to the east should be introduced, with the potential for play areas 

incorporated within a parkland setting along this route; and 

• The wider pedestrian connectivity locally should be enhanced, by introducing 

pedestrian connections between Pilgrims Way to the west of the Site and PRoW RS220 

to the north of the Site, through the Site. 
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7.0 GREEN BELT REVIEW 

7.1 As illustrated on Figure 1: Site Context Plan much of the undeveloped land to the west of the 

River Medway, including the Site, is designated as Green Belt land. The Green Belt 

designation excludes land to the north and south of the Site (which comprises residential 

development), however, indiscriminately washes over residential properties adjoining the 

western edge of the Site, and other properties along Pilgrims Way. 

7.2 Under National Planning Policy Framework (2012), Green Belt is a functional designation, its 

purpose being to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open and as such the 

essential characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and permanence. More specifically 

Green Belt serves the following five purposes: 

• “ to  check  the  unres t r i c t ed  sp raw l  o f  la rge  bu i l t -up  a reas; 
• to  preven t  ne ighbour ing  tow ns  m erg ing  i n to  one  ano ther ; 
• to  ass i s t  in  sa feguard ing the count rys ide  f rom  

enc roachm ent ; 
• to  p reserve the  se t t i ng  and spec ia l  character  o f  h i s tor i c  

tow ns ; and  
• to  ass i s t  in  u rban  regenera t ion , by  encourag ing the  

recyc l ing  o f  dere l i c t  and  o ther  u rban  land .”  

7.3 The NPPF states that the key characteristics of the Green Belt are ‘their openness and their 

permanence,’ (paragraph 79).  

7.4 The Site has been assessed in terms of the five purposes set out within the NPPF. In 

evaluating the contribution of the land to the Green Belt, the Green Belt function of the Site 

has been ranked within a series of levels or categories, indicating a gradation from none to 

significant. These thresholds are set out in Table 1 below, while Table 2 sets out an 

assessment of the Green Belt function of the Site. 

Table 1: Contribution of Green Belt function categories 

 

 

  

Table Heading Assessment 

Significant  Significant landscape and visual contribution towards purpose of Green Belt 

Some  Some landscape and visual contribution towards purpose of Green Belt 

Limited Limited landscape and visual contribution towards purpose of Green Belt 

Small Small landscape and visual contribution towards purpose of Green Belt 

None No landscape and visual contribution towards purpose of Green Belt 
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7.5 An assessment has been made of the openness of the Green Belt in this particular location 

and to what extent the removal of the Site would have on the perception of openness in the 

remaining designated area.  

Definitions 

7.6 When considering the ability of the Site to meet each of the purposes of the Green Belt, the 

following definitions should be considered. 

Sprawl 

7.7 Disorganised and unattractive extension to developed area (perhaps lacking defensible 

boundary), spread out over a large area in an untidy or irregular way.  This takes into 

account the local settlement pattern. 

Encroachment 

7.8 The gradual advancement of development beyond an acceptable or established limit.  This 

takes into account the condition of the land within the Site and the value it contributes to 

Green Belt (countryside). 

Defensible boundaries 

7.9 The NPPF states that, when choosing boundaries, ‘local authorities should define boundaries 

clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent,’ 

(paragraph 85). 

Table 2: The Site's Contribution to the Purposes of the Green Belt 

Green Belt 
Function  

Assessment Green Belt 
Contribution (None 
/Very Small / 
Limited / Some / 
Significant 

To check the 
unrestricted 
sprawl of large 
built-up areas 

The Site is enclosed and adjoined by residential 
development to the north, west and south and the 
A228 to the east, and therefore development on the 
Site would not result in sprawl, as is contained by 
development that surrounds it. 
 
There is an opportunity to reinforce the existing 
landscape structure through the enhancement of the 
landscape buffers around the Site, comprising native 
species hedgerows and trees, which would provide a 
defined edge to the development, whilst also 
contributing positively to local landscape character. 

Therefore, it is considered that the Site has the ability 
to absorb development without contributing to an 
increase in the extent of unrestricted sprawl of the 

None 
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Green Belt 
Function  

Assessment Green Belt 
Contribution (None 
/Very Small / 
Limited / Some / 
Significant 

existing settlement pattern. 

To prevent 
neighbouring 
towns merging 
into one 
another 
 

Due to the urbanised nature of the lower valley slopes 
on the western side of the River Medway, there is no 
clear distinction between settlements locally. 
 
Policy BNE 30 of the Medway Local Plan states that the 
Metropolitan Green Belt has helped to maintain the 
open area between Medway and Gravesend, and the 
open area between London and other urban areas of 
Medway, Maidstone, Tunbridge Wells, Sevenoaks and 
Tonbridge.  The geographic location of the Site is not 
applicable to these functions and cannot be described 
as ‘open countryside’. 
 

None 

To assist in 
safeguarding 
the countryside 
from 
encroachment 

The variety of land uses lead to an incoherent 
character locally with strong urban fringe 
characteristics, and as demonstrated in the visual 
appraisal section, visibility into the Site is limited and 
filtered due to intervening vegetation and built form, 
with the exception of the longer views from the east of 
the River Medway, from which the strong urban fringe 
character of this location is evident. 
As a result the contribution the Site makes to the 
‘openness’ of Green Belt is limited. 

Furthermore, the perception of 'countryside' is further 
reduced by the presence of the fast-moving A228 road 
adjoining the eastern edge of the Site which is audibly 
intrusive.  

The introduction of development would result in the 
replacement of a field with built form, however, the 
effect would be perceived within a limited visual 
envelope, constrained by local topography, intervening 
vegetation and built form, and seen in the context of 
the Site’s urbanised surroundings. 

 

Limited 

To preserve the 
setting and 
special 
character of 
historic towns 

The Site is not within, or visible from any historic 
towns, and is not within or visible from any 
Conservation Area.  Therefore, the development of the 
Site would have no effect on the setting or character 
of any historic towns. 

None 

 

7.10 The fifth NPPF Green Belt function to assist in urban regeneration is not a landscape and 

visual consideration.  Should the Site be brought forward for redevelopment, this would not 

prejudice derelict land coming forward in the future. 

7.11 The above demonstrates that due to the urbanised context of the Site’s surroundings, the 

Site makes little to no contribution to the purposes of Green Belt, and therefore that the Site 

could be released from the Green Belt, and residential development accommodated within 

the Site. 
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8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The Site and Context 

8.1 The Site is located within an urbanised area situated on the lower slopes of the western side 

of the valley of the River Medway.  The Site is within the Green Belt, however, is surrounded 

by residential properties on 3 sides including recent residential development to the south of 

the Site.  The A228 and Pilgrims Road / Way provide connectivity to the residential 

settlements and various land uses along the valley.  Beyond this to the west, land rises more 

steeply, forming a backdrop that is primarily wooded with exposed chalk scarps.   

8.2 With the exception of being within the Green Belt, the Site is not subject to landscape-

related or planning policy designations.   

8.3 The Site is approximately 6.8 hectares in area. The Site is an unmanaged, sloping field which 

falls from 35m AOD in the south-west to 5m AOD in the south-east.  It comprises a block of 

woodland in the south-eastern corner adjoining the A228 and an area of scrub / woodland 

the south-westernmost corner adjoining Pilgrims Road / Way.  Pylons extend along the 

southern boundary of the Site, beyond which is the recently constructed residential 

development to the south of the Site (“St Andrews”). 

Landscape Character 

8.4 The published landscape character assessments describe a predominantly chalk landscape, 

cut by deep valleys including the Medway Valley, where the upper slopes are typically well 

wooded.  More locally, the Medway Valley is described as an incoherent landscape with wide, 

open views, and of poor condition.  Guidelines include the creation of a strong landscape 

framework incorporating wide hedgerows and shaws to provide a network of semi-natural 

habitats, and screening development with appropriate native planting from footpaths, roads, 

existing settlements and rural areas. 

8.5 The published assessments broadly reflect the local landscape character of the western edge 

of the River Medway, which is incoherent and of low sensitivity.  At a site specific level, the 

Site is unmanaged and overgrown, however, does comprise two woodland blocks which 

should be retained and enhanced as part of any proposed development in accordance with 

the published guidelines.  The guidelines were written prior to the construction of the recent 

residential development to the south of the Site, which replaced former employment uses. 
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Visual Appraisal 

8.6 The Site Context Photographs which accompany this Appraisal demonstrate that the Site is 

partially visible from its immediate surroundings, however, views are typically filtered by 

intervening vegetation.  More open views into the Site are obtained from land to the east of 

the River Medway, however, where these views are obtained, the Site is seen in an urbanised 

context of the lower slopes of the Medway Valley, beyond which land rises to form a 

predominantly wooded backdrop to the views.  

Opportunities and Constraints 

8.7 The following landscape opportunities and constraints should be taken into consideration 

when developing a masterplan for development on the Site, to help assimilate the 

development into the Site and its context: 

• Retain and enhance existing vegetation including the woodland blocks within the Site 

to enhance visual amenity and biodiversity; 

• Incorporate tree planting throughout the scheme to reduce the perception of built 

form within the Site, particularly from the eastern side of the River Medway and 

ensure that development follows the contours of the Site; 

• Enhance the amenity value of the footpath (PRoW RS220) which adjoins the northern 

edge of the Site by introducing new pockets of open space and along the route and 

managing the vegetation to allow more open views towards the River Medway; and 

• Enhance local pedestrian connectivity, by incorporating new pedestrian routes through 

the Site from Pilgrims Road / Way in the south-west to PRoW RS220 in the north. 

Green Belt Review 

8.8 The Site has been assessed in terms of the five purposes set out within the NPPF.  As 

demonstrated within the table in Section 7 of this Appraisal, the Site makes no contribution 

to checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas, preventing neighbouring towns 

merging into one another, and preserving the setting and special character of historic 

towns); makes a limited contribution to assisting in safeguarding the countryside from 

encroachment; and would not prejudice derelict land coming forward in future for 

development. 

8.9 The above demonstrates that the Site could be released from the Green Belt, and residential 

development accommodated within the Site. 
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Conclusion 

8.10 As a result of the above considerations it is concluded that sympathetic development within 

the Site would be acceptable in landscape and visual terms and would result in limited to no 

effect on the function of the Green Belt.  The Site could successfully accommodate 

residential development, assimilated into the existing development pattern of its urbanised 

surroundings, which includes residential development on 3 sides of the Site. 
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SLAA Extract 

North Field, Halling – Site Proforma 

(Medway Council, November 2015) 

 



Site

Reference 352

Address North Field, Halling

Description Site is located adjacent to the new housing development of St
Andrews Park and is identified within the planning application for St
Andrews Park as an area of open space. The site slopes gently to the
south east and is bounded by a number of mature trees. Much of
the site is overgrown. Access could be created through the St
Andrews Park development or onto Formby Road.

Size (ha) 6.65 (part of wider site 80.79 with Planning Permission)

Relevant
policy
guidance

Location
Plan

Development Potential

Residential (units) 193

Office 66,500

Industrial 26,600

Employment (m2)

Storage 26,600

Main Town Centre Uses
(m2)

Other Uses

Suitability General

Facilities & Services
Accessibility

Site has moderate access to services and
facilities.

Public Transport Site has moderate access to public



Suitability General

Accessibility transport opportunities.

Highway Network
Capacity

Access to the strategic highway network
(M2/A2), and around the Medway urban
distributor network generally, is likely to be
constrained by a number of identified
congestion hotspots.

Whilst it is possible that strategic
infrastructure upgrades may address these
congestion issues, improving capacity on
the network, there are no upgrades
planned or identified at present.

Further detailed assessment would need to
be undertaken (as part of the Local Plan or
development management process) to
demonstrate how traffic generated be the
development could be accommodated on
the network.

Developer contributions may be required
to fund any infrastructure upgrades
necessary to address network capacity
constraints.

Site Access It is likely a suitable vehicular access could
be created on to Formby Road, which is
directly adjacent to the site.

Notwithstanding the above, the suitability
of the prospective access would need to be
further investigated through the
Development Management Process.

Ecological Potential An ecological survey of the site has not
been investigated as part of this high level
assessment and as such the presence or
absence of protected species and/or
habitats cannot be established at this stage.

Further assessment would therefore need
to be undertaken through the Local Plan or
Development Management process, before
development could be supported or
rejected.

Designated Habitats Natural England guidance (Impact Risk
Zones) indicates that development of this
site poses a potential risk to a SSSI.



Suitability General

Further assessment of the potential
impacts of development upon designated
habitats would therefore need to be
undertaken through the Local Plan or
Development Management process, before
development could be supported or
rejected.

Landscape Whilst the site is situated outside of the
built up area, the landscape is considered
less sensitive and to have some potential to
accommodate change.

Further assessment of the potential
impacts of development upon the local
landscape would need to be undertaken
through the Local Plan or Development
Management process, before development
could be supported or rejected.

Heritage Development is unlikely to have an impact
upon any designated heritage assets.

Air Quality Site is unlikely to be constrained by air
pollution.

Contamination Contamination is not suspected on the site.

Site Developability The site is free from known development
‘abnormals’.

Agricultural Land Site is on the edge of a built up area and
development would not result in the loss of
any agricultural land.

Open Space Site is not designated open space, however
it has been identified in planning
application MC/12/1791 (neighbouring
development) as an informal open space,
trim trail and pedestrian footpaths.

Suitability – Housing

Flood Risk Site is at low risk of flooding.

Noise Noise pollution may affect the site, but it is
likely that this could be mitigated.

Amenity/Overlooking The site has the potential to impact upon
amenity of nearby residential properties.

Whilst this is likely to be resolvable through
sensitive design, it is likely this would have
implication for site capacity.

Employment Land Site is not designated employment land.



Overall Whilst the site is subject to some potential
development constraints, it is considered
that these could be resolved, subject to
further assessment.

Suitability – Economic Development

Flood Risk Level of flood risk on the site is considered
acceptable for commercial uses.

Noise The site may be affected by noise pollution, but
it is likely that this could be mitigated for
commercial uses.

Amenity Mainly residential with few commercial uses.

Overall Whilst the site is subject to some potential
development constraints, it is considered that
these could be resolved, subject to further
assessment.

Suitability – Mixed Use

Overall Whilst the site is subject to some potential
development constraints, it is considered that
these could be resolved, subject to further
assessment.

Availability

Landowner is actively promoting the site for redevelopment.

A SLAA submission has been received for the site – housing.



 

 

Planning Policy 
Medway Council,  
Gun Wharf,  
Dock Road, Chatham,  
Kent ME4 4TR 

10 April 2017 
GW/LAK 

SENT VIA EMAIL TO futuremedway@medway.gov.uk 
 
Dear Sir 
 
REPRESENTATIONS TO MEDWAY LOCAL PLAN 2035 
DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS CONSULTATION 
ORCHARD KENNELS, RAINHAM 
 
Please find below representations to the Development Options consultation on behalf of our 
client Scoop Asset Management (Scoop AM). 

Scoop AM has an interest in the Orchard Kennels site, Meresborough Road, Rainham. This 
representation therefore considers the development options publication and promotes the 
allocation of the Orchard Kennels site for residential led development. A Development 
Feasibility Study produced by Pod Architects is submitted alongside these representations and 
considers the site context and opportunities in further detail. 

Strategic Objectives 

Medway is the biggest regeneration zone in the Thames Gateway Regeneration Area, which 
seeks to raise economic success and boost the delivery of infrastructure and housing.  

We therefore support the ambitions of the Council [and their vision for Medway in 2035] in 
seeking to harness the opportunities of Medway (including its high-speed train links, 
universities, and its diverse offer of services and businesses) to establish a regional profile 
for successful and ambitious growth that will share the accrued benefits from wider strategic 
developments.  

Housing Requirements 

A key objective of the Local Plan is to provide for the housing needs of the Medway 
communities, that meets the range of size, type and affordability the area needs.  

The North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (NKSHEA) i dentifies a 
need of 29,463 homes. The Council’s own assessment of supply suggests that it currently has 

mailto:futuremedway@medway.gov.uk


 

 

supply to accommodate 18,206 units although this includes 5,000 homes at Lodge Hill . There 
is therefore a need to identify sites to accommodate at least 11,257 units, but on the basis 
that Lodge Hill is not currently policy compliant, we consider there to be an unidentified supply 
figure of c16,500 homes.   

We agree that any development strategy should first seek to make efficient use of existing 
previously developed land and promote regeneration. This is entirely consistent with the NPPF 
and Planning Practice Guidance. However, in providing a wide choice of housing and locations, 
such aspirations need to be balanced with greenfield release in sustainable locations otherwise 
there would be a preponderance to urban living and flatted development that not everyone 
desires or requires. Indeed, we concur with the Council (para 3.15) that the scale of growth 
projected will require more than riverside regeneration proposals and incremental growth 
around the edge of towns. Larger strategic development proposals need to be considered that 
can provide a range of housing types and tenures and infrastructure improvements.  

Development Options 

Having considered the development options, we consider the strategy should be a balance 
between all Scenarios – urban regeneration, complemented by greenfield development in 
suburban locations.    

Suburban expansion has the best opportunity to provide new greenfield development in 
locations close to existing public transport. It is also the best way to provide new services 
and facilities that will benefit both existing and new communities.  

A strategy that was a mixture of Scenarios would still incorporate suburban development in 
the Hoo to meet aspirations for better services and facilities in this area, but focus would be 
as great on sustainable settlements elsewhere in the district as well.   

Orchard Kennels, Rainham  

In promoting a strategy that focuses on urban regeneration and suburban development, we 
consider the Orchard Kennels site, Rainham, to be an appropriate opportunity for 
development.  

This site is located adjacent to the recently approved Redrow development at Oastview. It is 
in close proximity to Rainham station and provides a sustainable suburban development 
opportunity (as acknowledged by the approval of the Redrow scheme).  

The site can come forward independently for residential use and open space with enhanced 
access via Meresborough Road. Alternatively, it could come forward as part of a wider 
strategic allocation at Siloam Farm as considered by the SHLAA site assessment 0847.  

The accompanying Development Feasibility Report provides further details regarding the site’s 

potential for development and provides an initial illustrative scheme as to how the site could 
be designed to accommodate 101 homes and 0.35ha of open space. This constitutes a density 
of 27 dwellings per hectare, which is considered appropriate for the location.   

The scheme also includes the potential for a large bespoke (perhaps self -build) dwelling to 
provide interest and character. 

 

 



 

 

If you would any further information regarding the site, please don’t hesitate to contact me.  

Yours faithfully 

 

Graeme Warriner 
Director 
 

Enc. Development Feasibility Study by Pod Architects  
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Introduction 

20894/A5/EW/TA/ja/djg 1 April 2017 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

i) Purpose of these Representations 

 

1.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land in response to 

Medway C ouncil’s ( MC) L ocal P lan 2 012-2035 De velopment O ptions ( Regulation 18) 

consultation (LPDO, January 2017). Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land has land interest in a  s ite 

known as ‘Land West of Hoo St Werburgh’ (hereafter referred to as ‘the Site’). A Site Location 

Plan is included at Appendix A. 

 

1.2 These representations seek to demonstrate that the Site is a sustainable location for 

development, which should be allocated as part of the Council’s new Local Plan. 

 
1.3 The Site i s a lso be ing p romoted a s pa rt of a  Consortium of landowners a nd p romoters with 

interests around Hoo St Werburgh. The Consortium has developed a v ision for the expansion 

of Hoo St Werburgh into a sustainable rural town, for mixed-use development including circa 

6,500 dwellings. The v ision f or Hoo i s set o ut in d etail i n t he H oo Development Framework 

Document (HDFD), which is submitted to the LPDO on behalf of the Consortium. 

 
1.4 Notwithstanding Taylor Wimpey’s support for the Hoo St Werburgh vision, these 

representations demonstrate that the Site is a sustainable location for development in its own 

right. 

 
1.5 These representations have been prepared in objective terms and in recognition of prevailing 

planning policy – in particular Government guidance as set out in the National Planning Policy 

Framework (NPPF) (March 2012) and National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (March 2014). 

 
1.6 On 0 7 Fe bruary 2017, t he G overnment p ublished t he H ousing W hite P aper ( February 2 017) 

which sets out a programme of reform to tackle long-standing problems in the housing market 

and e nsure h omes a re bu ilt in t he r ight l ocations. These representations refer to t he 

Government’s proposed planning changes, where relevant, and which were subject to 

consultation until 02 May 2017. 

 

ii) Purpose of the LPDO 

 

1.7 MC previously undertook a period of public consultation on i ts Local P lan Issues and Options 

(LPIO) document between January and February 2016. The LPIO consultation was in advance 

of the preparation of a new Local Plan under the Local Planning Regulations.  
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1.8 It sought representations on key contextual matters and potential approaches for the new 

Local Plan strategy, and did not set out detailed policies or identify specific development sites. 

 

1.9 The current LPDO (Regulation 18) consultation progresses forward from the LPIO, by setting 

out potential development options available to meet Medway’s identified needs over the Plan 

period 2012-2035, which are sought to be in l ine with a  draft vision and strategic objectives 

for the area. 

 
1.10 The four development options that are considered within the LPDO are as follows: 

 

1. Maximising urban regeneration opportunities; 

2. Supporting suburban expansion at a significant scale; 

3. Promoting development on the Hoo Peninsula; and 

4. Securing urban regeneration and a rural town. 

 

1.11 The LPDO consultation d ocument i s a ccompanied by e vidence b ase work that h as b een 

prepared t o i nform t he new Local P lan strategy, namely the St rategic H ousing M arket 

Assessment (2015) and Strategic Land Availability Assessment (2017). Ongoing and additional 

technical work is still underway to assess the sustainability of the different development options 

and policy approaches being explored in the LPDO document. 

 

iii) Content of Representations 

 

1.12 The content of National planning policy and guidance relevant to the LPDO and the new Local 

Plan strategy is contained in Appendix B, and referred to throughout these representations. 

  

1.13 These representations are structured as follows: 

 

• Section 2.0: Land West of Hoo St Werburgh; 

• Section 3.0: Objectively Assessed Need; 

• Section 4.0: Development Strategy; 

• Section 5.0: Other Policy Approaches; and 

• Section 6.0: Conclusions. 

 

1.14 In summary, these representations set out the following comments: 

 

• The North Kent SHENA identifies the Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) for Medway as 

being 1,281 dwellings per annum (dpa) over the period 2012-2037, which does not 

represent the full OAN for Medway over the Plan period 2012-2035; 
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• Medway’s OAN figure is below the starting point estimate of the 2012-based projections 

and further below t he 2014-based p rojections. No j ustification has been p rovided f or 

this reduction; 

• In the context of the 2012-based projections as the starting point estimate, the figure 

of 1,489 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035 would represent the full OAN for Medway; 

• The latest 2014-based starting point estimate for Medway is 1,388 dpa for the Plan 

period 2012-2035. In accordance with the PPG, this should be adjusted to take account 

of factors not captured in past trends, n amely t o a ddress w orsening m arket s ignals, 

suppressed h ousehold formation r ates, h istoric u nder-supply and t he 2 015 SHMA 

identified affordable need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum; 

• The Local Plan should seek to meet unmet requirements from neighbouring LPAs where 

it is reasonable and consistent with National policy. Clarity is required on the position 

between Medway Council and Gravesham Borough Council to ensure the respective 

Local Plans meet the level of growth required; 

• The d evelopment strategy f or the n ew L ocal Plan needs t o p rovide circa 1 6,500 

dwellings to meet Medway’s current identified supply. It is considered that a 

combination of 4no. development scenarios explored in the consultation document will 

need to be taken forward to meet Medway’s development needs in full; 

• All of the 4no. scenarios in the consultation document envisage development at Hoo St 

Werburgh and the majority specifically include the Site. This approach is supported in 

that it recognises the sustainability of Hoo St Werburgh and the suitability of the Site. 

• The Site itself is particularly suitable for development, given the absence of overriding 

constraints and its location at the urban edge. 

• The S ite i s s uitable, deliverable, a chievable and therefore de velopable for r esidential 

development and should be allocated accordingly in the new Local Plan. 
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2.0 LAND WEST OF HOO ST WERBURGH  

 

i) The Site and its Surroundings  

 

2.1 The Site lies to the west of Hoo St Werburgh, Kent. The settlements of Wainscott and Strood 

lie t o t he south west a nd a  Ministry o f Defence landholding a t C hattenden l ies t o t he north 

(Lodge Hill). Nearby to the west is Chattenden whilst Upnor is to the south west on the River 

Medway. Hoo Marina and Caravan Park a re l ocated to t he south on t he river frontage whilst 

Kingsnorth Power Station and associated industrial development lie to the east. 

 

2.2 The Site is approximately 32.82 hectares in total and extends between the existing urban edge 

of r esidential p roperties o n A veling C lose t o the e ast a nd t he A 228 dual ca rriageway t o t he 

north-west. The Site is greenfield, currently in agricultural use, and is divided into two parcels 

of land. The Site comprises predominantly Grade 3b agricultural land, i .e. not ‘best and most 

versatile agricultural land’, with small areas of Grade 3a on the eastern edge of the site. 

 

2.3 The l andform of t he Site is undulating, a nd generally falls i n l evel from north e ast t o south 

west from a height of around 63 metres above ordnance datum (AOD) to a low of around 30 

metres A OD b efore r ising a gain a t th e e xtreme south w est. The highest s ection of t he S ite 

forms part of the Deangate Ridge which rises beyond the Site to the north. 

 

2.4 Hoo’s village centre l ies t o t he s outh-east of t he s ettlement, a pproximately 1 .6km f rom t he 

centre o f the Site. However, t he S ite i s closer to the second broad group of facilities i n Hoo 

that run along Main Road, including a primary school (circa 0.9km), leisure centre (circa 

0.6km), health facilities (circa 1.2km) and convenience shops (circa 1km). Hoo is also well 

served by public transport, with Main Road acting as an established route for a number of bus 

services. 

 

2.5 The Hundred of Hoo Academy, which is located immediately south of the Site, is a 6FE mixed-

gender comprehensive school for pupils aged 11-19. The Academy has been granted planning 

consent (MC/16/1845), which is presently under construction, for a new Primary School to the 

west o f the access track that d ivides the Academy building and it s g rass sports p itches. The 

1FE facility is designed to be able to extend to a 2FE facility, and is intended to be fully 

operational from September 2017. 

 

2.6 As such, whilst the Site is currently outside but adjacent to the settlement boundary of Hoo St 

Werburgh, it is in proximity to existing development. 
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2.7 The Site is not subject to any International, National or local landscape designations. Its 

development should be considered proportionate to this context, in accordance with the NPPF 

(para 113).  

 

ii) Proposed Development 

 

2.8 The Site is being promoted for a housing-led scheme comprising a mix of dwellings types and 

sizes, including an element of affordable housing. It is anticipated that approximately 450-550 

dwellings could be delivered on the Site, together with substantial open space provision. 

 

iii) Previous SLAA Conclusions 

 

2.9 The Site was assessed in both the November 2015 Strategic Land Availability Assessment 

(SLAA) and January 2017 SLAA (Site Reference: 0753). 

 

2.10 The N ovember 2015 SLAA c oncluded t hat t he S ite i s unsuitable for residential development 

unless the identified constraints can be addressed. 

 

2.11 In summary, the Site was assessed as follows: 

 

• Suitable vehicular access could be created onto Main Road, directly adjacent to the 

Site; 

• Development is unlikely to have an impact upon any designated heritage assets; 

• Low risk of flooding; 

• Contamination is not suspected on the Site; 

• Mitigation likely to be deliverable to overcome any air pollution constraints; 

• Site is not designated open space or employment land. 

 

2.12 The constraint to development identified in the SLAA, that led to the conclusion that it is 

unsuitable for development, was due to the Site’s location in relation to public transport 

opportunities, facilities and s ervices.  In a ddition, t he Site i s located outside o f t he built-up 

area and in an area of locally valued landscape (Hoo Farmland and Deangate R idge) set out 

within t he Medway Landscape Character Assessment (MLCA) (2011) and which i s considered 

sensitive to change. Development is therefore considered “likely” to have a detrimental impact 

upon such landscapes. 
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2.13 The subsequent January 2017 SLAA has not been accompanied by individual site assessment 

proformas. Appendix 5 of the document indicates that the Site was excluded at Stage 4 of the 

assessment as it was not considered to be suitable.  

 

2.14 The SLAA methodology advises that a site’s suitability is assessed against a number of factors 

(18 in total), however as the individual proformas are not available, the exact conclusions on 

these factors are unknown and therefore not possible to comment upon. 

 

2.15 As noted in Section 4.0 of these representations, the January 2017 SLAA has only identified a 

potential capacity of 5,980 dwellings on sites deemed to be suitable, available and achievable. 

This quantity of supply is not sufficient to meet the housing requirement for Medway, and 

therefore a further re-evaluation of the SLAA is necessary (PPG Reference: 3-002-20140306). 

 

2.16 It is anticipated that a further review of the SLAA will be undertaken by MC in advance of the 

publication of the Regulation 19 Draft Local Plan, and that this will be informed by the Council’s 

“preferred” spatial strategy for the Borough. 

 

2.17 As e xplained under Section 4 .0 of these r epresentations, all t he “ Development S cenario 

Options” in the LPDO direct at least some strategic growth towards Hoo St Werburgh. Within 

this emerging strategic planning context, the Site is considered to be sustainable and suitable 

for development for the following reasons: 

 

• The Site is free from International and National designations and other environmental 

constraints; 

• The Site is of comparatively low landscape value, notably the site is not located within 

an Area of Local Landscape Importance (ALLI), as such any landscape harm would be 

outweighed by the benefits of new housing; 

• The Site is located on the urban edge of Hoo St Werburgh, one of the most sustainable 

strategic location in the Borough, with the ability to contribute directly to the 

sustainable expansion of the settlement; 

• The S ite i s available f or de velopment, owned by Taylor Wimpey a  l arge n ational 

housebuilder, and has a realistic prospect of delivering housing within five years to 

meet short term development needs; and 

• The Site is viable with the ability to contribute towards the delivery of necessary 

infrastructure improvements and securing policy compliant affordable housing. 

 

2.18 It i s recommended that the forthcoming SLAA review reflects the positive assessment o f t he 

site in these regards, judging it to be suitable, achievable and deliverable. 
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iv) Planning History 

 

2.19 In November 2014, an Outline planning application (MC/14/3405) was submitted to MC for 

mixed-use d evelopment on t he S ite, i ncluding t he e rection of up t o 475 d wellings i ncluding 

affordable housing (Use Class C3), up to 200sqm of commercial floorspace (Use Classes 

A1/A3/A5) and up to 200sqm sports pavilion (Use Class D2). 

 

2.20 The O utline pl anning a pplication w as r efused b y MC’s P lanning C ommittee i n A pril 2 015 for 

2no. Reasons for Refusal. A  Section 78 Appeal was subsequently l odged against t he refusal, 

heard by way of a Public Inquiry in August 2016, and dismissed on 06 September 2016 

(APP/A2280/W/15/3132141). 

 

2.21 The S 78 Inspectors principal concern r elated t o t he s ustainability of t he s ite, pa rticularly i n 

respect of the high degree of reliance on car travel.  However, the S78 Inspector’s conclusion 

was arrived at outside of the emerging strategic planning context which has identified Hoo St 

Werburgh as a potential strategic location for accommodating Medway’s growth needs in the 

next Plan Period.  As discussed in Section 4 of these representations, at least some growth is 

identified at Hoo St Werburgh under all the LPDO “Scenarios”, with large scale strategic growth 

identified under Scenarios 3 and 4. 

 

2.22 The assessment of the sustainability and suitability of the Site that needs to be undertaken as 

part o f the preparation of the new Local P lan, clearly needs to have regard to this emerging 

strategic context with its implied support for strategic development at Hoo St Werburgh. The 

conclusion of the S78 Inspector can therefore provide only relatively limited guidance in respect 

of the suitability and sustainability of the site. 

 

2.23 This n otwithstanding t he Se ction 78 I nspectors r eport provided some i mportant guidance in 

respect of the technical assessment of the site.  

 

2.24 Notably in respect of the landscape value of the site (para 84), where the S78 Inspector 

concluded that the Site has no special or unusual character in terms of its character and 

appearance.  Similarly, in respect of the perceived coalescence of Hoo and Chattenden the S78 

Inspector concluded that: 
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The f undamental landscape f unction o f the D eangate Cockham 
Farm ridges in providing s tructure to the landscape would not be 
compromised, so I  r egard t he c oalescence el ement o f h arm to 
character a nd appearance as  r elatively minor. Clearly, al though 
harm to character and appearance would be an enduring, on its own 
it would not outweigh the benefits of the development. (paragraph 
84) 

 

2.25 In addition, the S78 Inspector noted that the benefits of the Outline scheme (MC/14/3405) are 

substantial (para 82), and specifically noted the following (para 80): 

 

• Economic output generated by future residents (typically, 559 economically active 

residents generating an economic output of £21.9m per annum); 

• Local commercial expenditure by future residents (£8.3m per annum); 

• Construction employment opportunities (79 construction jobs). 

 

v) Sustainable Development 

 

2.26 The N PPF ( para 151) i s cl ear t hat L ocal P lans m ust be p repared w ith t he objective o f 

contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and should be consistent with the 

presumption in favour of sustainable development. 

 

2.27 It is considered that the most sustainable approach to accommodating development at Hoo St 

Werburgh is through a co-ordinated and planned approach to growth, and to this end Taylor 

Wimpey have sought to engage w ith o ther p romoters, t hrough the Consortium, to prepare a 

comprehensive vision for the expansion of the settlement into a small rural town.  This vision 

is set out in the Hoo Development Framework Document (HDFD) so is not repeated here. It is 

however emphasised that the Site is a critical pa rt o f t he overall v ision for t he expansion o f 

the settlement.  

 

2.28 However even i f the l arge-scale gr owth e nvisaged i n t he HDFD i s n ot p referred by  MC, i t i s 

evident from the LPDO that at least some strategic growth will nevertheless need to be directed 

towards Hoo St Werburgh to ensure that Medway’s housing needs are properly accommodated.   

 

2.29 Within t his context i t i s evident t hat t he Site represents a n e ntirely s ustainable l ocation f or 

development given that:  

 
• The Site is free from environmental constraints and designations; 

• The Site is of comparatively low landscape sensitivity; 

• The Site is of low agricultural quality, in comparison to other sites surrounding Hoo St 

Werburgh; 
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• The Site would deliver policy compliant affordable housing; and 

• The Site has the potential to deliver significant economic benefits.  

 

2.30 The recent planning application and appeal serve to confirm these facts, as borne out by the 

S78 Inspectors comments highlighted above. 

 

2.31 The development of the Site would meet the three strands of sustainable development, as set 

out in the NPPF (para 7). Enabling residential development would support economic growth in 

Medway and surrounding areas, providing employment opportunities through the construction 

phase. The Site has the potential to contribute towards the delivery of much needed housing 

within Medway and deliver a mix of housing types in accordance with the NPPF (para 47). 

 

2.32 It i s t herefore evident t hat the Site’s development would be sustainable development i n this 

regard, in that the harm would be outweighed by the benefits o f the development proposals 

(NPPF, para 14).  

 

2.33 Overall, the Site is suitable for development, given the absence of overriding constraints, and 

would deliver sustainable patterns of growth. In addition, the Site is available for development, 

owned by Taylor Wimpey as a large National housebuilder, and has a realistic prospect of 

delivering housing within 5 years to meet short term development needs. 
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3.0 OBJECTIVELY ASSESSED HOUSING NEED 

 

3.1 The LPDO sets out a housing requirement of 29,463 dwellings over the Plan period 2012-2035, 

equating to 1,281 dpa. 

 

3.2 This section of the representations considers the proposed housing target against National 

requirements, notably paragraph 47 of the NPPF (2012) which directs LPAs to use their 

evidence base t o e nsure t hat t heir Local P lan m eets t he full OAN for m arket a nd a ffordable 

housing in the Housing Market Area (HMA), as far as is consistent with the NPPF policies. 

 

i) Medway Council OAN Work 

 

3.3 The NPPF (para 159) requires LPAs to prepare a Strategic Housing Market Assessment to 

identify the scale and mix of housing and range of tenures that the local population is likely to 

need over the Plan period, working with neighbouring LPAs where HMAs cross administrative 

boundaries. 

 

3.4 MC jointly prepared a North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) 

with G ravesham Borough Council, co mprising a B aseline Report ( March 2 015) and St rategic 

Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) (November 2015). 

 

3.5 The North Kent SHENA identifies the OAN for Medway as being 1,281 dpa over the period 2012-

2037 based on the results of the CLG 2012-based household projections adjusted to take 

account of 2013 and 2014 Mid-year Population Estimates. This level of housing need has been 

taken forward in the LPDO to represent the Plan period of 2012-2035. 

 

3.6 There has been no justification for this deviation from the Evidence Base. 

 

ii) Starting Point Estimate 

 

3.7 The P PG ( Reference I D: 2 a-017-20140306) d irects L PAs t o t ake a ccount o f the m ost r ecent 

household projections, in line with the NPPF (para 157) requirement that Local Plans are kept 

up-to-date. 

 

3.8 Since t he p ublication o f t he 2 015 SHMA, t he O NS 2 014-based S ub-National P opulation 

Projections and CLG 2014-based household projections have been published (25 May and 12 

July 2016 respectively). These new data releases provide an updated starting point estimate 

for assessing overall housing need. 
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3.9 MC has not undertaken an updated assessment or published an Addendum to i ts 2015 SHMA 

to take account of the new starting point estimate. 

 

3.10 The PPG (Reference ID: 2a-016-20150227) advises that housing assessments are not 

automatically rendered outdated by the publication of new projections, however assessments 

should be informed by the latest available information wherever possible. We would stress the 

PPG’s use of “wherever possible”, notably a s MC i s s till a t a n early s tage o f its P lan-making 

process. 

 

3.11 The LPDO ( page 5) advises t hat t he anticipated timescale for t he Local Plan’s s ubmission i s 

Spring 2 018. Based on the t imetable for new N ational projections, it i s likely t hat new 

projections (providing a new starting point estimate) will be released at the same time of the 

Local Plan’s submission, or whilst the Local Plan is subject to Examination. 

 

3.12 The subsequently appointed Local P lan Inspector will be required to explore the implications 

of new data releases on the proposed housing target, to ensure that the housing assessment(s) 

submitted for Examination are appropriate and that the Local Plan is seeking to meet full OAN 

in accordance with the NPPF (para 47). 

 

3.13 The 2014-based pr ojections, providing t he latest s tarting p oint e stimate, a re s et o ut below 

against the Plan period 2012-2035 and SHMA period 2012-2037. 

 

Table 3.1: CLG Projections for Medway 

Series 2012-2035 

Plan period 

2012-2037 

SHMA period 

2012-based 1,323 dpa 1,317 dpa 

2014-based 1,388 dpa 1,380 dpa 

Difference from 2012 

to 2014 projections 
+4.9% +4.7% 

 

3.14 All variations of the starting point estimate (Table 3.1 above) are above MC’s identified OAN 

figure. MC’s identified OAN figure is below the 2012-based starting point, upon which the 2015 

SHMA was based, and further below the latest 2014-based starting point. No justification has 

been provided for the reduction to the starting point estimate. 
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3.15 The 2014-based projections generate a  starting point (1,388 dpa) which is 8.3% above MC’s 

identified OAN figure of 1,281 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. For the SHMA period 2012-

2037, t he 2 014-based p rojections s tarting point ( 1,323 dpa) i s 7 .73% a bove Medway’s OAN 

figure. 

 

3.16 The PPG (Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) d irects that t he CLG projections only provide t he 

“starting point estimate” of overall housing need, and adjustment may be required to reflect 

factors affecting local demography and household formation rates not captured in past trends. 

Notably, formation rates may have been suppressed by historic under-supply. 

 

3.17 This is a pertinent issue for Medway, in that the Council has failed to achieve its housing target 

in the last 5 years and has only met/exceeded its target 3 out of the last 24 years. MC accepts 

that this represents persistent under-delivery and therefore a 20% buffer is required to provide 

a realistic prospect of achieving planned supply, and ensure choice and competition in the 

market for land (NPPF, para 47). 

 

iii) Affordable Housing Need 

 

3.18 The NPPF (para 47) directs that LPAs should ensure that their Local P lans meet the full OAN 

for both market and affordable housing.  

 

3.19 There are a number of High Court Judgments1 that provide useful guidance on the proper 

exercise that needs to be undertaken to assess affordable need as part of OAN (referred to in 

Appendix B, paras 4.67-4.68). Notably, the ELM Park v Kings Lynn and West Norfolk BC High 

Court Judgment provides guidance on the role of affordable need with OAN, determining that 

affordable need did not have to be met in full, but rather: 

 

This c onsideration o f a n i ncrease to help d eliver the r equired 
number o f affordable ho mes, rather t han a n instruction t hat the 
requirement b e m et in to tal, is consistent w ith th e p olicy in 
paragraph 1 59 o f t he Fr amework requiring t hat t he SHMA 
“addresses” t hese n eeds in d etermining t he FOAN2. T hey s hould 
have an important influence increasing the derived FOAN since they 
are s ignificant factors i n p roviding f or housing needs w ithin a n 
area. 

 

3.20 It is clear that where there is significant affordable housing need, although it is not required 

to be met in full, an increase should be considered. 

                                                           
1 Satnam Millennium Limited v Warrington Borough Council (19 February 2015) [2015] EWHC 370 (Admin) & Borough 
Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v SSCLG, ELM Park Holdings Ltd (09 July 2015) [2015] EWHC 2464 (Admin) 
2 Full Objectively Assessed Need for Housing 
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3.21 In the context of Medway, the LPDO (para 4.10) states the following in respect of affordable 

housing need: 

 

[t]he Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment identified 
a n eed f or 17,112 affordable dwellings o ver t he plan p eriod. 
However, the Local Plan needs to be deliverable, and must 
demonstrate that the policies are viable. Initial analysis indicates a 
percentage of 25% a ffordable housing c ould be a chieved o n 
development over 15 units. 
[our emphasis] 

 

3.22 The 2015 SHMA (para 6.53) a lso identified that the affordable housing ‘need’ is greater than 

the identified affordable housing ‘supply’ over: the projection period 2012-2037; the Local Plan 

period (which the SHMA references as 2017-2035); and on an annual basis. 

 

3.23 The 2015 SHMA calculated a need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum, which is a significant 

level of affordable housing need. This would constitute 58% of MC’s identified OAN figure of 

1,281 dpa.  

 

3.24 To deliver the a ffordable housing need for 744 affordable dpa in full, a t a  provision o f 25% 

which initial analysis indicates could be achieved (LPDO, para 4.11), a full OAN of circa 3,000 

dpa for 2012-2035 would be required. It is accepted that 3,000 dpa is unrealistic, but a figure 

in excess of the Council’s current target would help to meet some of this affordable need. 

 

iv) Barton Willmore OAN Work 

 

Cr i t i ca l  R ev iew  

 

3.25 As noted above, Barton Willmore Research undertook a critique of MC’s OAN of 1,281 dpa 

(Appendix B ) and did not consider it to represent the full OAN for Medway over the Plan 

period (2012-2035). 

 

3.26 Notwithstanding the release of the 2014-based projections, which provide an updated starting 

point estimate, MC’s OAN figure is based upon the 2015 SHMA and 2012-based projections and 

therefore the concerns set out in the Critical Review remain valid in this regard. 

 

3.27 In summary, the issues raised are as follows: 

 

• The starting point estimate is based on a 23-year projection of suppressed household 

formation in the 25-44 age group, the age group most likely to be first time buyers.  
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This suppression will lead to a significant increase in concealed households in this age 

group unless the OAN adjusts the household formation rates in this age group. The 

North Kent SHENA proposes no adjustment to account for this suppression. To comply 

with the NPPF requirement (para 182) to ensure Local Plans are ‘Positively Prepared’, 

an upward adjustment should be applied for the 25-44 age group. This would lead to 

an OAN in excess of the starting point estimate. 

 

• The 2012-based CLG household projection is underpinned by the 2012-based SNPP 

which is  considered to provide the very minimum projection of future population growth 

in Medway due to  t he l ow international m igration assumptions t hey a re underpinned 

by and in light of recent data suggesting that net migration to Medway is in fact 

significantly higher than the trends underpinning the 2012-based SNPP. 

 

• The North Kent SHENA considers alternative long-term migration trends but fails to pay 

regard to a more recent 5-year migration trend. The SHENA adopts the use of a long-

term migration trend to reflect demographic-led need in Medway which projects lower 

population growth than the 2012-based SNPP and for the reasons outlined (Appendix 

B) is considered inappropriate. 

 

• The North Kent SHENA’s approach to addressing an uplift to OAN to accommodate 

economic growth i s considered relatively robust. However, we would suggest the use 

of three sources of job growth forecasts to ensure as robust an assessment as possible. 

 

• The North Kent SHENA identifies a number of market signals that have worsened to a 

greater extent t han neighbouring authorities, t he south-east region, and the National 

average. The SHENA considers that an upward adjustment to the demographic-led OAN 

is required in order to alleviate the identified market pressure. Barton Willmore support 

this conclusion. However, it is considered that the market signals uplift that is applied 

in the SHENA is insufficient given that i t results in OAN that is still be low the starting 

point estimate. 

 

Dashboa rd  Assessm en t  

 

3.28 Given the fundamental flaws identified in MC’s own OAN assessment (as above), Barton 

Willmore Research undertook an assessment of MC’s full OAN figure (Appendix C). 
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3.29 In the context of the 2012-based projections as the starting point estimate, it was considered 

that the figure of 1,489 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035 would represent the full OAN 

for Medway. 

 

3.30 As set out above, the release of the 2014-based projections provide the latest starting point 

estimate. For Medway, this equates to 1,388 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. 

 

3.31 The CLG projections should only be regarded as the starting point estimate, but may require 

adjustment t o r eflect factors n ot captured in p ast tr ends (PP G R eference I D: 2 a-015-

20140306). 

 

3.32 The Dashboard Assessment highlights the following factors which would require an adjustment 

to the starting point estimate: 

 

• Appropriate uplift to address worsening market signals (i.e. affordability); 

• Alleviation of the suppressed household formation rates in the 25-44 age group; and 

• Affordable housing needs; and 

• Historic under-supply. 

 

3.33 On this basis, we do not consider that the housing needs calculated for Medway over the Plan 

period have been appropriately assessed. Overall it is considered that the LPDO does not seek 

to meet the full and correct OAN for Medway and is therefore not “sound”. 

 

3.34 The content of the Housing White Paper (February 2017) is also noted, in that the Government 

will be consulting on a potential standardised approach to assessing housing requirements this 

year. Whilst the content of this approach, and the timescales for the consultation, is currently 

unknown, MC need t o r emain aware o f t his a nd any potential implications on t he new Local 

Plan. 

 

v) Unmet Housing Needs 

 

3.35 In o rder for a  Local P lan t o be ‘ Positively P repared’, t he L ocal P lan s trategy s hould s eek t o 

meet unmet requirements from neighbouring LPAs under the Duty to Co-operate, where i t i s 

reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable development (NPPF, para 182). 

Nonetheless, the Duty to Co-operate is not a Duty to agree and LPAs are not obliged to accept 

unmet needs of other LPAs i f they have robust evidence that this would be inconsistent with 

the NPPF (PPG Reference ID: 9-001-20140306). 
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Nor th  K ent  HM A  

 

3.36 The 2015 SHMA defines the Housing Market Area to comprise Medway, Gravesham, Swale, 

Maidstone and Tonbridge and Malling. 

 

3.37 Gravesham Borough Council (GBC) in its representations (dated 29 February 2016) to the LPIO 

consultation advised that, due to Green Belt constraints on the Borough, it may not be possible 

for GBC to identify sufficient land to meet its own identified OAN. Discussions are/have been 

undertaken w ith MC i n t his r egard and GBC’s r epresentations advises that, t ogether MC and 

GBC are intending to meet the full OAN for the joint housing market area. 

 

3.38 It is however noted that the LPDO does not make any reference to meeting any unmet needs 

from GBC. Clarity is therefore required to ensure that the LPDO effectively plans to meet the 

level of growth required and fulfil the test of being ‘Positively Prepared’. 

 

3.39 This issue is particularly pertinent in the context of St Albans City and District Council’s (SACDC) 

Strategic Local Plan, which was submitted for Examination in August 2016. The appointed 

Inspector (letter dated 28 November 2016) concluded that the Duty to Co-operate has not 

been met, as it was not demonstrated that SACDC gave satisfactory consideration strategic to 

cross-boundary matters and priorities under the Duty. The Inspector had particular regard to 

representations from nearby LPAs, which outlined concerns that SACDC had not considered its 

potential ability to meet unmet needs from other LPAs and an outstanding request from Luton 

Borough Council to help meet its unmet needs. 

 

3.40 In the case of MC, there appears to be potential unmet housing needs arising from Gravesham 

Borough, which GBC understand are to be met in Medway. MC should seek to meet such unmet 

needs in accordance with National policy, or demonstrate robust evidence that such provisions 

would be inconsistent with the Framework, in accordance with the test of ‘soundness’ (NPPF, 

para 182).  

 

London Ci ty  

 

3.41 The LPDO (paras 2.22 and 2.23) notes the relationship between Medway and London, in that 

there are commuting and migration links with the capital. Notably, the 2015 SHMA (paras 2.23 

and 2.28) highlights that four of the top 10 LPAs in terms of total flows into Medway are 

London B oroughs, r eflecting t he s trength of London’s i nfluence o n Medway’s m igration 

contribution, and also the strong trends of people relocating from the capital to the Medway 

Authority. 
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3.42 The London Plan is unable to accommodate its housing need in full. There is a potential shortfall 

of circa 7,000 dwellings a year; comprising the difference between the identified capacity 

target of 42,000 dpa and the lower end of London’s OAN which is 49,000 dpa. 

 

3.43 It is considered appropriate that regard is g iven to the unmet needs of London and that the 

Council c onsiders t he potential o f helping t o meet s ome o f t his need g iven t he strong 

relationship between Medway and London set out above. 

 

vi) Under Delivery of Housing 

 

3.44 The NPPF (para 47) requires LPAs to identify and update annually a supply of deliverable sites 

to provide 5-years of housing against their housing target with an additional 5% buffer, or a 

20% buffer for LPAs who have a history of under delivery. 

 

3.45 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) s tates that t he Government intend t o i ntroduce a  

new housing delivery t est t o e nsure t hat L PAs and w ider i nterests a re held a ccountable for 

their role in ensuring new homes are delivered in the area. The test will highlight whether the 

number of homes being built is below target, provide a mechanism for establishing the reasons 

why and where necessary, trigger policy responses that will ensure further land comes forward. 

 

3.46 The proposed housing delivery test is particularly pertinent for Medway as the LPA is subject 

to a 20% buffer as it has persistently under-delivered against its housing target. This has been 

confirmed by S78 P lanning Inspectors (e.g. APP/A2280/W/15/3002877) and is acknowledged 

by the Council (Statement of Common Ground for APP/A2280/W/15/3132141). 

 

3.47 It i s t herefore necessary t hat MC identifies s ufficient l and i n s ustainable locations t o e nsure 

land is available to address previous under delivery rates in Medway. 
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND OPTIONS 

 

4.1 The LPDO (para 31) sets out the level of growth required for the Plan period. This includes a 

need for 29,463 dwellings, 49,943m2 of B1 office space, 34,900m2 of comparison retail space 

and 10,500m2 of convenience. 

 

4.2 The Council notes that this scale of growth is challenging, and therefore meeting this challenge 

and achieving successful growth in Medway is the central focus for the new Local Plan (LPDO, 

para 3.3). This approach is welcomed and accords with the NPPF (para 14) in seeking positive 

opportunities to meet development needs of the area. 

 

i) Identified Supply of Development Land 

 

4.3 The LPDO (para 3.7) sets out the Council’s currently anticipated supply of development land, 

and which is repeated below for ease. 

 

Table 4.1: Medway’s Current Supply of Development Land 

 Status Number of Dwellings 

A Completions 2012-2016 2,180 

B Sites with planning permission 6,251 

C Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations 356 

D SLAA Pipeline sites 8,813 

E Windfalls (Years 3-5 only) 606 

   

F Total 18,206 

 

Row  D : SLAA  P ipe l i ne S i t es  

 

4.4 The Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) 2016 (Volume 2, Section 8) provides the list of SLAA 

residential pipeline sites, totalling 8,813 units for the Plan period. This list includes a number 

of Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations, which are however listed as a separate source of supply 

above (Row C). As a result, it appears that such sites (i.e. Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations) 

are accounted for as both a separate source of supply and a SLAA pipeline site i.e. have been 

double counted in the overall supply (Row F). 

 

4.5 It is recommended that the Council revisits the inclusion of Medway Local Plan 2003 Allocations 

to ensure such sites are only accounted for once, to ensure MC’s position is robust. 
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4.6 It is also noted that the January 2017 SLAA only identifies a potential capacity of 5,980 

dwellings on sites deemed to be suitable, available and achievable for residential development; 

thereby conflicting with MC’s figure of 8,813 units (Row D), published in the LPDO at the same 

time of the SLAA’s release. 

 

4.7 The 2016 AMR l ist o f SLAA pi peline s ites a lso i ncludes Lodge Hill for 5 ,000 dwellings i n t he 

Plan period. This conflicts with the LPDO position (para 3.39) in which the development site is 

phased in the second half of the Plan period (2025-2035) given the present uncertainty. This 

will allow for consideration of the outcome of the Public Inquiry and allow time for alternative 

sources of land supply to be planned, if required. 

 

4.8 The reliance on Lodge Hill for 5,000 units in the Plan period (in Row D) is not considered to be 

appropriate o r r ealistic. It i s co ntrary t o t he co ntent a nd i ntentions o f t he L PDO t o a ddress 

future uncertainties by phasing development later in the Plan period. Notwithstanding the site’s 

continued uncertainty, it is also wholly unrealistic to anticipate 5,000 dwellings to be delivered 

in 2025-2035, which would require 500 dwellings to be built per annum. 

 

4.9 The total supply of SLAA pipeline sites should be amended to be in accordance with the LPDO’s 

position, w hich w ill s ignificantly r educe t he t otal s upply of c urrent d evelopment land in 

Medway. Additional land is therefore required to provide an identified supply of land to meet 

the development needs of circa 30,000 dwellings for the Plan period. 

 

4.10 It is also noted that additional sources of supply may in future be required to address the 

potential exclusion of Lodge Hill. 

 

Row  F: Tota l  Supp ly  

 

4.11 Table 4.1 above sets out Medway’s current identified supply of 18,206 units. This generates a 

total of 11,257 units remaining unidentified for the Plan period. 

 

4.12 Taking account of comments above, the unidentified supply figure could increase to circa 

16,500 dwellings through the exclusion of Lodge Hill (5,000) and Medway Local Plan 2003 

Allocations (356 units). 

 

4.13 There c ould a lso have b een double-counting b etween t he SLAA p ipeline sites a nd t he 4  no. 

development scenarios in the LPDO, i.e. i f the capacities of the SLAA pipeline sites have also 

been included in the estimated y ields o f the d ifferent scenarios (Appendices 1B t o 1E o f t he 

LPDO). 
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ii) Development Strategy 

 

4.14 The LPDO (para 3 .9) a cknowledged that the Council cannot meet i ts full development needs 

solely on brownfield land. The development of greenfield sites is required in suburban and 

rural areas, and will therefore form part of the Council’s development strategy of the new Local 

Plan. We support the Council’s approach to p lan positively to meet its development needs in 

full. 

 

4.15 The Council seek to make use of greenfield land that is free from environmental constraints, 

of lesser value for landscape and agricultural purposes, and well related to services and 

infrastructure. 

 

4.16 Paragraph 110 of the NPPF advises that Local Plans should allocate l and with the l east 

environmental or amenity value, where consistent w ith other policies in the NPPF. The NPPF 

therefore a dvocates t he u se of “least” value, t herefore a  c omparative e xercise, r ather th an 

directing development that is wholly free of environmental constraints, as this may not be 

available in the District or Borough. 

 

4.17 It is therefore considered appropriate that the development strategy is amended to direct 

development where land is of the least environmental or amenity value, taking account of other 

policies in the NPPF, to be consistent with paragraph 110. 

 

iii) Development Options 

 

4.18 The LPDO identifies a range of development scenarios as potential development patterns that 

could form part of a development strategy for the new Local Plan. These are namely as follows: 

 

• Scenario 1 – Maximising the potential of urban regeneration; 

• Scenario 2 – Suburban expansion; 

• Scenario 3 – Hoo Peninsula focus/Rural focus; 

• Scenario 4 – Urban Regeneration and a Rural Town. 

 

4.19 The scenarios explore potential growth at a combination of different strategic locations, which 

each make assumptions about the capacity of these strategic locations. 

 

4.20 The HDFD sets out preliminary comments regarding the sustainability and deliverability of the 

different growth scenarios identified in the LPDO, and are therefore not repeated here. 
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4.21 It is however noted that all of the scenarios envisage some level of growth at Hoo St Werburgh, 

and Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 in particular identify the Site itself for mixed-use development 

as pa rt o f t he c reation of a  s mall r ural t own a t H oo St W erburgh comprising 6,500 homes, 

investment in transport, a new retail centre and employment land, a  secondary school and 5 

primary schools, community facilities including a Healthy Living Centre, library and community 

centre, open space including play areas and local amenity greenspaces and two country parks 

around the Saxon Shore Way and Deangate.  

 

4.22 In a ddition, i t i s noted that S cenario 2 s hows a  s chematic a rea f or m ixed-use d evelopment 

surrounding Hoo St Werburgh.  This is understood to include the Site, given its location 

adjacent the western extent of the settlement. 

 

4.23 In directing significant growth towards Hoo St Werburgh, as proposed under Scenarios 3 and 

4 and to a lesser extent 2, it is implicitly recognised that: 

 

• The expansion of Hoo St Werburgh comprises an opportunity to realise genuinely 

sustainable development, delivering a mix of uses including retail and employment 

alongside housing, and properly served by infrastructure including transport 

investment, new schools, health and community centres, and open spaces including a 

new country park.  

• The l and a round Hoo St W erburgh i s l argely f ree from s trategic e nvironmental 

constraints, particularly in respect of International and National landscape designations. 

• That the infrastructure serving Hoo St Werburgh has the capacity to accommodate 

growth, o r t he potential for i mprovement. In co ntrast the suburban e xpansion i s 

constrained by the capacity of the existing roads that serve the urban area, which have 

only limited potential for improvement. 

• That unconstrained greenfield land is less susceptible to viability constraints, and 

thereby more likely to secure affordable housing. 

 

4.24 The LPDO recognition of the sustainability of Hoo St Werburgh to accommodate strategic 

growth, and thereby the suitably of the Site for development, is wholly supported. 

 

4.25 The LPDO (paras 3.4 & 4.5) advises that further work and supporting technical studies will be 

carried out to determine the development capacities of the areas and the ability to deliver 

growth, taking account of infrastructure requirements, viability testing and environmental and 

economic considerations, in addition to representations to this consultation. 
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4.26 Given the shortfall i n the h ousing r equirement a nd i dentified supply, coupled w ith t he 

constraints to development in Medway, it is considered appropriate that a combination of the 

different development scenarios will need to be taken forward to meet the development needs 

in full. 

 

4.27 As noted above, all the scenarios envisage development a t Hoo S t Werburgh, most of which 

include the Site. It is therefore expected that the final development strategy for Medway will 

include development in this location. 

 

4.28 Further detail on the Site is contained in Section 2.0, which demonstrates the Site’s suitability 

as an allocation, together with the Greater Hoo suburban expansion. 
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5.0 OTHER POLICY APPROACHES 

 

 i) Housing Mix 

 

5.1 The LPDO (page 30) sets out the Council’s intended policy approach to the mix of housing for 

residential developments, including the provision of affordable housing. 

 

5.2 It is stated that accommodation requirements detailed in the 2015 SHMA (or any future 

updates) will be used to inform which house sizes and mixes are delivered. This approach is in 

accordance with the NPPF (para 159) in which LPAs are directed to utilise a prepared SHMA to 

identify the scale, mix and tenure of housing that will be required over the Plan period. 

 

ii) Securing Strong Green Infrastructure 

 

5.3 The LPDO (page 65) advises t hat MC w ill protect the network of g reen infrastructure across 

Medway. The highest protection will be given to securing the ecological and landscape interest 

of internally designated sites, and the Council will a lso consider the need to protect features 

of regional importance. 

 

5.4 Paragraph 113 of the NPPF directs that distinction should be made between the hierarchies of 

international, national a nd l ocally designated sites b y s etting criteria-based policies, so  that 

protection is proportionate with such status and gives appropriate weight to their importance 

and the contribution that they make to wider ecological networks or landscape areas. 

 

5.5 The p roposed g reen infrastructure policy approach w ithin t he LPDO does make a  d istinction 

between the hierarchy of designated sites, which is in line with National policy above. However, 

the intended approach does not refer to an intended use of cr iterion in the future Local Plan 

policy, which will be required to be in line with the NPPF (para 113). 

 

5.6 The Site is not subject to any International, National or local landscape designations and 

therefore i ts development should be considered proportionate to t his context, i n a ccordance 

with the NPPF. In addition, and as noted in Section 2.0, the S78 Inspector 

(APP/A2280/W/15/3132141) concluded that, whilst the Site’s development would result in an 

element of harm to the character and appearance of the locality, this harm would not outweigh 

the benefits of the development. 

 

5.7 To be ‘Consistent with National policy’, the new Local Plan for Medway should set ‘criteria 

based’ policies against which proposals in protected landscape areas can be judged.  
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5.8 For t he new Local Plan to be ‘ Justified’ in t his r espect, we r ecommend that a  Medway-wide 

landscape review is undertaken to inform both the spatial strategy for the area and landscape 

based policies. 

 

iii) Heritage 

 

5.9 The L PDO ( page 74) a dvises t hat t he C ouncil w ill s upport t he c onservation a nd a ppropriate 

enhancement of the historic environment. It is stated that the Council will restrict development 

that could have an unacceptable impact on a designated heritage assets and its setting. 

 

5.10 The s ubsequent Local P lan p olicy w ill need t o t ake a ccount of the relevant t ests w ithin t he 

NPPF. Notably, t he NPPF (para 132) r equires t he consideration o f development p roposals t o 

take account of the significance of a designated heritage asset, in that the most important the 

asset, the greater the weight to the asset’s conservation should be.  

 

5.11 Paragraphs 133 and 134 of the NPPF set out the relevant requirements of decision-taking for 

development proposals taking account of the harm or loss of a designated heritage asset. 

 

5.12 Paragraphs 1 33 a nd 134 o f t he NPPF s et o ut t he r elevant t ests of decision-taking f or 

development proposals that would lead to harm or loss of a designated heritage asset, namely 

whether the harm i s substantial o r a t otal l oss o f an  asset’s s ignificance (para 133), or l ess 

than substantial (para 134). Such tests should be reflected in the future heritage policy for the 

Local Plan. 

 

5.13 Mill House, a Grade II Listed Building, is located adjacent to the Site to the north. As part of 

the Outline planning application (MC/14/3405), MC concluded that, whilst the development of 

the Site would be visible from the vicinity of this dwelling, it is not considered that the 

countryside setting forms an integral part of its significance as the property does not have an 

intrinsic relationship with it. 

 

iv) Transport  

 

5.14 The LPDO (page 94) advises that the Council will work with relevant LPAs and transport 

providers to ensure development is located and designed to enable sustainable transport. This 

is in line with NPPF (para 29) which highlights the importance for the transport system to be 

balanced in favour of sustainable transport modes and provide users with a choice on how they 

travel, whilst a cknowledging that different opportunities and measures will be  required f rom 

urban to rural areas. 
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5.15 The new Local P lan for Medway should support the achievement o f sustainable development 

by locating new development within or adjacent to existing built up areas where existing 

infrastructure is in place. 

 

5.16 The Si te i tself i s a ccessible, l ocated adjacent t o a n e xisting l ocal road network a nd in close 

proximity to the strategic highway network and railway.  
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS  

 

6.1 We consider that there is further work to be done to ensure MC is working towards a “sound” 

Local Plan. Notably, the current identified housing figure needs to be revisited to identify the 

full OAN, as required by National policy. 

 

6.2 The latest starting point estimate for Medway is 1,388 dpa for the Plan period 2012-2035. In 

accordance with the PPG, this should be adjusted to take account o f factors not captured in 

past trends, namely to address worsening market signals, suppressed household formation 

rates and the 2015 SHMA identified affordable need of 744 affordable dwellings per annum. 

 

6.3 The Local P lan should seek to meet unmet requirements f rom neighbouring LPAs where i t i s 

reasonable and consistent with National policy. Clarity is required on the position between 

Medway Council a nd Gravesham Borough Council t o en sure t he r espective Local P lans meet 

the level of growth required. 

 

6.4 The NPPF is clear that Local Plans must be prepared with the objective of contributing to the 

achievement of sustainable development and should be consistent with the presumption in 

favour of sustainable development (NPPF, para 151).  

 

6.5 The development strategy for the new Local plan needs to provide c irca 16,500 dwellings to 

meet Medway’s current identified supply. It is considered that a combination of 4no. 

development scenarios explored in the consultation document will need to be taken forward to 

meet Medway’s development needs in full, but with Hoo St Werburgh acting as the main focus 

for development given its sustainability credentials, lack of environmental and policy 

constraints, and relative simplicity of land ownership. 

 
6.6 As noted above, all the scenarios envisage development at Hoo St Werburgh and most include 

the Site. This approach is supported in that it recognises the sustainability of Hoo St Werburgh 

and the suitability of the Site for sustainable development. 

 

6.7 The Site is suitable, deliverable, achievable and therefore developable for residential 

development and should be allocated accordingly in the new Local Plan. 
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1.0 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

 

1.1 The NPPF places a strong ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ in all planning related 

matters and places a responsibility on Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to encourage and support 

sustainable g rowth a nd to p lan po sitively f or n ew de velopment. There a re t hree dimensions to 

sustainable development in relation to the planning system as outlined in the NPPF (para 7). These 

include: 

 

• An e conomic role – contributing to b uilding a strong, r esponsive a nd co mpetitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places 

and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating 

development requirements, including the provision of infrastructure; 

• A s ocial ro le – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the 

supply of housing required to meet  the needs of present and future generations; and by 

creating a high quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect the 

community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being; and  

• An environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and 

historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural 

resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate 

change including moving to a low carbon economy. 

 

1.2 The presumption in favour of sustainable development, as set out in the NPPF, should be seen as 

a golden thread, running through both plan-making and decision-taking. Paragraph 14 directs for 

plan-making this means that:  

 

• LPAs should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area; 

• Local P lans should meet objectively assessed needs, w ith sufficient flexibility to adapt to 

rapid change, unless: 

 

o Any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the 

benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole; or 

o Specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted.  
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i) National Policy and Plan Making 

 

1.3 Paragraph 182 of the NPPF advises that LPAs should “submit a plan for examination which it 

considers is “sound” – namely that it is”: 

 

• Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to 

meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet 

requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent 

with achieving sustainable development; 

• Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 

• Effective – the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint 

working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

• Consistent w ith na tional p olicy – the p lan should e nable t he d elivery o f sustainable 

development in accordance with the policies in the NPPF. 

 

1.4 Paragraph 156 of the NPPF states that LPAs should set out the strategic priorities for the area in 

the Local Plan. This should include strategic policies to deliver: 

 

• The homes and jobs needed in the area; 

• The provision of retail, leisure and other commercial development; 

• The provision of infrastructure for transport, telecommunications, waste management, 

water supply, wastewater, flood risk and costal change management, and the provision of 

minerals and energy (including heat); 

• The provision of health, security, community and cultural infrastructure and other local 

facilities; and 

• Climate change m itigation and adaptation, conversation and enhancement o f t he natural 

and historic environment, including landscape.  

 

1.5 The NPPF (para 157) advocates that crucially Local Plans should: 

 

• Plan positively for t he d evelopment a nd i nfrastructure r equired i n t he a rea to  meet  t he 

objectives, principles and policies of this Framework;  

• Be drawn up over an appropriate time scale, preferably a 15-year time horizon, take 

account of longer term requirements, and be kept up to date;  
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• Be based on co-operation with neighbouring authorities, public, voluntary and private 

sector organisations;  

• Indicate broad l ocations f or strategic de velopment on a  key di agram a nd l and-use 

designations on a proposals map;  

• Allocate sites to promote development and flexible use of land, bringing forward new land 

where necessary, and provide detail on form, scale, access and quantum of development 

where appropriate; 

• Identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to change the uses of buildings, 

and support such restrictions with a clear explanation; 

• Identify land where development would be inappropriate, for instance because of its 

environmental or historic significance; and 

• Contain a clear strategy for enhancing the natural, built and historic environment, and 

supporting Nature Improvement Areas where they have been identified.  

 

1.6 The NPPF (para 158) directs that LPAs should use a proportionate evidence base in plan-making. 

LPAs should ensure t hat the Local P lan i s based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence 

about the economic, social and environmental characteristics and prospects of the area. LPAs 

should ensure t hat t heir a ssessment of a nd s trategies for housing, employment a nd o ther u ses 

are integrated, and that they take full account of relevant market and economic signals. 

 

1.7 The NPPF ( para 159) d irects LPAs t o p repare a n evidence base which i ndicates t hat objectively 

assessed needs for market and a ffordable housing are met . LPAs should plan for a  housing mix 

which takes into account “housing demand and the scale of housing supply necessary to meet this 

demand.” Household and population projections should a lso be  a  key consideration, t aking i nto 

account of migration and demographic change. 

 

ii) National Policy and Housing Need 

 

1.8 The NPPF (para 47) requires LPAs to use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets 

the full, ‘Objectively Assessed Needs’ (OAN) for market an affordable housing in the housing 

market area, as far as is consistent with the policies set out in the Framework, including identifying 

key sites which are critical to the delivery of the housing strategy over the Plan period. 

 

1.9 LPAs must plan for a mix of housing that “meets housing and population projections, taking 

account of migration and demographic change” (para 159). Significant weight should also be 

placed on the need to support economic growth through the planning system (para 19).  
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1.10 With regards to the methodology of assessing housing need and establishing a future housing 

requirement, the PPG (March 2014) states the following: 

 

Household projections p ublished b y t he Department for 
Communities a nd L ocal G overnment s hould provide the starting 
point estimate of overall housing need.  
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 

 

1.11 Although t he official C LG h ousehold p rojections should t herefore b e co nsidered, t hey o nly 

represent the s tarting point for a ssessing need. This i s due to a  number o f r easons a s the PPG 

explains: 

 

The household p rojections are t rend b ased, i.e. t hey p rovide the 
household levels and structures that would result if the 
assumptions b ased o n previous demographic t rends in t he 
population and rates of household formation were to be realised in 
practice. T hey d o not attempt t o p redict t he i mpact t hat f uture 
government p olicies, changing e conomic c ircumstances or o ther 
factors might have on demographic behaviour. 
(Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306) 

 

1.12 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) reaffirms the Government’s commitment to significantly 

increase levels of housing delivery to meet widely recognised acute housing shortfall. The Paper 

refers to Britain’s broken housing market as “a national issue that touches every one of us”, which 

needs to be tackled head on by everyone involved in politics and the housing industry. 

 

iii) Duty to Co-operate 

 

1.13 The ‘Duty to Co-operate’ as provided for in Section 110 of the Localism Act 2011, came into effect 

on 15 November 2011. The Duty was introduced under the 2011 Act to address the impact of the 

loss of the “top-down” effect form the Regional Spatial Strategy (The South-East Plan) and to offer 

a transparent way in which authorities should relate to one another on cross boundary issues. The 

Duty is now shared between authorities requiring them to collaborate on cross-boundary matters 

and issues of sub-regional and regional importance, especially housing provision and related 

infrastructure issues. 

 

1.14 Section 3 3A(2)(a) r equires t hat local a uthorities “e ngage constructively, a ctively a nd o n a n 

ongoing basis” in the plan-making p rocess. T he N PPF r efers to the ‘Duty to Co-operate’ i n 

paragraphs 157 and 178-181. Crucially, paragraph 157 of the NPPF states that “Local plans should 

be based on cooperation with neighbouring authorities…”.  
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1.15 Paragraphs 178-181 are clear in directing LPAs as to the importance of the ‘Duty to Co-operate’ 

and the proactive approach necessary to ensure a collaborative approach to reflect individual Local 

Plans. Paragraph 1 79 states “joint working should enable local planning authorities to work 

together to meet development requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own areas – 

for i nstance, because o f a  lack o f physical capacity o r because to do so would cause s ignificant 

harm to the principles and policies of this Framework”. 

 

1.16 Paragraph 182, as  above, provides that an Inspector should assess “whether t he p lan has been 

prepared in accordance with the Duty to Cooperate” such that compliance with the Duty must also 

be reflected in the assessment of soundness. 

 

1.17 In addition, the PPG contains considerable guidance on the Duty to Co-operate. This is largely due 

to t he fact t hat t he D uty t o C o-operate has p roved t o be a  co ntentious p art o f t he NPPF, w ith 

numerous Local Plans being scrutinised at examination due to failure to fulfil the Duty. 

 

1.18 The guidance emphasises the importance for LPAs to work together; stressing that “Cooperation 

between l ocal planning a uthorities, county c ouncils and other public b odies should produce 

effective policies on strategic cross boundary matters. Inspectors testing compliance with the duty 

at examination will assess the outcomes of cooperation and not just whether local planning 

authorities have approached others” (Reference ID: 9-010-20140306). 

 

1.19 The PPG a lso states that LPAs must “engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing basis to 

maximise the effectiveness of the plan-making process” (Reference ID: 9-001-20140306). The 

ultimate outcome of the engagement should be the production of effective policies on cross 

boundary strategic matters. 

 

1.20 In summary, there are two aspects to the ‘Duty to Co-operate’: 

 

• ‘Duty to Co-operate’ – the s33A legal test is a ‘process’ preparation test. The Duty is 

incapable of modification at an Examination. Therefore, this is one of the first things that 

has to be examined because, if the legal requirement is not met, then the Inspector must 

recommend non-adoption of the Plan; and 

• Collaborative Joint Working – an aspect o f soundness. I t i s p rimarily concerned w ith the 

‘positively prepared’ and ‘effectiveness’ soundness test set out in paragraph 182 of the 

NPPF. This relates to outcome rather than process. 
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1.21 The ‘Duty to Co-operate’ between LPAs is a clear requirement of national planning policy, ensuring 

a proactive approach is taken to enable a collaborative way forward with plan-making. The NPPF 

directs that public bodies should work together to address planning issues that cross administrative 

boundaries, particularly such issues that relate to ‘strategic priorities’ as set out in paragraph 156 

(para 178). 

 

1.22 In addition, paragraph 179 requires LPAs to practice joint working to work together to meet 

development requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own areas. Consideration 

should be given to producing joint planning policies on strategic matters and informal strategies 

such as joint infrastructure and investment plans. Collaborative working between LPAs and private 

sector bodies, utility and infrastructure providers to deliver sustainable development with regards 

to strategic planning pr iorities is a lso encouraged (para 180). LPAs are required to demonstrate 

how they have met the requirements of the ‘Duty to Co-operate’ during the plan-making process 

(para 181). 

 

1.23 The Housing White Paper (February 2017) re-emphasises the legal requirement of the Duty to Co-

operate f or LPAs t o w ork collaboratively o n cross-boundary i ssues during p lan-making. T he 

Government wish to see more and better joint working between LPAs, and sets out proposed 

measures to build on the existing Duty. This includes a requirement for LPAs to prepare a 

Statement of Common Ground, setting out how they intend to work together to meet housing 

requirements across authority boundaries. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 This Technical Note has been prepared by Barton Willmore on behalf of Taylor Wimpey, in order 

to review the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAN) determined for Medway Council as set 

out in the Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA). The SHENA 

has been prepared in partnership with Gravesham Borough Council, however in this review we 

focus on the OAN for Medway only.  

 

1.2 The review presented here has been undertaken in the context of the policies of the National 

Planning Policy F ramework ( NPPF) and th e s upporting P lanning P ractice Guidance (PP G) 

requirements that a full, unconstrained OAN is prepared. 

 

1.3 The review is structured as follows: 

 

Section 2 provides an outline of the relevant National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the 

supporting Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), and Local Planning Policy.  

 

Section 3 reviews the latest official demographic evidence for Medway, including: 

 Latest ONS population and CLG household projections; 

 ONS mid-year population estimates and past migration trends. 

 

Section 4 provides a review of the SHENA in the context of the requirements of PPG’s Housing 

and Economic Development Needs Assessment guidance (ID2a).  

 

Section 5  summarises our critique of the SHENA to recommend an appropriate way forward 

in assessing overall housing need for Medway. 
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2.0 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

 

A) NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY 

 

i) Introduction  

 

2.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 27 March 2012) and the accompanying Planning 

Practice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) set out the requirements within which local planning 

authorities should be setting their overall housing targets as part of a full objective assessment 

of overall need.  These requirements are summarised below. 

 

ii) National Planning Policy Framework (27 March 2012) 

 

2.2 NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to 

be ap plied. NPPF  states that planning shou ld proactively drive a nd sup port sustainabl e 

economic d evelopment to del iver t he homes  t hat the  Country needs,  an d that every effort  

should be made to objectively identify and then meet housing needs, taking account of market 

signals (paragraph 17). 

 

2.3 In respect of delivering a wide choice of high quality homes, NPPF confirms the need for local 

authorities to boost significantly the supply of housing. To do so, it states that local authorities 

should use  their evide nce base to  ensure that  the ir Loca l P lan meets the  full, o bjectively 

assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area (paragraph 47).  

 

2.4 Furthermore, it states that local planning authorities shou ld plan for a mix of ho using based 

on current and future demographic trends, market trends and the needs of different groups in 

the community (paragraph 50). 

 

2.5 With regard to plan-making, local planning authorities are directed to set out strategic priorities 

for their area in the Local Plan, including policies to deliver the homes and jobs needed in the 

area (paragraph 156).   

 

2.6 NPPF states that Local Plans should plan posi tively for t he dev elopment and  i nfrastructure 

required in the  area  to meet  th e obje ctives, pri nciples and pol icies of  the  Framework 

(paragraph 157). 
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2.7 Further, Local Plans are to be based on adequate, up to date and relevant evidence, integrating 

assessments of and strategies for housing and employment uses, taking full account of relevant 

market and economic signals (paragraph 158). 

 

2.8 For plan-making purposes, local planning authorities are required to clearly understand housing 

needs in their area.  To do so they should: 

 

“prepare a Strategic Housing Market Assessment to assess their full 
housing n eeds, working with  neighbou ring auth orities wh ere 
housing market areas cross  admin istrative boundaries; The SH MA 
should identify the scale an d mix of ho using and  the r ange of  
tenures that the lo cal p opulation is  likely t o ne ed over the p lan 
period which: 
 
meets hou sehold an d popu lation projec tions, tak ing accoun t of 
migration and demographic change; 
 
addresses the need f or a ll types of  housing, in cluding afforda ble 
housing and the needs of different  groups in the community (such 
as, but not l imited to, families with chi ldren, older people, peopl e 
with disabilities, service families and people wishing to build their 
own homes).”1 

 

iii) Planning Practice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) 

 

2.9 PPG was issued as a web based resource on 6th March 2014.   Guidance on the assessment of 

housing development needs (PPG ID: 2a) includes the SHMA requirement set out in NPPF and 

supersedes all previous published SHMA practice guidance (CLG, 2007). 

 

2.10 The primary objective of the housing development needs assessment (the SHMA) is to identify 

the future quantity of housing needed, including a breakdown by type, tenure and need (PPG 

ID2a 002) 

 

2.11 Housing need refers to  the scale  of  housing l ikely to be needed in  the housing market a rea 

over the plan period, should cater for the housing demand in the area and ident ify the scale  

of housing supply necessary to meet that demand. (PPG ID2a 003) 

 

2.12 The assessment of need is an objective assessment based on facts and unbiased evidence and 

constraints should not be applied (PPG ID2a 004). 

  

                                                            
1 Paragraph 159, National Planning Policy Framework, 27 March 2012; 
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2.13 Use of the PPG methodology for assessing housing need is strongly recommended, to ensure 

that the assessment is transparent (ID2a 005) .  The area  a ssessed s hould be the housing 

market area  (ID2a 008), reflecting the key functional linkages between places w here peop le 

live and work (ID2a 010).   

 

PPG methodology for assessing housing need 

 

2.14 The full methodology is set out at ID 2a 014 to 029 (overall housing need at ID2a 015 to 020), 

and is introduced as  an assessment that shou ld be  based predominately on  secondary data 

(ID2a 014). 

 

Starting point estimate of need 

 

2.15 The methodology states  that the starting po int for assessing overall housing need should b e 

the househ old p rojections publ ished by the Depart ment for Communities and Local  

Government, but that t hey are t rends based a nd may require a djustment to re flect factors , 

such as unmet or supressed need, not captured in past trends (ID2a 015). 

 
“The hous ehold proj ection-based estimate of housing need may 
require ad justment t o refl ect fa ctors affe cting loc al demog raphy 
and household formation rates which  a re n ot ca ptured in past 
trends. Fo r exa mple, forma tion ra tes m ay have be en supp ressed 
historically by under-supply an d wor sening affor dability of  
housing.” (2a-015) (Our emphasis) 

 

Adjusting for demographic evidence 

 

2.16 The PPG methodology advises that plan makers may consider testing alternative assumptions 

in relation to the underlying demographic projections and household formation rates.  It  also 

states that ‘account should be taken of  the most recent demographic evidence including the 

latest Office for National Statistics population estimates’ (2a-017). 

 

Adjusting for likely change in job numbers 

 

2.17 In addition to taking into account demographic evidence the methodology states that job trends 

and or forecasts should also be taken into account when assessing overall housing need.  The 

implication is that  housi ng numbers shoul d be  i ncreased where this  wi ll enab le labour force 

supply to match projected job growth (2a-018). 
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“Where the supply of  working a ge population that is economically 
active (labour fo rce supply) is less than the projected job gro wth, 
this could result in unsustainable commuting patterns … and could 
reduce the  resilience  of loca l business es. In such circu mstances, 
plan makers will need to consider how the location of new housing 
or infrastructure development could help address these problems.” 
(2a-018) 

2.18 The PPG al so confirms  the im portance of en suring suff icient growth in the w orking ag e 

population (16-64), at paragraph 2a-018 and 2a-21: 

“Plan makers should make an assessment of the likely change in job 
numbers based on  past tre nds and /or ec onomic forecas ts as 
appropriate and also having  re gard to  th e g rowth of th e wor king 
age population in the housing market area.” (2a-018) 
 
“When considering future need for different types of housing, plan 
makers wi ll nee d to cons ider whethe r they pl an to  at tract a 
different a ge p rofile e.g. inc reasing the n umber of working a ge 
people.” (2a-021) 

Adjusting for market signals 

2.19 The final part of the m ethodology regarding o verall housing need is concerned with mar ket 

signals and their implications for housing supply (2a-019:020).   

“The housing need number suggested by household projections (the 
starting p oint) shou ld be adjusted to  ref lect ap propriate ma rket 
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between 
the demand for and supply of dwellings.” (2a-019) 

 

2.20 Assessment of market signals is a further test intended to  inform whet her the starting point  

estimate of  overal l hou sing need (the househ old projections) should be a djusted upwards .  

Particular attention is given to the issue of affordability (2a-020).  

“The mo re sign ificant th e affo rdability c onstraints … and the 
stronger othe r indi cators of high de mand … the lar ger the 
improvement in affordability needed and, therefore, the larger the 
additional supply response should be.” (2a-020) 

Overall housing need 

2.21 An objective assessment of overall housing need can be summarised as a test of whether the 

household projection based starting  point can be recon ciled with a) t he latest de mographic 

evidence, b) the ability to accommodate projected job demand, c) the requirement to address 

worsening market signals.  If it cannot be reconciled, then an adjustment should be made. 
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2.22 The extent of any adjustment should be based on the extent to which it passes each test.  That 

is:  

 It wi ll at least equal t he housin g need n umber i mplied by th e lat est demogr aphic 

evidence,  

 It will at least accommodate projected job demand; and, 

 On reasonable assumptions, it could be expected to improve affordability. 

Affordable housing need assessment 

 
2.23 The metho dology for assessing affo rdable ho using need is set out at  2 a-022 to  02 9 and  is  

largely unc hanged f rom the  met hodology it  s upersedes ( SHMA 20 07).  In sum mary, total  

affordable need is estimated by subtracting total available stock from total gross need.  Whilst 

it has no be aring on the assessment of overall housing need, delivering the required number 

of affordable homes can be used to justify an increase in planned housing supply (2a-029). 

“The total affordable housing need should then be considered in the 
context of its like ly delivery as a proportion of mixed market and 
affordable housing developments … An increase in the total housing 
figures included in the l ocal p lan shou ld be cons idered where  i t 
could help del iver the requ ired number o f affordab le homes .” (2a-
029) (our emphasis) 

 
 

B) LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 

 
i) Medway Council Local Plan – Issues and Options 2012-2035 (January 2016) 

 
2.24 The Medway Council Local Plan Issues and Options Plan (draft Plan) represents the first formal 

stage of the Local Plan process, and sets  out a strategy for development in Medway up to  

2035. 

2.25 In respect of the OAN for Medway, the Plan states the following: 

“The Government requires Local Planning Authorities to determine 
the objectively assessed needs (OAN) for housing in their strategic 
housing market areas. Work carried out for the North Kent Strategic 
Housing a nd Econo mic Needs  Assessment (SHENA) in  2015 has  
analysed demographic, economic and market signal information to 
assess the quant ity and ty pes of housin g that  wi ll be needed  to  
meet the projected growth in households over the plan period. This 
concludes that the L ocal P lan needs to make prov ision for u p to 
29,463 new homes by 2035.”2 
 

                                                            
2 Paragraph 7.8, page 21, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 
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2.26 The OAN determined by the Strat egic Hous ing and Econ omic Nee ds Assessment (SHENA) 

equates to 1,281 dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2037, not the plan period (2012-

2035). The  Plan  state s how t he Council is committed t o plan ning positively t o meet  the  

development needs of Medway.   

2.27 The study Barton Willmore presents here  provides a  fu ll c ritique of  th e SHENA to  eval uate 

whether the OAN is positively prepared in line with the requirement of the NPPF. 

2.28 The Issues and Options Plan also identifies Medway as a major economic hub within the South 

East region and Medway’s location within the Thames Gateway offers e xcellent opportunities 

to stimulate business growth. 

2.29 A key issue for the Local Plan will be: 

“To secu re a success ful econ omic base in Medway , prov iding a  
range of jobs for residents and securing sustainable growth without 
exacerbating th e n eed to travel to a ccess h igh quality  job 
opportunities.”3 

2.30 Furthermore, the Issues and Options Plan outlines the sca le of economic growth forecast fo r 

Medway as follows: 

“To forecast the sca le and  nature of economic growth anticipated 
in Medway over the plan period, calculations have been carried out 
based on an assessment of th e population growth p rojections, the 
strengths of the local economic, knowledge of growth sectors, and 
impacts o f major strategic developments such  as Lond on 
Paramount.  The  research has forecast a growth of around 17,200 
new jobs in Medway up to 2037. Over half of these jobs are 
expected in non-B class activities, such as retail and healthcare.”4 

 

C) SUMMAR Y 

 

2.31 The NPPF and PPG requires that in planning for future levels of housing, local authorities should 

boost signi ficantly the supply of housing in t heir a rea t hat meets i n fu ll, the  objectively 

assessed need for market and affordable housing. In doing so local authorities should; 

 

 identify a scale of housing that meets household and population projections; 

 account for migration and demographic change in formulating housing requirements; 

                                                            
3 Paragraph 8.18, page 32, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 

4 Paragraph 8.19, page 32, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January 2016 
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 ensure that assessment of, and strategies for, housing, employment and other uses are 

integrated, and that they tak e full account of relevant market and eco nomic signals; 

and 

 work closely with the business co mmunity to understand the ir cha nging needs and 

identify and address barriers to investment, including a lack of housing. 

 

2.32 The followi ng sections o f this r eport prov ide an  analysis of  the startin g poi nt in o bjectively 

assessing overall  housi ng nee d ac cording to PPG – o fficial ONS and CLG projections and 

estimates – and a ful l review of the SHENA and the OAN it determines for Medway.  This wil l 

enable us to reach a conclusion as to whether the SHENA provides for full OAN. 
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3.0 HOUSEH OLD DEMOGRAPHICS 

 

3.1 The PPG advises that the starting point for estimating overall housing need should be the latest 

household projections produced by the Depa rtment for Communities a nd Local Government 

(CLG) and that account  should be taken of t he most recent  demographic ev idence, inc luding 

Office for National Statistics (ONS) population estimates.   

 

3.2 This section reviews the latest official ONS demographic and CLG household data for Medway.  

Comparisons are made alongside the South East region and the national average. 

 

3.3 To align with the assessment of housing need in the Council’s draft Plan and t he SHENA, we 

provide our analysis in this section (where possible) based on the 23-year period 2012-2035.   

 

i) Historic population growth – ONS Mid-Year Population Estimates 

 

3.4 Medway is currently estimated to ha ve a population of 274, 000 according to the ONS 2014 

Mid-Year Population Estimates.  Since 2001 Medway’s population has grown by 24,300 which 

is equivalent to a rate of 9.7%.  Medway’s rate of population growth is slightly lower than the 

national average (9.8%) and lower than the regional average (10.6%) as shown in Table 3.1.      

 

Table 3.1: Historic population change (2001-2014) 

      2001-2014 change 
  2001 2014 No. % 
Medway 249,70 0 274,000 24,300 9.7% 

South East 8,023,400 8,873,800 850,400 10.6% 

England 49,449,7 00 54,316,600 4,866,900 9.8% 

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates, Office for National Statistics 

All figures have been individually rounded to the nearest one hundred and may not sum 

Percentages have been calculated using unrounded numbers  
 

3.5 Population changes as a result o f net migration and natu ral change.  Table 3.2  provides the 

detailed components of change for Medway.   
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Table 3.2: Components of population change – Medway 

 
 
 

Natural change Net Migration Other changes Total change 

2001/02 8 79 -250 -71 558

2002/03 1046 -270 121 897

2003/04 9 88 -782 94 300

2004/05 1 ,030 -691 300 639

2005/06 1 ,033 115 232 1,380

2006/07 1 ,247 969 130 2,346

2007/08 1 ,304 998 98 2,400

2008/09 1 ,383 374 249 2,006

2009/10 1 ,450 776 282 2,508

2010/11 1 ,539 652 -44 2,147

2011/12 1 ,546 1,793 -6 3,333

2012/13 1 ,452 1,280 155 2,887

2013/14 1 ,510 1,296 104 2,910

Average 2001/14 1,262 482 126 1,870

Average 2007/12 1,444 919 116 2,479

Average 2009/14 1,499 1,159 98 2,757

Average 2004/14 1,349 756 150 2,256

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates, Office for National Statistics 

3.6 At the start of the decade Medway experienced net outward migration.  However, since 2005 

net migration to Medway has been positive meaning that more people have moved to Medway 

than moved out.   

3.7 Medway has also experi enced positive natura l c hange (mo re bi rths tha n deaths) w hich has 

increased between 2001 and 2014.  In addition there is positive ‘other’ change (change that is 

not possible to identify as either migration or natural change) equating to 1,640 people, or an 

average of 130 people per annum over the period 2001-2014. 

3.8 Over the period 2001 and 2014, population change in Medway has largely been as a result of 

natural cha nge (67 %).  However  more recent tre nds re flect a  shi ft i n t he components o f 

population change as a result of net migration increasing considerably since 2011.   
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3.9 Medway has a younger age profile than the regi onal and national averages, with a larger  

proportion of the population aged 0-15 years and 16-64 years, as shown in Figure 3.1.   

 

Figure 3.1: Age profile, 2011 

 
 Source: 2011 Census 

 

ii) Office for National Statistics (ONS) population projections 

 

3.10 The ONS produces population projections for all local authority areas in England.  These  are 

referred to as the Sub National Population Projections (SNPP) and are published by the ONS 

usually every two years.   

3.11 The ONS SNPP are t rend-based projections.  That is, they project forward past demographic 

trends i n births, deaths and migration.  They  do not  take  account of  any future changes to 

government policy which may affect these past trends. 

3.12 Table 3.3 sets out the official ONS SNPP in chronological order from the 2008-based series to 

the most r ecent 2012-based SNPP (29 May 2014). The ‘ interim’ 2011-based SNPP and 2012-

based S NPP take accou nt of findings from  the  201 1 C ensus of the  p opulation. Growth i s 

considered over the pe riod 2012-2033 (2008-based) and 2 012-2037 (2012-based). However , 

in line with the Medway Plan period, growth has also been  considered over the period 2012-

2035.  The  shorter  p eriod p resented in resp ect of  the  2008-based series  is due to  the  

projections finishing in 2033. 
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Table 3.3: ONS Population Projection series for Medway 

Series 2012 2021 2033/35 2037 

 

2012-21 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
33/35 
(per 

annum) 

2012-37 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
based 268,200 290,500 322,700* 326,800

22,300 
(2,480) 

54,500 
(2,370) 

58,600 
(2,340) 

2011-
based  
(interim) 

267,300 290,300   
23,000 
(2,560) 

  

2008-
based 257,600 269,700 286,300**  

12,100 
(1,340) 

28,700 
(1,370) 

 

 Source: Office for National Statistics (rounded to nearest 100) Note: Figures may not sum due to rounding 
 *2035; **2033. 

 

3.13 The latest 2 012-based SNPP project sign ificantly higher population growth than t he previous 

full 25-year projection series (the 2008-based SNPP)  and margi nally h igher growth than the 

interim 2011-based series.  This is expected given the analysis presented earlier in this chapter 

which shows net migration to Medway increasing in recent years. 

 

3.14 Despite the 2012-based SNPP projecting the highest population growth, it is important to note 

that the  20 12-based S NPP are underpinned by tre nds captured ove r the  200 7-2012 per iod. 

This period was characterised by an economic recession and for this reason, resulted in atypical 

migration trends in some areas.  

 

3.15 From reference to  the  2012-based ONS S NPP compo nents of c hange, the 2012-based O NS 

SNPP is underpinned by avera ge net i n-migration of  84 0 peo ple p er ann um, 2012-2035. 

However, analysis of n et mig ration trends f rom the pe riod 2007-2012 from wh ich the 20 12-

based S NPP tre nds are  d rawn puts  avera ge ne t m igration at 91 9 people per ann um.  This  

compares to the most recent long-term trend (2004/5-2013/14) of 760 people per annum and 

the most recent 5-year trend (2009/10-2013/14) of 1,160 people per annum.   

 

3.16 The analysis of migration trends for Medway therefore suggests a short-term trend in Medway 

is a prudent base from which to plan.  However, whilst the most recent 5-year migration trend 

suggests higher net migration to Medway (largely influenced by the three most recent years) 

than the  2012-based SNPP, it is not possible to say wit h any ce rtainty whether Medway wi ll 

see a continued r ise in  migration.  On this  ba sis, the 201 2-based SNPP are cons idered t o 

provide a reasonable demographic projection for Medway.   

 

3.17 However, t he 2 012-based S NPP are consi dered to  rep resent the  ve ry minimum of future 

population growth i n Medway gi ven the 2012-based SNPP are conside red to be c onservative 

due to the national projections which underpin them. The 2012-based SNPP are constrained to 

the 20 12 National P rojections p ublished in 2013.  The  n ational projection is ba sed on an  
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assumption of 165, 000 net inte rnational m igrants comin g into the  UK per a nnum, and th is 

assumption is projected forward per  annum ov er the full 25 years of  the 20 12-based SNP P 

period.  H owever net  inte rnational mi gration of 1 65,000 peo ple per an num confl icts 

significantly with  the  latest mi gration statis tics re port by  the  O NS, wh ich shows ne t 

international migration of 336,000 people in the year ending June 2015, over double the 2012-

based SNPP assumption.   

 

3.18 The ONS appear to have noted this significant increase in net international migration, recently 

publishing the 2014 National Projections and assuming 185,000 net international migrants per 

annum.  Ho wever t his remains si gnificantly lo wer than  h as been se en in  the recent past.  

Although the fort hcoming 2014-based O NS SNPP (expect ed May  20 16) wi ll p roject h igher 

population growth ac ross the coun try on t he basis of th ese revised  2014- based Natio nal 

Projections, the assumption of  185,000 net international migrants per annum remains a ve ry 

conservative estimate on the basis of recently recorded trends.  

 

3.19 In this context the 2012-based SNPP are considered to be underpinned by assumptions which 

lead to  a minimum level of  population g rowth over the Plan  pe riod (2012-2035).  Therefore 

the projected population growth presented in Table 3.3 is very likely to be conservative given 

that Medway is historically a net receiver of international migrants.  

3.20 It is i mportant to be a ware of the  issues related to the SNPP because the CLG household 

projections underpinned by the 2012-based SNPP.  The household projections are derived by 

applying ho usehold representative  rates to the ONS population pro jections.  H ousehold 

projections will be discussed in the next section. 

3.21 The 2012-based ONS SNPP project the working age population to grow at a much slower rate 

than the population as a whole as is shown in Table 3.4.  Given the extension of State Pension 

Age, the re will be an increasing number of people working beyond t he age of 64 years and  

therefore it is also important to consider the projected growth of the 65-74 year old population.      

 Table 3.4: Working Age Population Change, 2012-2035 

Age Group Medway 

16-64 18,0 50 (10.3%) 

65-74 11,9 00 (53.5%) 

Total (16-74 years) 29,950 (15.2%)

Total (all ages) 57,800 (21.8%)
Source: 2012-based SNPP, Office for National Statistics (rounded to nearest 100) Note: Figures may not sum due 

to rounding.  Percentages calculated using unrounded numbers. 
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3.22 It is  evident from Table  3.4 t hat the growth i n the wo rking age  population (16-74 years) in 

Medway is heavily driven by the growth in the population aged 65-74 years (53.5% growth).  

Realistic assumpt ions need to be  applied as to how great ly people ove r the a ge of  65 years 

can contribute to the resident labour force.   

3.23 The PPG states ‘where the supply of working age population that is economically active (labour 

force sup ply) is less t han the p rojected jo b growth, th is could  re sult in unsustainable 

commuting patterns’ (PPG, ID2a, 018).  Whilst the 2012-based SNPP do project an increase in 

the working age population in Medway, further work is required in order to determine whether 

the level of workforce growth is sufficient to support the projected level of job growth.    

iii) Communities and Local Government (CLG) household projections 

3.24 Table 3.5 sets out the official CLG household projections in chronological order from the 2008-

based series to the most recent 2012-based series (27 February 2015). 

 
Table 3.5: CLG Household Projections for Medway 

Series 2012 2021 2033/35 2037 
2012-21 

(per 
annum) 

2012-33/35 
(per 

annum) 

2012-37 
(per 

annum) 

2012-
based 108,190 120,470 137,640* 139,950  

12,280 
(1,360) 

29,450 
(1,280) 

31,760 
(1,270) 

2011-
based 
(interim) 

107,970 119,320   
11,350 
(1,260) 

  

2008-
based 107,470 116,090 125,890**  

8,620 
(960) 

18,420 
(880) 

 

Source: (C LG) Communities an d Loc al Gove rnment ( rounded t o nearest 100)  Note : Figures may  not  su m due  to 
rounding 
*2035; **2033 

 

3.25 As the PPG states the CLG projections should form the ‘starting point estimate’ only of overall 

housing nee d as  part  o f a  f ull o bjective assessment  of  ne ed.  The  lat est CL G 20 12-based 

household projections show growth of 1,280 households per annum in Medway over the Plan 

period (2 012 and  20 35).  To reac h a dwe lling re quirement, account  needs to  b e taken o f 

vacant and second homes.  For Medway this rate is 3.27%5 resulting in a dwelling projection 

of 1,323 dwellings per annum, 2012 to 2035.   

 

3.26 The growth projected by the CLG 2012-based household projections is higher than the growth 

projected by the previous two ser ies of househ old projections (the ‘interim’ 2011 and 2008-

based serie s), but this is expected given th e 2 012-based S NPP p rojected hi gher population 

growth than the other two series. 

                                                            
5 CLG, CTB 2014 (Second Homes); CLG Live Table 125/615 (Vacant) 
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3.27 However, like th e 2012-based S NPP, the  2 012-based household projections are  also 

underpinned by  rec essionary t rends in  re lation to househol d fo rmation, whereas t he 20 08-

based projections are underpinned by trends gathered prior to the recession and are therefore 

higher in terms of projected household formation, particularly in younger age groups.  

 

3.28 The CLG have published household formation data for the 2012-based household projections 

(household formations rates by a ge and gender).  The rates show that household formation 

in the 2012-based projection sti ll p rojects a de clining household formation rate t rend in the 

25-34 and 35-44 age  g roups (see Fi gure 3.2 below) when c ompared wi th the interim 2011-

based and 2008-based projections. 

 

3.29 The interim 2011-based household p rojections were widely regarded to project forw ard very 

low household formation in younger age groups. This was due to the trends underpinning the 

projections covering th e pe riod ju st pr ior to and including the  recessionary period, when  

housing became rapidly less affordable for people in the younger age groups due to a lack of 

supply.   

 

3.30 Figure 3.2 illustrates that the 2012-based rates for Medway follow a s imilar trajectory to that 

of the int erim 201 1-based pro jections before t hem.  Afte r 2025 t he 2 012-based projection 

shows a de clining t rend w hich results in the  gap betwee n the  2008 and 2012-based rat es 

increasing, and suppression in the 2012-based rate worsening.   
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Figure 3.2: Household Formation Rates, Medway  

 
Source: CLG  
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3.31 The trend for decl ining household formation in the 25-44 age grou p is likely to b e caused in 

part by worsening affordability.  Planning for housing on the basis of a continuation of these 

suppressed household formation rates is not supported by PPG which recommends adjustments 

to households formation rates to reflect factors not captured in past trends (ID 2a-015).   

3.32 Furthermore, plann ing on the basis of the  20 12-based household formation rat es is no t 

considered to be in accordance with the principles of positive planning, and would likely place 

significant p ressure on housing su pply. Recen t Planning In spectorate decisions concur with 

this view. 6 

3.33 In th is cont ext, and g iven that  th e 201 2-based p rojections show sli ghtly lowe r household  

formation particularly for 25-44 year olds than the pre-recessionary 2008-based projections, it 

is considered that an adjustment needs to be made to comply with the National Planning Policy 

Framework’s ( NPPF) clear policy to  ‘ boost si gnificantly’ t he su pply of hous ing, ‘ promote 

economic growth’ and ‘positively prepare’ Local Plans.   

 

3.34 How this adjustment sh ould be a pplied has be en subject of much debate, and t here is no t 

considered to be one correct answer, as it is a matter of judgement.  However Barton Willmore 

would suggest a blended approach whereby the 2012-based HFRs are applied in all age groups, 

as pub lished, with the exception of  the 25-44 age group.  In  th is age group it  is  considered 

that a gradual return to the projected 2008-based HFRs by the end of the Plan period is applied. 

This is considered to comply with the NPPF requirement to ensure that Local Plans are positively 

prepared, and a significant boost is made to housing supply.  

 

iv) Housing Completions 

 

3.35 A lack of housing completions can have a significant impact on the ability for people to move 

into an area to live, and for existing residents to have the opportunity to purchase their own 

property.  A lack of housebuilding can lead to existing residents having to migrate out of the 

area.  Table 3.6 sets out net completions for Medway over the past 10 years.   

 
   
   

                                                            
6 Paragraph 3.8, page 7, Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies – Examination: Preliminary findings following the hearings in 

May 2015; Paragraph 29, page 6, Appeal Decision APP/G2435/W/15/3005052; Paragraph 1.28, page 6, Arun District 
Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 
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 Table 3.6: Net Completions, Medway 

Year Net Completions Plan Target Surplus/Deficit 

05/06 562  700 -138 

06/07 591  815 -224 

07/08 761  815 -54 

08/09 914  815 +99 

09/10 972  815 +157 

10/11 657  815 -158 

11/12 809  1,000 -191 

12/13 565  1,000 -435 

13/14 579  1,000 -421 

14/15 483  1,000 -517 

Total  6,893 8,775 -1,882 
 Source: Annual Monitoring Report 

 

3.36 As Table  3.6 shows, si nce 2005/06 the number of completions has con sistently fal len be low 

Development Plan ta rgets, with the  exception  of two year s (08/09  an d 09/ 10).  This has  

resulted in a deficit of -1,882 dwellings over 10 years, representing 20% of planned supply. 

 

3.37 Furthermore when compared against the official CLG household projections set out above in 

Table 3.6, t he startin g point est imate of ne ed has been  at least 1,2 60 pe r an num, whi ch 

suggests under-delivery has been even worse than the comparison against Plan targets. 

 
3.38 Notwithstanding this it is considered that  th is persistent under-delivery in Medway wi ll have 

had a significant impact on the propensity of people to migrate into the area over the last 10 

years.  The net-migration trends can therefore be considered to have been constrained by a 

lack of delivery.       

 

v) Summary  

 

3.39 In summary, this section has considered the most up-to-date official population and household 

projections published by CLG and ONS. The key headlines from this section are as follows: 

 

 The PPG emphasises t hat CLG ho usehold proj ections should only form the ‘starting 

point’ in an  object ive a ssessment of the  over all ho using need, an d t hat sensiti vity 

testing based on  alte rnative demographic and household formation assumptions  may 

be considered;  
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 This ‘starting point  estimate’ is cur rently growth of  1,2 81 households per annu m in 

Medway, using the latest 2012-based CLG household projections over the period 2012-

2035 (Medway’s plan period).  Applying a household/dwelling adjustment (to account 

for vacancy and second home rates) the ov erall housing need is 1,32 3 dwellings per  

annum; 

 

 However, Ba rton W illmore consider that growth of  1,3 23 d wellings per annu m cou ld 

represent an underestimate of demographic-led housing need for a number of reasons:  

 
 The 2012-based household projections are based on household formation rate trends 

observed ov er the r ecessionary p eriod, w hen af fordability worsene d sign ificantly.   

There remains suppr ession in the household formation r ates f or 25- 34 y ear olds  in  

Medway.  PPG states  that adjustments ma y be r equired to t he h ousehold pr ojection 

estimate of need if rates have suppressed historically (paragraph 15). An adjustment 

in Medway is considered necessary in the 25-34 age group to address this suppression;   

 
 Analysis o f net housi ng completion s has highlighted that annual com pletions have 

consistently fallen below the level of need required by consecutive Development Plans, 

and below of ficial CL G household  projections, inhibiting the pr opensity of people to  

migrate in to Medway . This would  h ave dir ectly inf luenced the net m igration t rends 

underpinning the 2012-based ONS SNPP and the 2012-based CLG household projection;  

 
 The 2012-based ONS SNPP are also considered a conservative projection in respect of 

the inte rnational migration assumption they are  underpinned by ( 165,000 people per 

annum). Th is is less tha n hal f the most recent trend data from ONS shows (336,000 

people per annum). 

 
 Analysis of  mig ration trends has concluded t hat the 20 12-based S NPP p rovide a  

reasonable basis on which to assess demogr aphic-led need in Medway at this point in 

time.  How ever, f or the r easons set ou t abov e the 2012-bas ed SNPP should be 

considered a very minimum and if subsequent releases of Mid-Year Population Estimates 

provide evidence of net migration to Medway continuing to increase, then an updated 

short term migration should be considered.  

 
 

3.40 This section  ident ifies h ow the starting point e stimate of OAN ( 1,323 dpa, 20 11-2031) for 

Medway should be considered a very minimum.   

 

3.41 The following section  of  this stud y considers the evaluation of of ficial ONS and CLG data in 

the context of the Council’s OAN evidence.
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4.0 REVIEW AND CRITIQUE OF THE STRATEGIC HOUSING AND ECONOMIC 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT (SHENA) 

 

A) INTRODUCTION 

 

4.1 The Strateg ic Housin g and Econo mic Needs Assessment (SHENA)  d ated Nove mber 2015 

provides the evidence base to support the Council’s determination of Objectively Assessed Need 

(OAN) for housing in Medway.  The report has been prepared by Bilfinger GVA. 

 

4.2 In the  context of  our  assessment of demographic data  in  the previous section  of  this study, 

the fol lowing section provides an analysis and evaluation of the SHENA’s approach to OAN in 

Medway.  The analysis we present follows the methodological requirements of section ID2a – 

‘Housing and Economic Development Need A ssessments’ (HEDNA) to  determine whether the 

Council’s proposed housing target (1,281 dwellings per annum) represents full, unconstrained 

OAN. 

 

4.3 It is important to note that the SHENA has assessed OAN over the period 2012-2037 which is 

the t ime pe riod consi dered by  the  latest 201 2-based projection series.   Howev er, the draft 

Local Plan covers the period 2012-2035. 

 

B) NORTH KE NT STRATEGIC HOUSING AND ECONOMIC NEEDS  ASSESSMENT 

(SHENA) 

 

4.4 The 2015 SHENA seeks to establish the OAN for Medway following the methodology out lined 

in PPG. We would comment on the SHENA as follows: 

 

i) Housing Market Area (HMA) 

 

4.5 The SHEN A begins with an assess ment of th e appro priate HMA in which to assess housing  

needs for Medway as required by PPG (ID 2a-010-20140306).  The assessment’s analysis draws 

on research published by CLG in 2010 titled ‘Geography of Housing Market Areas’.  In essence 

this research is based on work undertaken by the Centre for Urban & Regional Development 

Studies (CURDS) at Newcastle University. 

 

4.6 The CURDS analysis is correctly presented by the SHENA as identifying Medway as falling within 

the London Strategic Housing Market Area which contains over 70 local authority areas.  The 

SHENA considers this HMA definition is unmanageable and impractical (paragraph 2.9).  Barton 

Willmore concurs with this conclusion. 
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4.7 For th is reason, the SH ENA also co nsiders t ravel to wor k and m igration patterns, and house 

price data and concludes that Medway has strong relationships with a number of neighbouring 

local authority areas.  On this basis, the SHENA identifies a wider HMA which includes: Medway; 

Gravesham; Swale; Maidstone; and Tonbridge & Malling.  The housing needs of the wider HMA 

are assessed in the SHENA 

 

4.8 Barton Willmore consider the HMA definition applied in the SHENA to be inconsistent with the 

approach a dopted i n se veral of the authorit ies included wit hin the  def inition.  For example, 

Swale’s housing needs were considered in isolation at the recent (November 2015) Local Plan 

Examination after  the  e vidence base suggested Swale  formed a HMA  on its  own.  Similarly, 

Maidstone Borough are assessing their housing needs in isolation.  Although Maidstone’s SHMA 

identifies functional rel ationships between  M aidstone and Medway,  the Maidstone SHMA 

concludes that there is justi fication to distinguish Maidstone from Medway in market terms7.  

On this basis, the Maidstone SHMA considers Maidstone represents a HMA on its own.      

 

4.9 On the basis of Mai dstone Council and Swale Council both assessing their needs in isolation, 

Barton Willmore, for the purposes of this critique, consider Medway’s needs in isolation. 

 

ii) Starting point estimate 

 

4.10 The SHENA gives detailed consideration to the latest 2012-based ONS Sub National Population 

Projections (SNPP) and CLG household projections as representing the ‘starting point’ estimate 

of need.  Growth of 1, 270 househ olds per  an num ove r t he per iod 2 012-2037 is correct ly 

presented.  However, it  is important to note that over the period cove red by the draft Loca l 

Plan (as presented in the current Issues and Options consultation as being 2012-2035) growth 

is 1,280 households per annum.  The SHENA does not present this. 

 

iii) Demographic adjustments 

 

4.11 The PP G (p aragraph ID2a-017) sta tes how  p lan make rs may consider sens itivity test ing, 

specific to their local circumstances, based on alternative assumptions in relation to underlying 

demographic projections and household formation rates.  Account should also be taken of the 

most recent demographic evidence including the latest ONS population estimates. 

  

                                                            
7 Paragraph 2.39, page 29, Maidstone Strategic Housing Market Assessment – Maidstone Borough Council, Final report, January 2014, GL 

Hearn 
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Adjustment to household formation rates  

 

4.12 The SHENA does not undertake any sensitivity testing in relation to household formation. 

 

4.13 The analysis  presented in Chapter 3 of this report has shown clear suppression in household  

formation f or those pe ople age d 2 5-44 yea rs, which Bar ton Will more conside rs should be 

addressed through making an adjustment to the rates. 

 

4.14 The danger of planning on this basis of the 2012-based household formation rates would be to 

exacerbate this sup pression over  a 23-yea r P lan per iod, adding to  t he tre nd o f worsenin g 

affordability i n Medway, and  the inability of  f irst time  buyers to  form their own  households.  

This is not considered to comply with the NPPF requirement to positively prepare Development 

Plans. 

 

4.15 Recent appeal decisions 8 have agre ed that the re remains a n eleme nt of suppression in th e 

2012-based household f ormation ra tes. A  more  po sitive approach to  household fo rmation i n 

this age group would increase the starting point estimate above 1,270 households per annum 

(2012-2037)/ 1,280 households per annum (2012-2035).   

 

Adjustment to the demographic projections  

 

4.16 The SHENA  presents t hree sensit ivity sce narios with reg ards to the  unde rlying popu lation 

projections as an alternative to the published 2012-based ONS SNPP. 

 

4.17 The first demographic sensitivity scenario  in cluded by GVA i ncorporates the  2013 and  2014 

Mid-Year Population Estimates (MYPE), published by the ONS after the 2012-based SNPP were 

published.  Desp ite t he 20 13 a nd 20 14 MY PE proje cting h igher population g rowth tha n 

projected in the 2012-based SN PP, the effect of the SHENA incorporating the 2013 and 2014 

MYPE into the 2012-based SNPP is to reduce household growth from 1,270 to 1,235 households 

per annum (2012-2037).   

 

4.18 This seems counterintuitive (a point which the SHENA also raises at paragraph 5.38).  However, 

the SHENA states that t he reduction in household growth is due to the different age/ gender 

profile applied as a result of taking account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE.  This requires further 

investigation through bespoke modelling to establish whether this statement is correct. 

 

                                                            
8 Coalville and Cornwall 
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4.19 The second is  a long-term (20 05-2014) net- migration scenario  whi ch results in househo ld 

growth o f 1 ,148 househ olds pe r an num –  agai n lower  tha n the ‘starting po int’ es timate fo r 

1,270 hous eholds pe r annum (2 012-2037) as in dicated by the 201 2-based CLG household 

projections. This scenario projects household growth that is 10% lower than the starting point 

estimate. 

 

4.20 Lower hous ehold growt h is the res ult of lowe r projecte d population.  The long-t erm trend  

(2005-2014) projects lower population growth because net migration is assumed to  be lowe r 

(756 net migrants per annum) compared to the average net migration assumption of the 2012-

based ONS SNPP (840 people per annum based on trends from the period 2007-2012).  

 

4.21 At pa ragraph 5.3 9 t he SHENA stat es that t he later years of the  in ter-Census pe riod ( 2001-

2011), and the last three years since the 2011 Census (2012-2014) show the highest levels of 

population growth in Medway since  2001.  The  SHENA the n goes on t o state how the 201 2-

based CLG household projections are underpinned by trends drawn “principally from this period 

of hi gh gro wth”9, and it  is t herefore appropriat e to co nsider lon ger te rm t rends fr om 20 04-

2014. 

 

4.22 In th is re gard the  lates t Plann ing Advisory Se rvice (PAS ) guidance on  OAN su mmarises the  

problems of using the 2007-2012 period as follows: 

 

“The base period used in the latest official projections, 2007-12, is 
especially problematic. The pe riod covers all of the last re cession, 
in which  migration was severely suppressed as many households  
were unab le to move due to falling inc omes and  ti ght cr edit. 
Therefore the  off icial p rojections may unde restimate fu ture 
migration - so t hat they show too li ttle population growth for t he 
more prosperous parts of the count ry, which have been recipients  
of net migration in the past. If so, by the same token the projections 
will also overestimate population growth for areas with a history of 
net out-migration.” 10 

 

4.23 Whilst Barton Willmore do not disagree with the consideration of longer term trends, the PPG 

supports a djustments to the ‘starting point’ es timate of need in relation to t he underlying 

demographic projections and household formation rates.  However, PPG states tha t any local 

changes would need to be clearly explained and justified on the basis of the established sources 

of robust evidence (ID 2a-017-20140306).  In this instance, consideration of longer term trends 

does not seem a ppropriate for Medway as a nalysis of components of population change (see 

                                                            
9 Paragraph 5.39, page 93, North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment: Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final 

Report, Medway Council, November 2015, Bilfinger GVA 

10 Paragraph 6.23, page 23, PAS OAN Technical Advice Note: Second Edition, July 2015 
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Table 3.2 presented in Chapter 3 of this report and Figure 29 of the SHENA) clearly identifies 

net migration to  Medwa y increasing sin ce 2011.  Therefo re to  consider a  level o f net in-

migration lower than the 2012-based ONS SNPP in Medway is considered to wholly contradict 

the advice of the PAS Guidance. 

 

4.24 GVA have chosen not to analyse a more recent 5-year trend, a decision Barton Willmore do not 

consider to be justified. 

 

4.25 Analysis of migration trends, presented in Chapter 3 of this report, has illustrated that a more 

recent 5-year migration trend (2009/10 – 2013/14), which incorporates the last few years o f 

recession, and the recent economic upturn, suggests net migration of 1,159 per annum.  This 

is highe r than the  assumptions  which underpins the  20 12-based S NPP (8 40 mi grants pe r 

annum) based on trends from the period 2007-2012.   

 

4.26 However, there is not  suffi cient data at this po int in time to say with any certa inty whethe r 

Medway is experiencing a reversal of trend in terms of net migration.  For this reason, despite 

a more  re cent 5- year t rend showin g h igher ne t m igration than t he 2012-based S NPP, it  is  

considered that the 2012-based SNPP provide the most reasonable demographic projection at 

this point in time.  However, the 2012-based SNPP should provide the very minimum projection 

of population growth given the issues highlighted in Chapter 3 of this report.  Furthermore, we 

reserve the  right to amend this approach if subsequent releases of Mid-Year Populatio n 

Estimates indicate that net migration to Medway is continuing to increase. 

 

4.27 A third sensitivity scenario is the long-term net-migration scenario (2005-2014) including the 

‘unattributable population change’ (UPC) recorded by ONS for Medway.  The UPC is an element 

of population change which the ONS cannot account for. There is the possibility that it may be 

due to  under recorded levels of  international migration, but it  cou ld equally be due to ot her 

reasons.   

 

4.28 The effect  of inc luding UPC wit hin the long-term m igration tre nd s cenario is t o redu ce 

household growth to  1,124 households per annum (compared to growth of 1,148 households 

per annum excluding UPC) over the period 2012-2037.  

 

4.29 Barton Willmore’s approach is to exclude UPC from demographic modelling scenarios.  This is 

based on the following: 

 

 ONS’ confirmation that UPC has been excluded from the calculation of the 2012-based 

ONS SNPP; 
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 Advice sent by email from ONS to Barton Willmore that it would be ‘sensible’ to exclude 

UPC  from the calculation of net-migration trends; 

 

 The ONS statement that if UPC was due to international migration, its effect would have 

been in the first half of the decade, after which the recording of international migration 

was improved; 

 

 Local Plan Examination decisions where UPC has been excluded (A ylesbury Va le, 

Eastleigh, Arun).  In the case of the most recent decision in Arun (February 2016), UPC 

was significant, yet the Inspector noted that if UPC were to be attributed to migration, 

errors would have been earlier in the 2001-2011 period; 

 

 The ONS’ statement that UPC is only applicable to the 2001-2011 period and does not 

introduce a bias that will continue in future projections. 

 

4.30 The UPC scenario is therefore not considered to be a robust scenario for growth in Medway. 

 

4.31 The SHENA  pr esents d emographic-led need  i n Medway  t o be  betwe en 1,1 24 and 1,270 

households per annum over the period 2012-2037 based on the results of the two long-term 

migration t rend scena rios.  Once a n allowance  for vacancy has bee n applied t his results in 

dwelling growth of between 1,167 and 1,317 dwellings per annum. 

 

4.32 However, th e SHENA  ac knowledges that due t o the uncertainty of UP C, it  is  app ropriate to  

consider an average of the two long-term migration scenarios (including and excluding UPC)11.  

This results in growth of 1,136 households (1,179 dwellings) per annum over the period 2012-

2037. 

 

4.33 Barton Willmore consider that OAN o f less th an the 201 2-based CLG househol d proje ction 

should not be considered, for the following reasons: 

 

4.34 First, the 2012-based ONS SNPP were underpinned by net migration trends between 2007 and 

2012, and as this analysis shows, they are underpinned by three years (2008-2011) when net 

in-migration fe ll sig nificantly be low two o f t he years  p rior to t he 2007-2012 period.  Thi s 

contradicts GVA’s state ment that t he later years of the 2 001-2011 pe riod show th e hig hest 

levels of growth.  This statement by GVA is not considered to be justified. 

 

                                                            
11 Paragraph 5.47, Page 95, North Kent Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment: Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final 

Report, Medway Council, November 2015, Bilfinger GVA 
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4.35 The second point concerns the assumpt ion of net international migration in the  2012-based 

ONS National Project ions, which underpin the 2012-based ONS S NPP.  The 201 2-based ONS 

national population projections are based on net international migration of 165,000 people per 

annum continuing every year up to 2037. 

 

4.36 The assumption of  net  international migration in the ONS 2012-based national pro jections is 

considered by Barton Willmore to be a significant underestimate.  This view is based on more 

recent evidence from ONS which shows how international net-migration was 336,000 people in 

the most recently recorded year (ending June 2015) – over double the 2012-based ONS national 

projection a ssumption. The 10-yea r average  ha s also been  ci rca 240,000 people p er ann um 

(see Figure 4.1 below). 

 

4.37 On this basis alone, it is considered the 2012-based ONS SNPP, and therefore the 2012-based 

CLG household projections, are based on conservative assumptions and for this reason should 

be considered a minimum projection of future growth.     

 

4.38 This is emp hasised fu rther b y the more rece nt 2014- based national projections (2 9 Octobe r 

2015) which have increased the assumption to 185,000 people per annum.  The effect of this 

increase w ill be seen  in  the 2 014-based SNPP, which are due for  re lease in t he f irst half o f 

2016. 

 

4.39 A further effect on in-migration is the delivery of housing.  Table 3.6 in this study has shown 

how de livery has fallen be low p lanned ta rgets in  al l but two of t he past ten  ye ars.  The  

cumulative effect has been for a deficit in delivery of 1,882 dwellings (20% lower than planned 

supply).  This will have constrained in-migration to Medway, and trends would have been higher 

if planned housing targets had been met and the homes were there to be filled. 
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Figure 4.1: UK Net International Migration, 2004-2014 

 
Source: Migration Statistics Quarterly Report, November 2015 

 

4.40 Finally it is considered t he past th ree years ne t in-m igration to Medw ay (1,28 0, 1,293, an d 

1,793 people per annum respectively) highlight how the 2012-based SNPP and CLG projections 

are based on a conservative net in-migration assumption of only 840 people per annum.   

 

4.41 However, given there is no degree of certainty as to whether Medway is experiencing a reversal 

of trend in  relation to net mi gration, it is cons idered that the 2012-based SNPP at  the ve ry 

least should provide the minimum projection of future population  growth.  On this basis, for  

the Medway SHMA to favour the long-term migration trend approach (which projects lower 

population growth) is considered inappropriate. 

 

4.42 In summa ry, it is n ot cons idered just ified to  p roject lowe r population o r housing 

growth than the starting point estimate.   

 

iv) Adjustments to support economic growth 

 

4.43 The approach applied by GVA in the SHENA to economic-led OAN is generally considered robust, 

save for the assumptions in respect of job growth forecasts.  GVA use a single source, Experian 

Economics, from quarter 1 of 20 15.  Experian is considered a robust source of job growth 

forecasts, however it is Barton Willmore’s view that an average forecast should be taken from 

three sources; Experia n Economics, Cambridge Econometrics, and Oxford Econo mics.  This  
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view has been taken following criticism of the use of using a single source in some Local Plan 

examinations, given the fluctuation in forecasts, which are often published on a quarterly basis.  

This triangulated approach was supported by the South Worcestershire Local Plan Inspector12. 

 

4.44 In terms  of  une mployment assump tions, Ba rton Willmore’s approach would be to  assume a  

return to pre-recessionary rates of unemployment over the first ten years of the Plan perio d.  

This is a similar approach to the GVA method although they do differ slightly. 

 

4.45 Economic activity rate assumptions must also be entered into demographic modelling software 

to generate the labour force growth required to fill jobs.  GVA’s approach is to  use the Kent  

County Council ‘Technical Paper Activity Rate Projections to 2036’ paper (October 2011).  This 

is the same source used by Barton Willmore, and is consi dered to be  a robust  in dependent 

method which provides unbiased assumptions of how economic activity will increase in older 

age groups over the next 25 years.  However it should be noted that a more recent (November 

2014) paper is available and this should be used in preference to the October 2011 edition. 

 

4.46 The SHENA  also unde rtakes a sensitiv ity te st of economic acti vity which incorporates 

assumptions from  Expe rian’s Re port ‘Em ployment Act ivity and t he A geing Po pulation’ wh ich 

has the effect of  in creasing economic activ ity of women  i n l ine with  past trends from 1981, 

along with significantly increase economic activity for older people. 

 

4.47 The commuting ratio is the final assumption which can have a significant effect on economic-

led housi ng need.  GVA ’s approach  is to use th e 201 1 Ce nsus ratio of 1.28, an d for this to 

remain static over the Plan period.  This is considered a robust approach to apply. 

 

4.48 The SHENA considered three economic scenarios but only presented the results of two – t he 

Sector Based Growth scenario  and the Sector Based & Lo ndon Paramount Indirect Scena rio.  

Housing need to su pport both economic scenarios increases above t he baseline demographic 

needs (1,179 dwellings per annum as indicated by the mid-point of the two long-term migration 

trends) if KCC economic activity rates are applied; to support the Sector Based Growth scenario 

1,197 dwellings per annum are required and to support the London Paramount Indirect scenario 

a total of 1,213 dwellings per annum are required.  

 

4.49 If Expe rian’s economic  activi ty rates are applied, housing need to support both economic 

scenarios is  below  the  baseli ne demographic need  (1, 020 d pa required to sup port Secto r 

Growth scenario and 1,036 dpa to support the London Paramount scenario). 

                                                            
12 Stage 1 of the Examination of the South Worcestershire Development Plan; Inspector’s Further Interim Conclusions on the 

Outstanding Stage 1 Matters, 31 March 2014 
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4.50 It is important to note that the level of housing need identified from both economic scenarios 

and both economic sensitivity tests, is below the ‘starting point’ estimate of 1,270 households/ 

1,317 dwellings per a nnum ( 2012-2037) as in dicated by the CLG 20 12-based h ousehold 

projections. 

 

v) Market signals adjustment 

 

4.51 The GVA re port p rovides a summar y of me dian house price  increase s in Medwa y between 

2000 an d 2 013.  The s ource used by GVA in o btaining t his informat ion (CL G) is c onsidered 

robust. As GVA summarise, between 2000 and 2013, values in Medway increased by 128.6%; 

the second fastest rate observed out of seven authorities analysed.  The rate also exceede d 

inflation in the south east region as a whole (96%).13 

 

4.52 The SHEN A’s summary of rental prices shows a significant worseni ng in t he lower q uartile 

rental prices in Medway.  O ver the short  per iod analysed (2010-2014), lower quartile rents 

increased by 10%; the second highest of the  seven authorities analysed.  Th is represents an 

increase of double  that experienced in the  south east  region (4.3%), and triple  the increase 

across England (3.3%). There is a clear affordability problem in respect of lower quartile rents 

in Medway when compared to surrounding areas. 

 

4.53 The change in the affordability ratio is often the most cru cial of ma rket signals i ndicators, 

and the GVA report provides a sum mary of t he lower q uartile and median affordability ratios 

in Medway, compared to seven Ken t authorit ies, the south east region,  and nation ally.  Th e 

GVA repo rt highlights how the lower quart ile af fordability r atio in Med way had inc reased by 

65% between 2000 and 2013, and that th is in crease rep resents a more acute  inc rease than 

the re gion ( 51%) an d n ationally (6 5%).14 This h ighlights ho w affor dability has s ignificantly 

worsened in Medway over the thirteen years analysed.  

 

4.54 This study (section 3) identifies how household formation is suppressed in the 25-34 age group 

in the most  rec ent 20 12-based CLG household projections.  The res ult of assuming the 

formation rates as p ublished, and  planning for g rowth bas ed on  t hem, wil l be  a  failure to 

address the significant increase in concealed households in Medway between the 2001 and 

2011 Ce nsuses. This in crease acro ss the cou ntry has bee n d ue to  th e sign ificant worseni ng 

affordability of housing, leading to two or more adult households living with one another rather 

than forming their own households.   

 

                                                            
13 Paragraph 5.90, SHENA 
14 Paragraph 5.97, SHENA 
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4.55 This trend is evidenced in Medway by the 68% increase in concealed households between the 

2001 and  2 011 Census’.  This is b roadly comparable to th e reg ional a nd nat ional averages 

(71%) altho ugh the SHENA states that concea lment is not deemed t o be wo rsening at a  

significant rate.  However, the rate of increase in Medway is higher than in Canterbury (66%), 

Sevenoaks (56%), and Tonbridge and Malling (54%).   

 
4.56 Furthermore the SHENA acknowledges a 13.03% increase in concealed households in the under 

25 age group (13% ).  This is h igher than th e national ave rage (1 2.76%) and sev eral othe r 

Kent local authorities (Canterbury, Dartford, Maidstone, and Swale).15  Despite this, the SHENA 

concludes that the market signals information in respect of concealed families does not provide 

strong evidence of supply led pressures in Medway16.  Barton Willmore disagree and a response 

in establishing the OAN for Medway is needed to alleviate this worsening trend. 

 
4.57 The rate o f deve lopment is also considered as a market signal,  with the PPG s tating how 

future supply should be increased to ref lect the l ikely under-delivery of  a Plan, if  the rate of  

development has been lower than the planned number.  A meaningful period must be assessed 

in line with PPG, and as this study has shown (Chapter 3), delivery in Medway has been 20% 

lower than the planned number over the past 10 years. 

 
4.58  The GVA r eport also i dentifies th is lack of de livery, but over the i ntercensal pe riod (20 01-

2011) rather than the last 10 years considered in this study (2005-2014). Notwithstanding this 

difference, GVA identify g rowth in Medway’s  housing stock of  7.3% ; lower  tha n the  sub-

regional, re gional, an d national av erages.  F urthermore G VA id entify how c ompletions h ave 

exceeded planned targets in only three of the 12-year period between 2001/02 and 2012/1317. 

 
4.59 In summary, it is important to note  the PP G, which states the fol lowing in respect of market 

signals: 

 
“The housing need number suggested by household projections (the 
starting p oint) shou ld be adjusted to  ref lect ap propriate ma rket 
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between 
the demand for and supply of dwellings.” 18  
 
“Appropriate comparisons of indicators should be  made. This  
includes c omparison with long er te rm trends (b oth in ab solute 
levels and  ra tes of  c hange) in the: hous ing marke t area; similar 
demographic and economic a reas; and  nationally. A wo rsening 
trend in any of these indicators will require upward adjustment to 
planned housing nu mbers compared  to  ones based solely on  
household projections.” 19 (Our emphasis) 

                                                            
15 Ta ble 5 1, SHENA 
16 Paragraph 5.108, SHENA 
17 Paragraph 5.118, SHENA 
18 ID2a-019, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
19 ID2a-020, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
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4.60 In the cont ext of the  PPG, a nd t he analysis se t out by GVA, it is clear than an upward 

adjustment to the CLG household projection for Medway is required.  Failure to do so will only 

serve to exacerbate the conditions which have led to the affordability problems experienced in 

Medway over the past 10 to 15 years.   

 
4.61 The PPG does not quantify the market signals uplift, other than to say how “plan makers should 

set this a djustment at  a leve l that  is reason able” and “o n reasonable assumptio ns could be 

expected to improve affordability.” 20 Local Plan Examination decisions are the only source in  

which mar ket signa ls adjustments have been qua ntified.  A t the  Eastleig h Local P lan 

Examination, the Inspector recommended a 10% uplift to demographic-led projections in order 

to al leviate m arket pressure c onsidered as “m odest”.  This le vel of  up lift was considered 

“cautious” by the Inspector.  21  The same level of uplift was also considered applicable by the 

Uttlesford Local Plan Inspector. 

 
4.62 An equally cautious uplift of 10% to the 2012-based CLG household projection in Medway would 

result in an increase to at least 1,456 dwellings per annum.     

 
4.63 The SHENA considers the level of uplift the economic-led scenarios with KCC economic activity 

rates applied would make to t he baseline demographic leve l of  need (mid-point between the 

two long term migration trends).  This is presented as between a 1.5% and 2.9% uplift which 

is not considered sufficient to respond to the local market signals.22  Barton Willmore agree. 

 
4.64 As an alternative, the SHENA also considers the level of uplift the CLG 2012-based household 

projections, updated to take account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE, provides to the mid-point of 

the two long-term migration trends.  This is presented as being equivalent to an 8.6%, which 

the SHENA considers a significant uplift.23   

 
4.65 On this basis the SHENA concludes on OAN for Medway of 1,281 dwellings per annum 

(2012-2037) as ind icated by  the CLG 2 012-based househ old p rojections update d to take  

account of the 2013 and 2014 MYPE.  

 
4.66 Barton Willmore do not consider the market signals uplift applied in the SHENA to be sufficient.  

The SHENA’s ‘uplift’ is applied to the SHENA’s long-term migration trend which is already below 

the starting point  estimate according to PPG.  Therefore  even applyi ng the  mar ket signals  

‘uplift’ r esults in OA N t hat is stil l b elow the st arting poin t estimate (1 ,281 dpa compared to 

1,323 dpa). 

                                                            
20 ID2a-020, Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments, PPG 
21 Paragraphs 39-41, Eastleigh Borough Local Plan, Inspector’s Report, February 2015 
22 Paragraph 5.129, SHENA 
23 Paragraph 5.130, SHENA 
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vi) Affordable housing need 

 

4.67 As stated in the NPPF, LPAs are required to ensure their local plans meet OAN for both market 

and af fordable housing.  The  Satnam v  Warr ington BC High C ourt Judgment provides useful 

guidance on the proper exercise that needs to be undertaken to assess affordable need as part 

of OAN.  That is: 
 

“(a) having identified OAN for affordable housing, that should then 
be considered in the context of its likely delivery as a proportion of 
mixed market/affordable housing development; an increase in the 
total housing figures included in the local plan should be considered 
where it  could help deli ver the required number of affordabl e 
homes; (our emphasis) 
 
(b) the Local Plan should then meet the OAN for affordable housing, 
subject only to the constraints referred to in NPPG, paragraphs 14 
and 47.” 24 

 
4.68 The ELM Park v Kings Lynn and West Norfolk BC High Court Judgment (July 2015) provides a 

more recent judgement on the role of affordable housing n eed with in OAN, determining that  

affordable need did not have to be met in full when determining OAN but rather: 

 
“This consideration of an increase to help del iver the requ ired 
number of  affordab le homes , rather than  an ins truction tha t the 
requirement b e me t in to tal, is cons istent w ith the po licy in 
paragraph 159 of the Fra mework re quiring that the  SHMA 
“addresses” thes e ne eds in d etermining the FOAN.  They s hould 
have an important influence increasing the derived FOAN since they 
are si gnificant fact ors in pr oviding fo r h ousing ne eds wi thin an 
area.” 25 

 
4.69 It is therefore clear that where there is significant affordable housing need, although it is not 

required to be met in full, an increase should be considered.   

 

4.70 In the co ntext of this, the Council’s draft Plan states the followi ng i n respect of affordable 

housing need in Medway: 

 
“The Stra tegic Housing Ma rket Assessment (SHMA)  carried ou t in 
2015 fo r Medway id entified a high level of demand for affordable 
housing, at 17,112 over the plan period. The Local Plan needs to be 
deliverable, and mus t demon strate tha t the po licies are viab le. 
Initial analysis indi cates tha t a percentage of 25 % affordable 
housing would b e de liverable o n deve lopments of over 15 u nits, 
taking into accoun t land va lues and de velopment costs .” 26  (our 
emphasis) 

                                                            
24 Paragraph 43 (iv) (a) a nd (b ), H igh Court  Judgement CO/4055/2014, Sa tnam Millennium Limited v  Warrington Borough 

Council, 19/02/2015 
25 Paragraph 33, page 11, High Court Judgement CO/914/2015, Borough Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v Secretary 

of State for Communities and Local Government, ELM Park Holdings Ltd, 09/07/2015 
26 Paragraph 7.12, page 21, Medway Council Issues and Options Consultation Document, January/February 2016 
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4.71 This is a significant level of affordable housing need, equating to 744 affordable dwellings per 

annum. To deliver this level of affordable housing in full, at provision of 25%, would require 

full OAN of circa 3,000 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035.  It is accepted that 3,000 dwellings 

per annum is unrealistic, but a f igure in excess of the Council’s exist ing target would help to 

meet some of this affordable need. 

 

vii) Summary 

 

4.72 In summary, the SHENA identifies OAN for Medway as being 1,281 dwellings per annum over 

the per iod 2012-2037 based on t he results of the C LG 2012- based househol d pro jection 

adjusted to take account of 2013 and 2014 Mid-Year Population Estimates. 

   

4.73 This leve l of  housing need has bee n taken fo rward in the draft Local  Plan to rep resent need 

over the period 2012-2035. 

 

4.74 OAN of  1,281 dwellings per annum is not co nsidered to represent full OAN for  Medway over  

the plan period (2012-2035) for the following reasons: 

 

 There is no t conside red to be  any  justif ication for a reduction to t he starting  p oint 

estimate (2 012-based CLG household p rojection) of OA N in Medway .  This starting  

position is for provision of 1,323 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035; 

 

 The starting point estimate is base d on a 23-year projection of suppressed household 

formation i n the  25-44 age g roup, the age  group most l ikely to be first time  buyers.  

This suppression will lead to a signi ficant increase in concealed households in this age 

group unless the OAN adjusts the household formation rates in this age group. The GVA 

SHENA proposes no adjustment to account for this suppression.  To comply with the 

NPPF requirement to ensure Local Plans are ‘positively prepared’ an upward adjustment 

should be applied for the 25-44 age group.  This would lead to an OAN in excess of the 

starting point estimate; 

 

 The 2012- based CLG h ousehold p rojection is under pinned by the  20 12-based S NPP 

which is considered to provide the very minimum projection of future population growth 

in Medway due to the low international migration assumptions they are underpinned by 

and in light of recent  data sugg esting that  net mig ration to Med way is in f act 

significantly higher than the trends underpinning the 2012-based SNPP; 
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 The GVA SHENA considers alternative long-term migration trends but fails to pay regard 

to a more r ecent 5-yea r migration trend.  The SHENA adopts the use of  a l ong-term 

migration trend to reflect demographic-led n eed in Med way wh ich projects lo wer 

population growth than the 20 12-based SNPP and for t he reasons outlined a bove we 

believe to be inappropriate;  

 

 The GVA SHENA’s approach to addressing an uplift to  OAN to accommodate econo mic 

growth is c onsidered r elatively ro bust. However we wou ld sug gest t he use of t hree 

sources of job growth forecasts to ensure as robust an assessment as possible; 

 

 The GVA SHENA identifies a number of market signals that have worsened to a greater 

extent than neighbouring authorities, the south east region, and the na tional average.  

The SHENA considers that an  upward adj ustment to th e demographic-le d OA N is  

required in order to al leviate the identified market pressure.  Barton Willmore support 

this conclusion.  However, it is considered that the market signals uplift that is applied 

in the SHENA is insuf ficient given that it results in OAN that is still below the starti ng 

point estimate; 

 

 The GVA SHENA an d draft Plan  i dentify s ignificant af fordable housi ng ne ed (744 

affordable dwellings per annum, 2 012-2035).  Delivered at  a rate of 2 5%, this wo uld 

require OAN of 3,000 dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court 

judgements confirm that Local P lans do not have to meet a ffordable need in full, but 

should be ‘addressed’, and an increase to OAN considered to help to deliver the 

affordable housing.  The existing OAN determined by the GVA SHENA does not address 

the significant affordable housing need in Medway. 
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5.0 SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
5.1 This review of the Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA) has considered 

the object ively assessed need ( OAN) for ho using over t he period 2012-2037 which has been 

taken forward in the Medway Council Plan Issues and Options document which is planning for 

housing nee ds ove r the  pe riod 2012-2035.  Full OAN is prese nted in as b eing 1, 281 

dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2035.   

 
5.2 In short  it is conside red the OAN presente d in the  SHENA plans f or ver y low  leve ls o f 

demographic growth over the Plan period, and does not represent a positively prepared OAN.  

From the outset, it is important to note how the level of OAN presented in the SHENA is below 

the PPG’s st arting point estimate of  need – the  latest CL G household projection (1,323 dpa, 

2012-2035). 

 

5.3 The SHENA’s OAN conclusion is underpinned by applying 2012-based household formation rates 

to thei r p referred population p rojection (a revised 2012-based ONS SNPP scenar io t o ref lect 

2013 and 2014 ONS Mid-Year Population estimates).  The 2012-based CLG household projection 

projects suppressed household formation for those aged 25-44 years of age; those most likely 

to represent concealed households and first time buyers.  Barton Willmore consider it necessary 

to apply an adjustment to address t his suppression and positively prepare the Loca l Plan, an  

exercise which has not been undertaken in the SHENA. This approach is supported by recent 

Planning In spectorate decisions, which note continuing supp ression i n the 2012-based C LG 

projections.27   

 

5.4 Notwithstanding that the starting point estimate of OAN (1,323 dpa, 2012-2035) is higher than 

the Council’s proposed level o f provision, the  starting po int estimate  should be  considered a  

very minimum for a number of reasons. 

 

5.5 The 2012- based CLG household p rojection is underpinned by the 2012-based Su b Natio nal 

Population Projections (SNPP) whi ch assume v ery low net  inte rnational mi gration to the UK  

(165,000 people per annum) compared w ith more re cent t rends (336,000 peop le in t he last 

recorded ye ar), an  assumpt ion w hich f ilters down to  loc al autho rity le vel an d has been  

identified by recent Local P lan Inspector’s dec isions28.  PAS Guidance also identifies how the 

net migration of the 2012-based ONS SNPP may well be an underestimate29. 

 

                                                            
27 Paragraph 3.8, page 7, Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies – Examination: Preliminary findings following the hearings 

in May 2015; Paragraph 29, page 6, Appeal Decision APP/G2435/W/15/3005052; Paragraph 1.28, page 6, Arun District 
Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 

28 Paragraph 1.12, page 3, Arun District Local Plan OAN Conclusions, 02 February 2016 
29 Paragraph 6.23, page 23, PAS OAN Technical Advice Note: Second Edition, July 2015 
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5.6 Furthermore, analysis of migration trends has identified that the net migration assumptions of 

the 2012-based SNPP (840 net migrants per annum, 2012-2037) is low in the context of a more 

recent 5-year trend given that net migration to Medway has increased over recent years.   

 

5.7 However, b ecause it c annot be sa id w ith an y certai nty whether Me dway is ex periencing a  

reversal of  t rend i n respect of  m igration, it is considered re asonable to  use  the  2012-based 

SNPP as th e most app ropriate demographic population projection at this poi nt in ti me.  

However, i f subseque nt releases of  Mid-Yea r P opulation E stimates pr ovide evi dence of  net  

migration to Medway continuing to increase then it would be considered appropriate to change 

this approach. 

 

5.8 With the above points in mind, it  is considered that the 2012-based SNPP should provide the 

very minimum projection of population growth in Medway. 

 

5.9 The approach to  assessing an uplift for  economic growth is considered to be  broadly sound.  

However it is consi dered t hat th e use of  onl y one for ecast is  a weak  app roach.  Given  th e 

fluctuation of job growth forecasts, Barton Willmore would recommend an average of the three 

leading fo recasting ho uses; Experian Econo mics, Cambridge Econometrics, a nd Oxford 

Economics. This approach was endorsed by the South Worcestershire Local Plan Inspector. 

 

5.10 The SHENA does not su ggest a direct up lift to account fo r worsening market signals.  The 

SHENA acknowledges that some market signals in Medway have worsened to a greater extent 

than neighbouring local authorities, the south east region, and the national average.  The PPG 

states that an upward adjustment to the demographic starting point should be applied in the 

event that any of the market signals indicators show a worsening trend.  The SHENA considers 

the level of uplift the economic scenarios provide to be insufficient, however, the 8.6% uplift 

provided by the CLG 2012-based household projections (adjusted to take account of the 2013 

and 2014 MYPE) is considered by the SHENA to provide a significant uplift.   

 

5.11 Barton Willmore do not agree. The level of uplift considered by the SHENA is considered in the 

context of a baseline demographic level of need that is already 10% below the starting point 

estimate (1, 136 compared to 1,270 househol ds per annu m) over  the period 2 012-2037.  I n 

effect, the uplift considered by the SHENA still falls below the starting point estimate of need 

as indicated by the CLG 2012-based household projections, and which Barton Willmore consider 

to provide a conservative projection of future housing need. 

 

5.12 The GVA SH ENA and  dr aft Plan identify sig nificant affor dable hous ing need ( 744 affordable 

dwellings per annum, 2012-2035).  Delivered at a rate of 25%, this would require OAN of 3,000 

dwellings per annum if it were to be delivered in full. High Court judgements confirm that Local 
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Plans do not have to meet affordable need in full, but should be ‘addressed’, and an increase 

to OAN considered to help to deliver the affordable housing.  The existing OAN determined by 

the GVA SHENA does not address the significant affordable housing need in Medway. 

 
Way Forward 

 
5.13 The PPG states how the OAN should be an unconstrained assessment. The SHENA’s approach 

to OAN is not conside red to comply with the PPG in th is regard, and sets an OA N below the 

PPG’s starting point estimate.  Adjustments for household formation suppression, more recent 

migration t rends, worsening market signa ls, and affo rdable housing nee d i ndicate a  

requirement for OA N si gnificantly higher than  the startin g point est imate of OA N, 1,323  

dwellings p er an num ( 2012-2035).  The OAN suggested b y th e SHE NA is  consi dered to be 

wholly inappropriate and not positively prepared, as required by paragraph 182 of the NPPF. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX D 
 

Objectively Assessed Housing Need Dashboard (Barton Willmore Research, February 
2016) 



Objectively Assessed Housing Need 
Medway Unitary Authority

February 2016 (updated)



2Introduction and OAN Methodology

Introduction

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) on Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments 
(26 March 2015) outlines the methodology for assessing housing need in the housing market 
area.  The assessment should be an objective and unconstrained assessment based on facts 
and unbiased evidence.

This report summarises objectively assessed housing need for Medway Unitary Authority.  
Although there are links with Greater London, it is considered pragmatic to consider Medway 
Borough as a District-wide HMA. 

OAN Methodology

Following PPG, Barton Willmore’s approach to assessing housing need is as follows.  

1. Identify the starting point estimate of need and apply demographic adjustments to 
address household suppression and/ or to test alternative migration trends

2. Assess the labour force capacity of the demographic assessment and, if necessary, 
apply an uplift to support job growth in line with current forecasts and/ or past trends

3. Analyse market signals identified by PPG as; land prices, house prices, private rents, 
affordability, rate of development and overcrowding.  A worsening trend in any of 
these indicators will require an upward adjustment to planned housing numbers 

4. Establish whether the modelled housing need would meet affordable housing need or 
whether any further adjustment is necessary

This report provides a streamlined summary of these key issues.  Further detail on modelling 
assumptions can be found the in accompanying Barton Willmore OAN Methodology statement.

Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need

Test Market Signals & Affordable Need

Test Job Growth Capacity

Adjust for Suppressed Migration Trends

Adjust for Suppressed Household Formation

Starting Point: CLG Household Projections



3Household Projections – the Starting Point Estimate

Suppressed Household Formation

The likelihood that a person of a certain age and gender to 
‘head’ a household (household formation rate) is lower in some 
age groups in the 2012-based household projections compared 
to previous series.  This suggests that the 2012 rates suppress 
household formation, particularly for younger people aged 25-34 
and 35-44 years, in Medway. These are the groups who found it 
the most difficult to enter the housing market during and after 
the recession. An adjustment to the 2012 household formation 
rates in the 25-44 age group is required to address this issue.

Household projections published by the Department for
Communities and Local Government (CLG) should provide the
starting point estimate of overall housing need.

The most recent series are the 2012-based household projections
published on 27 February 2015. These project growth of 1,280
households per annum in Medway over the period 2012-2035.
Once an allowance for vacancy and second homes has been
applied (3.3%) this equates to growth of 1,324 dwellings per
annum.

The 2012-based CLG projection projects a significantly higher level
of household growth than the previous full projection (2008-based
series) despite the falling levels of household formation projected
in the 25-44 age group (see household formation opposite).

This suggests that household growth in Medway is largely being
driven by higher population growth experienced in the area in
recent years.

Source: Communities and Local Government (CLG) Household Projections
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4Population Projections

The Ageing Population

Over the Plan Period, the age profile of Medway is projected to 
change significantly.  By 2035, the over 65 population will have 
increased by 6%.  Left unchecked, the relative decline of prime 
working age (16-64) population will have an adverse effect on 
future economic competitiveness and productivity.

The 2012-based Sub National Population Projections (SNPP) project 
Medway’s population to increase by an additional 2,368 people 
per annum over the period 2012-2035.  

This is broadly comparable to the previous interim 2011-based ONS 
SNPP (circa 2,500 people per annum, 2011-2021), but significantly 
higher than the pre-recessionary 2008-based series (circa 1,370 
people per annum).

At a national level the 2012-based ONS SNPP are considered a 
conservative projection, being underpinned by 165,000 net 
international migrants per annum projected between 2012 and 2037. 
This compares with over double this assumption (336,000 people per 
annum) being recorded in the most recent year (ending June 2015).

For this reason, flexibility for higher population growth in Medway 
than projected by the 2012-based ONS SNPP and the 2012-based CLG 
household projection is required, to ensure a significant 
underestimate is not assumed.  If net-migration trends justify an 
upward adjustment to the 2012-based ONS SNPP, the PPG makes 
provision for this (see next slide). Source: Office for National Statistics (ONS) Sub National Population Projections 0-15 16-64 65-74 75+
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5Migration Trends

Age Profile of Migrants

Net migrants to Medway tend to be younger families who are 
of working age. Encouraging net migration will therefore 
counter the naturally ageing population of Medway.  Without 
net migration the working age population of Medway will fall 
significantly over the plan period.  To support economic growth 
in Medway the resident labour supply needs to increase to 
support past trends and forecasts of job growth.

Over the past decade there have been higher in flows than out 
flows of people moving to Medway, resulting in significant net in-
migration to the Borough.  Net in-migration fell sharply between 
2008/09 and 2010/11 following the onset of the recession, but 
since 2011/12 has increased to between 1,280 and 1,793 people 
per annum.  

Notwithstanding the most recent 5-year (2009-2014) trend 
incorporating the end of the recessionary period, the average has 
been for net in-migration of 1,159 people per annum. This exceeds 
the 10-year trend (756 people per annum) and the trend over the 
period 2007-2012 (919 people per annum) which underpins the 
2012-based SNPP.

Despite net migration increasing significantly in the last three years, 
it cannot be certain whether this increase will continue.  On this 
basis, it is considered that the 2012-based SNPP provide a 
reasonable demographic projection for Medway at this point in time 
but that the projection should be considered a very minimum and 
that if subsequent data releases show net migration to Medway 
continually increasing then the demographic assessment should be 
adjusted to reflect this.  Source: Office for National Statistics (ONS) Components of Population Change
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6Commuter Flows within the HMA

Commuter Flows by Occupation

The data in this table shows how there is a net outflow of 
residents in employment in all occupations in Medway Borough. 
Professional and skilled occupations employ the largest 
numbers of people, both within the Borough and outside.  
Manual occupations employ the lowest numbers.

Within Medway there is a greater number of residents in employment compared to the number of jobs which means that Medway exports 
labour. This results in a commuting ratio of 1.28. 

The commuting ratio is of importance in determining the number of people required to move into an area to generate labour force and fill jobs. 
The commuting ratio may change over the Medway Plan period (2012-2035), and this could require more or less workers.  However for the 
purposes of demographic modelling and objectively assessing need, the commuting ratio is maintained at 2011 Census levels to ensure the 
objective assessment of need is unconstrained and ‘policy off’.  

In the case of Medway, for every 100 jobs created, 128 economically active (labour force) people will be required.  

Source: Office for National Statistics (ONS) 2011 Census
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7Economic Activity and Unemployment Projections

Male and Female Economic Activity

Economic activity rates are generally higher for males than 
females.  However, between 2001 and 2011, female activity 
rates increased more rapidly than males as a result of 
increased participation of females in the labour market.  
Projections assume this pattern will continue. However, female 
rates are still expected to remain lower than males.  
The extension and equalisation of male and female SPA will 
increase future economic activity rates for both males and 
females aged 65+.  

Economic activity rates measure, for a given age and gender 
band, the proportion of the population who are likely to be 
available for work.
The extension of State Pension Age (SPA) and the effective 
abolition of age-related retirement will increase the activity rates 
among the older age bands.  In contrast, the extension of 
compulsory education to the age of 18 will reduce the activity 
rates of 16 and 17 year olds.
Activity rates are applied to the population projection to calculate 
the economically active population (resident labour supply) and 
therefore even where rates are held constant, an increase in the 
population will result in an increase in the resident labour supply. 
The graph above illustrates how the economic activity will 
increase over the Plan period.
Unemployment rates increased in Medway during the recession.  
In late 2009 the unemployment rate peaked at 9.6%.  
Barton Willmore’s assessment assumes that unemployment will 
return to the pre-recession average of 5.5% by 2021 and 
remain constant thereafter.

Source: ONS, 2011 Census Economic Activity projected using Kent County Council Activity Rate Forecasts to 2036, November 2014
ONS, Annual Population Survey Model Based Estimates of Unemployment 16-74 16-64 65+
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8Employment Projections and Key Sectors

Key Industrial Sectors

Medway’s employment base is diverse with people who work in 
Medway working in a wide range of industries.  The industrial 
sector which employs the most people is the Public 
administration, education and health sector (32%) followed by 
Distribution, hotels, and restaurants (21%).  These two sectors 
account for over 50%.

The PPG (paragraph ID2a-018) states how employment forecasts 
and trends must be taken into account when establishing 
unconstrained OAN.

In this context Barton Willmore has obtained the most recent job 
growth forecasts from the leading three forecasting houses 
(Experian Economics, Cambridge Econometrics, and Oxford 
Economics). The three sources provide past trends alongside the 
forecasts for the period being assessed here (2012-2035).

The average forecast job growth for the Plan period is 401 jobs 
per annum.  This follows a broadly similar trajectory to the 
average past trends recorded by the three forecasting houses 
(437 jobs per annum, 1992/97-2012).

The demographic forecasting undertaken in this assessment 
therefore establishes the level of housing growth required to 
support job growth of 401 jobs per annum in Medway.

Source: Experian Economics, Oxford Economics, Cambridge Econometrics
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The PPG’s ‘Starting Point’ scenario is a reflection of the CLG
2012-based Household Projection series, with adjustments made
to convert household change into housing need (by applying
adjustments for vacant and second homes). In Medway this
adjustment rate is 3.3% and the unadjusted dwelling
requirement would be 1,324 dpa, 2012-2035.

This starting point would provide for the policy off average job
growth forecast (401 jobs per annum) we set out on page 8.

However this is the starting point estimate only. To comply
with the requirements of PPG, consideration of the underlying
household formation rates and migration assumptions
underpinning this starting point need to be considered.
Adjustment should then be made if local circumstances dictate.

The starting point estimate of need (1,324 dpa) is considered to be
underpinned by suppression in household formation in the 25-44 age
group in Medway. PPG ID2a-015 states how sensitivity testing can be
undertaken, specific to local circumstances, and in this context an
adjustment to the starting point has been made. This complies with
the NPPF requirement to ensure Plans are positively prepared.

The above graph shows how a blended approach to household
formation rates would alter the OAN starting point. This blended
approach is as follows; all ages with the exception of the 25-44 age
group are underpinned by the household formation rates of the
starting point. However in the 25-44 age group we have applied a
return to the pre-recessionary 2008-based household formation rates
by the end of the Plan period (2035). This will help to alleviate the
clear suppression in household formation in this age group.

This adjustment results in an increase to 1,489 dpa, 2012-2035.
This is considered to represent full OAN for Medway.

The PPG states how an adjustment to the demographic projection
can also be considered. Barton Willmore’s analysis of migration
trends has identified that net migration to Medway has increased
in the last three years. However, we cannot be certain whether
this is a reversal of trend. Until more sufficient data is available,
it is considered appropriate to plan on the basis on the 2012-
based SNPP. Nonetheless it is considered that the 2012-based
SNPP should provide the very minimum level of future population
growth in Medway given the low international migration
assumptions they are underpinned by. However, if subsequent
releases of Mid-Year Population Estimates provide evidence that
migration to Medway is continuing to increase, then the approach
to OAN may require modification.

Modelled Housing Need – 2012-2035
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10Affordability and Market Entry Thresholds

The affordability ratio measures the ratio between lower 
quartile house prices and lower quartile earnings.  The chart 
to the right tracks the affordability ratio in Medway between 
1999 and 2013 based on a three year rolling average.

Although Medway is lower than the average for the south 
east region, in 2013 lower quartile house prices remained 6.6 
times lower quartile earnings. House prices are therefore 
unaffordable for most first time buyers.

Private housing market entry thresholds indicate that 68% of 
first time buyers in Medway would not be able to afford a 
lower quartile house and 59% would not be able to afford 
lower quartile rents in the Borough.

Affordability is just one of the six market signals that PPG 
identifies needs consideration when determining housing 
need, with a worsening trend in any of the indicators 
providing justification for an adjustment to the housing need 
number suggested by the household projections.

Further consideration of all of the market signals is deemed 
necessary in order to establish the full extent to which there 
are market signals issues within Medway, but this evidence 
suggests an acute affordability problem in Medway. 

The OAN we propose would help to alleviate worsening 
affordability in Medway.

Source: Land Registry and Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings via CLG
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11Response to Adverse Market Signals and Affordable Need

The ‘starting point estimate’ of housing need in Medway as indicated by the CLG 2012-based household projections is 1,324 dwellings per annum over the period 2012-2035. If a 10% uplift is applied to the 
‘starting point’ estimate (in line with the ‘modest’ uplift applied by Inspectors in recent Examinations, for example Eastleigh) to address worsening market signals, then this would bring housing need up to 
approximately 1,456 dwellings per annum.  

However, the ‘starting point estimate’ is considered an underestimate of future housing need, as it projects suppressed household formation rates in the 25-44 age group over the 23-year Plan period.  An 
adjustment to more positive 2008-based rates of household formation solely in the 25-44 age group shows how the starting point estimate would need to be increased to 1,489 dwellings per annum to 
ensure the suppression in the 25-44 age group is alleviated. Planning on the basis of more positive rates of household formation would help to improve affordability for first time buyers and reduce the number 
of concealed households (such as adult couples living with parents) in this age group.

The ‘starting point’ adjusted for suppressed household formation would generate the level of economically active population required to meet the average ‘policy off’ job growth forecast (401 jobs per annum). 
An upward adjustment for job growth is not considered to be required. However the draft Medway Plan identifies affordable housing need equating to 744 affordable dwellings per annum.  The Council’s policy 
is to deliver 25% affordable housing on all major developments.  To achieve this, OAN would need to increase to nearly 3,000 dwellings per annum, 2012-2035.

Source: Barton Willmore
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12Conclusion

Full OAN for Medway is considered to be 1,489 dpa, 2012-2035

The latest evidence from Medway shows affordable housing need of 774 dpa. To meet this in full at provision of 25%, OAN of nearly 3,000 dpa would be required. This is not considered realistic, 
however we recommend the OAN of 1,489 dpa, which will go some way to meeting some of the significant affordable need.

The demographic-led adjustments will result in growth of the economically active (labour force) population that will support the average ‘policy-off’ job growth forecast (400 jobs per annum). No 
further adjustment for jobs growth is considered necessary.

Despite net migration to Medway increasing in recent years it is uncertain whether this trend will continue.  On this basis, it is considered that the 2012-based SNPP provide an appropriate demographic 
projection for assessing housing need.   However, the level of population growth projected by the 2012-based SNPP should be considered a minimum.  

The 25-44 age group shows clear signs of suppressed household formation in Medway.  A return to pre-recessionary 2008-based household formation rates in this age group by 2035 would increase the 
starting point estimate to 1,489 dpa, 2012-2035. 

The 2012-based Household Projections indicate a starting point of 1,324 dwellings per annum, including a vacant dwelling adjustment of 3.3%.
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Int roduction 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 This paper has been produced to accompany the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs (OAN) 

dashboard for Medway Unitary Author ity (MUA).  It is i ntended to provide a  m ore detailed 

descr iption of the methodology used for assessing OAN.   

 

1.2 Chapter 2 of the paper begins with a detailed outline of the national planning policy and 

guidance on establishing OAN, setting out the methodological approach taken by Barton 

Willmore. 

 
1.3 An overview of the POPGROUP demographic forecasting model is presented in Chapter 3.  This 

is the forecasting tool which has been used by Barton Willmore to undertake sensitivity testing 

of alternative demographic and household formation assumptions, along with an assessment 

of the level of housing required to support economic growth. 

 
1.4 The data assumptions used within Barton Willmore’s assessment of OAN along with their  

respective sources are presented in Chapter 4. 
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF OAN METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1 The requirement for all Local P lanning Author ities (LPAs) to base t heir  housing targets on 

objective assessments of need is rooted in national planning policy – specifically the National 

Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).  

National Planning P olicy Framework ( NPPF, 27 March 2012) 

2.2 NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to 

be applied. NPPF states that planning should proactively dr ive and support sustainable 

economic development to deliver the homes that the country needs, and that every effort 

should be made to objectively identify and then meet housing needs, taking account of market 

signals (paragraph 17). 

2.3 In respect of deliver ing a wide choice of high quality homes, NPPF confirms the need for local 

author ities to boost significantly the supply of housing. To do so, it states that local author ities 

should use their evidence base to ensure that their  Local Plan meets the full, objectively 

assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area (paragraph 47).  

2.4 With regard to plan-making, local planning author ities are directed to set out strategic pr ior ities 

for their  area in the Local Plan, including policies to deliver the homes and jobs needed in the 

area (paragraph 156).   

2.5 Further, Local Plans are to be based on adequate, up to date and relevant evidence, integrating 

assessments of and strategies for housing and employment uses, taking full account of relevant 

market and economic signals (paragraph 158).  

2.6 For plan-making purposes, local planning author ities are required to clear ly understand housing 

needs in their  area.  To do s o they should prepare a S trategic Housing Market Assessment 

(SHMA) that identifies the s cale and m ix of housing a nd t he r ange of tenures that the local 

population is l ikely to need over the plan per iod (paragraph 159). 

Planning Pract ice Guidance (PPG, 06 March 2014) 

2.7 PPG was issued as a web based resource on 6th March 2014, following the publication of ‘beta’ 

guidance in 2013.   Guidance on the a ssessment of housing d evelopment needs ( PPG ID2a) 

includes the SHMA requirement set out in NPPF and supersedes all previous published SHMA 

practice guidance (CLG, 2007).      
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2.8 The pr imary objective of the housing development needs assessment (the SHMA) is to identify 

the future quantity of housing needed, including a breakdown by type, tenure and need (PPG 

ID2a 002). 

2.9 Housing need refers to the scale of housing l ikely to be needed in t he housing market area 

over the plan per iod, should cater for the housing demand in the area and identify the scale 

of housing supply necessary to meet that demand (PPG ID2a 003). 

2.10 The assessment of need is an objective assessment based on facts and unbiased evidence and 

constraints should not be applied (PPG ID2a 004).    

2.11 Use of the PPG methodology for assessing housing need is strongly recommended, to ensure 

that the assessment is transparent (ID2a 005).  The area assessed should be the housing 

market area (ID2a 008), reflecting the key functional linkages between places where people 

live and work (ID2a 010).   

PPG methodology for assessing housing need 

2.12 The full methodology is set out at ID 2a 014 to 029 (overall housing need at ID2a 015 to 020), 

and i s i ntroduced as an assessment that s hould b e based predominately on secondary data 

(ID2a 014).   

i)  Start ing point  est imate of need 

2.13 The methodology states that the s tarting point for assessing overall housing need should be 

the household projections published by the Department for Communities and Local 

Government, but that they a re trends based and may require adjustment to reflect factors, 

such as unmet or suppressed need, not captured in past trends (ID2a 015).  

“The household p roject ion-based e st imate of housing need may 
require a djustment to reflect  f actors a ffect ing lo cal demography 
and household formation rates which are not  captured in past  
trends. For e xample, f ormation r ates may h ave been suppressed 
historically  b y u nder-supply and worsening a ffordability  o f 
housing.” (2a-015) (Our emphasis) 
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ii)  A djust ing for demographic evidence 

2.14 The PPG methodology a dvises that adjustments to household projection-based estimates of 

overall housing need should be made on the basis established sources of robust evidence, such 

as ONS  estimates (2a-017).   

iii)  A djust ing for likely change in job numbers 

2.15 In addition to taking into account demographic evidence the methodology states that job trends 

and or forecasts should also be taken into account when assessing overall housing need.  The 

implication is that housing numbers should be increased where this will enable labour force 

supply to match projected job growth (2a-018).   

“Where t he supply of working age populat ion that  is economically  
act ive (labour force supply) is less than the projected job growth, 
this could result  in unsustainable commuting patterns … and could 
reduce the r esilience of local businesses. In such c ircumstances, 
plan makers will need t o consider how t he locat ion of new housing 
or infrastructure development could help address these problems.” 
(2a-018)   

iv)  A djust ing f or market  s ignals 

2.16 The final part of the methodology regarding overall housing need is concerned with market 

signals and their implications for housing supply (2a-019:020).   

“The housing need number suggested by household project ions (the 
start ing point) should be adjusted t o r eflect  appropriate market  
signals, as well as other market  indicators of the balance between 
the demand for and supply of d wellings.” (2a-019)   

2.17 Assessment of market s ignals is a  further test intended to inform whether the starting point 

estimate of overall housing need (the household projections) should be adjusted upwards.  

Particular attention is given to the issue of a ffordability (2a-020).  

“The m ore significant  t he affordability  constraints … a nd the 
stronger other indicators o f high demand … the l arger t he 
improvement in affordability  needed and, therefore, the larger the 
addit ional supply response should be.” (2a-020) 
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v) Overall housing need 

2.18 An objective assessment of overall housing need can be summarised as a test of whether the 

household p rojection based s tarting point can be r econciled with a) the latest demographic 

evidence, b) the ability to accommodate projected job demand, c) the requirement to address 

worsening market s ignals.  If i t cannot be reconciled, then an adjustment should be made. 

2.19 The extent of any adjustment should be based on the extent to which it passes each test.  That 

is,  

 

• It will at least equal the housing need number implied by the latest demographic 

evidence,  

• It will at least accommodate projected job demand; and, 

• On reasonable assumptions, it could be expected to improve affordability. 

2.20 The approach used by Barton Willmore to objectively assess overall housing need follows the 

methodology set out in PPG 2a-014:20 and summarised above.  The result is a policy off 

assessment of housing need that takes no account of the impact of planned interventions, 

strategies and policies. 

vi)  A ffordable housing need assessment  

2.21 The methodology for assessing affordable housing need is set out at 2 a-022 to 029 and is 

largely unchanged from the methodology it supersedes (SHMA 2007).  In summary, total 

affordable need is estimated by subtracting total available stock from total gross need.  Whilst 

it has no bear ing on the assessment of overall housing need, deliver ing the required number 

of affordable homes can be used to justify an increase in planned housing supply (2a-029). 

“The total affordable housing need should then be considered in the 
context  of its likely delivery as a proport ion of mixed market  and 
affordable housing developments … A n increase in the total housing 
figures included in the local plan should be considered where it  
could help deliver the required number of affordable homes.” (2a-
029) (our emphasis) 
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Barton Willmore Methodological A pproach 

2.22 Barton Willmore’s approach to OAN closely follows the approach set out in PPG, and is therefore 

methodologically robust. 

Stage One – Define t he Housing Market  A rea Boundary 

2.23 Before any assessment can be carr ied out, the limits of the HMA must be defined.  This is vital 

to ensure that t he OAN reflects the s ocial and e conomic dynamics of t he area, and informs 

discussions on distr ibution should a particular LPA within the HMA face insurmountable 

challenges in accommodating its own demand for housing. 

2.24 As a starting point, r esearch from the Centre f or Urban a nd R egional Development S tudies 

(CURDS) at Newcastle University is consulted, and compared against ONS  Travel to Work Areas 

(most recently produced in 2007 from 2001 Census data – update due in 2015) and HMA 

definitions applied within recent LPA evidence base studies.  These definitions are then tested 

using commuting and migration flow data (plus data on house pr ices) to determine which is 

most appropr iate for the purpose of assessing housing need, taking account of guidance set 

out at PPG ID: 2a-009 to 013.    The HMA area as defined and used by the LPAs has also been 

considered within this assessment. 

Stage Two – Ident ify and A djust  Demographic Start ing Point  

2.25 The CLG 2012-based Household Projections (released in February 2015) act as the starting 

point for assessing housing need (as established at PPG ID: 2a-015).  However, these 

projections alone do not constitute OAN – several adjustments are required based on further 

evidence. 

2.26 The first adjustment made is to account for suppressed household formation inherent in the 

2012-based household formation rates.  The problem of suppression ar ises because although 

formation rate projections are based on a long run trend which takes its bear ings from Census 

points since 1961/71, that trend is distorted by the results of the 2011 Census, taken at a time 

when formation w as greatly constrained by economic factors (supply, affordability and the 

aftermath of recession).  An adjustment therefore needs to be made to the household formation 

rate assumptions, relative to local circumstances.  To do this, a return to the household 

formation rates assumed in the last pre-recession household projections ser ies can be 

incorporated into the forecasting model, for specific age groups and by gender, as appropr iate. 
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2.27 A further adjustment can also be made to test alternative assumptions of net migration.  Again, 

the recession has had a distorting effect on the movement of people between places, so longer 

term trends can provide a more robust guide of likely migration patterns in the future.  However 

the short-term trend (past 5 years) can be justified. 

Stage Three – A ssess Labour Force Capacity  

2.28 To identify the extent to which forecast labour demand will be accommodated by the OAN 

following the approach descr ibed above, a comparison is made between the size of the 

workforce ar is ing from the adjusted demographic- led modelling, and j ob c reation forecasts, 

taking into account ‘policy-off’  average job growth trends forecasts from three sources; 

Exper ian Economics, Cambridge Econometr ics, and Oxford Economics; and potential changes 

in unemployment and economic activity rates over the plan per iod.  The ratio of residents in 

employment a nd workforce jobs ( the commuting ratio) is also an important input into this 

process. 

2.29 If the size of the resulting workforce is less than the forecast number of jobs, it is l ikely that 

a further uplift in the dwelling target would be required.  Should this occur, additional jobs-led 

modelling is carr ied out to identify the population growth (and therefore number of dwellings) 

required to supply sufficient labour capacity. 

Stage Fo ur -  A ssess Market  Signals 

2.30 Housing costs in all parts of the country are less affordable now than 20 years ago, largely due 

to a significant decline in the number of homes being built.  The extent to which this breakdown 

between the s upply of and demand f or housing occurs within the s ubject HMA is observed 

through an analysis of Market S ignals. 

2.31 Several key Market S ignals are assessed including House Pr ices, Pr ivate Rents, Affordability, 

Concealed and Overcrowded Households and Completion Rates.  As stipulated at PPG ID: 2a-

020, a worsening trend in a ny of t hese indicators requires a b oost t o the planned level of 

housing supply. 

Stage Five – Bringing t he Evidence Together 

2.32 Overall housing need is identified by distil l ing the analyses discussed above into a single OAN 

for the per iod 2012-2035.  This figure, by definition, does not take into account policy 

considerations which may place constraints on supply or l imit the deliverability of housing.  

Housing need figures are provided for the relevant individual LPAs, but distr ibution of the 
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overall HMA OAN will in practice be subject to agreements between LPAs being made, including 

any constraints in particular areas.   

Stage Six – A ffordable Housing Need     

2.33 The extent to w hich the OAN arr ived at through the p revious stages would meet affordable 

need i s also assessed.  Where the local author ity S HMA has provided a recent and detailed 

account of affordable need which draws on pr imary research, this is used as the basis for much 

of the analysis.  Where an LPA has not undertaken an affordable housing need assessment, an 

indication of what the requirement would be to meet the LPAs affordable policy is provided.  

Chapter S ummary 

2.34 The approach of national policy and guidance clear ly states the importance of objectivity and 

transparency in the assessment of housing requirements.  This study has been prepared in 

accordance with this approach, and uses data and methodologies (where possible) which can 

be traced and replicated.  The ultimate output of this study is a clear, unambiguous 

recommendation for housing development which is supported by a robust evidence base and 

sound assumptions.     
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3.0 POPGROUP AND DEMOGRAPHIC FORECASTING MODEL 

 
3.1 The POPGROUP and Der ived Forecast (DF) model is a well-established demographic model 

developed to forecast population, households and the labour force for specified geographical 

areas.  POPGROUP has over 90 users, including academic and public service staff in housing, 

planning, health, policy, research, economic development and social services.  It is the industry 

standard in the UK for demographic analysis within strategic planning.  More information about 

POPGROUP can be found at http://www.ccsr.ac.uk/popgroup/index.html 

 

3.2 The main POPGROUP model uses standard demographic methods of cohort component 

modelling that enables the development of population forecasts based on births, deaths and 

migration inputs and assumptions.  In summary, this methodology adopts the following 

approach:  

 

• take a base population by s ingle year of age and gender;  

• add births and ‘ in’  migration (by age and gender) for year 1;  

• subtract deaths and ‘out’  migration (by age and gender) for year 1;  

• age the entire population by one year;  

• results for year 1 can be noted; 

• repeat the process above for each subsequent year of the forecast 

 

3.3 The POPGROUP model can be used in conjunction with the DF model to produce household and 

labour force projections and subsequently to use housing and jobs as additional assumptions 

and constraints in further population projections. 

 

3.4 Importantly the POPGROUP Model provides:  

 

• independent projections that do not rely on other commercial forecasts;   

• the ability to replicate Central Government population and household projections;  

• the ability to run alternative 'what i f'  scenar ios;   

• flexibil ity to change data assumptions;  

• a systematic, r igorous and transparent method so that results are easily traced back to 

assumptions;  

• considerable disaggregation (e.g. annual forecasts, by single year of age and household 

types by age of ‘head of household’ for example)  
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3.5 In order to assess OAN, firstly the Central Government 2012-based population and household 

projections are re-produced within the POPGROUP model.  This e nables the starting point 

estimate of need to be determined according to PPG. 

 
3.6 The POPGROUP model is then used to undertake a ser ies of sensitivity tests by changing a 

number of input assumptions. The model assumptions that can be changed by the user are:  

 

• starting population (by age and gender);   

• ferti l ity rates (by age);  

• mortality rates (by age and gender);   

• household assumptions (vacancy rates, proportion second homes);    

• household representative rates (proportion of population, by age, gender and marital 

status, that are head of household);   

• in-migration profile (by age and gender and whether a migrant or iginates from 

elsewhere within the UK or from overseas);   

• out-migration profile (by age and gender and whether a migrant emigrates to elsewhere 

within the UK or overseas );   

• phasing of dwellings.  

 

3.7 The first sensitivity test that is undertaken is to test the impact of alternative household 

formation rates in comparison to the rates used by CLG to produce the most recent 2012-based 

household projections.  Household formation rates indicate the likelihood of a person to form 

a notional head of household.  Household formation rates (by age and gender) are applied to 

the generated population forecast in order to indicate the future number of households and by 

analysing change over time can be used to indicate a future housing need requirement once 

an adjustment has been applied to take account of vacancy and second homes.  This sensitivity 

test models the impact of applying a gradual full return to the 2008-based household formation 

rates for 25-34 year o lds by 2035. 

 

3.8 The second sensitivity test modelled within POPGROUP is to apply alternative migration trends 

in comparison to those used to produce the 2012-based Sub National Population Projections 

(SNPP). The 2012-based SNPP draw trends from the five-year per iod 2007-2012; a  per iod 

reflecting deep economic recession which in some places resulted in atypical migration 

patterns.   

 
3.9 The 2012-based ONS  SNPP for Medway assumes net in-migration to Medway of 840 people per 

annum, 2012-2035.  This is based on trends drawn from the per iod 2007-2012.  Analysis of 

net migration over this per iod indicates net migration of 941 people per annum over this per iod 
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which is lower than average net migration of 1,159 people per annum drawn from a more 

recent 5-year per iod (2009-2014).  Despite net migration to Medway increasing in recent years, 

it is uncertain whether this trend will continue.  For this reason Barton Willmore consider the 

2012-based SNPP to provide a reasonable demographic projection for Medway at this point in 

time.  However, our approach may be adjusted in light of new evidence (for example, if the 

release of subsequent Mid-Year Population Estimates il lustrates net migration to Medway 

continuing to increase).   

 
3.10 In light o f this, no a lternative migration trends are presented for Medway.  However, if they 

were, our approach to modelling alternative migration trends is outlined below. 

 
3.9 There are two different ways to approach the consideration of alternative migration trends:  

• The counts approach is b ased o n the average net migrant count per year, by age and 

gender, for each migration flow (in and out) over a given per iod; 

• The rates approach is based on the average migrant count per year divided by the 

reference population, by age and gender for each migration flow over a given per iod.  The 

reference population is taken to be UK population minus distr ict population for in f lows 

and distr ict population for out flows. 

3.10 Each approach will lead to slightly different results.  For example, a 5-year trend of counts will 

result in a different population projection to one based on a 5-year trend of rates, yet both are 

reflective of a short-term (5-year) trend.  No approach is r ight or wrong. However, a counts 

approach u ses a  fixed number of total migrants in each year of the projection per iod.  In 

reality, this is unlikely to happen and migration counts will fluctuate.  A rates based approach 

applies the past trend of age and gender specific migration rates to the changing demographic 

profile and as a  result the number of migrants in e ach year of t he projection per iod will be 

different.   

 

3.11 Our preference is to use the rates based approach as in addition to reflecting past trends, it 

responds to the changing demographic profile, providing in our opinion, a more robust 

assessment.  Furthermore this is the approach used by ONS  to produce the Sub National 

Population Projections. 

 
3.12 Model outputs from the sensitivity tests provide an indication of the resident labour supply that 

would be generated from the given scenar io and by applying assumptions regarding 

unemployment and economic activity this can be used to determine the number of jobs that 

could be supported.  This enables a conclusion to be reached as to whether the demographic-

led assessment of need would support job growth in line with past trends and economic 
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forecasts.  If it is determined that the demographic- led assessment of need would not support 

economic growth in line with past trends and economic forecasts, the POPGROUP model is then 

used to determine what level of housing would be required to support such economic growth. 

 
3.13 The POPGROUP model is used to produce a population forecast constrained to an annual job 

growth target as indicated by past trends and/ or economic forecasts.  In a job- led forecast 

the POPGROUP model calculates the required population and dwelling growth needed to 

support t he future job t arget.  In this type of forecast the model forecasts the population 

through the cohort component methodology but increases (or decreases) the population 

accordingly to meet the set job target by a lter ing migration levels.  

 
3.14 The POPGROUP model contains data specifically relating to the local author ity under 

consideration in order to r eflect the socio-demographic profile of the study area.  The data 

assumptions and sources used to produce the Medway Unitary Author ity forecasts are 

presented in the next section. 
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4.0 DATA SOURCES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

 
4.1 The data assumptions and sources that have been used in the POPGROUP model to produce 

the OAN for Medway Borough are presented in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4 .1: POPGROUP modelling assumptions 

Variable 

 

Data set  Source 

Base population 2012 Mid-Year Population Estimates 

by single year of age and gender are 

used as the base population.   

Office for National Statistics 

(ONS)   

Fertil ity rate Age specific ferti l ity rates  ONS  2012-based Sub 

National Population 

Projections 

Mortality rate Age standardised mortality ratios by 

gender 

ONS  2012-based Sub 

National Population 

Projections 

Migrant profile Age and gender specific migration 

rates broken down by in-migrants 

from overseas, in migrants from 

elsewhere within the UK, out-migrants 

to overseas, out-migrants to 

elsewhere in the UK 

ONS 2012-based Sub 

National Population 

Projections.   

Communal 

establishment 

population 

Age and gender counts of people 

living in communal establishments.  

For ages 75+ proportions rather than 

counts are used to reflect the ageing 

population. 

CLG 2012-based household 

projections 

Household 

representative 

rates 

Household representative rates by 

age and gender 

CLG 2012-based household 

projections (Stage One) with 

sensitivity testing a full 

return to 2008-based rates 

by 2035 for those aged 25-

44 years 

 

Vacancy/ Shar ing/ 

Second home rate 

Proportion of dwellings vacant and 

second homes (3.3% in Medway). 

2014 Council Tax Base and 

Live Table 125/615 (CLG) 
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Commuting ratio Ratio based on residents in 

employment divided by workplace 

jobs (1.28 in Medway). 

2011 Census Travel to Work 

S tatistics (Table WU01UK), 

ONS  

Unemployment 

rate 

APS  model-based 2011 estimates 

fall ing to average rate between 2004 

and 2007 by 2021 and then held 

constant (9.6% in 2011 fall ing to 

5.5% in 2021). 

Annual Population Survey 

(APS), ONS  

Economic activity 

rates 

Economic activity rates by age and 

gender are applied to the resident 

population to calculate resident 

labour force  

2011 Census (ONS) and 

projected following Kent 

County Council (KCC) 

November 2014 

methodology to take account 

of changes in retirement age 

(br ief summary outlined 

below) 

 
 
 Project ing e conomic a ct ivity rates 

 
4.2 Projecting economic activity rates has followed the Kent County Council methodology.  This is 

a reasonable approach as it is the only contemporary research that we know of that seeks to 

predict what might happen to a ctivity rates in the future, taking a ccount o f changes to the 

state pension age and trends in participation including working into old age.  Economic activity 

rates have been calculated using 2011 Census data.  Rates for 16 and 17 year olds have been 

calculated separately to model the impact of the extension of s tate education to 18 years of 

age by 2015.  The expected impact of which is to slightly reduce economic activity of 16 and 

17 year olds post 2015 (although account is taken of the fact that some will sti l l have part-

time jobs). 

 
4.3 Economic activity rates for the remainder of the population are calculated by 5-year age group.  

Rates are projected to 2020 following the rate of change projected in the last set of national 

activity rate projections (2006).  Post 2020 rates are held constant for all age groups fall ing 

between ages 18 to 49 years. For all age groups over 50 years, activity rates are increased to 

take account of the extension to S tate Pension Age and the effective abolition of age-related 

retirement. 
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